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I N TRODUCT I O N 

The general theme of this book is the sociolingui stic issues related to 
language planning and language policy in mainland South-East Asia . Though there 
has already been a great deal of work done in this area,  much still  remains to 
be done . 

Language i s  a key aspect of national identity, so policy and planning for 
national development usually concern language. 

It is desirable that such policies should be comprehensive and well informed; 
so if  some of the information contained herein is useful , the book will have 
served its purpose . 

In some countries , much excel lent research has already been done ; this is 
especially true for Indonesia , where the example of Alisj ahbana stands out . Many 
others have also worked there , including an international team whose efforts are 
reported in Rubin et al 1977 . The Phi lippines has also been well served ; many 
of the scholars in that country have contributed articles to a previous Pacific 

Linguistics volume , Perez , santiago and Nguyen , eds ( 1978) . For Malaysia, the 
best work has been done by Asmah , who has also contributed an article for this 
volume . 

It is perhaps not an accident that these three countries are those with the 
most extensive and centralised language planning networks .  Other countries have 
several bodies whose functions include language policy ;  in some of these , such 
as Burma , the various government bodies are well coordinated , but in others there 
may be some overlap or lack of clear authority in language matters . The paper 
by Gupta surveys the general s ituation in various ASEAN countries ; this is fol
lowed by  various papers on specific countries . First are the ASEAN countries , 
then those of Indochina , Burma , and finally the linguistic links between South
East and South Asia . 

Singapore has various ethnic communities , but the numerically preponderant 
group is the Chinese . Of course in Singapore , as elsewhere in south-East Asia , 
the Chinese come from a variety of Southern Chinese backgrounds , and speak various 
non-Mandarin dialects . However , a recent decision for Mandarin to replace dialects 
in most contexts has led to a rapid increase in the use of Mandarin in Singapore . 
Platt ' s  contribution gives data on the process and progress of this change . 
That by Ng discusses one of the distinctive characteristics of the resulting 
variety of Mandarin : it shows variation in retroflexion . 

Malaysia is another country with citizens from a variety of ethnic back
grounds . There , the largest group is the Malays , and their language , Bahasa 
Malaysia , is being progressively extended to use in all situations , with the 
active participation of the Dewan Bahasa dan pustaka , the official language plan
ning body . Asmah gives a general discussion of this process . 

Thailand is on the whole a homogeneous country , with a wel l-assimilated 
urban Chinese minority , several peripheral areas with large groups speaking the 
languages of adj acent countries , and some small tribal groups in border areas . 

iv 
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However the Thai are by far the largest group , and in many areas other groups 
are tending to assimilate into the general Thai population. The article by Diller 
considers register or stylistic differences within Thai , a neglected aspect of 
the description of South-East Asian national language s ;  extensive stylistic dif
ferences are also found in Bahasa Malaysia and Malay ; Burmese ; and elsewhere . 
Prapart ' s  paper discusses the status of the Malays and their language in Southern 
Thailand,  as a minority in Thailand but speakers of the language of neighbouring 
Malaysia . My article deals with the tribal minorities and a particular instance 
of the progressive assimilation of one such group , and suggests that education 
in the national language is a key factor in this process . 

The three countries in Indochina have similar recent histories : French 
colonialism ,  then a long and traumatic period of conflict . However they are very 
di fferent , in language and other ways . In a survey of the little-known recent 
history of the Khmer language , Thel Thong provides previously-unavailable or 
uncorrelated data from his perspective as a participant in the language planning 
process . Since the background of Vietnamese is much better known , Nguyen has 
provided a paper on a key aspect of language planning : the formulation and rat
ification of new terminology ; Nguyen himsel f ,  as well as other workers , have 
already done the basic work on the history of language policy in Vietnam; see , 
for example ,  Nguyen 1980 . Unfortunately no paper on Laos was available , so in 
this aspect the volume is incomplete . 

The final paper on a south-East Asian country is by Allott on Burma . This 
is a particularly thorough survey of developments concerning Burmese over the 
last hundred years , which is very useful since almost all of the literature 
exists only in Burmese .  This is followed by two papers which l ink South-East 
and South Asia in a sociolinguistic way . The first , by Barz and Diller , investi
gates the distribution of a particular syntactic phenomenon : numeral classifiers . 
Such typological studies rarely extend beyond the geographical confines of a lin
guistic area , and often deal less comprehensive ly with a range of topics . Hence 
this paper may prove useful to language planners ,  as it shows that similar lin
guistic structures occur in various adj acent languages , and these structures are 
quite different from those of the former colonial or maj or foreign languages such 
as English . The final paper ,  by Yadav , describes the last remaining Great 
Andaman language ; it is spoken in the Andaman Islands , a part of India which is 
geographically adj acent to South-East Asia . This paper contains irreplaceable 
data which can be compared to that in Man 1932 and Radcliffe-Brown 1948 among 
other sources ;  and it shows the progress of language replacement in that com
munity . 

In summary , papers from a variety of perspectives have been assembled , all  
of which concern some aspect of the sociolinguistics of  language planning in 
mainland South-East Asia,  or related questions of language structure and minority 
language death . Those on the countries which have received less scholarly 
attention to date provide a general survey , while others deal with specific 
areas of language policy , problems of language structure often neglected in the 
planning process ,  or issues relating to minority groups within a national con
text . In all case s ,  the views expressed in the papers are those of the author 
or authors . 
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LAN G U A G E  STATUS P LAN N I N G I N  THE A S EAN C O U N T R I E S
1 

Anthea Fraser Gupta 

This paper i s  an examination of some possible l inks between the political 
motivations in articulated language policy and the sociolinguistic status of 
official languages .  A distinction must be made first between linguistically 
homogeneous and linguistically heterogeneous states . The cut-off point for 
homogeneity is of course arbitrary , although the identification of such states 
is in fact easier in practice than in theory . In a l inguistically homogeneous 
state , one language is spoken as a sole native language by the overwhelming 
majority of the nationals .  Fishman ( 1968b : 5 5 )  sets homogeneity at 85% given 
that there is no significant minority . Examples of such countries would be the 
United Kingdom or Japan . Linguistically heterogeneous states are diverse , and 
have been classified in a variety of ways , most interestingly for the purposes 
of this paper ,  by Kloss ( 1969) . The ASEAN countries are all heterogeneous except 
Thai land . There , as in other ' homogeneous '  states ,  the homogeneity in this sense 
does not preclude the exi stence of minority groups who may have an importance not 
suggested by their small size , while not all native speakers of the dominant lan
guage are speakers of the standard variety . Thus in homogeneous countries dialect 
di fferences become more important . 

However ,  the language issues of  linguistically homogeneous states and those 
of l inguistically heterogeneous states will differ considerably ( Fishman 1968a) , 
linguistically heterogeneous states normal ly having more difficult decisions to 
make about language pol icy . The choice of official language ( s) , which is the 
aspect of language planning with which this paper is concerned , i s  characteris
tically more difficult, more hazardous , but more open to social engineering in a 
linguistically heterogeneous state . 

WHAT I S  AN OFF I C I AL LANGUAGE? 

For Garvin ( 1974) the defining characteristic of an official language is 
recognition by some governmental authority ,  i . e .  a language is official because 
the government says it i s .  The official language or one of several official 
languages may in addition be designated as ' national language ' ,  and Garvin dis
tinguishes two common usages of this term: 

( 1 )  a national language is a language serving the entire territory of the 
nation ( in contrast with a regional language) 

( 2 )  the national language is the language which functions as a national 
symbol . 

As several writers have pointed out however ( Fishman 1969 , Whiteley 197 1 ,  
Conrad and Fi shman 1977) , there i s  tremendous variation from country to country 
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2 ANTHEA FRASER GUPTA 

in the use of these terms, and in the rigidity with which legally sanctioned 
languages are used to the exclusion of those without any overt official recog
nition . Nevertheless , whatever the de facto situation in a state may be , the 
de j ure situation is in itself  of interest , as being an articulation of inten
tions , wishful thinking , or direction of development . Formulae of the sort 
proposed by Stewart ( 1968) , Ferguson ( 1966) or Kloss ( 1968) fall short of really 
characterising the situation in a given locality if an assumption is made of a 
match between the real situation and the legalistic one . 

Governments designate languages by one or more of the following terms : 

( 1 ) national ( in either of the senses given by Garvin, but usually the 
second) 

( 2 )  official (either countrywide or regional ; either a sole official language 
or one of two or more equal or unequal official languages) 

( 3 ) working (this is the status of English in Sri Lanka - this designation 
normally has about it a sense of being an unsatisfactory interim measure 
while a more suitable language , usually a national language , is being 
promoted) . 

These categories of course overlap ( one language may be all three ) and not al l 
countries use all of these terms . A linguistically homogeneous country may even 
have no articulated language policy for the majority language . Typical ly,  min
ority groups in such countries (especially indigenous minority groups , and 
particularly those who were or who feel they were there before the majority 
group) agitate for limited (often regional) areas of recognition for their own 
languages ,  and in particular for the promotion of education in their languages 
( e . g . Welsh in the UK, Breton in France , Basque in Spain) . In this paper I have 
not distinguished between national and official language unless I have so 
speci fied . 

Kloss ( 1968 : 79 )  further points out that below the level of legal istic 
official recognition , the relationship between a language and the government may 
be one of  three further sorts : 

( 1 )  "promoted" 

A language may be to a limited extent promoted by the government , although 
not des ignated as official . It may be used in some official broadcasts , bro
chures , or other media used to reach the citizens , and it may be used in the 
early stages of education . 

This latter use may al low most children to have their first education in 
their native language . This is usually felt to be educationally desirable,  
though in  countries such as Singapore , or in  the urban concentrations of many 
linguistically heterogeneous states , it is probably too involved and expensive 
to be feasible , owing to the multitude of small groups , their geographical 
dispers ion ( rather than concentration) ,  and often the difficulty of ascertain
ing what a child ' s  native language is in a situation of near-universal bi/multi
lingualism .  Furthermore there are situations where the undesirable social 
consequences of giving every child an education in the native language would 
outweigh the possible educational benefits to the individual . 

There are many examples of ' limited government promotion ' - for example the 
use of Urdu in the UK. There are TV and radio programs in Urdu , and brochures 
about such things as post office services for di stribution to readers of Urdu . 
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( 2 )  "i n no  way promoted by the state . . . but . . .  [not] res tri c ted" 

A language not promoted in any way may nevertheless be tolerated , and is 
to be found in use between citizens in private clubs , in films , in religion , 
in private schools , or s imply between persons in public . 

Examples of this are innumerable : Punjabi in Singapore , for instance . 

( 3 ) "proscribed" 

A language may be proscribed and its very use in public dangerous : examples 
of thi s ,  the reverse of official , are luckily rare ; so rare in fact that I am 
unable to give a modern example ,  and even the historical ones ( e . g . Scots 
Gae lic in late 18th century Britain) are dubious . Limited areas of proscrip
tion are however very common , especially the proscription of non-standard 
varieties in school (e . g . the imposition of a small fine for the use of Chinese 
varieties other than Mandarin in Singapore schools ) .  

The choice of official language ( s )  in countries where the choice of official 
language is not made obvious by the demographic structure can be a powerful tool 
in social engineering, and there is thus a link between the choice of official 
language and the political decisions . Quite apart from the actual success of 
official l anguage policy in terms of i ts achieving its aims in social engineering , 
the choice of official language has various legal and political impli cations , 
notably those concerning the leaders ' perceptions of their country and their 
ambitions for i t .  

TY PES  O F  DEC I S I ONS 

A the governmen t  wi shes to s a ti s fy the arti cul ated demands  of i ts peopl e 

This may seem an obvious political goal , but a number of countries find 
that they have other goal s which override i t ,  e . g . B (Malaysia) or FIG (South 
Africa) . Depending on the phi losophy of the government ,  the dissatis fied 
section of  the population may be wooed , pacified , ignored , or oppressed . 

B fos teri ng a nati onal  i den t i ty through l anguage 

For many countries language is a main medium for the expression of national 
unity . However , although many countries in which " the geographical boundaries 
are far in advance of sociocultural unity" ( Fishman 1968a : 43 )  feel it is 
desi rable to promote a national identity through language , and may adopt un
popular and in fact un feasible schemes to promote i t  ( e . g .  India) , language 
is not necessary for the expression of national unity ( e . g . Switzerland) and 
in fact the promotion of a language for this purpose may in some cases be 
divisive ( e . g .  India again) . 

C i mprov i ng i nte r-group commu n i cation  

In a fragmented stat e ,  communication between disparate groups may be  improved 
by the careful choice and promotion of an offi cial language . A wide ly used 
lingua franca may already be available ( e . g . Malay in the Malay Archipelago , 
Swahili in East Africa) , but over the years the lingua franca function of a 
language may increase , especially in a s ituation of universal or near universa l  
e lementary education ( e . g . English i n  Singapore) . 
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D i ncreas i ng o r  mai ntai ni ng d i fferences between separate groups 

In some societies,  di fferent groups wish to be identified as different , 
and given special linguistic recognition ( Wales , Singapore , etc . ) .  I f  the 
government were not to maintain these differences this might be seen as an 
attempt to wipe out the culture . In other societies ( South Africa is the best 
example ) , diverse groups (Zulu , Xhosa , etc . )  wish to see themselves primari ly 
as united vis a vis a shared other , and may see government attempts to empha
sise their separateness as an attempt to prevent the formation of a larger 
power base . The Soweto riots were for the teaching of English ( the language 
of intra-group unity) and against the emphasis on Afrikaans ( the language of 
the opposing group) and on African languages ( the languages of di sunity and 
of disadvantage) . Similarly , there is currently a dispute in the Indian state 
of West Bengal , where the Marxist state government wishes to abandon the 
teaching of English in state primary schools , in order to reinforce the sep
arateness of West Bengal from the rest of India ,  and from the non-Marxist 
central government ,  while the opposing faction wishes to maintain the sense 
of Indianness as embodied in this case in the common use of English . Another 
effect of the loss of English teaching in state primary schools wil l  be to 
further enlarge the gulf  between rich and poor , as private schools will not 
be affected . 

E a i di ng a currently or h i stori ca l l y down trodden group 

There are of course different perceptions of downtroddenness depending on 
the group membership of  the individual . This motivation often involves either 
a shift in power , or a differential manifestation of power .  The important 
thing may be the government ' s  avowed intention , though there is normally some 
element of truth (e . g . Malaysia , Sri Lanka) . See also G below .  

F keepi ng  a downtrodden group downtrodden 

Normal ly linked with G be low . South Africa is the clearest example ( see 
van den Berghe 1968)  but this motivation may be deeply hidden behind a variety 
of official language policies more frequently than might at first be thought . 

G promot i n g  the i nterests of  the rul i ng group 

This is often linked with F as in the case of South Africa , but in the case 
of Malaysia and Sri Lanka it is linked with E .  

H i mprovi ng o r  ma i n ta i n i ng  i nternati onal  s tand i ng 

Although given much importance by politicians in countries which are con
templating the abandonment of a language of wider communication in favour of 
an indigenous language (usually in the interests of motivation B ) , this is in 
fact a very minor consideration . In most countries - Singapore is one of the 
exceptions - very few members of the society interact with foreigners or work 
in areas where a non-indigenous language is essential . Furthermore even if 
a language is not designated as official , it can sti l l  be valued , and be taught 
in schools as national policy ( e . g . English in the Netherlands , Sweden , 
Indonesia) . 

Official l anguages can be classified in a variety of ways . Official languages 
must normally be standard languages ( Garvin 1974) . I f  a language is selected to 
be an official language which at the time of selection is not a ful ly deve loped 
modern standard language , then the government must be prepared to invest time , 
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money and propaganda into making it so ( Hebrew , Bahasa Indonesia , Somali ) . with 
this proviso in mind , an official language may have one or more of the following 
characteristics . (Note that an indigenous language is a language spoken as a 
native language by a group of individuals who regard themselves as of a country 
- government policy can of course change citizenship patterns in such a way as 
to effectively remove from actual citizenship particular ethnic groups , as in 
South Africa) : 

1 OVE RWH ELMING MAJORITY : the l anguage i s  s po ken  a s  a nat i ve l anguage by the 
overwhe l mi n g  maj or i ty of the popu l at i on of  the country 

Quantification of the size of  the overwhelmin� majority is less important 
than i ts impressionistic assessment ( see above ) . The geographical dispersion 
or concentration of the minorities is often an important factor in determining 
their importance or power. However ,  where there is this type of language 
avai lable for use as official l anguage , it is typically the only official 
l anguage , although a representative language (Type 3) may be used regionally 
(e . g .  Welsh in the United Kingdom) . If the Type 1 language has no historical 
standard variety , the government may feel it necessary to combine this with 
one or even more than one LWCs ( Type 6) , at least as an interim measure , as 
was the case in Somalia .  The astonishing speed of the transfer to Somali 
(Andrzej ewski 1980)  was helped by a number of lingui stic and non-linguistic 
factors , among which were the dominance of Somali colloquially and the exis
tence o f  a standard speech form despite the absence of a standard written 
variety . 

2 NUMERI CAL MAJORI TY:  the l anguage i s  the nati ve l anguage of  the l a rgest 
l i ngu i s ti c  group i n  the country 

The group speaking the language may be , or may be presented as being , a 
numerical maj ority of the population ( Mandarin in China , Sinhala in Sri Lanka , 
Malay in Malaysia) , or it may be the largest single group in a very fragmented 
country ( Hindi in India) . 

The existence of sometimes s izable minorities can make the choice of a 
numerical majority language a more controversial one than the choice of an 
overwhelming majority l anguage (Type 1 ) , but the emotive force of size is such 
that a government can have as a sole official language a language which is 
taken to be that of a numerical majority , and can invest that decision with a 
legitimacy implausible if the l anguage i s  not the language of the largest 
group . The constellations of decisions and language types operating under 
this principle are especially variable . In the case of Chinese , for example , 
Standard Chinese 3 i s  a variety long felt to be the standard form of a wide 
range of varieties ,  although spoken as a native variety mainly in the north . 
Hindi in India , however , and especially in Southern India ,  has had little 
special status at all until after independence , although the distribution of 
native speakers is superficial ly comparable to that of Chinese in PRC . Even 
in areas of India where languages historically related to Hindi are used , Hindi 
is not of course seen as the standard variety of languages which have their 
own standard forms . Malay in  Malaysia is the native language of an ethnic 
group which , l ike most ethnic groups in Malaysia , is spread more or less 
throughout the country , and has been used for centuries ( in a pidginised form) 
as a l ingua franca .  Thus in assessing local interpretation of this type of 
official l anguage , features particular to the country must be taken into account , 
and especially the link between the language as that of a numerical majority 
and i ts function as a representative language (Type 3 ) , an indigenous prestige 
language ( Type 4) and an indigenous lingua franca (Type 5 ) . 
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3 REPRESENTAT I VE :  the l an guage can be seen a s  be i ng representati ve of a group 
of  c i t i zens  

The language is seen as being closely connected with a particular cultural 
group , and can be seen as representative of that group ' s  participation in the 
ci vi tas . A government that uses languages of this type always has more than 
one official language , and cannot be said to be "actively pursuing the socio
cultural uni fication that be fits those whose common nationality is manifest" 
( Fishman 1968a : 43 ) . The group thus represented is significant in terms of its 

position in terms of the power structure (or at least in terms of  apparent 
governmental recognition of its place in the power structure) , but not neces
sarily in terms of size . Representative languages may be regional , where geo
graphical distribution permi ts , as in the Indian states . Even i f  actual geo
graphical distribution would not normally suggest regional official languages , 
this may be achieved de j ure ( South Africa) . 

I f  only two or three languages are spoken in a country , it may be easy to 
satisfy everyone at the national level . In more complex situations selective 
groups may be satis fied at national level (Afrikaans and English in South 
Africa) . 

4 I NDI GENO US PREST I GE :  the l an guage i s  the nati ve l an guage of some of the 
ci ti zens , and has h i gh p rest i ge wi th i n  the country 

The language may be felt to be the standard variety of related varieties 
( Standard Chinese in PRC) . It is often the language of the elite or ruling 
group (English and Afrikaans in South Africa) . Often the language was once 
the language of a colonial power which has been indigenised ( Spanish in many 
South American countries) .  There is certainly a tendency for LWCs (Type 6)  to 
turn into indigenous prestige languages over the course of year s ,  as an elite 
group become native speakers . In this case the language may not be associated 
with a particular ethnic group but with an elite group whose membershipping is 
at least in part determined by use of the language . The s ituation may well be 
a complex one , as it is in some South American situations , where there may be 
an assumpt ion of actual Spanish ancestry linked with fluency in the language , 
but where membership of the elite group i s  in fact potentially available through 
the language given an appropriate appearance . 

5 I ND I GE NOUS L I NGUA FRANCA: the lan guage i s  an  i ndi genous l an guage w i de l y  u sed 
as a l i n gua  franca i n  the country 

The language may or may not be the native language of a numerically large 
or pol i tically powerful group . In any case the language which is used as a 
lingua franca is likely to be pidginised and to have become distinct from its 
ancestor still being spoken by the engendering ethnic group . A language used 
widely as a lingua franca is often not a standard language , but is well worth 
developing into one , especially i f  it is not also the language of the rul ing 
or dominant group . Indonesia is the classic example of this , along with those 
East African countries where Swahili was widely used (e . g . Kenya , see Parkin 
1974 : 208) . Countries having this kind of language available may be able to 
have only one official language at national leve l ,  or may combine an indigenous 
l ingua franca with an LWC (Kenya , Tanzania) . 
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6 LWC : the l a nguage i s  not a nati ve l an gu age of any s i ng l e ethni c group wi thi n  
the country , and i s  not fel t to be i ndi genous , but i t  has  a h i stori cal 
associ a t i on wi th the country and i s  u s ed as a l i ngua franca e s peci a l l y  among 
the el i te 

This is typically the language of former colonial masters and an LWC ( lan
guage of wider communication , or international language) . It is often seen 
as ethnically neutral and functions as a bridge language between disparate 
ethnic groups (English in Nigeria , India , etc . ) .  Equally typical ly ,  an LWC 
successfully promoted as an official language tends to move towards being 
an indigenous prestige language - the nativisation of LWCs is a gradual process , 
and it is impracticable to attempt to identify a cut-off point . By the same 
process , as the use of the LWC gets extended to sections of the population 
other than the elite,  it becomes nativised as an indigenous l ingua franca 
normally in a somewhat pidgini sed , creolised , or mixed variety . 

The tabl e below gives some indication of the likely links between pol itical 
motivation and type of language chosen . It will be noted that in most cases the 
impact of the type of language chosen will be contingent on local factors . How
eve r ,  an indication of the force of a particular government ' s  official language 
policy can usually be gained from an examination of the total pattern of language 
choice . 

TYPES OF LANGUAGE CHOICE 

Motivation Effect on motivation 
Likely to achieve highly dependent on Unlikely to achieve 

the motivation
" 

local contingencies the motivation" 

A Overwhelming Majority (1) , Numerical Majority (2) , 
(SATISFYING Representative (3) , Indigenous Prestige (4) , 

DEMANDS) Lingua Franca (5) LWC (6) 

B Overwhelming Majority (1) , Numerical Majority (2) , Representative (3) ; 
(NATIONAL Lingua Franca (5) Indigenous Prestige (4) LWC (6) 

IDENTITY) 

C Lingua Franca (5) Numerical Majority (2) , Representative (3) 
(COMMUNICATION) Indigenous Prestige (4) , 

LWC (6) 

D Representative (3) Numerical Majority (2) , Lingua Franca (5) 
(DIFFERENTIATION) Indigenous prestige (4) , 

LWC (6) 

E Numerical Majority (2) , Indigenous Prestige (4) 
(RAISING) Representative (3) , 

Lingua Franca (5) , 
LWC (6) 

F OVerwhelming Majority (1) , Numerical Majority (2) , 
( REPRESSION) Indigenous Prestige (5) Representative (3) , 

Lingua Franca (5) , 
LWC (6) 

G Overwhelming Majority (1) , Numerical Majority (2) , Lingua Franca (5) 
(SELF-INTEREST) Indigenous Prestige (4) , Representative (3) 

LWC (6) 

H LWC (6) Overwhelming Majority (1) , 
( INTERNATIONAL Numerical Majority (2) , 

STlINDING) Representative (3) , 
Indigenous Prestige (4) , 
Lingua Franca (5) 

Table 1: The reflection of political motivations in official language choice 
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THE ASEAN COUNTRI ES 

I ndone s i a  

LANGUAGE 

Bahasa Indonesia 
( Indonesian) 

TYPE OF LANGUAGE MOTIVATION 

Lingua Franca ( 5 )  B (NATIONAL IDENTITY) 
C ( COMMUNICATION) 

Tabl e 2: Mot i vat i o n  and l anguage cho i ce i n  I ndones i a  

Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian language: bahasa means language) has been the 
sub j ect of much corpus planning to convert it into a standard language . It was 
based on the somewhat pidginised lingua franca form of a language (Malay) which 
is the native language of some citizens , but not of the largest group which is 
the Javanese . Other languages are actively promoted in Indonesia , education 
normally being given in the native language up to the third year of primary school 
and in Bahasa Indonesia . English has replaced Dutch as the first foreign lan
guage . The considerable success of  Bahasa Indonesia has been helped by a variety 
of factors , foremost among them being, of course , its widespread use as a lingua 
franca ,  not j ust in Indonesia , but throughout the Malay archipelago . The lan
guage became associated with the independence movement ,  and its success as a 
modern egalitarian language has been helped by the multi farious social di fficul
ties of speaking Javanese . 

Mal ays i a  

LANGUAGE TYPE OF LANGUAGE MOTIVATION 

Bahasa Malaysia Numerical Maj ority ( 2 )  ; B (NATIONAL IDENTITY) 
(Halaysian) Lingua Franca ( 5 )  C (COMMUNICATION) 

E ( RAISING) 
G (SELF-INTEREST) 

Tabl e 3:  Mot i vat i on and l anguage cho i ce i n  Mal ays i a  

Bahasa Malaysia is the modern standard version o f  Malay , various varieties 
of which (none of them identical to the codified Bahasa Malaysia) are spoken 
natively by the largest single group in this ethnically heterogeneous country , 
claimed to be just over 50% of the population . Like Bahasa Indonesia , Malaysian 
has been planned at all levels . Since 1972 some of this planning has been in 
conj unction with the planning of Bahasa Indonesia (Asmah 1979 : 61 ) . Bahasa 
Indonesia and Bahasa Malaysia are mutually intelligible,  and the modern forms of 
both are now normally written in the Roman script,  although the Jawi (Arabic)  
script continues to be used for Bahasa Malaysia ,  non-officially ( see Asmah 1979 : 
67)  . 

The strengths and weaknesses of the Malaysian language policy can easily be 
inferred from Table 3 .  The choice of a lingua franca would normally be incom
patible with motivation G,  certainly in the case of a country like Malaysia with 
efficient and extensive primary education . In fact , motivation G cannot be , and 
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has not been achieved through the adoption of Malay as the sole official language . 
In Malaysia , mastery of Bahasa Malaysia is necessary, but may not be sufficient,  
to gain access to the ruling group . Under the bum i pu t e ra (Bon of the Boil) 
policy ,  a proportion of places at universities , in government jobs , in businesses 
and so on , are reserved for members of groups officially designated as indigenous . 
Although the proportion of reserved places is actually less than the proportion 
of people so designated in the country as a whole , the effect on the Chinese 
and Indian sectors is disproportionate , the aim being to increase access to the 
bum i pute ras in areas where traditionally they have not participated (Motivation E) . 

Although English is no longer de jure an official language in Malaysia, it 
continues to be promoted . For example English is a compulsory school subj ect , 
and the re i s  considerable investment in its teaching . English is also used in 
several areas normally associated with official languages,  for example in law,  
and even in parliament . Other native languages are also promoted, Chinese ,  Tamil ,  
Iban and Kadazan being taught to concentrations of their speakers in addition to 
Malaysian and English (Asmah 1979 : 26 )  . 

Phi l i ppi nes  

LANGUAGE TYPE OF LANGUAGE MOTIVATION 

Fi lipino/Pilipino Numerical Majority ( 2 )  ; B (NATIONAL IDENTITY) 
Lingua Franca ( 5 )  

English LWC ( 6 )  A ( SATISFYING DEMANDS) 
C ( COMMUNICATION) 
H ( INTERNATIONAL 

STANDING) 

Tabl e 4: Motivat i o n  and l an guage choi ce i n  the Ph i li ppi nes 

Filipino or Pilipino has been and still is the subj ect of much language 
corpus and status planning , and there have been many changes of direction , not 
to mention changes of name , in the process of converting it to a modern standard 
language , and of promoting it as a national language and lingua franca. Accord
ing to the 1973 constitution , the nationat language is Filipino , but the initial 
F refers to a language which is an ambition rather than a reality. The language 
which perhaps emerged as something other than Tagalog in the 1960s (Lumbera in 
Gonzales and Bautista 1981 : 152)  continues to be referred to as Pilipino (Bautista 
in Gonzales and Bautista 1981 : 316) , a term used in a Ministry of Education and 
Culture Order of 197 5 .  The choice of initial lette r ,  and the relationship between 
the referents , and between the referents and Tagalog , is contentious ( Perez in 
Gonzales and Bauti sta 1981 : 316) . One reason for non-Tagalog speakers to prefer 
the F is that Tagalog supposedly does not use Iff unlike many other of the lan
guages of the Phi lippines which do . Most Philippinos however use Iff i f  only in 
common personal names of  Spanish origin (Llamzon , personal communication) . 

The use of Pilipino as a lingua franca and as a native language i s  increasing , 
due at least in part to the popular television programs and films which use 
pilipino , and aided by in-migration to Metropolitan Manila . Pilipino is based 
on Tagalog , a language which is spoken natively by about a quarter of the popula
tion , in the western Philippines , including the area around the capital , Manila .  
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The major languages of the Philippines are closely related members of the 
Malayo-Polynesian group , one factor which makes the identification of putatively 
distinct languages particularly di fficult . In recent years , as we see in the 
invention of the names Pilipino ( 1957) and Filipino , there has been an effort 
to de-emphasise the association of the national language , Pilipino , with the 
regional language , Tagalog , thus trying to make the national language ' neutral ' 
not only affectively , but linguistically , coming to be based on a ' fusion of 
languages ' ( Constantino 1981 : 34 ) . As can be seen from the table , the success of 
Pilipino as a national language could be said to depend on this hope becoming a 
reality , as it might become with a liberal official attitude to the degree of 
pidginisat ion that is now taking place . Malay underwent its processes of pidgin
isation through many previous centuries,  so that when Indonesia and Malaysia were 
developing their national l anguages they already had a we ll-established lingua 
franca on which to base their corpus planning. In the case of Pilipino the 
corpus planning has preceded the development of the lingua franca , and now the 
language must absorb the linguistic results of becoming a lingua franca . 

Although at present Pilipino is stil l  seen as l inguistically very c lose 
indeed to Tagalog - perhaps the same - it is seen as politically different , and 
the power implications of the use of a regional language , the language of Metro
poli tan Mani l a ,  have been defused by the fact that President Ferdinand Marcos , 
an enthusiastic propagator of the national language , is not a native speaker of 
Tagalog , being from a northern I locano speaking group (Llamzon , personal com
munication) . The first president , Manuel L .  Quezon , was a Tagalog speaker .  His 
promotion of  Pilipino could have been seen , as it was by some , as potentially 
due to the divi sive Motivation G ,  especially when linked with the economic power 
and potential for dominance normally attached to communities associated with the 
main urban area . President Marcos ' s  promotion of Pi lipino however cannot be seen 
in this way . The undesirable effects of a language which is not a lingua franca 
and is close ly linked with one group ( a  group too of high prestige , especially 
in 1957 when the president was a Tagalog speaker) are also diminished by the 
continuing use of English . 

English has become indigenised , as a variety known as "mix-mix" , and is 
used as a l ingua franc a ,  especially in urban areas . Other native languages are 
also promoted,  for example , in the schools . 

S i n gapore 

LANGUAGE TYPE OF LANGUAGE MOTIVATION 

Engl ish Representative ( 3 ) ; A (SATISFYING DEMANDS ) 
Indigenous Prestige ( 4 )  ; C ( COMMUNICATION) 
LWC (6 )  H ( INTERNATIONAL STANDING) 

Mandarin Representative ( 3 ) ; A ( SATISFYING DEMANDS) 
( Chinese) Indigenous Prestige ( 4 )  C ( COMMUNICATION) 

D ( DIFFERENTIATION) 

Malay Representative ( 3 )  A ( SATISFYING DEMANDS) 
(Le . Bahasa Malaysia) D ( DIFFERENTIATION) 

Tami l Representative ( 3 )  A ( SATISFYING DEMANDS ) 
D (DIFFERENTIATION)  

Table 5 :  Moti vat i on and langu age cho i ce in  S i ngapore 
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The lingua franca situation in Singapore , as might be expected , is  very 
complex , and several non-official languages function as lingue franche , notably 
Hokkien/Teochew and Cantonese , of the official languages ;  English is widely used 
as a l ingua franca , in an indigenised variety , and the pidginised form of Malay 
is also used , particularly between Malays and Indians , but the role of Malay as 
a lingua franca has not been actively promoted , since Singapore ' s  separation 
from Malaysia  in 1965 . The Chinese community is linguistically very diverse , 
the Southern Chinese varieties being commonly used , especially Hokkien , Teochew 
and Cantone se . These varieties in indigenised forms have been , and are , widely 
used , especially but not exclusive ly among the Chinese , as lingue franche . 
Varieties of Chinese other than Mandarin are known as ' dialects ' .  The government 
has in recent years been actively promoting the use of Mandarin as a lingua 
franca ( the Speak Mandarin campaign from 1978 onwards) , and as a native language. 
The use of Mandarin ( indigenised of course ) in all functions is indeed increasing , 
mostly at the expense of ' dialects ' ,  from which ' partial promotion ' ( Kloss 1967) 
has been withdrawn . The Speak Mandarin campaign however has yet to cope with 
the fact that Singaporeans think that Mandarin is elegant , but Cantonese is more 
witty , racy , and full of idiom. This is because in Singapore there has not been 
a ful l social range of Mandarin .  In the case of both Chinese and English, the 
government is not tolerant of the indigenisation of the language s .  Chinese TV 
programs are all in standard Chinese , thus removing the verisimi litude of a ful l  
range of varieties . To date , folk culture has been expressed through the dialects . 
Thus in order to maintain the vitality of Chinese culture in Singapore , the gov
ernment must demonstrate to the population that Mandarin can be just as effective 
in telling jokes ,  playing with a baby , and so on , as Hokkien or Cantones e .  
Mandarin could also b e  described a s  a n  LWC , and certainly functions a s  one in 
business sectors . However , so little is it promoted as an LWC in Singapore , that 
much publicity was given to the fact that Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew , who learnt 
to speak Mandarin as an adult , spoke by choice to Hua Guo Feng through an inter
preter in English at a meeting on his visit to China on 12 May 1976 . 

There are in Singapore officially four race s (Benj amin 1976) , the Chinese 
( about 75%) , the Malays ( about 15%) , the Indians ( about 8%)  and the Eurasians 
( about 2% ) . One language has been selected to represent each of these , in order 
(Motivat ion A) that all citizens may feel that they are equally (but separately) 
participants in the country . However , sheer demographic facts prevent this 
equal ity of citizenship from being reflected in the equality of the languages . 
Obviously , as Kloss has remarked ( 1967 : 42 ) , in a state where there are more than 
three official languages , they cannot all  be equal .  The inequality is to some 
extent spelt out , in the position of English , the only l ingua franca that trans
cends ethnicity , and which is widely used even between speakers of the same 
native language . English is the language of law ,  and of government . Circulars , 
memos , and so on in government offices are all  in English ,  as are road signs and 
innumerable other external and internal evidences of government . The special 
status of English is reinforced in the education system , where English is the 
only language all children must study , and where English is now the l anguage of 
all further education . Not surprisingly , the use of English as a native language 
- but seldom as a sole native language - is increasing . Of the other three 
official language s ,  Tamil is the least equal , simply because the size of the 
community ( less than 5% of the total popul ation) is so small .  Such a small com
munity cannot sustain a significant degree of officialness . The size of the 
Chinese community ensures that Chinese is the most commonly seen of these three 
language s .  Until 1981 school children could choose which of the official lan
guages other than English they had as their other medium of instruction . Although 
most Chinese children studied Mandarin , the proportion who elected to study Malay 
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was sufficiently large to cause a ruling to be made that , at least initially,  
all officially Chinese children must study Chinese . An increasing number of non
Chinese children are studying Chinese , skill in which is increasingly being seen 
by the non-Chinese as advantageous . 

Exoglossic varieties of all four official languages are the official models  
for all  teaching, standards supposedly emanating from Britain , PRC , Malaysia and 
India . However , the extensive indigenisation of all  the languages of Singapore , 
where there i s  on a large scale something very like the situation described by 
Gumperz and Wilson in Kupwar ( Gumperz and Wilson 1971) , gives rise to a discrep
ancy between practice and precept especially in the case of English and Chinese . 

Thai l and  

LANGUAGE TYPE OF LANGUAGE 

Thai Overwhelming majority ( 1 ) 

Tab l e  6 :  Moti vat i on and l anguage cho i ce i n  Thai l and 

Varieties of Thai are spoken natively by around 91% of the population 
(Rustow 1968) , thus Thai is an obvious choice as a sole official language . 
Thailand has never been under the dominion of a colonial power , another factor 
removing languages from competition . Speakers of languages other than Thai , 
mostly members of ethnic groups in speci fic regions ( e . g .  Malays in the south 
or Khmer in the north-east) , or hill tribe s ,  are normally educated in standard 
Thai ;  some Malays do attend Malay-medium school s .  Members o f  urban minorities 
( e specially the Chinese) also learn Thai ; many of them speak it natively , in 
addition to a variety of Chinese . 

NOTES 

1 .  I am grateful to Professor R . B .  LePage and to Dr Ian Smith for their many 
valuable comments on this paper . The faults in the paper are l ikely to be 
in areas where I disregarded their advice . My thanks are also due to Dr 
Teodoro A. Llamzon for factual information on the Philippines .  My inter
pretations are of course my own responsibility. 

2 .  In any case , quantification of this sort is notoriously difficult , especi
ally if governments have a vested interest in seeing particular results . 

3 .  The term P utonghua is now used to refer to the normal modern standard 
variety in the PRC . This is to all  intents and purposes the same variety 
as the one which in Singapore is called Mandari n ,  where Singapore preserves 
the earlier general usage of Mandarin to refer to standard Chinese irres
pective of specific variety . 

4 .  It i s  not impossible to construct scenarios or even to find actual examples 
which illustrate that even language type s that I have placed in these two 
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columns are dependent o n  local contingencies ; hence the use of l i kel y and 
unl ikel y rather than more positive terms . For example , where Motivation G 
is concerned in the situation of a conquering power , the language of the 
overwhelming majority might not be the language of the ruling group , thus 
invalidating the placement of this language type in this column . Simi larly , 
the presence or absence of active promotion of the official languages , and 
in particular, the extent of access to educational facilities , are import
ant factors which can mitigate or exacerbate the effects of particular 
choices , for example the e ffect on Motivation F of the choice of an indig
enous prestige language . 
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B I L I N G U A L  PO L I C I E S I N  A M U LT I L I N G U A L  SOC I E TY : 

R E F LECT I O N S  OF T H E  S I N GA P O R E  MANDAR I N  CAMPA I G N 
I N  T H E  E N G L I S H  LAN G U A G E  P R E S S  

John T .  P l att 

Singapore is a multilingual society. Of its population of 2 , 413 , 945 ( 1980 
Census ) 76 . 9% are Chinese , 14 . 6% Malays and 6 . 4% Indians . However ,  the Chinese 
are of various ' dialect ' groups , the main ones being ( in descending order )  : 
Hokkien , Teochew , Cantonese , Hainanese and Hakka.  These are not all  mutually 
intelligible but Hokkien had become the lingua franca among the Chinese wel l  
before independence . The Tamils are the main Indian group but there are also 
Malayalis , Punjabis and other smaller groups . A pidginised form of Malay ,  Bazaar 
Malay , was the common inter-ethnic lingua franca but its use is dying out and 
many younger people have l ittle or no competence in it . English is a compulsory 
school subj ect , either as first language , that is as medium of instruction , or 
as a second language . The policy for over 20 years has been that education could 
be through the medium of English with Chinese (Mandarin) , Malay or Tamil as 
second language or through the medium of Mandarin , Malay or Tamil with Engl ish 
as second language . In practice , there has been a steady increase in Engl ish
medium education , with recent enrolments of chi ldren entering primary school 
being around 90% in Engl ish-medium schools . The fact that more and more younger 
Singaporeans have been taught or are being taught English has meant not only that 
English has been supplanting Bazaar Malay as an inter-ethnic lingua franca but 
also that it is increasing as a lingua franca among the Chinese . Unlike Bazaar 
Malay, of cours e ,  English ,  at least in its standard form,  is a language of high 
status , and competence in it is one of the prerequisites for most higher paid 
occupations . Since 1975 , it has been the sole language of tertiary education , 
except , of  course , for other language studies . Various aspects of the Singapore 
language situation are discussed in more detail in Afendras and Kuo ( 1980) , 
Platt ( 1976,  1977a , b ,  1978 ,  1980) and Platt and Weber ( 1980) . 

On the other hand , although according to the 1980 Census 63 . 8% of the 
Chinese population were literate in Chinese alone or in Chinese and English and 
although Chinese ( Mandarin) has been the medium of instruction or second language 
at school for virtually all younger Chinese Singaporeans , the use of Mandarin in 
interpersonal communication among the Chinese has not increased very much . A 
survey of l anguage use on Singapore buses carried out in March 1979 , showed that 
75% of Chinese passengers used Hokkien with Chinese conductors while only 3 . 5% 
used Mandarin . A similar survey of  language use at hawker centres ( areas set 
aside for hawkers '  stalls sel ling food and drinks) showed that 89% of customers 
and hawkers at Chinese stalls used dialects and only 1 . 2% Mandarin . ( The Mirror , 
vol . 15 , No . 39 ,  1979 . )  

David Bradley , ed .  Papers in South-East Asian l i ngui stics No . 9 :  
Language pol i cy ,  language planning and sociolinguistics i n  South
East Asia , 15-30 . Paci fi c Linguis ti cs , A-67 , 198 5 .  
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Chinese passengers speaking to Distribution of Language/ dialect groups Dialect Chinese Malay Indian in Singapore conductors conductors conductors 

Hokkien 75 . 0% 30 . 6% 26 . 8% 42 . 2% 
Teochew 7 . 0% 1 . 7% 0 . 8% 22 . 3% 
Cantonese 5 . 2% 1 . 0% 0 . 8% 17 . 0% 
other 

dialects 1. 0% 0 . 5% - 18 . 5% 

Sub-total :  88 . 2% 3 3 . 8% 2 8 . 4% 100 . 0% 
Dialects 
Mandarin 3 . 7% l . 0% 0 . 8% NA 
Engl i sh 7 . 0% 34 . 2% 36 . 2% NA 
Malay 1 .  2% 31 . 1% 34 . 6% NA 

Total 100 . 0% 100 . 0% 100 . 0% 100 . 0% 

NA = not applicable 
Notes : l .  Data on language/dialect use were from a Singapore Bus 

Service survey in March 1979 on 116 bus trips . 
2 .  Of 8 , 914 passengers observed , 5 , 637 or 63 . 2% did not speak 

to the conductors during the survey because they were pass 
holders , had extra fares , or used hand signals . 

( The Mirror , vol . 15 , No . 39 ,  September 2 4 ,  1979 . ) 

Tab l e  1 :  Languages/di al ects u s ed by Chi nese bus passengers 



Distribution Language/ of hawkers Dialect surveyed 

Hokkien 3 7 . 6% 

Teochew 39 . 0% 
Cantonese 10 . 5% 

other 
dialects 12 . 9% 

Sub-total : 100 . 0% 
Dialects 
Mandarin NA 
English NA 
Malay NA 

Total 100 . 0% 
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Hawkers Customers Distribution 

speaking to speaking to of dialect 
groups in customers hawkers Singapore 

5 3 . 2% 5 5 . 5 % 4 2 . 2% 
20 . 9% 1 7 . 3% 2 2 . 3 % 
14 . 3% 1 5 . 2 % 1 7 . 0% 

1 . 0% 1 . 1% 18 . 5% 

89 . 4% 89 . 1% 100 . 0% 

1 . 2 % 1 .  2 %  NA 
2 . 7% 3 . 0% NA 
6 . 7% 6 . 7% NA 

100 . 0% 100 . 0 % 100 . 0% 

NA = not applicable 
Notes : 1 .  Data on language/dialect use were from a Ministry of the 

Environment survey in April  1979 covering 295 hawkers in 
nine markets/food centres . 

2 .  1 3 , 7 46 customers spoke to the hawkers surveyed;  the 
hawkers replied in 13 , 5 1 7  instances .  

3 .  In 86 . 3% of the conversations , hawkers responded in the 
l anguage/dialect spoken by the customers . 

4 .  Customers who spoke English were mostly tourists and non-
Chinese . Customers who spoke Mandarin were mostly young 
persons . 

Table 2 :  Languages/di alects u sed at Chi nese stalls i n  hawker centres 

On 7 September 19 79 , the Prime Minister , Mr Lee Kuan Yew launched a ' Promote 
the use of  Mandarin ' campaign . In his speech he announced , among other things , 
that " all government officers , inc luding those in hospitals and clinics , and 
especially those manning counters,  will be instructed to speak Mandarin except 
to the old , those over sixty . All Chinese taxidriver s ,  bus conductors ,  and 
hawkers , can and will be required to pass an oral Mandarin test , or to attend 
Mandarin classes to make them adequate and competent to understand and speak 
Mandarin to their customers" . 

Hokkien , the speech variety of the numerically dominant group among the 
Singapore Chinese , has been the intra-ethnic lingua franca from early in 
Singapore ' s  history as a British colony and remains so today when at least one 
of  the participants in verbal communication has l ittle or no formal education . 
Singapore Hokkien has been influenced by Malay and by other Chinese dialects and 
has also assimilated some English lexical items . The attitude of some 
Singaporean s ,  including government ministers , is that it has become a pidgin , a 
creole or a patois . At the conclusion of the speech previously referred to , Mr 
Lee stated that " because it is Mandarin , not dialect , we teach in schools , the 
dialect spoken wil l  be a limited pidgin-type patois" .  
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Kuo ( 1980a) refers to stewart ' s  ( 1968) classification of l anguage planning 
policies in new states into two types of strategie s :  

( 1 ) the eventual elimination , b y  education or decree , of 
all but one language , which is to remain as the national 
language , 

( 2 )  the recognition and preservation of important languages 
within the national territory , supplemented by the 
adoption of one or more languages for official pur
poses and for communication across language boundaries 
within the nation . 

Kuo suggests that " the second approach is clearly the policy being adopted in 
Singapore today" . Certainly , the policy of promoting English as an inter-ethnic 
and international language along with the three other official languages fits 
into the second approach , but the Mandarin campaign is obviously re lated to the 
first approach . Hokkien i s ,  after all , an " important language within the national 
territory" . However ,  the policy is one of elimination of the non-Mandarin sub
varieti es of Chinese but it doe s not seek to eliminate the languages which are 
symbolic  for each of the main ethnic groups . The common use of the term ' mother 
tongue ' in singapore for Mandarin , Malay and Tamil is in l ine with the concept 
of a language for each main ethnic group : Chinese , Malay and Indian . 

In regard to Chinese , the Singapore policy is more similar to that of 
Taiwan than to that of the People ' s  Republic of China where , according to Cheng 
( 19 79 )  " the regional dialect is used in schools , home s ,  communities , courts ,  and 
local government" . Such a pol icy is feasible in a region such as Guangdong 
( Kwantung) , where one dialect is overwhelmingly predominant but in Singapore , 
where no dialect group constitute s even 60% of the total Chinese population , it 
could be argued that this would not be appropriate.  

The current Singapore language policy is summarised in Table 3 .  



Language 

ENGLISH 

MANDARIN 

MALAY and 
TAMIL 

CHINESE 
DIALECTS 

Place in 
Educational 
System 

Main language 
of education 

Second lan-
guage of 
education 
for most 
Chinese 

Mainly second 
l anguages of 
education for 
Malays and 
Indians 

None 
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Value policy Implementation 

International , Increased Importation of 
science and competence , ' native speaker ' 
technology , elimination teachers , new 
inter-ethnic of local teaching materials , 
lingua franca ' nativised ' in-service courses 

character- for teachers and 
istics civil service , 

required for univer-
sity entrance 

Counter to Increased Exhortations , some 
excessive use among incentives ,  some 
westernisa- Chinese to new teaching 
tion , intra- replace materials , increase 
Chinese com- dialects in the media 
municat ion, 
' cultural 
roots ' 

Counter to Continuing Continued avail-
excessive as official ability as school 
westernisa- languages subj ects and in 
tion , ' cul- the media 
tural roots ' 

None E l imination Decreasing avai l-
within 10 abi lity in the 
years media , exhortations 

not to use 

Tabl e 3 :  S i ngapore l an guage pol i c i es 

During two separate periods - November/December 1979 and mid-November 1980 
to late February 1981 - I was in Singapore and collected all articles , editorials 
and letters from readers relat ing to l anguage matters in the daily , English
language morning newspaper The Strai ts Times . During both periods ,  articles and 
letters relating to the Mandarin campaign and/or to bilingualism were by far the 
most common , as may be seen from Table 4 .  



Art i c l e s  
MA I N  LANGUAGE Period 1 Period 2 

TOPIC No . Daily No . Daily 
Av . Av . 

ENGLISH 1 8  . 34 19 . 19 

MANDARIN AND 
DIALECTS , BI-/ 
MULTILINGUALISM, 92 1. 7 4  82 . 84 
LANGUAGE S ITU-
ATION I N  
S INGAPORE 

MALAY 1 2  . 2 3 5 . 0 5  

TAMIL 2 . 04 1 . 0 1 

OTHER LANGUAGES , 
e . g . JAPANESE , 10 . 19 6 . 06 
FRENCH , GERMAN 

TOTAL 1 3 4  2 . 5 3 1 1 3  1 . 15 

Period 1 :  5 November 1979 to 2 7  December 

Letters Editorials Total 
Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2 Pe riod 1 Period 2 
No . Daily No . Daily No . Daily No . Daily No . Daily No . Daily 

Av . Av . Av . Av . Av . Av . 

1 6  . 30 0 o .  0 o .  1 . 0 1 34 . 64 20 . 2 0 

3 3  . 62 16 . 16 1 . 0 2 0 o . 126 2 . 3 8 9 8  1 . 0  

0 o . 2 . 0 2 0 o .  1 . 0 1 1 2  . 2 3 8 . 0 8 

1 2  . 2 3 0 o .  0 o .  0 o .  1 4  . 26 1 . 0 1 

0 o .  0 o .  0 o .  0 o .  10 . 19 6 . 06 

6 1  1 . 15 18 . 18 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 1 196 3 . 7 0 1 3 2  1 .  35 

1979 ; Period 2 : 1 8  November 1 9 80 to 2 5  February 198 1 .  

Tab l e  4 :  Art i cl e s , l etters a n d  edi tori a l s i n  The Stra i ts T i mes , S i ng a pore , re l a ted t o  l anguage matters 

tv 
o 
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Bilingualism, as commonly used in  Singapore , means bil ingualism in  English and 
one of the other three official languages and overwhelmingly refers to bil ingual
ism in English and Mandarin . For most Chinese children , the ' bilingual ' educa
tion policy has meant , as pointed out by Gopinathan ( 1980) , " that they are 
tackling two foreign languages at primary level " (namely English and Mandarin) . 
overwhelmingly , the articles on language issues are reports of speeches and 
statements by government ministers , including the Prime Minister .  Letters from 
readers re lating to Mandarin and bilingualism are almost entirely initiated by 
these ministerial statements . This has been pointed out by Afendras ( 1980) when 
commenting on the number of speeches by the Prime Minister and other ministers 
during the period from early 1978 to mid-1979 . He comments that the central 
theme of these speeches " seems to have been the desired type of bilingualism for 
the Singapore citizen - bilingualism that embraces English and Mandarin , or the 
other official languages for the respective ethnic groups . Educational measures 
taken to ensure development of this particular type of bilingualism constitute 
the main subsidiary theme" . 

In what follows , I shall give examples of the content of various speeches 
and newspaper reader responses . It will be seen that various arguments were put 
forward in favour of replacing the Chinese dialects by Mandarin and readers have 
expressed various reactions to the speeches .  

On 5 November 1979 , an editorial headed ' NOT TO BE DISMISSED ' di scussed the 
government ' s  intention to have television programs in Chinese dialects (mostly 
these would be in Cantonese) dubbed in Mandarin . It appears that many letters 
had expressed disapproval of this and Dr Ow the Parliamentary Secretary ( Culture) 
had claimed that the letters were "not representative of public opinion . The 
writers were mainly English-educated" . The view of the editorial was that most 
Chinese Singaporeans were " against having their favourite programs dubbed . But 
they really should give the dubbed programs a chance . The dialogue may be less 
witty or colourful , but it is a small price to pay if it helps the Mandarin 
campaign of which most have indicated they approve" .  

From this it is obvious that as part of the Mandarin campaign it was planned 
that Chinese Singaporeans should be exposed to hearing Mandarin to the greatest 
extent possibl e .  The medium o f  television is obviously a highly effective one 
for this purpose in a small nation where , in 1978 ,  there were 151  television 
licences per 1 , 000 population ( Kuo 1980b) . However , it is also obvious from this 
editorial that some Singaporeans , although apparently agreeing with the aims of 
the Mandarin campaign , were not altogether happy about actually having to listen 
to Mandarin instead of dialects whilst being entertained . The comment of the 
editorial writer that the dialogue "may be less witty or colourful" reflects a 
view expressed in some letters ( and also frequently heard) that Mandarin is a 
heavier , more serious variety and not as witty as Cantonese . 

On the same day , an article of 37 column centimetres length under the heading 
' Phase 2 of Speak Mandarin drive starts ' covered various aspects of the campaign . 
All Chinese government officers in contact with the public were to wear ' I  Can 
Speak Mandarin ' badges whilst for officers still not proficient in Mandarin , 
classes had been planned . "Members of Parliament and community leaders wil l  be 
visiting residents ,  hawkers and taxi drivers in their constituencies and to 
di stribute literature about the campaign . "  The article also mentioned Mandarin 
classes at community centres and ora�orical contests and debates .  Dr Ow, speaking 
at one of these oratorical contests ,  stated that the main groups the campaign 
wanted to reach were " the Engl ish-educated and the less educated" . The older 
Chinese with l ittle or no formal education would , of course , have had little 
exposure to Mandarin . On the other hand , many of the English-medium educated 
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would feel l ittle practical need for using it . Many are far more oriented to 
western culture and values and are aware that proficiency in English is neces
sary for attaining higher statu s ,  higher paid employment . The ir competence in 
Chinese dialects such as Hokkien is adequate for communication in restaurants 
and small shops and of considerable practical value when on holiday in Malaysia 
for similar communication . In Malaysia , although Chinese ( Mandarin) -medium 
primary school education is available , the dominant Chinese dialect of the 
particular region is the main intra-ethnic l ingua franca within the Chinese 
communities . Thus,  a knowledge of Hokkien is very useful in such places as 
Johore Bahru , immediately across the causeway , in Malacca and Penang , while a 
knowledge of  Cantonese is useful in Kuala Lumpur and the hill resort of Cameron 
Highlands . 

The following day , a sizable article ( 128  column centimetres plus 2 maps 
and 2 pictures)  by The Stra i ts Times Foreign Editor di scussed the language prob
lems of Luxembourg and Mauritius . The purpose of this article was to stress 
that multilingualism ,  as in these two countries , had led to most inhabitants 
having imperfect ability in any language . The obvious lesson for Chinese 
Singaporeans to learn was that a switch to Mandarin would lessen the linguistic 
burden of  using several Chinese dialects according to situation and interlocutor . 

An article on 7 November by the Foreign Editor of The Strai ts Times under 
the heading ' Reasons for phasing out dialects are compelling ' put forward and 
then refuted various arguments in favour of retaining the Chinese dialects .  One 
of these arguments is that the ability to speak various dialects is very useful 
in communicating with Chinese elsewhere , e . g . Cantonese in Hong Kong and Macao , 
Teochew in Bangkok , Hokkien in Taipeh (Taiwan) . However , the writer argued that 
these three dialects are different from "the pure dialects originally used" and 
have "been developed into a crude Singaporean-originated cross between the 
original dialects and Malay and English, and often among the dialects themselves" . 
Thus , one of  the arguments against the dialects and in favour of Mandarin is the 
crudity of the dialects . 

An interesting argument in this article is that the human mind can be over 
filled and that it is better to store worthwhile information : " the human mind is 
capable of storing a l imited amount of knowledge for immediate usage if needed . 
Filled to capacity it tends to reject other items you try to push in . Computer 
programmers know this wel l . " The writer states that " the most cogent argument 
for snuffing out our dialects" i s  that " i f  Singapore Chinese speak only Mandarin , 
I - and others like me - can utilise our minds for far more useful things" . 
This reflects similar views expressed by the Prime Minister .  

On 12  September ,  under the heading ' Mandarin : Call to  review the campaign ' ,  
there was a report of remarks to reporters by the Home Affairs Minister , Mr Chua 
Sian Chi n .  He mentioned that the campaign was confined to ethnic Chinese only 
and its emphasis was to get the younger generation to speak the language . There 
had been a certain amount of concern among other ethnic groups that they too 
were expected to speak Mandarin . The minister was also reported as giving a 
further reason for learning Mandarin , namely that it would help in trading 
activities with China . 

On the same day another article , extracts from a feature in the Chinese 
language newspaper Sin Chew Ji t Poh , referred to Trudgill ' s  ( 1974)  discussion of 
multilingual ism and diglossia ,  in particular the situations in Luxembourg and 
Switzerland. Interestingly , although Trudgill suggests that the learning of 
Standard German and French " obviously places children in Luxembourg under con
siderable strain" he does not state , as claimed in the article , that they are 
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placed "under great pressure" o r  that they "were unable t o  master s o  many lan
guages and dialects" . 

An article on 19 November included the information that the June 1980 popu
lation census would include questions to find what languages were used in 
Singapore homes . The same questions would be asked again in the 1990 census 
"to monitor the success of the current Speak More Mandarin , Less Dialects 
campaign" . 

Concern about the e ffects of the campaign were expressed in some letters . 
For example , on 2 3  November a writer expressed concern that Chinese classical 
operas with lyrics in such Chinese varieties as Teochew might be staged with 
commentaries in Mandarin.  

On 23  November ,  a television program was shown in which Mr Lee Kuan Yew 
appeared in a discussion with three journalists . This was fully reported on 24  
November on  pages 1 ,  10 , 11 ,  12 , 1 3  and back , a total of 435 column inches ( 1105 
column centimetres) according to Harrison ( 1980) . In this discussion , Mr Lee 
set two targets : " five years for all young Chinese Singaporeans to drop dialects 
and use Mandarin and 10 years for Mandarin to be established as the language of 
the coffee-shops , hawker centres and shops " .  In this di scussion , too , he 
reassured the non-Chinese by stating that "no non-Chinese need have to learn 
Mandarin or be at a disadvantage " .  This reassurance was referred to in an 
article next day under the heading ' Assurance brings rel ief to the Malays ' .  

On the 26th , there were several articles on the campaign , including one 
under the heading ' Call for use of Hanyu Pinyin in birth certi ficates ' . 
Apparently , the use of Pinyin spelling of names was already being encouraged -
and consequently pronunciation of names in Mandarin rather than in their various 
dialect versions . However ,  on the 27th ,  an article reported that many Chinese 
Singaporeans felt that it was too early to implement the spelling of names in 
Hanyu Pinyin in birth certificates . 

On the 2 9th , the paper reported a speech by the Foreign Affairs Ministe r ,  
Mr Rajaratnam , in which h e  " stres sed the need for each race to speak its own 
language as it is the language of culture , whi le English is only the language of 
progress and science . western culture is  not all good,  and there is the need for 
our own culture where there is respect for the sick , elderly and the young . "  

The practical value of Mandarin for trade with China was mentioned again in 
a speech by a university professor reported on 2 December . In a further speech 
reported on 6 December ,  Mr Rajaratnam pointed out that Mandarin is the language 
of more than 900 mil lion people in China and that " i f  China succeeds in its 
mode rni sation program , then there wil l  be new expressions , terminology and idioms 
to learn . . . .  By studying Mandarin , you are exposed to a modernising language . "  

Some letters expressed reservations about certain aspects of the campaign .  
For example ,  on 1 0  December , a letter by ' Down To Earth ' started by agreeing 
with the Prime Minister " that Mandarin should replace dialects so that we do not 
develop a Creole-type patois in our community . But what I do not see is the need 
to pressure our students to achieve second language proficiency . "  By ' second 
language proficiency ' , the writer meant the standard required for passes in a 
second language at the ' 0 '  and ' A '  level examinations for matriculation to the 
university . 

Other l etter writers seemed to be confused about certain aspects of the 
campaign such as the move to have Chinese names translated into their Mandarin 
equivalent and spelt in Hanyu pinyin . One writer ( 14 December) felt that "we 
should not use Hanyu Pinyin at all as it confl icts with English and Malay spelling" 
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and asked " Isn ' t  it easier to identify Payching or Payj ing ( as in paying) instead 
of Beij ing? " Obviously,  the widespread use of Pinyin elsewhere as a standardised 
Roman letter orthography did not seem as important to the writer as familiarity 
with English orthography . Another writer ,  John Citizen ( 2 3  December) writing 
against the spelling of names in Hanyu Pinyin ended his letter "Whoever is res
ponsible for Hanyu Pinyin should respect English phonetics as it is pronounced , 
unless romanisation is not aimed at the English speaking world . "  

Concern by non-Chinese Singaporeans about the campaign led to various state
ments from the government . An article on 21 December quoted extracts from the 
Ministry of Culture ' s  fortnightly bulletin The Mi rror which stressed " that the 
' Speak More Mandarin ' campaign is confined to ethnic Chinese Singaporeans and is 
aimed particularly at the English-medium educated and less educated" . The Mi rror 

article pointed out that 8 3 7 , 000 Chinese Singaporeans above 15 watched two pop
ular Cantonese Kung Fu dramas on television every week and that this figure would 
be much higher if children under that age were included . Obviously , if Chinese 
television drama is in Mandarin this will help spread competence in i t .  According 
to The Strai ts Times report , The Mirror article also stressed the importance of 
parents using Mandarin with their children and also pointed out that " spoken 
Mandarin is consistent with the Chinese written language through which cultural 
values of the Chinese civil isation are best transmitted" .  

As may be seen from Table 4 ,  the rate of occurrence of articles and letters 
was considerably lower during the November 1981-February 1982 period . However ,  
the Mandarin campaign continued . On 14 November 198 1 ,  an article under the 
heading ' Getting the message across to dialect speaking families ' announced that 
the Prime Minister would appear on television on Sunday evening in an hour-long 
discussion with four Chinese journalists on ' Languages spoken in the home and 
their learning ' . The discussion was to be in Hokkien and as the article com
mented , "all  previous efforts to promote Mandarin have yet to reach those who 
understand only the Chinese dialects" and " although the campaign to encourage the 
wider use of Mandarin is more than a year old, dialects still dominate Chinese 
homes" . The article stated that a pilot survey "of some 1 , 014 Singaporean homes"  
revealed that only 0 . 2  per cent of the bil ingual homes (meaning bilingual in  a 
variety of  Chinese and English) used Mandarin and English . A short item on 18 
November was headed "PAP will  use dialects in the general election campaign" . 
It explained that the ruling People ' s  Action Party would be using Chinese dialects 
in the general election campaign and quoted the Parliamentary Secretary (Culture ) , 
Dr Ow Chin Hock as saying "we have found that many people do not know Mandarin , 
especial ly middle-aged housewives and the e lderly" . 

Following the earlier di scussion on the use of Hanyu Pinyin for name s ,  the 
front page headlines on 20 November announced ' PINYIN NAMES NEXT YEAR ' . The 
accompanying article explained that Chinese pupi ls in pre-primary and Primary 
One c lasses would be known by their Hanyu Pinyin names from the beginning of the 
1981 school year . The Director of Education was quoted as saying that this "will  
al so have the effect of standardising Chinese names so that it will be impossible 
to tell  which dialect group a pupil belongs to by simply looking at his name" . 
On 2 1  November , the paper reported that reactions to the policy "was noticeably 
polarised - the English-educated vehemently opposed and the Chinese-educated 
passively supported it . As is their manner , the dialect speakers (meaning here 
those with little or no formal education) were unfail ingly agreeable to the 
ruling" . On 26 November , an article · ' Switch to pinyin names in textbooks ' 
announced that " Chinese names in English textbooks will in future be spelt in 
Hanyu pinyin and not in dialect" . All new textbooks approved by the Ministry of 
Education would be required to use Pinyin spe lling for names of Chinese persons 
in textbooks . 
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A short article on 1 December accompanied a picture of a Minister visiting 
a market where he was distributing "Hanyu Pinyin booklets on Mandarin names for 
food i tems " and another arti cle next day mentioned that the Education Ministry 
had prepared guides for teachers .  "One guide is a list o f  about 400 common sur
names with their Pinyin translations and the other is a booklet suggesting ways 
for teachers to master the Pinyin phonetic sounds . "  

A letter on 5 December suggested that there should be a ' Speak-Mandarin-To
Your-Child ' campaign with te levision programs to help parents " to teach their 
chi ldren to talk in Mandarin,  starting with two-year-olds . "  On 17 December , the 
president of the Singapore Chinese Chamger of Commerce and Industry was reported 
as having suggested the compilation of a list of technical terms in Mandarin as 
many dialect terms were used in various trade s .  

with the general election taking place on 2 3  December ,  there were only minor 
items relating to language policy in the preceding week . However ,  on 28 December ,  
an item ' Rediffusion ahead o f  guidelines for switch to Mandarin ' indicated that 
Redi ffusion , the private cable radio service , was ahead of the target for the 
end of December :  66 per cent o f  Chinese programs to be in Mandarin . On the last 
day of the year,  an item announced that the Culture Ministry expected to conduct 
its f irst oral Mandarin test some time in May for about 2 , 400 civi l servants .  
The test was voluntary but a spokesman stated that " those who pass will be 
awarded a proficiency certi ficate which the Public Service Commission wi ll take 
into consideration for their promotion and appointment . But there would be no 
salary increments . "  

Letters early in January took up the issues of Pinyin spel ling of names 
( some in favour and some against) and ' Speak-Mandarin-to-your-child ' . Several 
news items also reported on the Hanyu Pinyin name policy . As an example of the 
irregular spelling of Chinese names , a Mr Low was reported as saying "my father ' s  
surname is  spelt Loh , my sister Loo and my brother Lu . But from my son ' s  gener
ation onwards , we shall all be known as LU . "  

Concern at the weighting system for the PSLE ( Primary School Leaving 
Examination) was expressed by a number of letter writers .  The marks for 1st 
and 2nd languages are weighted double as compared with marks in the other two 
sub j ects . Particular concern was expressed because children who did not do wel l  
in Chinese as a 2nd language were being ' streamed ' into less prestigious schools 
although doing we ll in other subjects . An article on 1 January by C . C .  Leong, 
a management conSUltant,  former lecturer in the University of Singapore ' s  
Psychology Department and author of the book Youth in the Army also criticised 
the ' weighting ' policy . A rej oinder by the Permanent Secretary ( Education) was 
pub lished on the 1 3th. On 11 February , a long letter from C . C .  Leong was pub
lished in which he answered the criticisms . 

An item on 1 5  January announced that a 40-minute televis ion program in 
Hokk ien ' Dialects and the Learning of Languages ' would be shown the following 
Sunday evening. The item concluded with the paragraph : " The need to campaign 
for Mandarin in Hokkien - the most common Chinese dialect here - also suggests 
that many dialect-speaking parents have yet to respond positively to the campaign 
which has been on for more than a year . "  

The following day , a short article announced that all Chinese students up 
to pre-university classes were to be known in school by their Hanyu Pinyin names 
from 1982 . 

The Sunday television program was reported on the following day , commencing 
"An Education Ministry official called on teachers yesterday to encourage their 
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pupils to be ' little teachers ' of Mandarin at horne . They can teach their parents 
and grandparents the language . "  

An i tem on 2 2  January reported that a Standard Chinese Language Committee 
was to be established to standardise Chinese terminology used by the mass media . 
On 30 January , a front page article ' The one parent , one language way ' stated 
that a senior lecturer in the English Department of the National University of 
Singapore had prepared a report to the First Deputy Prime Minister . A long 
article by the lecturer , Dr Tay , was carried on an inside page . This reported 
on various experiments in other countries in which one parent spoke in one lan
guage to the child and the other parent in another . 

There were few items on Mandarin or bilingualism in February 198 1 ,  but a 
full half-page article ' Bilingualism and children : Some common myths ' appeared 
on 25 February . This discussed the importance of the horne environment in 
"nurturing a child in bilingualism" and exemplified from two families . 

Mai n emphases of  the campai gn 

As may be seen from the examples quoted , the main emphases of the campaign 
as reported in The Strai ts Times were : 

1 .  The superiority of Mandarin over the dialects because it is a ' modernising 
language ' whereas the dialects are ' creole-type patois ' .  

2 .  The practical value of Mandarin for trade with the People ' s  Republic of 
China . 

3 .  The excessive burden of trying to be competent in too many language s .  As 
English is ' the language of progress and science ' ,  it is a necessary lan
guage but Mandarin should be the main other one for most Chinese Singaporeans . 

4 .  The written form of Chinese in books , newspapers and magazines available 
in Singapore re flects Mandarin structure . Therefore competence in Mandarin 
means the ability to read a range of Chinese literatur e .  

5 .  The ability to read Chinese and to speak Mandarin opens up Chinese culture 
which is a counter to the less desirable features of Western culture . 

Impl emen tat i on measures  

The measures implemented to  increase the use  of Mandarin , as  reported in  
The Strai ts Times , include : 

1 .  The requirement for Chinese taxidrivers , bus conductors and hawkers to 
attain competence in Mandarin so that they may use it with the public . 

2 .  The requirement that civil servants use Mandarin with the public . 

3 .  The incentive for civil servants to learn Mandarin ,  namely that it may 
help towards promotion . 

4 .  The switch to Mandarin in Chinese radio and televis ion programs and in 
the cinema . 

5 .  Visits by politicians to housing estates and hawker centres to promote the 
campaign , to address members of the public and distribute campaign liter
ature. 

6.  various contests to encourage proficiency in Mandarin . 
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7 .  The use of Mandarin personal names spe lt i n  Hanyu Pinyin for school children . 

8 .  Encouragement of parents to use Mandarin with their children . 

9 .  Encouragement o f  children to use Mandarin with parents and grandparents . 

10 . The continuing incentive for Chinese school children to do wel l  in Mandarin 
because of the weighting system. 

Pub l i c  react i on 

Public reaction was expressed directly in letters and indirectly in articles 
which commented on public reaction . Although apparently most members of the 
pub lic were in favour of the campaign , there were reservations about certain 
aspects of it and concern in some quarter s :  

1 .  Disappointment on the part of some Chinese that they would have t o  listen 
to Mandarin rather than dialect in television programs , cinema films and 
on the radio. 

2 .  Concern by the non-Chinese that they , too , needed to learn Mandarin . It is 
noticeable that numbers of Malay and Indian parents have enrolled their 
children for Mandarin as the Second Language as they fee l it will be of 
advantage . 

3 .  Concern that students would be streamed to less prestigious secondary schools 
i f  their results in Mandarin as a Second Language were too low . This concern 
also extended to language requirements for entry to the university .  

4 .  Dislike o f  learning Hanyu Pinyin orthography for names if i t  conflicted 
with the familiar English-based spelling of Chinese names . 

5 .  Related to this , the feeling that children ' s  surnames and given names should 
not be changed , often radically , at school from the names used at home . 

The future of b i l i n gual i sm i n  S i ngapore 

It wil l  be clear from the examples of newspaper coverage that the Mandarin 
campaign has been carried out with the vigour and determination typical of 
Singapore leadership . As Afendras ( 1980) puts it : 

What may be striking to a student of language planning is 
not only the extent of involvement of the Prime Minister 
himsel f  ( at least six major speeches on language policy in 
a period of sixteen months) but also the number of ministers 
( from almost every ministry) who have , in the same period , 
made pronouncements on the same topic . 

A comparison with newspaper articles and letters on English , Malay and 
Tamil would show striking differences in the main themes . A full discussion of 
these is beyond the scope of this paper but the following table indicates the 
main difference s .  
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Language 

Mandarin 

English 

Malay and Tamil 

Main theme 

Replacing the Chinese dialects 
by Mandarin 

Improving competence ; standards 
of correctness 

Concern about avai lability at 
schools and about decreasing 
use 

Tabl e 5 :  Mai n themes of newspaper coverage of l anguage i s sues 

The Mandarin campaign does seem to have had some side effects for Malay and 
Tamil and articles with such headings as ' Important role of Malay papers ' 
( 3 . 1 2 . 1979)  and ' Tami l to be taught in more schools ' ( 29 . 11 . 1979) appeared along 
with some letters about the teaching of Tamil .  

How successful the Mandarin campaign will be in the long term is difficult 
to predict . The short term benefits are possibly not apparent to many Singa
poreans . There are no strong financial incentives to maintain competence in it 
although there are the obvious incentives for school age children to attain 
adequate competence for examination purposes . The strongest immediate practical 
value for Chinese Singaporeans is the ability to understand films in Mandarin on 
television and in the cinema . However ,  increased communication with the People ' s  
Republic o f  China may also enhance the attractiveness of competence in Mandarin . 

In the foreseeable future , the use of English 
the main language of education and modernisation . 
and Anwar Oi l ' s  ( 1979)  hypotheses 2 ,  3 ,  5 and 7 :  

will increase because it is 
This is in l ine with Ferguson 

Hypothesi s 2 The development process tends toward the 
dominance of a single language of development in a nation . 

Hypothesis 3 The development process tends toward making 
available a single language of national communication . 

Hypothesis 5 The language which is the principal vehicle 
of technical innovation and managerial decision-making 
tends to become the dominant language of development . 

Hypothesis 7 The dominant language at the centre of 
development tends to become the dominant official lan
guage of national communication . 

English is  quite clearly the language which fits in with these hypotheses . 

Whether the Chinese dialects wil l  be replaced by Mandarin or English for 
intra-group communication among the Chinese wi ll depend mainly on the extent of 
incentives to use Mandarin ( and disincentives to use the dialects ) ,  the degree 
to which Singapore Chinese wil l  consider themselves as distinctively Chinese 
rather than Singaporean and how much practical value they can see in developing 
and maintaining competence in Mandarin . 
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A S TUDY O F  THE VAR I AB L E  I s h /  I N  S I NGAP O R E  MANDAR I N  

Ng Bee Chin 

Singapore has been characterised by its heterogeneous society since its 
founding in 1819 . The influx of Chinese immigrants in subsequent years made 
them the dominant racial group . In the 1980 census , the Chinese formed 76 . 9% 
of the total population of Singapore . The Chinese community in Singapore is a 
multidialectical one ; the 1957 census listed 11 mother tongues spoken by the 
Chinese . Of these , Hokkien ( 30 per cent) Teochew ( 17 per cent) and Cantonese 
( 15 . 1  per cent) are the predominant dialects . As a result of the relatively 
larger proportion of Hokkien speakers,  Hokkien gradually came to be establi shed 
as the lingua franca for inter-dialect group communication . Despite the wide
spread usage of Hokkien among the Chinese , Mandarin was made one of the four 
official l anguages as Hokkien was considered to be a low l anguage . Mandarin was 
taught in schools and commonly referred to as the ' mother tongue ' .  However,  the 
1957 census indicates that only 0 . 1  per cent of the Chinese population claimed 
Mandarin as their mother tongue . Hence , for many Chinese in Singapore Mandarin 
is in fact a second language . 

At this point , it is helpful briefly to di scuss the existing Singapore 
educational pol icies which indirectly contribute to the cultivation of a dis
tinctive S ingapore Mandarin . During the prewar years , the British , then the 
unchallenged pol itical power in Singapore , saw only English and Malay education 
as deserving official patronage . Despite the lack of funds , the Chinese community 
managed to develop both primary and secondary schools and managed to attract the 
largest enrolment until 1952 . The teachers were mainly from Southern China .  
Hence , there exi sted a ' compartmentalised system of education ' (Gopinathan 1976 : 
69) with each race pursuing their own private goals . This system strengthened 
racial and linguistic camps : the Chinese-educated and the English-educated . 
This system laid the foundations for socio-economic disparity biased favourably 
towards the English-educated . Among the various educational policies laid down 
to correct this schism was the bil ingual policy which was implemented with in
creased urgency after the separation . In this policy , a Chinese student who 
enrolled in an English-medium school had to study a second language which would 
usually be Mandarin. Similarly , a Chinese student who enrolled in a Chinese
medium school would be taught Mandarin as the f irst language and English as the 
second l anguage . The exposure time for both languages was approximately 70 per 
cent for the first language and 30 per cent for the second l anguage . Because of 
the uneven exposure time accorded to the two language s ,  the students from Chinese
medium schools  naturally became more competent in Mandarin than their peers from 
the English-medium schools . 

The Southern Chinese dialect background of the Chinese in Singapore and the 
many educational policies all led to the emergence of a variety of Mandarin which 
has become increasingly distinct from standard Peking Mandarin . Chen Ching-Yu 
( 1982)  has observed the existence of a fifth tone in Singapore Mandarin not found 
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in peking Mandarin . There are also substantial differences in pronunciation , 
lexicon and syntax ; for example , /sh/ , lui ,  /r/ and /h/ are all  pronounced dif
ferently in Singapore . 

The intention of this paper 1 is  to show that the retroflex /sh/ ( al l  trans
criptions are given in Pinyin) in Singapore Mandarin is a linguistic variable , 
with the retroflex pronunciation reduced as compared to Peking Mandarin for 
Singapore Mandarin speakers .  Retroflexes are absent in all the southern dialect s .  
Consequently , most Singaporean Chinese have considerable difficulty with retro
flexe s .  Thi s factor could have been reinforced b y  a tradition of teachers who 
usually do not make a distinction between retroflexes and non-retroflexes in 
their normal speech . Even when a retroflex is produced by a Singapore Mandarin 
speaker ,  the degree of retroflexion wil l  not be as extreme as in Peking Mandarin . 
/z h/ and /ch/ wil l  also be looked at to reveal environmental constraints on 
variation in retroflexion . /zh/, /ch/ and /s h/ in Singapore Mandarin have the 
alternative realisations as alveolars /z/ ,  /c/ and /5/ . Sex differences are 
also studied ,  as sociolinguistic research has often shown females to use more 
s tandard forms than males . It is hypothesised that females wil l  produce more 
retroflexes than males . 

Ten subj ects were interviewed , five males and five females . All were 
S ingaporeans and all possess a reasonable level of competence in Mandarin . As 
varying educational background due to changes in educational policies is a con
siderable  factor in Singapore Mandarin , the subjects are all between 20 and 25  
years o f  age and are all pursuing a tertiary education in Australia.  All the 
subj ects have a basically similar socio-economic background , with parents who 
are businessmen . They could be categorised as middle-class Singaporeans . There
fore , age , nationality and socio-economic background were control led factors and 
sex and style of speech were the varying factors . 

The interviews were conducted on a modified Labovian method and five styles 
were elicited . A spoken interview lasting for approximately 20 minutes was 
recorded and this provided the data for the free speech , Style A/B . Subj ects 
were asked to express their first impressions of Australia and Australians ,  then 
they were asked to recount an unforgettable experience . In the next style , Style 
C, the subjects were asked to read a dialogue between two persons gossiping in a 
restaurant . The dialogue is used instead of a paragraphed passage to create a 
relaxed atmosphere and a more spontaneous style of reading . The dialogue contains 
a high concentration of both variables . The fourth style of speech is el icited 
by presenting subj ects with a word list of the variable under study ( Style D 1 )  , 
minimal pairs ( Style D2 ) and finally two tongue twisters whi ch will be termed 
Style D 3 • The word l ist consisted of minimal pairs presented in scrambled order 
while in Style D2 they were presented in pairs . To avoid a guessing strategy 
the order of the presentation of the word that contains the variables is random
ised within the minimal pair . Style D 3 , the two tongue twisters , has an extreme ly 
high concentration of each variable . These five styles were intended to elicit 
an increasingly formal style of speech . The experimenter tried to provide con
stant stimul i  across the five styles by consciously producing all retroflexes 
during the interviews . The environment for each interview was kept as constant 
as possible . All the subj ects were naive to the aim of the experiment . 

The variables are all coded in Pinyin . The alternative realisations of the 
variable are classified in the following way : 

( a) ( s h  - 1 )  - /sh/ 
(b)  ( s h - 0) - /5/ 
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The figures for (a l  and (bl  were then converted into percentages .  There 
was also a substantial amount of hypercorrection : Singapore Mandarin speakers 
frequently use Is hl in words with lsi in Peking Mandarin . The instances of hyper
correction were noted and quantified as a percentage of Peking Mandarin lsi .  
An example of hypercorrection which was noted during the free speech interview 
when the subject produced IshuoyTI for IsuoyTI therefore and did so for the 
entire interview. There i s ,  however ,  no set pattern in the lexical distribution 
of hypercorrection . One may hazard a guess that it will occur more frequently 
in less frequent words than in words with high usage frequency as less exposure 
reduces the opportunities for the speaker to learn the proper pronunciation . 

Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

STYLE s h  5 s h  5 sh 5 sh 5 s h  s s h  5 s h  5 s h  5 s h  5 s h  5 

AlB 86 40 24 0 5 5  0 1 1  0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C 9 3  100 6 2  6 5  90 35 68 100 1 4  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1  0 

° 1  7 5  5 0  9 3  8 8  7 5  1 3  50 63 50 50 17 0 0 0 4 2  3 8  16 2 5  1 7  0 

°2 80 60 6 0  6 0  7 0  3 0  5 0  1 0  4 0  3 0  3 0  2 0  0 0 l O  60 5 0  8 0  5 0  3 0  

°3 8 3  8 6  8 3  100 92 0 7 5  7 96 7 1 7  0 4 6  7 6 3  29 7 9  100 2 5  5 0  

Ta bl e 1 :  Percentages o f  / s h/ non-refl ex i on a n d  / s /  retrof l ex i o n  
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F i g u re 1 :  Mean g roup pe rcentage of the correct real i sat i on o f  I s hl and 
the hype rcorrec t i on o f  /s/ 
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From the results it is evident that the retroflex /sh/ is not very frequent 
in Singapore Mandarin . However ,  /s h/ seems to be the retroflex that is most 
likely to be pronounced in Singapore Mandarin . Out of ten sub jects interviewed , 
only two sub j ects pronounced the retroflex for /ch/ and /zh/. Even then , the 
percentage was quite low compared to the percentage of the retroflex pronounced 
for /sh/ . 

s h  zh  ch  

Subj ect 1 95% 62% 17% 

Subj ect 2 90% 0% 41% 

Tabl e 2 :  / s h/ ,  /zh/ and / ch/ vari at i on ( per cent retrofl ex ) 

This could be due to the more common occurrence of words with /s h/ compared 
to /zh/ or /ch/ . Hence it is unlikely for a speaker of S ingapore Mandarin to 
produce retroflexes for /zh/ and /ch/ i f  the retroflex is not observed in Ish/ 
for the same sub j ects . 

The variables are also sensitive to contextual styles as shown in the graph . 
Increasing formality does elicit more standard (Peking Mandarin) pronunciation . 
From this experiment it seems that Style D 3 ( the tongue twisters) is a more 
formal context for Mandarin as there was an increase in correct response s .  Most 
of the subj ects have not come across the tongue twisters before , therefore fam
iliarity is not a factor . However , tongue twisters usually contain repeated 
simpler and more frequent words which would be easily recognised by the subject s .  

The style shi fts i n  this experiment would indicate that the subjects are 
aware of the stigma attached to failure to distinguish between retroflexes and 
non-retroflexe s .  However , the distinction between these two sounds has not been 
fully internalised resulting in increased confusion as the contexts become more 
formal . One subject avoided the stigma by refus ing to proceed to Style D 3 • Some 
subj ects reacted by producing hypercorrect retroflexes when peking Mandarin has 
non-retroflexes . For example : 

co lour 
temp le 
sour 

/se/ 
/sl /  
/s l /  

reali sed as 
realised as 
realised as 

/she/ 
/s hl / 
/shl / 

This tendency to hypercorrect increased consistently in more formal styles ; less 
frequent words were also more l ikely to be hypercorrected . The hypercorrect ions 
are not the same for all subjects . Some subj ects hypercorrect more than others 
and the words hypercorrected vary from one subj ect to another .  One o f  the sub
jects pronounced all the words in the minimal pairs with retroflexes despite the 
fact that only half of the words are pronounced with retroflexes in Peking 
Mandarin . This hypercorrection could indicate the fact that Singapore Mandarin 
speakers are not aware which lexical items have retroflexes and which have non
re flexes , but they are aware of the stigma involved . 
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male female 

sh s sh  s 

5 0 30 8 

19 13 50  47  

25 40 43 25 

42 52  46 18 

69 57 61 20 

Tab l e  3 :  Sex d i fferences i n  I s hl non-refl ex i on and /sl retrofl ex i on 
( i n  percen tage ) 

Sex differences can also be observed in the data . The females produce more 
retroflexes than the males for style A/B , C ,  01 and 02 . However , at Style 0 3 ' 
the males produce more retroflexes than the females ; moreover this increase is 
also accompanied by 57 per cent hypercorrection . On the whole , the results 
indicate a tendency for the males to hypercorrect more than the females ; males 
a4so show a much greater style shift . 

As the subjects come from both English and Chinese education media , there 
was an opportunity to see if education medium has any effect on the instances of 
retroflexes observed . As it  turned out , those from the English medium use more 
retroflexes than those from the Chinese medium. This could be due to the fact 
thaz the English-medium educated subj ects rarely speak Mandarin and hence are 
more conscious of the standard language . Speakers from both education media 
hypercorrect and there is no significant difference in their percentage of hyper
correction. 

The cross-over by the males over the females at style 0 3  is an interesting 
phenomenon . Labov ( 1972 : 117)  mentioned that a wide range of stylistic variation 
and cross-over patterns are an indication of linguistic insecurity for the lower
middle class in New York , and others have shown that this pattern occurs in many 
citie s .  Both male and female speakers of Singapore Mandarin showed a substantial 
style shi ft , especially the group which shows a distinct cross-over pattern . 
This might indicate that the male speakers of Singapore Mandarin are more lin
guistically insecure than the female speakers . Their higher proportion of hyper
correction could also indicate this tendency . It would be interesting to do an 
accurate measure o f  l inguistic attitudes for speakers of Singapore Mandarin . 

There is also an attitude factor involved in the study o f  retroflexes in 
Singapore Mandarin . Many Singaporeans have expressed the opinion that the usage 
of retroflexes is an undesirable affectation . One subject actual ly refused to 
co-operate with the tongue twister task . This sub j ect thinks that speaking with 
retroflexes is an attempt to speak like a foreigner ,  hence a very ' snobbish ' way 
o f  talking . There are yet others who though not so extreme in their point of 
view still prefer to use fewer retroflexes whenever possible as they feel that 
it is more natural and blends in better with the local environment . Paradox
ically , despite their convictions , there are some sub j ects who are also very 
aware of the stigma involved when a retroflex is left out which may account for 
the style shifts in these data . 
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In actual fact , the attitude factor which is highly significant is not as 
simple as i t  seems to be . It is complexly interwoven with the interlocutor 
effect . From the experimenter ' s  observation , it has been noted that Singapore 
Mandarin speakers tend to use more retroflexes when speaking to a Peking Mandarin 
speaker.  The subj ects have also reported . similar observations themselves , saying 
that in such a situation , they actually feel  pressurised into producing retro
flexes . When a Singaporean speaks to another Singaporean in a non-formal con
versational situation , relatively fewer retroflexe s are used . In this experiment , 
the Singapore Mandarin interviewer deliberately used retroflexes during the 
interviews . Seve ral sub j ects did comment on this fact . In this case,  the 
interlocutor-interviewer effect could have induced a higher percentage of retro
flexe s .  

As educational policies change , attitudes change as wel l .  The Ministry of 
Education felt that the bilingual program was not as successful as it should 
have been for the Chinese community as most of them speak a dialect as mother 
tongue and hence are functionally learning two second languages ( that is , English 
and Mandarin) when they go to school . This is cited as a reason for their poor 
performance in schoo l .  In a bid to remedy this situation , the Prime Minister , 
Mr Lee launched the ' Speak Mandarin Campaign ' in 1979 . With that event , the 
scenario has been slightly altered . The usage of Mandarin was intensively prom
oted in both the public and private sectors . Through the media , press and 
education , great pains have been taken to encourage competent usage of Mandarin 
instead of dialects . Lessons in pinyin , which had previously been neglected , 
have now been emphasised in the school syllabus . Much attention was drawn to 
the standard pronunciation of words with the introduction of pinyin . This also 
saw the names of the school-going population changed to Pinyin instead of their 
dialect versions . For example , Ng Kong Leong in pinyin becomes H ua ng J l ng- Long . 
All this might pave the way for a new generation of Singaporean speakers with a 
dialect not characterised by the variation in the retroflex and non-retroflex 
dist inction . 

Apart from the retroflexes ,  this study also turned up other interesting 
findings . The variable /u/ was also investigated ; examples were drawn primarily 
from the syllab le /yu/ with various tone s .  It was found that the distinction 
between the rounded high front vowel and the un rounded high front vowel which 
is strictly maintained in Peking Mandarin is not complete ly distinguished in 
Singapore Mandarin . These pairs of words were some of the many examples in the 
data that were confirmed : 

/yue/ moon 
/yuan/ wish 
/yu/ fish 
/qu/ go 

and 
and 
and 
and 

/ye/ 
/yan/ 
/y (/ 
/q 1 /  

night 
tired 
suspeat 
angry 

There were several instances where the lip rounding was either absent or reduced 
in Singapore Mandarin . There was also increasing hypercorrection of /y i /  to /yu/ 
with increasing formality in styles . This  shows a simi lar pattern of style shift 
to the /sh/ variable . The only difference is that this variable seems more well
learnt by the S ingaporeans as there was a relatively higher percentage of usage 
like that of Peking Mandarin . 

Another difference from Peking Mandarin is that the rhotic /r/ in words 
such as Irani aorreat , / re/ hot ,  /r 1/  sun , /ruo/ like is often realised as an 
approximant in Singapore Mandarin , unlike the fricative of Peking Mandarin . 

Chen-Ching Li ( 1982)  pointed out several features of Taiwanese Mandarin 
which would similarly be conceived as deviant from Peking Mandarin . Her study 
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on trends and developnlents in Taiwanese Mandarin has also found that retroflexes 
have gradually merged with alveolars . The findinqs of the present study indicate 
that Singapore Mandarin seems to show a similar trend . The variation in this 
study is also similar to variation in other language situations showing style 
shi ft , sex di fferences and hypercorrections . The fusion of dialect interference , 
education policies and a complex pattern of attitudes have thus created a dis
tinctiye variety of Mandarin spoken in Singapore . 

NOTE 

1 .  This  is a revised version o f  a paper for the sociolinguistics course at 
LaTrobe University in 1983 . 
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T H E  LA N G U A G E  P O L I CY O F  MALAY S I A :  

A F ORMU LA F O R  BALANCED P L U R A L I SM 

Asrnah H a j i Ornar 

Malaysia is a real multi-ethnic country . In terms of territory , it is 
divided by the South China Sea with Peninsular Malaysia on the west,  and Sabah 
and Sarawak on the east on Borneo Island . In both Peninsular and Borneo Malaysia ,  
with a population of about 13 mil lion people , there are altogether no  less  than 
70 languages spoken . In terms of their geographical origin , these languages can 
be categorised into indigenous (burniputera) and non-indigenous ( non-bumipu tera ) .  

In terms of language family membership , they are multifarious . 

The indigenous languages belong to two di fferent stocks : the Austroasiatic 
and the Austronesian . The former comprises the aboriginal languages ( except for 
that of the Jakun and the Temuan which is really Malay) and there are about 20 
of them altogether.  These languages can be considered as moribund as the number 
of their speakers is very small .  The 1969 Census shows that the one with the 
largest number of speakers is Semai ( 1 5 , 506 ) , while the one with the least number 
is Mintil (40) . 

While the Austroasiatic languages are found only in Peninsular Malaysia , 
the Austronesian ones are located in Peninsular Malaysia as well as in Sabah and 
Sarawak . In the former,  the languages are Malay , Javanese , Kerinci and Acehnese . 
Of these , it  is  only Malay that is really native and has an overall spread , 
while Javanese , Kerinci and Acehnese are recent immigrants , the first mentioned 
corning from Java and the latter two from Sumatra . Beside s ,  their geographical 
distributions are confined to certain areas only - Javanese in one or two dis
tricts in Selangor and Johor , Kerinci in the district of Hulu Langat in Se langor , 
and Acehnese in the district of  Yan in Kedah . 

In Sabah and Sarawak the languages are more numerous . No definite figure 
is available .  Census reports cannot be fully relied on because they reflect a 
tendency to lump together groups which speak heterogeneous languages while at 
the same time considering a single language as a group consisting of several 
languages . This situation is brought about by the fact that no census of a lin
guistic nature has been conducted on these two states .  

The census has been made complicated by  the nomenclatures given to  the 
various groups . A single language group may by popular usage be referred to by 
three nomenclatures . An example is the Malay-speaking group which is always 
referred to by three name s :  Malay , Brunei ,  and Kedayan . In actual fact all the 
three are Malay as the language the people speak is Malay in its various dialectal 
forms . The reverse procedure is i llustrated by Baj au which really is a subfamily 
of languages rather than a single language . 

The examples given above are taken from Sabah . Similar processes occur in 
Sarawak . Hence , as at the moment one cannot say how many languages there are in 
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Sabah and Sarawak . My own estimate is that the total number for both these 
states is about 50 . 1 

The non-indigenous population is just as diverse . They belong to stocks as 
divergent from one another as they are from the Austronesian and the Austro
asiatic . What is generally referred to as the Chinese language in Malaysia is 
in fact not a single language but rather a family of languages .  There are at 
least ten members of this family in Malaysia.  The same applies to the groups 
that have their origin in India and Sri Lanka . 

In addition to the above there are also Thai-speaking people on the 
Malaysia-Thai border .  These people are either Thais i n  terms o f  ethnic origin 
or Malays whose first language is Thai rather than Malay , due to the process of 
assimilating the ethnic Malays (who are Thai citizens) to the Thai culture and 
way o f  life .  

The languages mentioned above are all defined by language community and 
area of spread . Over and above these languages are Arabic and English which do 
not have specific communities but which are acquired in the school . Arabic is 
a medium in the I slamic religious schools whose attendance is almost entirely 
Malay , while English is defined in the National Education Policy as the second 
most important language - second only to Malay - and should be taught in schools 
as a second language . 

Malay has always been the l ingua franca in intergroup communication . In 
the colonial days this lingua franca was applied only to situations where com
munication did not necessitate sociolinguistic sophistication or finesse such as 
in the vendor-buyer relationship in the market place s ,  or between the employer 
and his servant who is of different ethnic group than himself .  

The language o f  the government in the colonial days was English . Malay was 
used to a limited extent in certain states . However ,  public notices and import
ant documents were rendered in four languages - Malay , English , Mandarin and 
Tami l - and in four different scripts . 

This quadri lingual situation was not only a reflection of the composition 
of the three main ethnic groups in the society which formed the substructures 
( Malay , Chinese and Indian) , each different from the other , plus a superstructure 
represented by a superimposed culture of the colonial rulers , but also that of 
the education system . At that time there was no single uniform education system 
as such. In fact there were four types of schools using four different languages 
and four different sets of curricula ,  viz . the English school , the Chinese school , 
the Malay school and the Tamil school . 

The first two mentioned provided education at the primary and secondary 
level , while the latter two were confined to the primary level only . Hence , 
children o f  the Malay and Tamil schools who were desirous of getting a secondary 
education had to enrol in the English school after at least four years of primary 
education in their vernacular school . They were placed for another two years 
in the English primary school before they could proceed to the secondary level . 

The English school was the school mainly for those of high-class birth and 
those with money . The former category comprised the children of the Malay elites , 
while the second comprised those of the Chinese tin miners and businessmen and the 
Indian merchants .  On the surface o f  i t  this type o f  school appeared to cut across 
ethnic boundaries but in reality about three-quarters of its population were 
Chinese . This disparity had gradually produced a new type of structure in the 
society , with the Chinese not only dominating the business but also the 
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professions , and this had had far-reaching consequences in the form of racial 
disputes and upheavals ,  especially in the decade after Independence . 

The exi stence of the English school impl ied the meeting together of the 
various races in Malaysia.  If  that was so , then it only brought a small fraction 
of the various races together . Even in the decade after Independence when the four 
heterogeneous types of education were still  in implementation , and in the pro-
cess of being phased out , the statistics in the English school according to race 
was still ominously disproportionate . 

The statistics for 1967-68 show that only 8 . 6% of the Malays were in the 
English school , while 89 . 2% were in the Malay school . Among the Chinese 14 . 3% 
were in the English school and 84 . 9% in the Chinese school . As for the Indians , 
in terms of populat ion , they were better represented,  as 28 . 3% of them chose to 
go to the English school and 66 . 8% to the Tamil school . But then the Indians 
comprised only 10% of the population , while the Malays and the Chinese were 
almost about equal in number . 2 

The English school was a passport to social mobility and it opened a wide 
avenue to an unlimited number of professions . It has thus increased the degree 
of di fferentiation that had already characterised the components of the Malaysian 
society . A state of imbalance had emerged in terms of educational opportunitie s ,  
economic power , professional expertis e ,  employment and ownership . Such was the 
state of affairs when Malaysia achieved her independence in 1957 , and the situ
ation continued long after that . 

The drafters of the Malayan Constitution took the greatest consideration 
of the situation in drawing up the various policies which all aimed at evolving 
Malaya , now Malaysia, into an integrated nation . One of these is the National 
Language Policy which is provided in Article 152 of the Constitution . 

the Policy established Malay or Bahasa Malaysia as the sole national lan
guage of the country from the t ime of Independence . But for official purposes 
it provided for the use of English side by side with Malay for ten years after 
Independence . It was not spelt out how this bilingual policy was to be imple
mented,  but in actual practice English was still very much in use in government 
administrat ion (not to mention private bodies) for the ten-year period given . It 
was only in 19 67 , with the Revised National Language Act , that Malay was made 
the sole language for offic ial purposes in Peninsular Malaysia , except in the 
law courts where English until today is still the operational language . I t  was 
only at the end of 1981 that Malay began to enter the courts , but only in 
trial s in the lower courts . In the H igher Cour t ,  English is still used today . 

In Sabah and sarawak which gained their independence within Malaysia in 
1963 , the same principle of familiarisation over ten years was granted before 
Malay could be made the sole official language . Sabah managed to keep to the 
target date , but Sarawak has overshot i t .  Today , the state is officially stil l  
bilingual . In 1980 , the Sarawak State Legislative Assembly passed a Bill  which 
had sought to go fully monolingual with Malay at the official leve l ,  �tarting 
from September 1 ,  1985 . 

At the education front , the four heterogeneous types of school already 
mentioned continued to exist until 1970 . Beginning from that year the schools 
using Malay ( the national language) as medium of instruction were re-named 
' national schools ' .  The process of making this language the main medium of 
instruction at the secondary and tertiary level had already begun in the late 
1950 s .  The English , Chinese and Tami l schools all became ' national type schools ' ,  
hence National Type (English) School , National Type ( Chinese) School , and National 
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Type (Tami l )  School . The ' national type ' concept gave the schools the right to 
teach in the language of their choice , while at the same time making the national 
language a compulsory school subj ect . Hence , in the National Type ( Chinese) 
Schoo l ,  for example , the medium of instruction was Mandarin , but Malay and English 
were compulsory subj ects . 

The concept of ' national type ' was to be a stop-gap measure as far as the 
National Type (English) School was concerned , because at the same time , starting 
from 197 0 ,  the process of phasing out English as the language of teaching school 
sub j ects began . It was all a step-by-step process beginning with the Primary 
One leve l ,  which meant that children entering school in January 1970 were taught 
entirely in the national language . Those immediate ly senior to them went through 
a bilingual program, in which certain subj ects were taught in Engl ish and others 
in Malay . The subj ects were placed in a vertical scale according to facility 
and convenience of implementing the national language policy in them . This meant 
that those subj ects with the least problems with technical terms and which had 
books already available in the national language were the first to be taught in 
the national language . Hence , Civics , History and Geography were among the first 
to be taught in Malay while Mathematics and the science subj ects like Physics , 
Chemi stry and Biology were among the last . However ,  the schoolchildren who were 
already in the English secondary school at that time went through their entire 
school education in the English language . 

Thi s phasing out was only completed at the end of 1982 . Hence , the H igher 
School Certificate examinations taken by students at the end of 1982 were entirely 
in Malay . 

However , the students of the Arts stream who did not have to do any of the 
science sub jects were ahead of their Science stream counterparts by three years . 
All the papers for the Arts subj ects taken at the Higher School Certificate 
Examinations at the end of 1979 were set in the medium of the national language . 

The whole process of changing over the medium of instruction from English 
to Malay in the former English schools took 12  years . It has appeared to be a 
very long time indeed if  one takes into account the date of Independence and 
commencement of the National Language Policy . It could not have been faster due 
to the historical background given . The principle of familiari sation , though 
slow ,  has proved to be successful in bringing about the desired goal . And when 
the people were given thi s system of education there was no alternative but to 
accept . Hence from 1983 , there is no longer in existence the National Type 
(English )  School . All the prestigious schools in the past which were Engl ish 
schools are now national school s .  

At the university level , universitie s established after 1970 teach their 
courses mainly in the medium of Malay . with the older ones , the University of 
Malaya for instance , the situation is still bilingual . The phasing out in such 
universities is in line with that of the English school , although it cannot be 
denied that there had been courses in such universities , particularly the 
Unive rsity of Malaya , that were conducted in Malay , even from the 1950 s .  

As for the other national type schools , there is no provision in the 
Language Act or National Education Policy for evolving them into national schools . 
The government has assured the Chinese and the Indian public from time to time 
that there is no intention on i ts part to do so . As the Tamil school has never 
gone beyond the primary level , there only exists the National Type (Tamil )  
School a t  the primary level . For their secondary education , pupils from this 
category of school have to go to the national school .  Because of the different 
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medium of instruction , these children have to undergo a one-year period of 
transition in what is known as the Remove Clas s ,  where they are taught entirely 
in the nat ional language before they can move to the secondary level . 

Those from the National Type (Chinese) School have two alternatives . One 
is to have their education through the entire primary and secondary level in the 
medium of Mandarin . The other is to continue to their secondary education in 
the national school by first undergoing the one-year period of familiarisation 
in the Remove Class like their Ind ian brethren . With time , the National Type 
( Chinese) Secondary gets phased out because university education is in the 
national language , and it is better for the Chinese student to be prepared for 
this eventuality from their secondary education . 

In both the national and the national type schools , English is taught as a 
compulsory subject . It is termed in the National Education Policy as the second 
most important language , second only to the national language , and is to be 
taught as a second language . Obviously what is meant by second language in the 
official terminology of Malaysia is not equal to that understood by language 
teachers and applied linguists . 

The National Language Policy is all-embracing with regards to all the lan
guages of Malaysia . It does not deprive any group of its own language . As such 
the National Educat ion Policy provides for mother tongues , or to use the official 
term , pupils ' own languages (POL) , in the national school i f  the pupils so de sire 
it , with the proviso that there are at least 15 pupils to make up a class . Such 
classes are known as POL c lasse s .  In practice the POL classes seem to be con
fined to the teaching of Tamil and Mandarin , and in Sarawak to Mandarin and Iban 
( an indigenous language in Sarawak) . Time will tel l  whether there will be an 
increase in the repertory o f  language s in the POL program in the national schools . 

The Malaysian National Language Pol icy appears to be monolingual in nature . 
Its monolinguality is  only at the level of the administration and a medium of 
instruction in the national schools.  Other than in  the contexts mentioned above , 
it can hardly be called monolingual . Even documents and reports issued b� gov
ernment departments are still given in Malay with an English translation . 

The policy was formulated with the objective of integrating the Malaysian 
population through a common language by which they could communicate with the 
government and among themselves , and more so through a common language by which 
they can obtain their school education . The compartmentalisation of the people , 
who are already distinct from one another culturally and linguistically , in the 
four different types of schools had not only intensified the differences but had 
also been responsible for channe lling them into separate types of vocations . 
The result was an identification of a racial group with a particular type of 
vocation or industry , and hence its identification with wealth or poverty , the 
consequences of which have been proven by the racial riots of the 1960 s ,  the 
worst o f  which was that of May 1 3 ,  1969 . 

The objective of the National Language Policy was to rectify the imbalance 
whi ch has for so long characterised the Malaysian society , through the National 
Educat ion Policy. This policy cannot achieve its goal if left on its own . The 
New Economic Policy whose main objective is to redress the economic imbalances 
of the racial groups and thus restructure the Malaysian society , too cannot 
succeed i f  it is not complemented by the National Education Policy . Hence , the 
racial imbalance of the Malaysian society can be redressed only when the educa
tion and the economic pol icies are implemented together. 
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Malaysia is not an instance of a melting pot of races and creeds . It is 
rather a pluralism,  a mul ti-ethnic society . The National Education Pol icy and 
the New Economic Policy have sought to make this pluralism more balanced, such 
that the j ob-race and wealth-race identification can be erased . And the basis 
for the National Education Pol icy i s ,  as we have seen , the National Language 
Policy . In this respect , the National Language Policy seeks to assimilate the 
people through a main language , such that they wi ll not only communicate with 
ease with one another but that they will understand one another ' s  values through 
a common language . 

It cannot be denied that values are better understood from the speaker ' s  
own language than via another . As such, Chinese values inherent in the ir own 
language should be comprehended via the Chinese language , not through the national 
language . Hence , the other race s ,  and in particular the Malays , should learn to 
speak the Chinese language . But that is another mi lestone in the process of 
bridging the gap between the various races of Malaysia. The Report of the 

Cabinet Commi ttee on the Impl emen tation of the Na tional Educa tion Pol i cy 
(Jawa tankuasa Kabinet Mengenai Pelaksanaan Dasar Pelajaran Kebangsaan) ( 1980 ) , 
has recommended that POL classes in the national school be opened to the other 
races and not confined to the first language speakers only . At the same time 
it also recommends that the national type school , be it the Chinese or Tamil 
school , should also open its door to races other than its own . 

Although assimilat ion is its goal ,  the pol icy provides for differentiation . 
Each major group is al lowed to be educated in its own language , even if  it is 
only at the primary level . Each group is given a chance to learn its own lan
guage in the schoolroom . The fact that there are a lot more languages of Malaysia 
that have not got their POL classes does not in any way indicate that the law 
or the system does not allow it . Of the indigenous languages (other than Malay) , 
only Iban , spoken in Sarawak , has had primers for teaching the language at the 
primary level . The others have not .  This is due to the fact that these lan
guages have never been put into writing , and the ones that do have a written 
tradition , only entered the tradition a few years back . Though Kadazan , spoken 
in Sabah , has already been put in writing and two newspapers in Sabah have pages 
specially written in Kadazan (besides English and Malay) , there has not appeared 
any primer yet for teaching the language in the school .  In terms of publ ication , 
Iban seems to be far better off than Kadazan or any other language in Sabah and 
Sarawak , although most of the books published are on folklore and the Iban 
customs . 

The other minority languages which are non-indigenous do not appear to seek 
their right in the POL classes , most probably due to the pragmatism of their 
speakers .  Two languages (Malay and English) to be mastered by the chi ldren from 
the primary level seem to be suf ficient for them to cope with . And to children 
of these groups , both the languages are not their own . Yet ,  to go up the educa
tional and the social ladder,  they have to master these two languages . Even the 
Chinese and the Tamil POL classes in the school are not that much in demand by 
the very children who are supposed to request for them . One often reads in the 
newspapers of the deterioration of these classes - meaning the dwindl ing of their 
size and the lack of interest among the pupil s .  The interpretation that is 
relevant here is also pragmatism .  

However ,  pragmatism is not the only factor that has caused the unpopularity 
of the POL classe s ,  especially among the Chinese and the Indians of the urban 
areas . Although there are no statistics to back up this point , it is a fact 
that this category of Chinese and Indians are no longer conversant in their 
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languages .  In fact,  these languages cannot in the strictest sense of the word 
be termed their mother tongues because they never learn to speak them . Their 
first language or mother tongue has been English ,  or Malaysian English .  This 
goes back to the colonial days when the English language was first acquired by 
the generations before them as second language , but was passed on to them as 
first language . Furthermore , as said earl ier , both the Chinese and the Indians 
are not homogeneous groups . For an Indian who is not a Tamil , Tamil is another 
totally new language . Hence , school l i fe is made easier by concentrating on 
the national language and Engl ish .  After all , the principle of equality in later 
l i fe can only be realised if one has fulfil led the major requirements of the 
education system which is conducted in the national language . 

When the National Language Policy gives every language its rightful place 
in the society , and everyone will not be prevented from using any language in 
contexts other than the official one , we can justly say that underlying it is 
the principle of equal ity . However .  the interpretation of the provision gi'·en 
above depends on attitude and more so on which side of the ethnic coin one is 
placed . To the Malays and the bumipu tera people ,  that the choice fell on Malay 
was the most natural thing.  It is the language of the soil . Of all the bumiputera 
or indigenous language s ,  Malay is the most advanced in terms of its function as 
language of administration , high culture , literary knowledge and religion . It 
has had a written tradition which dates back to the seventh century, although 
evidence of written Malay of that century is found only on inscriptions of the 
Srivi j aya Kingdom , discovered on Bangka Island and in Southern Sumatra . The 
tradition must have continued, but as the practice at that time was to write on 
l on ta r  ( a  kind of palm) leaves it could have been that these were destroyed with 
time . 

Malay flourished as the language of administration during the Srivijaya rule 
of the Malay Peninsula and the archipelago ( 7th- 13th century A . D . ) . It continued 
in thi s function in the t ime of the Malacca empire in the 15th and 16th century . 
It had always been the language of the courts of the kingdoms of the Ma lay 
archipelago . 

At the time of the colonisation o f  the Malay Peninsula by the Brit ish , Malay 
was already a fully vital language which was not confined to the peninsula but 
was spread far and wide in the whole of the archipelago . It was not just the 
language of the royal courts or the ruling class , but was also the language of 
commerce . Barter trading carried out in the ports appeared to have been conducted 
in thi s language , whence emerged the various forms of pidgin Malay . 

The spread of Hinduism and Buddhism in the early centuries to the Malay 
archipelago from India ,  was done via the Malay language . Later , the Muslim 
miss ionaries saw fit to use this language and not any other in Islamising the 
natives of the peninsula and the islands . Even the teaching of Christianity , 
which came after Islam ,  to those who had not been converted to Islam was done 
via the Malay language . 

None of the other indigenous languages has come even half way compared to 
Malay in terms of vitality, not to mention the number of speaker s ,  be they first 
or second language speakers . As mentioned earlier ,  none of these languages had 
had a written tradition before the Second World War . The non-Malay bumiputera 
do speak some form of Malay even i f  they do not go to school to acquire the 
standard variation . It has been the only tool by which they can reach one 
another i f  they are from different subgroups .  
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I f  the bumiputera people were content with the choice of the national lan
guage , the non-bumipu tera were not . At the onset of Independence , the latter 
group demanded a multil ingual policy , with all the four languages - Malay , English ,  
Mandarin and Tami l - on equal footing . This could have been the real manifesta-
tion of the principle of equality Had this type of multil ingualism been granted 
and implemented , it would not have worked . The principle of equality so desired 
would have been a mere shadow of the ideal or a figment of the imagination . It 
would not have been practical for many reasons . 

In the first place , there is the question of the implementation of the 
policy . Was it going along the lines of the Swiss model ?  Or was it going to 
be like the one eventually adopted by Singapore? The Swiss model would not have 
been practical because the racial groups were not divided along geographical 
lines .  The Singapore model ,  however , is in practice a monolingual one . Admin
istrat ion in the Republic is carried out only in one language , and that is 
English ,  though the national language is Malay (as it is the language of the 
national anthem) . No doubt , Singapore has taken steps to encourage her people 
to acquire Mandar in , but this is in essence not much different from the Malaysian 
policy of encouraging the various groups to learn languages other than their own . 

Moreove r ,  if Mandarin and Tami l had been given official status , it would 
have meant for most Malaysians learning two entirely different languages using 
different script s .  And , as mentioned earlier , the Chinese and the Indians them
selves are not homogeneous within their separate groups . Unlike Malay ,  Mandarin 
and Tamil have not pervaded the Malaysian society . They are confined only to 
their  own subgroups . 

English could have brought educational advancement ,  but it would not have 
fulfilled the principle of equal ity . No doubt it cut across ethnic boundaries ,  
but its spread was circumbscribed by the urban boundary lines,  and thus the lan
guage remained only at the higher strata on the social and economic ladder . 
Although , as said earlier , there are Malaysians , especially those of Indian and 
Chinese origins , who now speak English as their first language , they never form 
a community as such . In other words , they are sprinkled all over the place , 
although this is  confined to cities like Kuala Lumpur and Penang.  Other than 
that , English does not have a first-language community . 

Superficially it would have been fair to choose a language which is not 
identi fiable with any community - fair and square . However ,  traditions uie hard . 
The Malays , as a race , would rather die than lose their language to a foreign 
one . The motto . Bahasa Jiwa Bangsa (Language is the soul of the nation) is 
deeply ingrained in them. This is not to say that they are against learning a 
foreign language . In fact they are quite open-minded in this matter ,  having 
accepted Arabic and English . But making English the national or the sole official 
language would have made them lose face , especially in the eyes of Indonesia which 
had taken precedence in elevating the language as her nat ional language and lan
guage of integration �ahasa persa t uan, ) . So why unseat Malay from its natural 
soi l ?  Why not give it back the status it enjoyed in the period before the coming 
of the Westerners? 

Besides , the national language not only has a utility role ; it also has 
a symbolic function . It exudes emotion - one that gives the feeling of pride in 
and attachment to one ' s  country . This is  true with the Malays and perhaps with 
the other bumiputera groups . It may not be so with the others . But at least 
there is a community that is emotional ly attached to it , and this community 
happens to be a major one .  
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It is doubtful whether English could have exuded such an emotion . It is 
foreign-based . There is  no sizable  community which can call it their own , and 
except for the Eurasians who are in the minority , no community can claim a 
primordial link with the English people . In fact , at the time of Independence 
it was still considered a colonial language . 

English has always played only the utility role . It signals higher studies 
at home and abroad . It is also a passport to employment in the private sector 
and in international affairs . It means a wealth of knowledge in an unlimited 
number of fields . All these have remained in the consciousness of the Malaysians 
and more so of the progenitors of the National Language Policy . Hence , it has 
the status given to it of second most important language . 

The principle of equality also applies to the implementation of English in 
its ascribed status . Engl ish used to be accessible to certain categories of 
people only - the aristocrats and the rich . A large maj ority of the population 
was denied acquisition of this language . The National Education Policy has 
rectified this imbalance . Each and every schoolchi ld in Malaysia now , be he 
enrolled in the national or national type school ,  is given the opportunity to 
learn the language right from the moment he enters school . In theory , English 
has now reached out to the masses . The principle of equal ity requires that it be 
so , even if the child grows up to be one who will not leave his upstream vil lage 
where knowledge of English is superfluous . He may not have any use for the lan
guage but he has been given the same opportunity as that given to the others . 

The effort to balance up the situation is also seen in the student intake 
at university leve l .  The government has ruled that the student population of 
all the universities should reflect the population of the whole country . This 
means that i f  the population of the bumiputera constitutes 50% vis-a-vis 50% 
others , then the percentage has to be applied when recruiting new students 
entering the university at the undergraduate level . This type of balancing 
according to population is not required at the graduate level studie s .  

The balancing up of the student population and the country ' s  i s  not taken 
per faculty or department but on the total population of the university . Hence , 
in practice at the faculty level there is still a racial imbalance because the 
science-based faculties are largely Chinese-populated while the arts and the 
humanities ( except the Faculty of Economics) represent a concourse of largely 
b umiputera students . However , this  type of imbalance is considered a half-way 
remedy to the situation of the past where only 20% of the total university popu
lat ion were bumiputera . This wide differential of bumiputera versus non
bumipu tera attendance in the universities reflected the end result of the educa
tion policy prior to the implementation of National Education Policy 1970 , in 
whi ch a pass in English in the School Certificate Examinations was compulsory , 
and as we have seen English was not as easily accessible to the bumiputera as 
it was to the non-bumiputera . 

The English language factor was also responsible in the channel l ing of 
students into different educational streams . The arts and the humanities by 
tradition had had literature on them written in the national language , although 
the sum total of the published materials is still low .  On the other hand , the 
science sub j ects and mathematics had all the time been taught in English and , as 
mentioned earlier , the changeover of the medium of education to Malay at the 
school level for the science subj ects was later than that of the arts stream .  
Hence , until today the compartmentalisation of  society is  still  obvious a t  the 
university level .  
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In order to rectify the imbalance according to choice of faculty or disci
pline , each university has embarked on its own program which aims to increase 
the number of bumiputera in the science-based faculties . Some universities 
' adopt ' certain schools where the bumiputera are in the maj ority . Students who 
appe ar promising in the science subj ects are selected after they have passed 
their School Certificate Examinations and are made to go through a one-year 
matriculation in the science subj ects ( like Mathematics , Physics ,  Biology and 
Chemistry) . At the end of the year , they sit for a special examination set by 
the univers ity and are straightaway recruited into the university . This particu
lar group of students do not have to undergo the two-year Form VI classes which 
lead to the Higher School Certificate Examinations . 

The University of Malaya has a program , uniquely its own . It has since 
1974 establi shed what is called the Centre for Foundation Studies in Science 
(Pusa t Asasi Sains) within the University campus . Essentially this is a centre 
for making the b umiputera students better in the science subj ects .  Students are 
taken from school after they have passed their School Certificate Examinations , 
and are brought to the Centre for two years . They sit for the Centre ' s  own 
series o f  examinations , and at the end of the two years , subj ect to their passing 
all their examinations , they are absorbed into the various scienced-based facul
ties in the University. 

The balancing up of the student population at the level of the faculty or 
the discipline might have j ust been a dream 15 years back . But now the dream is 
materialising.  The various science-based faculties in the University of Malaya , 
for example the Faculties of Science , Medicine and Engineering, have shown an 
increase in the percentage of bumiputera intake , although the ideal balance is 
still far from being achieved . As a result of this , starting from 1980 , the 
Faculty of Arts and the Social Sciences has had to readj ust their student-race 
ratio . When previously the bumiputera student population in the Faculty was 
70% , since that year it has gone down to 60% . This adj ustment was necessary for 
the possible recruitment of qualified bumiputera students in the other faculties . 

The National Language policy of Malaysia is both centripetal and centri
fugal in nature . The former has the obj ective of developing a national identity 
and of restructuring society , while the latter gives the freedom to each sub
group to retain its linguistic and cultural heritage . Malaysians are quite at 
home with the multi fariousness of their languages and cultures , but at the same 
time there is a sure need for a common denominator between them , and that is the 
national language . 

NOTES 

1 .  For detailed in formation on the Malaysian population by group , number and 
locality , see Asmah Haj i  Omar 1982 , chapter 5 ;  Wurm and Hattori ' s  Atlas , 
part 2 ( 1983)  should also be consulted . 

2 .  See Asmah Haj i Omar 1982 : 84 .  

3 .  I have discussed language use in communication in Malaysia .in my paper 
Patterns of language communication. in Malaysia , presented at the Seventh 
Conference of the Asian Association on National Languages ,  Language Centre , 
University of Malaya , Kuala Lumpur 22-26 August 1983 . 
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H I G H A N D  LOW THA I : V I EWS F R OM W I TH I N  

A . V . N .  D i l l e r  

I NTRODUCT ION 

Sociolinguistic complexity in Thai has attracted the attention of foreign 
travel lers and scholars for some time , but the Thais themselves have also been 
keenly aware of the richness of their language in this regard . l The Thai lan
guage calls itself phasaa t hay (or phaasaa t hay ,  see ( 17 » . The term phasaa 
easily combines with qual ifiers to indicate l inguistic varieties quite in line 
with what Sapir called ' language subforms ' ,  now more general ly referred to as 
styles or ' registers ' ( Halliday 1978 : 31-35) : 

( 1 ) official regi ster 
legal regi ster 
' educationalese ' 
' market patois ' 
written register 
oral register ( l it .  
oral register ( l it .  

STYL E AN D CONTEXT 

spoken) 
of the mouth) 

pha saa 
phasaa 
phasaa 
phasaa 
phasaa 
phasaa 
pha saa 

raatchakaan 
kotmaay 
kaanswksaa 
ta l aa t  

, v nal)sww 
phuut  
paak 

Thai scholars and educators frequently observe that the Thai language is 
differentiated according to ' contextual features '  ( kaan l �?thees�? , a Sanskritic 
compounding of ' time ' and 'place ' ;  see e . g .  Thichinphong 1979 : 164) . There is 
clear realisation that many linguistic forms vary and must be se lected with 
reference to social relationships holding among interlocutors .  Posakritsana 
( 1978 : 1 3 )  has gone so far as to point to the complex personal reference system 
in Thai , which is very sensitive to comparative social standing and ascribed 
deference , and to extol it as an improvement over the impoverished systems of 
English or other western languages . 

It is o f  particular interest that in spite of a wel l-codified ' doctrine of 
purity ' introduced mainly in the early 20th century under indirect western 
influence , leading Thai scholars have understood that ' too correct ' a register 
may be inappropriate on certain occasions . Phraya Anuman Raj adhon , for years 
one of the leading figures in Thai language studies and an editor of the official 
normative dictionary , observed 

( 2 )  Receptive understanding on the part uf  the listener i s  not 
simply a matter of receiving words which have been expressed 
by the speakers . That which is unexpressed or repressed by 
the speaker may be received and understood by the l istener 
as wel l .  In ordinary speech there is apt not to be full 

David Bradley , ed . Papers in South-East Asian l ingui stics No . 9 :  
Language pol icy , l anguage planning and sociol ingui sti cs in South
Eas t Asia , 5 1- 76 .  Pacific Lingui sti cs , A-67 , 1985 . 
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linguistic speci fication . Anyone who makes such full speci
fications wil l  be considered scornful or ' pedantic ' .  For 
example ,  rather than saying , ' Do  you see or not? ' one might 
simply say ' See? ' ; or one might only clear one ' s  throat ; in 
each case the listener would understand what is meant . 

( Raj adhon 1956 : 177 ; translation provided) 

It is not far from this idea to the notion of ' reciprocity of perspectives ' and 
of the ' indexical ' nature of informal co�munication as articulated in the phen
omenological soc iologies of knowledge of Schutz , Garfinke l ,  et al . The use of 
the term ' scornful ' ( da t ca ri t )  above is of particular significance , since it 
indicates that Thai scholars have been aware of complicated interconnections 
between register differentiation , degree of overt specification , appropriate 
level of intimacy or informal ity , and subj ective emotional consequences of the 
various register assignments (or misassignments ) . 2 

The term regi ster has been used above intentionally , since Thais ' discussions 
of their sociolinguistic situation frequently incorporate this notion , even though 
the actual form phasaa may be used . Gedney ( 1961 : 109ff) has noted that earl ier 
foreign scholars misunderstood the nature of Thai royal vocabulary ( raachaasap) , 
believing it to be a " separate language" to be used when speaking to or about 
royal persons . Gedney shows that this conception is inaccurate , and that , as 
its name in Thai indicates ,  it is rather a system of lexical substitutions or 
"highly conventionalized euphemisms" quite limited in scope (some 250 items in 
all , by his count) . ' Register ' ,  it would seem , could subsume the royal and 
closely-related ecclesiastical varieties , since predictable occurrence of partic
ular forms is again the function of contextual features ( kaan l a?theesa?) . Also , 
the degree to which available royal forms may be substituted in a given discourse 
is contextually determined in a manner again sugge sting register .  However here 
' context ' needs to be differentiated into what Ricoeur and other l iterary ana
lysts have called ' inner ' and ' outer ' contexts . ' Palace speech ' ,  when used by 
commoners abou t  royalty , is mainly determined by inner context or ' text-internal ' 
reference (whether the ' text ' is  referring to a prince of such-and-such a rank) . 
Yet there is  the possibility that outer contextual features ,  such as discourse 
participant identity and speech-act factors ,  may enter into how many or which 
' royal forms ' are selected too . In some informal situations many Thais ,  especi
ally less-educated ones , would react to ' overuse ' of royal forms as either a 
playful showing-off or even as a gesture of scorn ( datcari t ,  as above ) directed 
at those who had not had opportunity to learn their ' proper ' use. 

Whether or not the term diglossia is appropriate in the Thai context is an 
intere sting related question . Greek and Arabic represented linguistic situations 
which Ferguson took as paradigmatic for diglossia when he introduced the term in 
19 59 . These language communities both resemble and are different from what one 
finds in the Thai community . The title of this paper rather to the contrary , 
there is  really no absolute high-low bifurcation of Thai into two discrete lan
guages or styles (and thi s appears to be the case at least for Greek as wel l )  . 
On the other hand , virtually any native speaker of Thai can quite effortlessly 
classify a great range of phonological , lexical and even syntactic material in 
the language , including paired variants , into ' relatively higher ' and ' relatively 
lower'  categories . The Thai terms for high and low ( s uu8 . tam) may even be used 
spontaneously by Thais when discussing these phenomena , and a binary emphasis of 
such type is frequently found in educational materials used in Thai primary and 
secondary schools . Yet even here it is clear that there is more to the problem 
than simple two-way layered classification . Apart from specialised topics like 
palace and ecclesiastical speech , there are archaic-poetic,  technical-urban and 
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rural-dialectal varieties and issues , each of which adds separate dimensions . 
It is  perhaps in the up-country regional areas that local rural and national 
standard bidialectalism most closely approaches the condition of classic diglos
sia , with two discrete and theoretically ' sel f-sufficient ' varieties co-existing 
side-by-side , but used for di fferent social purposes . In these situations the 
national standard is referred to as phasaa k l aaQ (central language) which appears 
to have both geographical and functional connotations : Central Region or high 
koine . (Even here structured mixing may occur , with the de finition of local 
' urban hybrid ' forms of speech ; see Diller 1979 . )  But socially tiered local
rural/urbani sed national-standard contrasts are familiar the world ove r ,  and 
' diglossia ' is perhaps better reserved for more restricted usage . In any event , 
the Thai speech community is  replete with ' diglossic contrasts ' ,  and perhaps 
sociolinguistic variation of the type discussed here might be termed diglossic 
regi ster di fferentiation , or to make use of the earlier Sapirian term , distinc
tion of diglossic s ubforms . 

One promising operational approach to dig los sic analysis is in the amount 

of overt at tention paid to speech . Labov ( 1970) has even suggested that varieties 
or styles can be ranked , in theory at least , in a single dimension on this basis . 
Would this be a plausible device for arranging Thai registers along a high-low 
scale? The problem is that Thai varieties which are spontaneous and unedited 
for certain social groups - which have in fact been naturally acquired mainly 
in early childhood rather than through formal education - for social ' outsiders ' 
represent an overt learning task to which much conscious attention must be paid 
if the registers are to be mastered . An excellent if  rather specialised example 
can be found in the opening chapters of M. R. Kukrit Pramoj ' s  epic novel Four 
Rei gns [ s r i  phend i n J ,  where we learn that in former days young girls brought up 
in the inner ' forbidden city ' of the king ' s harem acquired the proper use of 
royal vocabulary as a matter of course,  but for outsiders its acquisition was 
an awkward and difficult task requiring much conscious attention . 3 Similarly , 
present-day Thai children brought up in wel l-educated urbanised families learn 
spontaneously much of what children from uneducated rural backgrounds would need 
to acquire through conscious or semi-conscious effort . Not that there is nothing 
left in terms of linguistic register for urban-el ite children to learn consciously : 
various literary forms and styles remain to be acquired through formal education . 
The point is  that for rural or working-class children there are additional demands 
on ' linguistic attention ' .  Labov ' s  ranking might then apply for any given indi
vidual as a single-dimension arrangement of registers , but it would be inadequate 
as a means of coming to terms with register complexity in the Thai speech com
munity as a whole . 

On the other hand , it is certainly fruitful to study terms used consciously 
by Thais themselves in characterising various Thai registers , realising with 
Labov that such explicit attention will tend to single out specialised diglossic 
strata. In addition to terms such as those introduced in ( 1 ) , the following 
adj ectival descriptors are common in characterisations of speech or text samples 
under some sort of evaluative consideration : 

( 3 )  polite 
refined 
harmonious 
elaborate 
clear 
correct 
grammatical 

suphaap 
p ran i i t  
phay r6? , ph r6? 
sa l a?- s a l uay 
chat-ceen , chat  
thuuk- t3Q 
thuuk  l a k ( phas�a)  
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ungrammatical phh l ak ( phasaa)  
hypercorrect , pedantic datca r'i t 
rude , 

, 
coarse yaap 

rustic , brogue-like 
, nee 

ambiguous kamkuam 
curt , too direct huan 

Most of  these terms also occur in the negative . 

TRAD I T I ONAL GRAMMAR 

For the l inguist , a clarification is in order for the terms glossed gram

ma tical , ungrammatical . 4 The present constitution of Thai normative-prescriptive 
grammar is a rather complicated series of superimpositions and syntheses which 
might be represented as fol lows : 

( 4 )  Classical Pali
Sanskrit grammar 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 

Chindamani , an 
early Thai grammar 

Classical Greek
Latin grammar 

I 
applied to Engl ish 
(= ' traditional English 
grammar ' ) 

I 
- - - - -. borrowed into Thai using 

Pali-Sanskrit terminology 

I 
applied to Thai 

applied t\ Thai/ 
modern Thai 
normative grammar 

Thus terminology pertaining to the pa�inian analysis of Sanskrit morphophonemics , 
such as terms describing phonological alternation or semantic case-role ( karaka)  
phenomena have found their way into Thai prescriptive grammar : 

( 5 )  sandh  i 
v rddh i 
nominative case 
accusative ca.se 

sonth (? 
ph rwt t h (? 
kantukaa rok 
kammakaa rok 

So have additional Indic neologisms , created in the 1920s and 1930s to translate 
terms of English traditional grammar ( in turn based on Latin and Greek) : 



( 6 )  adverb 
subj ect 
optative mood 
subordinate clause 
complex sentence 

k r i yaaw fseet 
p ra thaan 
sakkad1 ?maa l aa 
?anup rayook 
sa�k��rap rayook 
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The codi fication and culmination of this approach to ' grammar ' is in the writings 
of Phaya Upakit  Sinlapasan ; these have been assembled into a single volume enti
tled Principl es of the Thai l anguage [ I a k  phasaa t ha y ,  1937 ] . This remains the 
basis of ' traditional ' school grammatical study , although there have been subse
quent recensions and modifications by other followers . Finally , one cannot he lp 
but observe that the appropriation process continues as Thai students of l inguis
tics study ove rseas , and then return home to interpret and ' apply ' whatever cur
rent doctrines they have been exposed to , often conjuring up additional Indic 
neologisms : 

( 7 ) articulatory phonetics 
trans formational rule 
verb phrase 

sa r i  i rasa t t hasaat 
suu t - kaanpa r i wat  
k r i yaawa l i i  

The resulting amalgamation o f  Indic and Western grammatical conceptions and term
inologies is perhaps of significance as an intellectual construction , but to date 
it must be admitted that many predominant features of the Thai language itsel f  
remain poorly described ( e . g . verb serial isation , topicalisation , anaphora , 
deletion , ambitransitivity , particles and their speech-acts) while others ( e . g .  
allegedly invariant s-v-o order o r  the ' passive voice ' )  are covertly framed in 
English terms , or there may even be ultimate connections to Latin and Greek . 5 
In practice , when a Thai educator criticises something as ' ungrammatical ' ( ph1 t 
l a k phasaa) , this may well refer to tacitly-held internalised norms acquired 
from real-world sociolinguistic experience and personal imitation of models , not 
to deductions from abstract principles nor even , in many cases , to expl icit ad 
hoc rules .  

Before taking up specific examples of Thai diglossic register differenti
ation from current Thai source s ,  some further historical notes are in order . 
The evolution of the present system can be viewed in several phases .  First , at 
the time of the earliest sukhothai inscriptions ( c .  1 300 A . D. ) , spelling variation 
and the use of what is now ' vulgar ' ( yaap)  vocabulary suggests little concern 
with issues nowadays taken as normative-prescriptive . Thus the presently vulgar 
t i  i n  foot ,  is applied to the Buddha ( Inscription VII I ,  1 : 3 , 2 2 )  and royal authors 
refer to themselve s  with the pronoun kuu I ( I ,  1 : 1 ) . It should be emphasised 
that for t i i n  to be so used today or for the present King to refer to himsel f  as 
kuu in public would be virtually unthinkable , although both words are in wide
spread ( devalued) usage . 

Khmero-Indic vocabulary , so important in subsequent register differentiation , 
makes its appearance early , but mainly in Buddhist religious contexts . Only later 
in the Palatine Laws of King Trailok ( c .  1450) does it become widespread in more 
secular usage and begin to take on the avoidance- form characteristics of present
day royal vocabulary . 6 During the later Ayudhya period ( c .  1 7C . -18C . ) such 
vocabulary also became common in court poetry . 

The first Thai treatise dealing specifically with language was the Chindamani 

( c i ndaaman i i , c .  1680) , written in the reign o f  King Narai when the French had 
considerable influence and the Greek adventurer Constantine was in high favour . 
Although there may have been foreign influence in its conception , the Chindamani 
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was mainly concerned with teaching Thai spelling and poetic form to would-be 
court poets and scribe s .  It served as a codification of orthographic principles , 
and its terminology is still standard . From it date s ,  for example , the three
way division of Thai consonants into high , mid and low classe s ,  perhaps to pre
serve poetic principles which were becoming archaic or apparently arbitrary 
through sound change . 

I t  was not until the reign of King Rama IV ( 1 851- 1868) , the first Thai 
king to study English, that normative-prescriptivist interest in linguistic usage 
became strong and explicit . Some examples from royal edicts : 

( 8) a .  chwak , literally rope , was speci fied as a classifier for elephants ; 
b .  maa horse , was to be used as its own c lassi fier ( rather than tua ) ; 
c .  say to put, place , was not to be used with direct locative complements 

( as in say khuk put in jail) ; 
d .  ?uan fat ,  and pho�m thin , were not to be used , at least in the royal 

presence ; 
e .  kheey sp. small shrimp , was to be used in new compounds for fish sauce 

and shrimp paste , instead of kap) ? ,  the current Burmese-derived term 
for the latter , which was proscribed under penalty of monetary fine 
( l ater repealed) ; 

f .  sop cor,pse , was to be preferred to awkward euphemisms used by some to 
avoid it .  

Many pronouncements on official terminology , name s ,  titles and toponyms were also 
made and o f  particular importance is King Rama IV ' s  expressed displeasure at 
newly-introduced printing-press tendencies to print common or vulgar variants 
( s laQ ph ray- l eew) instead of elite forms ( samn i aQ ph uu-d i i ) , taken now as 
' correct ' .  Misdemeanours in the context of these ' proto-prescriptivist ' norms 
could bring fines or punishments like having to clean up bete l nut spittle in 
the palace grounds . Sophawong ( 1971) discusses many of these matters in an 
entertaining and instructive manner . 

Soon princes and others of the nobility were attending British schools and 
universities , and English doctrines of correctness current in the late 19th 
century and early 20th century must have seemed part and parce l of being a 
' civili sed ' western-style nation-state . In any event , on return home the new 
foreign-educated elite looked at Thai with an increasingly normative interest , 
and those who had studied Sanskrit as taught in England cooperated with local 
learned Buddhist clerics in coining neologisms such as those in (6 )  ( see also 
below) . In an ironic twist , the English-derived doctrine of purity was applied 
against many earlier English loans for which Indic neologisms were now coined 
(Waithayakon 1970) . 7 Also , the practice of interspersing English words in Thai 
sentences which had been previously acceptable (Chu ' nchit 1977 : 56) was dis
couraged,  although it continues to the present . The culmination of these trends , 
under the constraints of a public education syllabus introduced in the 1920s , 
was the fully prescriptivist treatment of Thai illustrated in works such as the 
1918-193 7  writings of Phaya Upakit Sinlapasan mentioned above , and more recently 
in those of Posakritsana ( 1978)  and others . 

Returning to the value-laden descriptors in ( 3 ) , below we i llustrate how 
they operate as an implicit categorisation device applied by Thais to phonology , 
lexicon and to some extent syntax . It must be emphasised that we are sampling 
an ethnotaxonomy , not reporting actual behaviour as obj ectively documented . What 
is briefly exemplified here is an arxay of phenomena which are salient or of 
particular interest in the works of such standard authoritie s as Phraya Anuman 
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Raj adhon , Phraya Upakit Sinlapasan and in modern Thai commentaries in a similar 
vein whose project is to instil attitudes relating to normative usage (e . g .  
Posakritsana 1978 , perhaps the best recent example of extreme normative prescrip
tivism ; Chitphasa 1978 ; Nakhonthap and Siha ' amphai 1977 ; Rothetphai 1979 ; 
Thichinphong 1979 ; Thongprasoet 1975 ; and teacher-training manuals such as that 
issued by the Ayudhya Teacher ' s  College in 1976) . 

PHONOLOG I CAL VAR I ATI ON 

In phonetics and phonology attention centres on othography-related issues 
such as preservation of the r/ 1 contrast ,  preservation of clusters and on other 
questions of lenition including assimilation and vowel shortening .  Attention 
is also given to more strictly orthographic issues such as proper spel l ing and 
reading of Indic loans , Khmer morphophonemics as applied in Thai and also to 
various problems to do with the assimi lation of English loans . 

Thichinphong ( 1979 : 16 3 )  warns that loss of rhoticism and reduction of - r
and - 1 - consonant clusters will lead to semantic difficultie s :  " if the language 
user is not careful or does not know the true [ sound ] ,  confusion may occur 
causing problems in communication" . Examples are cited : 

( 9 )  to pour raat ( >  1 aa t )  
to spread 1 aa t  
to escape ph 1 u t ( >  phut )  
to bob up phut 
to alternate ph 1 at ( >  phat )  
to fry phat 

These losses of distinction are sometimes used in modern Thai literature to 
colour c lass conflict between the older Thai aristocrac� ( r- preserving) and 
the new Sino-Thai economic elite ( r  > 1 ;  cluster loss) . It is interesting that 
another facet of fear of loss of distinction , namely hypercorrection , is ignored 
in prescriptive manuals .  Thus clock� o 'clock naa 1 i kaa is so  routinely over
corrected to [ naa r i kaa ] in formal radio and televi sion time-announcing that a 
new quasi-di stinction based on the overcorrection is corning into widespread usage : 

clock� UJatch ( 10)  naa 1 i kaa 
naa r i kaa o 'clock ( in time-tel ling) 

( S imilar differentiations appear to be arising in alternations like k rabuan  � 
khabuan procession� movement ; classifier for trains , etc . ) 9  

Less normative attention is given to other cluster reductions , such as 
several described by Brown ( 1967 : xii)  and documented in detail by Beebe ( 1975 , 
etc . )  : 

( 1 1 )  t r  > k r  � k 1  > k 
khw > f 
kw > f (with intermediates )  

Nor does strictly phonetic variation corne in  for much explicit censure , such as 
the articulation of 5- as [ 9- ] ,  etc . (Beebe 1976) or variants of the phonemes 
transcribed here as c and ch (Harris 1972 ) . Thais do in private conversation 
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often indicate that an ' over-rolled ' r- is pedantically overbearing ( da tcar ) t ) , 
with a single alveolar flap or tap considered the norm . 

Final consonants in English loanwords are often noted as introducing new 
phonological possibilities into Thai ,  e . g . : 

( 12 )  golf 
gas 

but it is not suggested that more Thai-ised pronunciations like k6� p ,  k€e t 
(heard among rural and lower- class urban speakers) are to be preferred . How
ever the assignment of final - s , presumably of English origin , to native Thai 
words for ' flashy ' emphasis - common now among urban youth - is discouraged : 

( 13 )  unsuffixed substandard 
base ' anglicised ' 

much maak maaks 
difficult yaak yaaks 
outdated chaay chaays 
overt saa saas 
provocative sabam sabams 
crazy bo!) bo!)s 

( See Nakkhasakun 1977 : 94 ;  Thichinphong 1979 : 14 3 ;  Ayudhya Teacher ' s  College 
19 76 : 190 . ) 

Consideration of vowe ls centres mainly on orthographic/phonological rela
tionships in Indic loans , whose partial but not total assimilation to the Thai 
spel ling system raises intricate issues beyond our scope here . Alternations 
are cited such as : 

( 14 )  
case 
refuge 

[ I .  ] 
k��ran i i '" 
s2branna? '" 

[ II .  ] 
ka ran i i 
sa rana? 

with the [ II . ] realisations of the orthography preferred (Ayudhya Teacher ' s  
Col lege 1976 : 7 ) . 

As for contractions and other lenition phenomena , there is a certain ambiva
lence in prescriptive attitude . Some assimilations are regularly noted and 
apparently tolerated as acceptable oral realisations [ I .  below ] for corresponding 
unreduced written normative forms [ II . ] :  

( 15 )  
how 
like that 
like this 
history 
Petburi 

[ I .  ] 
ya !)!)ay 
ya r) r)an  
ya !)!) : i 
p rawa t saat  
phetbu r i i 

[ II .  ] 
yaa!) ray 
yaal)nan 
yaa!)n i :  
p rawa t l  saat  
phetcha ( ra ) bu r i  i 

In the last example of ( 15 ) , articulating the medial (normally silent) letters 
in the written form would be a spelling pronunciation and would generally be 
considered hypercorrect . 

Other contracted pronunciations are treated as decidedly substandard [ I . ] 
and discouraged : 



( 16 )  
insect 
university 
I ( f .  speaker) 
satisfied 

[ I .  ] 
mEE I) 
mahaw f l ay 
d fa n ,  dan 
sacay 

[ II .  ] 
ma l EE l) l O  
mahaaw f t thayaa l ay 
d i chan 
saa ( kh)  cay 
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Predictable tone-shifting principles (Whittaker 1969) and pretonic vowel short
ening tendences are less frequently commented on . Spellings to reflect these 
pronunciations are increasingly used in cartoons and el sewhere when an oral 
register is to be evoked by the orthography , but such spellings are definitely 
substandard ( [ I . ] ) : 

( 17)  [ I .  ] [ I I .  ] 
they, he, she khaw ( L I'l'1 )  khaw ( L'IJ'1 )  

� 
quest ion particle may (lJU ) v ( 1l1lJ ) may 
book , v nal) sww nal)Sww 
ahead khal)naa khaa l)naa 
restaurant raan-?ahaan raan?aahaan 
Zanguage phasaa phaasaa 

Finally Posakritsana ( 1978 : 1 3 3 )  condemns as an unacceptable English affec
tation the practice some Thais now have of forming questions by rising intonation 
assignment [ I . ] rather than by the use of proper quest ion particles [ II . ] :  

( 18) [ I . ] thaa may khaw- cay? 
[ I I . ] t haa may khaw- cay rWw? 

you not understand PARTICLE 
So you don 't understand? 

L EX I CAL VAR IAT ION 

Lexicon plays the major role in determining Thai diglossic register config
urations as seen by Thai prescriptivists . That is , lexical selection is taken 
to be a paramount issue to deal with prescriptively , the assumption being that 
selection of digloss ic register appropriate to context ( kaan l a?theesa?) may 
involve unnatural and difficult lexical selections .  These latter must be  learned 
through explicit attention and pedagogical practice . 

Level-di fferentiated Thai vocabulary is well illustrated by categorisations 
like the following mainly from Haas ( 1 964) , with which Thai prescriptivists would 
be in general agreement : 

( 19 )  

to vomit 
to urinate 
friend 
woman 
foot 
abdomen 
dog 
pig 
toilet 

vulgar 

raak 
y iaw 

t i i n  

colloquial 

?uak 
. Y l aw 

k l aa 
y y l l) 

t i i n  
phu l) 
maa 

v muu 
A s uam 

common elegant l iterary 

?uak ?aac i an 
• pat saawa? Y l aw 

phwan mf t 
phuuYl1) sa t r i i 
thaaw t haaw 
t h6�1) khan 
maa s unak 

v s uk��n muu 
A s ukhaa s uam 
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Although Haas does not make c lear exactly how her categories are to operate , it 
is clear they impose a ranking of sorts within lexical groups with the same 
referential gloss . It can also be seen clearly that the system is far more com
plex than a simple two-way high-low classification of synonyms , although a high
low continuum is apparently involved . 

Thi s  fact is implicitly understood in the Thai sources ,  but more often than 
not lexical differentiation is in fact presented in a two-level parallel column 
arrangement such as the following treatment of animal terms by Phibanthaen ( 1972 ) : 

( 20 )  [ I .  ] [ II .  ] 
a .  dog maa sunak 
b .  buffalo khwaay k rabww 
c .  cow wua khoo 
d .  pig v sub:m muu 
e .  elephant chaal) khot 
f .  leech p I  i I) chan l uka? 
g .  turtle taw c1 t racun 
h .  cat meeW w ( 1  aan 
i .  horse maa ?a t sawa? 
j .  snake I)u u  sappa? 
k .  monkey 1 i l)  waanar  i n 
l .  rat v muus ) ka? nuu  
m .  hare k ra taay sasa? 
n .  fish p l aa matchaa 
o .  bird nok paksaa 
p .  fly mee l) wan makkh1 kaa 
q .  vulture ? i  i reel) ( nok) reel) 
r .  croW ( ?  i i )  kaa ( nok) kaa 
s .  swallow ( nok) ? i  i ?E:n ( nok) naal)?E:n 
t .  barking deer ? i  i keel) naal)keel) 
u .  oyster ? i  i rom naal) rom 
v .  mullet p I  aa ch3:m p l aa haal) 
w. gourami p l aa sa l 1 t  p l aa baymaay 

Phibanthaen ' s  general purpose in ( 20 )  is  to specify substitutes [ II . ] for 
ordinary animal terms [ I . ] which are appropriate when speaking in a royal con
text ( raachaasap) . However Phibanthaen makes clear by label ling the two columns 
' common ' ( saaman , [ I . ] )  and ' polite ' ( s uphaap ,  [ II . ] )  that the latter are of 
more widespread distribution than other royal substitutes , such as body parts 
and kinship terms , which are ' royal ' in a more restrictive sense . Other Thai 
presentations of royal vocabulary ( e . g .  Malakun 1972 ) omit l ists such as ( 20) , 
but state instead a principle to the e ffect that royal communication presupposes 
the avoidance of common or ' lower ' terms if other ' higher ' substitutes are 
availab l e .  

Yet this clarification sti l l  does not accurately suggest normal Thai reac
tions to items in ( 20) . Even less educated rural or urban lower-c lass people 
who would usually be at ease speaking only items in [ I . ] could still recognise 
that [ II . ] was by no means a uniform list.  Whether through mass media , cinema 
or public education, virtually all Thai adult native speakers would understand 
and treat maa and s unak  as level-distinguished referential equivalents for dog 
( item a . ) , and the terms for buffalo (b . )  and cow ( c . ) would enjoy simi lar wide
spread passive acceptance . Pig ( d . ) on the other hand , in its [ II . ] form might 
be somewhat less widely understood .  I I  I n  a formal Thai radio o r  te levision 
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broadcast , for ( a . ) one would expect [ II . ] , whilst for ( b . ) - (d . ) both [ I . ] and 
[ II . ] would be commonly heard . But for ( e . ) to (w . ) , [ I . ] would be the exclu
sive selection for all but arcane discussions of ancient literature or , and , 
perhaps marginally , if  reference in a royal context were necessary . The ' high ' 
forms of leech, turtle, oat, horse, snake, monkey , etc . are simply not known by 
the vast majority of Thai native speaker s ,  and even university professors might 
need to consult manuals to locate proper [ I I . ] forms for such items . Also within 
(e . )  to (w . ) there is probably some difference in how well individual items would 
be recognised . 

It would seem then that ( 20)  is an implicit shorthand for an array simi lar 
to the Haas-derived pattern in ( 19 ) , and that pairs ( or triplets , etc . ) of syn
onyms divide up a roughly linear continuum at many different points .  

( 20 )  raises some additional issues . At the high end of  the scale l ists 
such as that of Phibanthaen ( 1972 : 117ff)  may include mUltiple forms . Thus for 
dog are listed four ' polite ' ( s uphaap) lesser-known al ternatives to wel l-known 
sunak , and there are similarly listed two polite ways to say snake, leeoh and 
monkey ; three for bird, fish and cat ;  four for horse ; and no less than 12 ways 
to refer to elephants , which are to some extent subdistinguished by sex , function , 
etc . In a simi lar way more properly royal terms for kinship , etc . are prolifer
ated , and Phibanthaen ( 1972 : 30) suggests 14 royal terms for to die , differenti
ated partly by royal ranks , status , etc . Since many of the alternative polite 
and royal forms are basically confined to court poetry , one suspects that there 
were pressures to proliferate synonyms brought to bear by rigid poetic needs for 
rhyming words and the like . Most alternates represent Pal i-Sanskrit couplets or 
epithetic circumlocutions . 

Also tabu of the original Thai prefixal 7 i i - and its substitution by naaD
can be seen in ( 20) , items ( q . ) - (u . ) .  Wij eyewardene ( 1968) has analysed the 
Northe rn Thai use of this form at length , and the basic features of what he 
describes would apply in other Thai varieties . He shows that "derogatory feminine 
prefix" i s  an over-simplification and develops an interesting argument to gener
al ise the range of 7 i i - use and its avoidance . 

Another type of tabu operates in ( 20 ) , items (v . ) , (w . ) . The two animals 
are jocular substitutes for male and female genitalia respectively , for shape
related reasons . In polite speech it is apparently felt that any mention at all 
of the se animals using their common [ I . ] names would carry sexual overtones , 
hence the [ II . ] substitutes . These are actually awkward circumlocutions which 
in turn have come to evoke strongly the very connotations they were presumably 
supposed to avoid . The same situation holds for pest le saak- k rabwa + maay- t i  i 
ph r ( k ( avoidance form) ; sp. mushroom het-khoon + het- p l ua k ;  small  drinking bowl 
700 + t huay , etc . � 

Semantic co-occurrence problems , particularly when inner-Iouter-contextual 
issues are relevant as wel l ,  are not often sorted out in much detail in the Thai 
prescriptivist sources . To eat provides a convenient example : 

( 2 1 ) a .  of royalty sawaey 
b .  o f  monks chan 
of commoners 
c .  polite rapp ra thaan 
d.  polite ( rapthaan)  
e .  polite ( rap)  
f .  polite t haan 
of commoners , animals 
g .  colloquial k i n  
h .  vulgar deck 
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There are additional variant·s and jocular circumlocutions which Achan Suthiwong 
Phongphaibun (personal communication) has numbered at above 50 . As for co
occurrence restrictions , Posakritsana ( 1978 : 64)  holds that for common people ( for 
animals?)  k i n  to eat - but widely among less-educated speakers also to drink -
is used correctly with a sol id direct obj ect (with special to drink dwwm required 
for l iquids) . But also rappra thaan , with its reduced variants (d . ) , (e . )  and 
( f . ) , is said to be derived originally from rap to receive and ph ra- thaan that 
which has been royally granted (viz . food) ; hence even reduced thaan , current in 
educated informal urban speech , is used correctly only with a benefi cial direct 
obj ect ( e . g .  rice , medicine ) , i . e .  something a benevolent monarch might bestow . 
Harmful direct obj ects such as poison or rotten food require k i n . For selecting 
the correct form of  to eat then , variables of different types must be taken into 
account :  

i .  the level of formality of  the speech-act , social identities of inter
locutors and other outer-context speech-act considerations 
( kaan l a?theesa?)  ; 

i i .  [ ±human ] characteristics of the eating agent-sub j ect , and if  [ +human ] ,  
further status-related determinations (commoner/monk/royalty) ; 

iii . [ ±solid ] and [ ±beneficial ] characteristics of the consumed direct 
obj ect . 

The obvious potential for selectional conflict and quandary is reduced by implicit 
weighting of  these criteria in different configurations . These weightings are 
complicated and not universally applicable across sets of similar data .  Thus 
in ( 2 2 )  di fferent solutions ( lower form and higher form respectively) occur when 
canine zoological classification and feeding habits are to be discussed in a 
( constant) formal or literary context : 

( 2 2 )  a .  sunak k i n  
dogH eatL 
• . .  dogs eat 

b .  sa t  s ) i thaaw 
animal four footH 
. . .  a quadruped . . .  

In ( 22a . ) if a relatively higher (H ) form for eat were used , the result would 
be unacceptable *sunak rapprathaan . Although superficially this seems to pre
serve a ' constant speech-level '  (dogH eatH ) ,  in fact it violates [ +human ] selec
tional restrictions on the subj ect of the verb in question . For ( 22b . ) ,  sa t  s) i 
t i  i n  ( t i i n  being the relatively lower form of foot) might be marginally accept
able , but formal and l iterary contexts would normal ly require the higher form , 
even i f  the feet involved were those of animals . Degree of lexicalisation or 
idiomaticity is apparently signi ficant here however , since in set idiomatic 
expressions such as t i i n mEEw burg lar, literally cat-feet , the stylistic obj ec
tion is relaxed and in fact the higher alternate is unacceptable ( * t haaw mEEw , 
or thaaw w ( l aan  in the sense of burg lar , would be a joke) . 

Other common verbs such as yaak to want and ?aw to take, get are considered 
by some to be ' low ' and inappropriate in formal or literary contexts .  Circumlo
cutions may occur instead , especially with rap to receive . Others , including 
many modern Thai writers , are not much troubled by these verbs . 1 3  
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PERS ONAL RE FERENCE 

Pronominal selection and related issues in the personal re ference system 
are very sensitive to diglossic register differentiation , as is clear from the 
detailed studies of Palakornkul ( 1975)  and Cooke ( 1968; see also the review by 
Jones 1970) . Some attention is given to these matters in the normative manual s ,  
mainly in the context of proper usage in formal letter writing . It i s  perhaps 
considered ' se l f-evident ' by many prescriptivist authorities that forms such as 
khaaphacaaw I are to be used in formal contexts ,  with other first-person pro
nominal forms descending in some sort of vertical configuration such as k raphom 
(m . ) , d i chan  ( f . ) , pham (m . ) , chan , khaa , kuu - to state only the core system . 
But some Thai language scholars have explicitly noted the complexity of the Thai 
system (e . g . Posakritsana 1 978 : 1 3 ,  cited above) . Achan Phonthip Phathornawik 
has gone so far as to indicate ' dangers ' in the selection of proper forms : 

In using [ Thai ] pronouns , one must be wary . For certain 
pronouns , even though general meanings may be the same , 
hidden meanings may be different . . . .  

(Nakkhasakun et al . 1974 : 28)  

She goe s on ( as do Palakornkul and Cooke , cited above ) to exemplify ways in 
which sex , intimacy , degree of formality , degree of deference , etc . interact in 
a complex se lectional system. It is worth noting that the Thai personal refer
ence system has been evolving in recent times and normative attitudes have been 
shifting . Novels of the 19 30s routinely refer to women (of rank , at least) with 
the special feminine form l �n she , whereas today khaw (he� she� they) is consid
ered to be more acceptable for women than formerly and is in general use , with 
l �n somewhat unusual . In the 1940s Prime Minister Pibun Songkhram attempted to 
create and enforce a simpl ification of the personal reference system, even 
censoring the press of his day in that regard . There appears to have been little 
long-term e ffec t ,  although the present-day use of than as a frequent formal
re spectful second-person singular pronominal form may be partly a trace of P . M .  
pibun ' s  attempts . 

Apart from personal pronouns in a narrow sense , forms indicating relative s ,  
indefini tes and deictics also show level-sensitive variation . 

( 2 3 )  [ 1 .  ] [ I I .  ] 
a .  which , etc . [ REL] t h i i SW!) 
b .  whatever ?a ray ?anday , CLF + day 
c .  whoever kh ray phuuday 
d .  this [weak topicalisation ] [ n l a? ]  I • CLF n f i , etc . n I I ,  

Once again criteria beyond strict diglossic pai ring are involved . For the 
relative forms , t h i i /sw!) appear sometimes to suggest other distinctions like 
' more concrete ' / ' more abstract ' or ' simple-NP-anaphor ' / ' clause-length or 
extended-scope anaphor ' ;  in each the latter category would be more characteristic 
of highe r diglossic registers . For inde finite forms , in more colloquial speech 
there is virtual me rger with corresponding interrogatives (especial ly kh ray , 
?a ray , ya!)!)ay , mwa ray , nay) . Following relatives may be optional . 

( 2 4 )  [ 1 .  ] kh ray ( t h i i )  v chaan t I t  t�;) soncay 
[ I I . ] phuuday , v chaan tl t t�;) SW!) soncay 

who {-ever) REL interested invite contact 
Anyone interested is invited to contact . . .  
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compare : [ 1 . ] ,  [ I I . ] kh ray 50ncay 
who interested 
Who is interested? 

DE I X I S  AND CLASS I F I ERS 

For deictic forms , in higher registers there is a marked preference for a 
sparse system : n ( i /nan this/that. In the lower colloquial registers the system 
in use is far richer , with at least : n ( i , nan , n60n , nuun , n i i ,  n ) a ? ,  nan , noon , 
n uun and many regional variants like han , han , dee , d6o , naan , nee , etc . The 
Thai writing system does not ' recognise ' and could hardly represent all such 
variants ( n ) a ? ,  n i a ? ,  n ( a? have been finding their way into cartoon captions 
recently) . In any event,  Thai school teachers may feel  it necessary in some 
cases to correct deictics students write as falling-tone items ( n t i , nan )  to 
high-tone counterparts ( n ( i , nan)  for formal registers . 

Classi fiers come in for extensive normative consideration under two categor
ies . First , there is the issue of assigning a proper classifier to a given noun . 
This may involve a direct register alternation : 

( 2 5 )  [ 1 .  ] [ II . ] 
CLF for eggs l u uk 'V bay b::lf) 
CLF for fruit l uuk 'V bay phon 
CLF for common people khon naay ('Vt hfm?)  
CLF for elephants t ua chwak 

The question of  classifiers for people is of particular interest . In 
Haas ' s  first ( 1942 ) description of the system , five classi fiers for humans were 
given in a descending arrangement :  

( 26 )  

a .  
b .  
c .  
d .  

e .  

c lassifier 

?Ol) 
ruup  
than  
naay 

khon 

c lassified taxa 

high royalty ; monks I 4  

monks 
lower royalty ; high officials 
individuals s lightly above the common people in rank or 
position 
ordinary people 

Thi s  is somewhat reminiscent of the Thai semi-feudal 5akd i na system of precise 
social ranking , formally abol ished only ten years before Haas ' s  original article 
appeared . Over 20 years later , her dictionary entries ( 1964) for the last three 
items in ( 26)  show a shift of emphasis from objective social rank towards di
glossic speech-level factors . The forms than and naay are now simply taken to 
be ' e legant ' counterparts of khan , with no difference in classified taxa speci
fied . IS  But this interesting realignment is not without its problems in terms 
of current Thai prescriptivist attitudes . Thichinphong ( 1979 : 164 , citing Achan 
Dusadiphorn Chanmirotsan) holds that than is properly only a pronoun and should 
never be used as a classifier . An expression such as 

( 2 7 )  ( *? )  ra t thamon t r i  i 5:>:)1) than 
cabinet-minister two ( CLF? )  
two cabinet ministers 
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is thus unacceptable to Thichinphong,  whereas it would be ' elegant ' in the other 
scheme . ( It is in any event rather commonly heard and seen . )  On a more macabre 
note , Thichinphong also specifies conditions under which sop corpse may function 
as a clas sifier . 

Turning to animals , we have noted above in ( 8 )  King Rama IV' s personal 
attention to their classifiers . He speci fied clas sifiers for the cosmologically 
highly-placed elephant ( still used in higher registers , see ( 2 5 »  and for the 
horse . Horse ( maa)  , we recall ,  was specified as its own classifier , i . e .  was 
to be counted directly in the pattern n umber + noun . This usage has not been 
generally accepted . 

( 28)  King Rama IV' s edicts current popular usage 
v , , saam tua  saam maa maa 

three horse horse three CLF 
three horses three horses 

The horse case provides a good transition to the second category of classifier 
prescriptivism: denouncement of the increasing tendency to count nouns with the 
pattern number + noun , given royal sanction in ( 2 8) , rather than with noun + 
number + eLF . Although in the case of horse number + noun has not been widely 
used ( save in a brand name for tea) , the structural change indicated is now 
widespread , particularly in journalism. In a descriptive-analytical vein,  
Palakornkul ( 1976 : 19 5 )  has documented the modern ' anti-classifier ' tendency . 
More prescriptively , Thichinphong ( 1979 : 162)  and especially Posakritsana ( 1978 : 
61 , 72 )  have warned that such a change would undermine the ' identity ' of  the Thai 
language . Posakritsana displays data such as those in the columns below and 
label s  her columns unequivocally ' wrong ' [ I . ] and ' right ' [ I I . ] . 

( 29 )  
three professors 
five girls 
four young men 
two trucks 
every educationa l 

institution 

[ I .  ] 
saam ?aacaan 
haa y Yl)saaw 

, .  , 5 I I n um 
5001) rotbanthUk  
thuk- thuk  s a t haanswksaa 

[ I I .  ] 
?aacaan saam khon 
y Yl)saaw haa khon 
chaaynum 51 i khon 
rotban thuk 5 001) khan 
s a t haan swksaa thuk- thuk  he l) 

As the examples suggest , human taxa are particularly affected. 

A diachronic note may help to clarify some of these trends in classifier 
use as they relate to diglossic register . To j udge from early Thai inscriptions 
(Khanakammakan chat phim ekkasan thang prawatsat 1978)  and also from comparative 
evidence , the original classifier system was simpler and more flexible than the 
current normative one . Only a few classifiers , such as khon ( for people ) , tua 
( for animals) and ?an ( for inanimate obj ects) were in wide use for counting . To 
a greater extent then perhaps than now these few classifiers were also common 
in certain anaphoric or de finite-relative constructions .  Some examples from 
Inscription I of King Ram Khamhaeng : 

(a )  ' There were five ( khon) of us brothers and sisters from 
the same womb . . .  ' 

(b) ' I  struck Lord Sam Chon ' s  elephant , the one ( t ua) 
called Matsamu ' ang 

( c )  ' . . .  the Buddha image which ( ?an )  is large . . .  ' 
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As for counting,  it is clear from the text of the inscription immediately fol
lowing ( a) that classi fiers could be and perhaps regularly were omitted in some 
contexts : the sibl ings are specified as "three boys , two girls" with no classi f

i ers used a t  all , the pattern being noun + number . Inscription V contains a 
monastic gi ft list in which items are similarly counted without classifiers , 
although in Inscription XIV a similar gift list uses the classifier dua8 for 
small items ( d ua8 today is used for lights and a few other items like seals and 
stamps ) . The general impression from these inscriptions is one of  gradually 
shifting classifier taxa , proliferation of items used as classifiers and even
tual codification in polite court speech and literature . Sometimes new forms 
were adapted from Indic ( 708 , cp o amga body) or from Khmer ( chaba p ,  used for 
documents) . Classification of people , as we have seen from the work of Haas 
( 1942 ) , had links with an elaborated vertical social structure . Correct c las
si fier use was explicitly recognised as part of refined speech , and by the mid-
19th century the form class was referred to as words spoken at the end of a 
number phrase ( kham phuut  p l aay baat  sa8khayaa ) . The modern diglossic sensitiv
ity of c lassifiers is thus related to their history as salient features in dif
ferentiating elitist court registers . It should come as no surprise to find 
that in present-day lower-class speech or in rural Thai dialects of the various 
regions one hears a simpler ' basic ' and more flexible system - cp o the early 
inscriptions . The normative system is not generally acquired by young children 
in the natural course of language acquisition ; rather it tends to be taught 
explicitly by parents and later by teachers at school . 1 7 It remains to wonder 
about the ' anti-classifier ' trend exemplified in ( 29 ) : is it entirely a recent 
(English-derived? ) corruption? To cite Inscription I again ( 2 : 21 ) , here given 
in modern pronunciation : 

( 30 )  mwa8 sukhoothay n f i  m i i 
town Sukhothai this have 
The town of Sukhothai has 

s1 i paaktuu 1 ua8 
four gate large 
four main gates . 

The Thai expression for four gates here follows the pattern in ( 29 )  [ I . ] .  The 
inscript ion similarly quantifies ghosts directly with no special classifier . 
The pattern was used then as now for non-discrete concepts ,  such as in time 
expressions (nineteen years) and in proper measurements ( 3400 armspans) . Since 
one effect of subsequent classifier proliferation would have been to increase 
to the point of making virtually ' open ' the c lass of forms allowed to occur 
di rectly in post-number position , we could see ( 29 )  [ I . ] as a rather natural out
come of shifting diachronic options . King Rama IV ' s  attempted treatment of horse 
in ( 2 8) would be a convincing milestone along the way . The ' option ' may now be 
receiving new impetus from the need to keep headlines minimal in j ournalism ,  
etc . a s  suggested by Thichinphong ( 1979 : 165) . 

P REPOS I T IONS 

Prepositions are another sociolinguistically sensitive form c lass in Thai . 
As above , criteria for diglossic register differentiation interact with other 
selectional features . We see this in the case of benefactive prepositions . 

( 31 ) a .  chan kep 8an 
I collect money 

b .  chan kep 8an 
I collect money 

hay dee8 
give/for Daeng 

hay kEe dee8 
give/for for Daeng x 



c .  chan kep Qen hay de£  
I co llect money give/for for y 
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t han- ra t thamon t r i  i 
cabinet-minister 

These items (based on Sinlapasan 1937 : 1 5 1 - 1 5 2 )  exemplify some basic issues : 

( i ) Benefactive prepositions k8£ and de£  are strictly-speaking ( syntactical ly) 
optional after the benefactive verb hay to give (to) , etc . ; but they may have 
a function in disambiguating two readings of for ( English for and Thai hay permit 
similar benefactive ambiguity) : 

( a l ) I co llected money {for
. 

} Daeng [+ ke£ ]  to g�ve to . 

( a2 ) I co llected money {for } Daeng on behalf of/instead of . 

( ii )  de£  and k8£ are used for recipients who are respectively of relatively 
higher and re latively lower ( or equal) status vis-a-vis the donor-subj ect . 1 8  

( iii)  Principle  ( ii )  i s  characteristic of higher registers ; otherwise the vari
ation is ke£ � � ,  covered by ( i ) . 

The conside rations above are actually part of a larger pattern suggested 
implicitly in the work of Sinlapasan ( 19 37 ) . In colloquial speech , semantic 
' case relationships ' like possessive ,  dative-bene factive , instrumental , locative , 
purposive , etc . tend not to be marked overtly but are rather construed from 
context . Serial verb constructions may introduce such nominals into discourse : 
take-knife-go-aut-rope , compare : aut the rope with the knife. Case-marking wi th 
overt markers like prepositions is possible in Thai , but i s  often associated 
wi th a shi ft upwards in speech leve l .  

( 3 2 )  [ I .  ] [ I I .  ] 
swa khooQ Q€£W 
shirt of Ngaeo 

a.  swa Q€£W 
short Ngaeo 
[ POSSESSIVE ] : Ngaeo 's shirt 

b .  hay Q€£W hay kee Q€£W 
give Ngaeo give to Ngaeo 
[ DATIVE/BENEFACTIVE ] : Give it to Ngaeo. 

c .  Q€£W ch30p k i n  mww Q€£W ch30p k i n  d uay mww 
Ngaeo like eat hand Ngaeo like eat with hand 
[ INSTRUMENT ] :  Ngaeo likes to eat with his fingers. 1 9  

d .  Q€£W \ baan Q€£W \ t h i i baan yuu yuu 
Ngaeo stay house Ngaeo stay at house 
[ LOCATIVE ] : Ngaeo is at home. 

e .  to? kh Yan  naQsww to? samrap kh aan  naf)sWw 
write book/writing table write book/writing tab le for 

[ PURPOSIVE ] : a writing- tab le 

In general , diglossic high registers tend to mark relationships such as 
those in ( 32 )  explic itly , as in [ II . ] ;  but qualifications are necessary . I f  
practical ambiguity were to arise in direct noun-phrase complement interpreta
tion , explicit prepositional marking would be one disambiguation strategy , and 
speech-level might be little affected . Also , in some cases further nuances of 
a temporal-aspectual nature are added to the case-type relationships indicated 
above through explicit prepositional marking . For the locative examples in 
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( 32d) , [ I . ] could (but need not) carry a habitual-durative connotation ( - he is 
at home these days, having lost his job - ) whereas the explicitly-marked t h i i 
alternate might suggest a more temporary state of affairs ( - he is at the house 
just now -) . I f  the locative complement is an institution such as a company or 
bureaucratic unit the contrast is quite salient . In any event , to indicate high 
regi ster a separate preposit ion na? is available for the locative . 

Similar high-register markers are available for allative and , although 
unusual and archaic , for accusative-objective case relationships . 

( 3 3) [ I .  ] [ I I .  ] 
a .  rws l i  pay phuukhaw rws l i pay yaQ phuukhaw 

hermit go mountain hermit go to mountain 
[ ALLATIVE ] :  The hermit went to the mountain. 

b .  ph ra? sad££Q  tham 
monk express dharma 
[ ACCUSATIVE/OBJECTIVE ] :  

ph ra? sad££Q 
monk express 

The monk preached 

SWQ t ham 
[ ACC ] dharma 
the dharma. 

In ( 3 3b) , due to Sinlapasan ( 1937 : 15 1 ) , we note the form sWQ , a homophone of the 
re lative form in ( 2 3a) , but here marking a direct object . It may well be , as 
Sinlapasan appears to suggest , that this form and other prepositions in case
marking function have gained currency through ecclesiastical translations , where 
the forms were used consistently to indicate Pali case-endings . This would help 
to account for their high-register associations .  

Prince Damrong Raj anubhab in  his Memoirs ( Khwamsongcham , edition 197 3 : 276)  
relates an enlightening anecdote recal ling how the preposition dooy came to be 
used to mark manner and agent . Prior to the late 19th century the form , orig
inally from Khmer , was used in the sense of along, following , e . g . in along the 
river. When the Prince and others of the royal household were being educated 
by a foreign tutor who knew little Thai , a bilingual wordlist on the teacher ' s  
desk was frequently consulted during lessons . In this way a one-to-one corres
pondence between by and dooy became established for classroom purposes . The 
wordlist had apparently equated dooy and by on the basis of locative usage (to 
walk by the river) , but the other agentive and manner uses of by were transferred 
to dooy as we l l .  Thus sentences like ( 34 )  became ' royal classroom-ese ' .  

( 34 )  khaw pay  dooy 
3P go along ( i . e .  
They went by boat. 

rwa 
by) boat 

Expressions like written by were also translated using dooy . Later when Prince 
Damrong and his colleagues had positions of power and influence in the court , 
the phraseology was retained for official court correspondence . The high prestige 
of  courtly writing imbued this English-derived prepositional usage with an accep
ted register-marking statu s .  At present it appears to be completely acceptable 
in higher registers , and prescriptivist or puristic authorities do not seem to 
raise objections . 

More recent direct translations of Engl ish prepositions have not been 50 
we ll received . Thai versions of . . .  thank you FOR dinner . . .  and ' "  calling 
forth the disapprova l OF the peop le TOWARD the soldiers . . .  are held up as 
peculiar and unnatural ( Kanittanan 1979 : 56 ;  Posakritsana 1978 : 7 2 ) . Posakritsana 
provides an indirect hint that English-derived " translationese" with respect to 
preposit ion use may be getting out of hand , with Thai prepositions now added for 
stylistic effect even where Engl ish prototypes would no t have prepositions . 
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khaw t��p k€e t haa 
3P . answer for 2P . 

She [etc. ] answered you. 

as containing the preposition k€e unnecessarily , which is .. . . .  probably trans
lated from the word to in English ; it creates extraneous verbiage [ kham fumfway ] 

.. But of course the English verb to answer , in this case l ike its Thai 
counterpart t��p , normal ly takes direct post-verbal noun-phrase complements , not 
prepositional phrases ( . • .  answered you; . . .  answered the question) . 2 0 So Thai 
speakers or writers who are using prepositions in this way appear to be applying 
some analogical principle ( ' stylistic preposition insertion ' )  for register 
colouration , and there may be links both with English translations and with the 
older ( Pali-derived?) use of prepositions described above . 

CULTURAL CONTACT AND L I NGU I ST I C  CHANGE 

More generally , the question of  English syntactic influence on Thai is taken 
up by Thai scholars in both a descriptive (e . g .  Kanittanan 1979 ) and prescriptive 
way . Kanittanan does wel l  to compare over-extension of the Thai ( adversative) 
passive in thuuk , use of Thai man it as a non-anaphoric sentence initiator , and 
other clear examples of English-derived lexicosyntactic innovation , with Thai 
attitudes towards b lue j eans ,  ice-cream cones and the latest Western hit tunes .  
There i s  an obvious contrast in attitude between ' westward-looking ' urban middle
class youth and a more conservative ' establishment ' of older tradition-conscious 
( and one might wish to add ' elitist ' ) educators . What to the former group are 
tokens of peer-acceptance and avoidance of outdated ( chaay)  norms and attitudes ,  
to the l atter group are corruptions threatening ' Thai identity ' ( ?eekka l ak thay)  
and older norms which should be upheld and preserved . ( I t  should be borne in 
mind however , as we have seen above , that some of the ' received corpus ' of pres
criptive attitudes dates from the contact that princes and other Thai scholars 
had with English public-school prescriptivism nearly a century ago . ) 2 1 

Above we have sampled linguistic forms which are salient in one way or 
another in indicating diglossic registe r ,  as seen mainly in the writings of Thai 
scholars . Many other important aspects of register differentiation have been 
omi tted in this brief survey , especially technical aspects of literary composi
tion and questions of  rhetorical evaluation which go rather beyond phonology , 
lexicon and syntax defined narrowly. The general picture seen above is one of 
rich variation far more complex than a neat two-tiered system , although there 
are many binary aspects to the variation and the broad arrangement of diglossic 
regi sters would be along a high-to-low continuum . Some historical proposals 
have been suggested to l ink register di fferentiation to traditional Thai societal 
verticalism , especial ly as it developed in the Ayudhian period , and to link more 
recent normative codification to simi lar Western prescriptivist attitudes toward 
national language standardisation in the era of nation states . More recent in
roads Engl ish may be making on Thai linguistic structure are subj ect to a certain 
evaluative ambivalence : there are pressures both for and against phonological , 
lexical and syntactic borrowing from English , and register diffe rences associated 
with such borrowing are not so easily classified in the diglossic scheme . 

It remains to ask to what extent Thai scholars are interested in the devel
opment of present-day language norms and in how descriptive and prescriptive 
statements about language may di ffer or be interrelated . Phraya Upakit Sinlapasan , 
Phraya Anuman Raj adhon and other authoritie s of the Royal Academy established by 
King Rama VI had a set of interests and abi lities which combined descriptive and 
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prescriptive approaches to language . Modern Thai authorities could probably 
see in those works such a synthesi s .  But Achan Banyat Ruangsri (personal com
munication) suggests that in the 1970s staff and students of Thai teacher ' s  
col leges became quite polarised over how the Thai language should be studied in 
schools .  One group advocated descriptive investigation and analysis o f  language 
as it is used in di fferent situations ( taking statements like ( 2 )  above seriously) , 
another group held that prescriptive norms alone constituted what should be 
taught , or sought to redefine the issue into one of which particular forms were 
' correct ' .  The former group would associate itse lf  with courses and manuals 
called Language Use ( kaanchay phasaa l ; the latter with [normative ]  Language 
Principles ( l ak  phasaa , the original title of Sinlapasan 1937 )  or perhaps Grammar 
in the traditional school sense of the term. As might be expected , those back 
from overseas courses in linguistics and their stUdents tended to champion the 
former cause . As the debates came to take place during the turbulent political 
events of  the mid-1970s , they became part of more comprehensive campaigns to 
criticise and change or defend and preserve the Thai educational system more 
generally . 

With Thai , virtually any attempt to do linguistics becomes sociolinguistics 
quite rapidly , either overtly or covertly . One can hardly ignore what we have 
cal led diglossic registers above without related oversights and oversimpli fica
tions .  One hopes that the near future will bring studies of Thai with increasing 
sociol inguistic sophistication , especially by Thai scholars with training in 
linguistics more broadly.  

NOTES 

1 .  The Thai National Research Council and the Australian National University 
have both kindly facilitated fie ld research reported here . Special thanks 
go to Achan Sutira Wacharaboworn , Achan Banyat Ruangsri and Khun Chaliao 
Chotithewachub , they are not responsible for shortcomings . 

2 .  Thichinphong ( 1979 : 165)  with an element of Thai ' social pragmatism ' holds 
that speech selections should be made " efficiently , so as to be of advan
tage in whatever the speaker intends " .  He also provides examples of " too 
high" registers used in the family or in the market place which would be 
interpreted as attempts at humour or scorn ( cp .  da tca r1 t above) . 

3 .  However there i s  evidence that even kings could find royal speech irksome 
and ,  as H . H .  Prince Chula Chakrabongse observed , "members of the Chakri 
Fami ly have often written to one another in English to avoid the elaborate 
language required for different ranks even amongst relatives . "  ( Quoted 
by Gedney 1971 : 111n . )  

4 .  Wayaak��n also translates grammar and can be used for l a k phasaa in the 
expressions above , but the latter term i s  more common and has a more norma
tive connotation ; see also below .  

5 .  A few more obvious specifically Thai features such a s  classi fiers have been 
labelled.  Haas has recognised " secondary verbs" ,  which are now called by 
some k r i yaa r��8 . Other important features of Thai await consensus on nom
enclature . ' Particle ' as a word-class has no general ly accepted Thai equiv
alent , and particles are effectively ignored in standard grammars ( Sinlapasan 
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19 37 ; Thongprasoet 197 5 ,  etc . ) ,  even though they are of crucial importance 
in questions , commands and in a great range of sociolinguistic issues . 

6 .  Thus terms like kam , t ham , b un , baap , thaat , kath Y n , ph (ksu? occur as 
Buddhist vocabulary in early inscriptions . Later it is common to find 
legal- secular terms like punishment ( ?aatchayaa ) , LegaL case ( khad i i ) , 
permit ( ?anuyaa t ) . The prefixal form ph r�- is used in early Sukhothai 
inscriptions in re ligious contexts ;  later it is applied to kingship as wel l ,  
along with other Indic royal formatives ( raachaa , b� rom , etc . ; Ishii 1972 ) . 

7 .  Sometimes the coined neo-Indic gui se was draped over an English form in a 
' diaphanous ' manner : 

communication + khomanaakhom 
seminar + v sammanaa 
statistics + sath  � ? t 1 ? 
automatic + ?at tanoom�t 

- the latter giving rise to erudite quarre lling as to proper use . 

8 .  e . g .  in N i  Lae Lok o f  Dok Mai Sot . One is reminded o f  the Russian verb 
kat a rvat ' to pronounce a French � ( as an aristocratic trait ) . 

9 .  There is an interesting range o f  poetic - r- insertion phenomena such as : 

cLean 
nose 

sa?aat > sa ra?aat  
camuuk > c�� ramuuk 

Some Thai words have been re-spelt in Indic fashion with - r- inserted or 
substituted,  such as : 

honour 
mULed (rice) 

k� a t  ( as though < k i a r t i )  
saan ( as though < sara) 

Also , in some cases the prefix k ra- appears to have been assigned analogic
ally under influence of a preceding - k :  

sparrow n6k co�k > n6k k raco�k 
( Raj adhon 1956 : 15 8 , 183) . 

1 0 .  Both modern forms for insect appear to be derived from an earlier *m i ££ Q  
( the current form i n  conservative Southern Thai dialects ) . Some argue that 
the [ I . ]  form is proper in compounds such as m££Qmum spider. 

1 1 .  Two decades ago an immensely popular song Headman Li ( phuuyay i ( i )  made use 
of pig variants ( ( 19 )  c .  [ I . ] � [ I I . ] )  to make fun of rural people ' s  mis
understanding of level-sensitive vocabulary . But the fact that the song 
was an upcountry ' hit ' too leads one to suppose most l isteners in fact under
stood the term in question . 

12 . Tabu in Thai is too broad a subj ect to deal with here . Suffice it to add 
that for high registers certain expressions are normatively avoided if inter
change of initial consonants would produce anything ' off-colour ' .  This 
accords with a Thai word game called kham phuan ( Haas 1957 ; Gandour 1974) . 
Some examples : 

common form 

phak b UQ  
sp. edib Le pLant 

tabu metathesis 

bak phuQ 
( vulgar reference to 
male genitalia) 

circumlocution for 
higher registers 
phak th5�t y5�t 
vegetabLe casting forth 

shoot tops 
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common form tabu metathesis 

ph t tua tht  ( pua) 
eight CLF . 1 

( vulgar reference to 
an�ma s female genitalia) 

taak d h t  d a a k  tEe t  
expose to sunlight ( vulgar reference to 

female genitalia) 

thua �3;)k ( �ua)  hua t h�;)k 
beans prout (vulgar reference to 

male genitalia) 

( Source : Ayudhya Teacher ' s  College 1976 : 254 . )  

circumlocution for 
higher registers 
s 1 i khuu 
four pairs 

phw� dh t 
dry in sunlight 

t hua ph;)? 
sprouted bean 

1 3 .  yaak and ?aw can have sexual connotations , hence perhaps hesitation on the 
part of some to use them in polite speech or writing . 

14 . As Haas notes ( 1964 : 601 ) , high royalty are usually classified by ph ra?o� . 
15 . naay as a classifier is mainly in bureaucratic and journalistic prose . 

16 . Palakornkul ( 19 7 6 : 194)  notes that in fact "most Thai speakers use t ua for 
e lephants in casual speech . "  Some claim chwak is proper for tame elephants , 
tua for wild ones ,  but that would be to miss King Rama IV ' s  original Buddhist 
motivation for specifying chwa k .  

1 7 .  John Grima (personal communication) has he lped me to see this . Kanittanan 
( 1976)  has touched on some of these issues in her di scussion of the evolu
tion of the c lassi fier ?an . 

18 . A s imi lar constraint on relative status of nominal arguments of hay used in 
a causative sense is stated by Posakri tsana ( 1978 : 64 ) . 

19 . The verbs ?aw to take and chay to use also introduce instrumental nouns , 
particularly in longer serial verb constructions . I am indebted to William 
Foley for help in seeing the significance of serial-verb functions of this 
sort in a wider typological context . Posakritsana ( 1978 : 63 )  notes the fact 
that frequently Thai prepositions are ' optional ' .  ( 32e)  is her example . 

2 0 .  Although one can answer to the authorities or answer for one 's impudence , 
it is difficult to see these somewhat specialised expressions as giving 
rise to what Posakritsana has in mind . 

2 1 .  Rather than Kanittanan ' s  blue jeans and ice cream , perhaps colour T . V . , 
flush toilets and the family car would be better analogues of the extension 
of thuuk expressions and man-pen . . .  initial sentences ; adult western
educated upper-class urban elite are more responsible for these imports 
than are the teenagers on the streets . Ironically,  some of the most hair
raising ( to a strict prescriptivist) ' misuses ' of thuuk are in Sinlapasan 
1937 , which is usually rece ived with scriptural authority . Consider : 

chan thuuk than khian  na�sww t hw� 
lP . undergo 3P . write letter� document reach 
I Was written to by him. 
than t huuk chan kh f t  
3P . undergo lP . think 
He was thought about by 

t hw� 
reach 
me . ( S inlapasan 1937 : 15 1 )  

Adversative readings of these sentences are rather far-fetched and they are 
hardly sentences that ' normal people '  would use . 
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TOWARDS L I N G U I ST I C  AND C U LT U RA L  P LU RAL I SM I N  THA I LAND : 

A CASE O F  T H E  MALAY THA I S  

P rapart B rudh iprabha 

1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 

The Kingdom of Thailand is an anomaly among the South-east Asian nations . 
Much of her uniqueness i s  in large part a result of the lack of a colonial past . 
The Thai people are a synthesis  of a wide array of cultures . The ability to 
assimilate other cultures during different periods of history added to the rich
ness of Thai customs and traditions . Nevertheless , Thailand shares to a certain 
extent an ' identity crisis ' of the type that confronted her neighbouring coun
tries . The Malay Thai minority is a case in point . This paper draws particular 
attention to the southern border provinces where the people are mainly of Malay 
ethnic origin , and there has been some resistance to integration into the dom
inant culture of Thai society . 

Indeed ,  this problem is unfortunate for national unity and regional devel
opment . However,  the issue has not been seriously que stioned and considered at 
the national l evel . So far only token recognition has been given to linguistic 
and cultural differences of the Malay-Thai minority ( see , for example , 
Brudhiprabha 1978 ;  1981) . I hope that the following analysis will serve as 
guidelines for a viable solution to the problem . 

The issue of the Malay Thais in the southern border provinces has been 
discussed to some extent during the last decade (e . g . Suhrke 1970/7 1 ;  Banomyong 
1974 ; Haemindra 197 7 ;  Forbes 1982) , and I am certain that more will appear . The 
present paper is an attempt to propose that education is one of the most e ffec
tive instruments for national unity . It is  hoped that a case of the Malay Thais 
will more or less substantiate my theory - that of the "hot ' n ' sour-variety
soup" ! 

2 .  TH E THA I S  

The total population of  Thailand today is approaching 50 mi llion . I n  terms 
of the major characteristics of the people , Thailand is one of the most homo
geneous societies of South-east Asia . The striking uni formity of the Thais is 
the centripetal force which keeps the nation more unified and integrated . 
Although the Thais comprise an overwhelming majority of some 85 per cent , the 
heterogeneous ethnic makeup of the population includes the Chinese ( 10%) , the 
Malays ( 2 . 5% )  and a few other minorities like the Khmers , the Vietnamese , the 
Indians and various groups of hill tribes . 

The largest ethnic group in Thailand is the Chinese.  The second largest 
group is the Malays . These two ethnic minorities play a significant role in the 
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economic and social l ife of Thailand . The Chinese migrated to Thai land during 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries .  Echikawa ( 1968) maintains that because 
of the similarity between the Chinese and the Thai value systems , they assimi
lated into Thai society quite easi ly . The Chinese Thais have been influential 
in the economic circle of the country since World War I I .  

The ethnically Malay inhabitants o f  the southern vassal states were ful ly 
incorporated into Thailand in 1901 , but the Anglo-Siamese treaty on the Thai
Malays ian frontier was not fixed until 1909 . In contrast with the Chinese , the 
Malays pose some crucial sociocultural problems for the central government .  

Although the large majority of the Thais are Buddhists ( about 94 per cent ) , 
an estimated 4 per cent of the total population are Muslims . Only a small per
centage of the Thais are Christians , Hindu s ,  Sikhs or others . Hence I slam is 
the second religion of Thai land . Theravada Buddhism is the official rel igion 
of the country . However ,  the constitution provides complete freedom in religion 
for the Thai citizens . Among the Chinese Thais the popular religious belief is 
Hinayana Buddhism,  Confucianism and Taoism; whi le the Malay Thais adhere to 
Islamic faith . 

Thai land is divided into four distinct regions : the Central , the North , the 
North-east and the South . 

Each region has its own local dialect : name ly , Central or Standard Thai 
( S iamese) which is the dialect of Bangkok and the literary language of the 
country , Northern Thai (Kam Muang or Yuan) , North-eastern Thai ( Isan or Lao) and 
Southern Thai ( Paktai) . The regional variances in terms of ethnicity , language 
and culture pose the problems of pluralism and regionalism in Thailand . The 
North-east and the South are areas where these problems arise (wong 1973 ) . 

The people of North-east Thailand are of  Lao origin , but it is not always 
possible to distinguish a Lao Thai from a Thai . The North-eastern dialect is 
distinct from Standard Thai , although it is not entirely unintelligible . Until 
very recently the North-east has been relatively isolated and neglected . Hence 
the North-easterners are still somewhat hostile to the central government . 

The Southerners are different from the majority of the country - physically , 
lingui stically and culturally . They look like the Malays , and speak Malay as 
we l l  as fol low firmly the I slamic code of life . Because of their distinct Malay 
ethnic makeup , their geographical distance from Bangkok and the closeness to 
Malaysia , they lean pervasively towards their immediate neighbour . On many 
occasions , a separati st movement has threatened the stability of this area . Hence 
Thailand ' s  problems of plurali sm and regionalism loom large in the far south . 

The Southern dialect i s  widely spoken in many provinces ,  except in Pattani , 
Yala and Narathiwat where Malay is almost exclusively spoken in their daily life . 
It should be noted that the Malay language spoken in the south is known collect
ively as Pattani Malay . It is a local variety of  Malay written in the Jawi 
alphabet which i s  said to be the old Arabic script of the Qur ' an .  

3 .  TH E MALAY THA I S  

' Thai Muslim '  or ' Thai Islam '  ( an erroneous usage) is  the official term 
used for the Thai who professes Islam ,  while  ' Thai Buddhist ' , in contrast , refers 
to the Thai who follows Buddhism . Personally , I think it is inappropriate to 
use religious affiliations for ethnic identifications . Hence , using Thai as a 
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headword and Malay as a modi fier for a new compound noun , the term ' Malay Thai ' 
is proposed in this paper. 

The term ' Thai Muslim ' reflects the government policy that the various 
Muslim peoples of Thai land "should see themselves , and be seen , not as Malay , 
Chinese , or Indian Muslims resident in Thailand , but as a new religio-national 
group , the Thai Muslim" ( Forbes 1982 : 1068) . Of all Thailand ' s  Muslim minorities , 
the largest group is of Malay origin . They live mainly in Satun , Pattani , Yala 
and Narathiwat . In these four provinces they form 83 per cent , 80 per cent , 62 
per cent and 78  per cent of the total population . 

3 . 1  The south ern borde r prov i nces 

The provinces of  Satun , Pattani , Yala and Narathiwat are known officially 
and collectively in Thai as Cangwat Chaidaen Paaktai ( southern bordeI" provinces )  . 
Nevertheless , Satun is perhaps an odd man out . Geographically , it is separate 
from the rest ; historically , it is different ; linguistically,  the largest numbers 
of its inhabitants speak Thai ( 91  per cent) , though many are bilingual . Relig
iously speaking , it  leads with an 83 per cent Muslim population . Hence Satun 
is not included in the following discuss ion . 

Pattani , the historic centre of the south , has a long and glorious past -
being a cultural focus and the cradle of Islam in south-east Asia (Wyatt and 
Teeaw 1970) . It was the most important among the vassal Malay states in the 
south of Thailand . 

Collective ly , the three provinces now and then pose the problem of secession 
from Thailand . For example , in 1948 a petition endorsed by the people of Pattani , 
Yala and Narathiwat was addressed to the United Nations requesting to join the 
Federation of Malaya . 

In terms of  politic s ,  Pattani has threatened the security of the region by 
far the most.  One of the major separatist factions in  the south is the pattani 
Uni ted Liberation Organisation ( PULO) . PULO with its Narathiwat-based and other 
separatist groups advocate the secession of the southern border provinces from 
Thailand as well as the establishment of an Independent Pattani Republic . Lin
guistically , in Pattani the 1980 census data indicate 102 , 2 20 ( 2 4 . 40 per cent) 
native speakers of Thai , and 302 , 73 3  ( 72 . 26 per cent) native speakers of Malay . 

Yala is the southernmost province of Thailand adj acent to the Malaysian 
Peninsula.  Although it may not be as sensitive as Pattani , in 1977 the most 
spectacular political attack by the separatists was carried out during a Royal 
visit to Yala .  Two bombs were exploded within a short distance of the King and 
Queen . They escaped inj ury , but some spectators were killed and injured . The 
attackers were arrested and they confessed to being members of PULO . The 1980 
census data of Yala show that Thai was the mother-tongue for a total of 85 , 681  
peoplr or 32 . 30 per cent of  the population . In  contrast , Malay had 140, 194 
native speakers , i . e .  52 . 85 per cent . 

Finally , Narathiwat is located at the far south-east of the country . 
Poli tically , PULO operates chie fly in the districts of  Rangae , Bacho , Yingo and 
Ruso .  Linguistically speaking, the 1980 census identifies 86 , 468 ( 2 1 . 7 3 per 
cent) Thai native speakers , and 280 , 008  ( 70 . 38 per cent) Malay native speakers 
in Narathiwat . 
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On top of the separatist activity in these three provinces ,  there are some 
banditry , extortion and cross-border smuggling . The central government sti ll 
faces considerable di fficulties with the separatist movements , bandit gangs , 
extortionists and smugglers . Moreover,  the economic status of the southerners 
in general is re latively low . The Malay Thais are principally fishermen , sub
si stence farmers and small rubbe r planters . This low economic status is a con
tinuing problem of regional inequalities . 

To sum up : Pattani , Yala and Narathiwat are politically plagued with the 
problem of Malay irredentism . The linguistic , cultural , economic and religious 
problems also loom large . The Malay Thais are the vast maj orities amidst the 
Thai minorities in the three southern border provinces .  Hence true integration 
with the local people and the national mainstream will pe rhaps remain a long way 
off . 

3 . 2  Nati onal pol i c i es a nd programs 

After the nationalist revolution 
nationalist regime of Pibul Songkhram 
policies were forcibly assimilative . 
say : 

of 193 2 ,  and especial ly when the military 
came to power in 193 8 ,  the government 
In this connection , Forbes has this to 

pibul discriminated strongly against the Malay language 
and culture . SharI ' a  law was set aside in favor of the 
Thai Buddhist laws of marriage and inheritance , sarongs 
were banned , and the wearing of western-style long 
trousers and topees was made compulsory for men .  The 
chewing of betel and areca nut was prohibited , and it was 
even stipulated that loads should be carried on the 
shoulder ( Thai fashion) rather than on the head (Malay 
fashion) . (Forbes 1982 : 1059) 

The assimilationist policies of the government aroused various opposition 
and the emergence of  a Malay separati st movement in Southern Thailand began . 
When pibul was returned to power by coup d ' �tat in 1947 , further intimidation 
was continued . Many local leaders were arrested and troops were sent in to 
suppress an uprising in Narathiwat . There was an exodus to Malaya for sanctuary 
of some two thousand Malay Thais . However ,  mounting concern over adverse inter
national opinion forced Pibul to give a number of concessions to the Malay Thais , 
including the recognition of their separate cultural identity . 

Fortunately , Pibul ' s  attempts at forced assimilation were discarded by his 
successors . Instead , the policies of political integration and socialisation 
were gradually implemented . However ,  the damage had already been done under the 
coercive measures of the Pibul administration . Yet since the overthrow of Pibul 
Songkhram in the coup d ' �tat of 1957 ,  successive Thai administrations have become 
aware of  the need to reach a peaceful cultural coexistence in the long run . 

In line with this policy , some attempts have been made to teach Thai to 
children of Malay ethnic origin , to teach secular sub j ects in the traditional 
Islamic pondok schools and to promote adult and non- formal education . 

In order to implement the policies and to achieve the goals , the Thai 
Government launched several projects for political socialisation , minority 
participation and population trans fer . The following are some programs carried 
out during different periods in the southern border provinces : public te levision 
for the district , a Malay-Thai newsletter ,  private religious schools , a southern 
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university at Pattani , undergraduate grants for Malay-Thai students , central and 
local commissions for I slamic affairs , community development and resettlement 
in Satun , Yala and Narathiwat , and industrial development - to mention but a few . 

These projects , to a large extent , indicate that the central government 
began to take active interest in the development of the southern border prov
inces . Indeed , it was a good omen for national unity and regional equality . 

4 .  THE  N E E D  FOR UN ITY I N  D I VE RS I TY 

The need for national unity is greatly felt now. Various policies and 
programs were developed and carried out for this purpose . The succe ss and fail
ure in the past gave us a viable lesson for the future . 

It i s  apparent that on average the Malay Thais form some 80 per cent of 
the total population in the southern border provinces of Thailand , and their 
language , culture and religion set them apart as a separate ethnic group . It 
is not far from the truth to say that Southern Thailand is a linguistically and 
culturally plural society . 

Past experiences around the world have shown us the myth of  the "melting
pot" of American society,  and the 1970s brought forth a reality of the " salad
bowl" - because of the ' unmeltable ethnics ' ( c f .  Saville-Troike 197 6 ;  Novak 
1973) . Today it seems inevitable that we must get to grips wi th the cultural 
diversity in our midst , by cultivating and increasing mutual respect and under
standing for the minorities .  

4 . 1  A pl ea for cul tural p l u ra l i sm 

Theori sts in the West have advanced two contrasting approaches to bilingual
bicultural education known as the "melting-pot" and the " salad-bowl" ( see 
Brudhiprabha 1978) . It is  my intention to propose in this paper a similar theory 
to the latter for the East which I shall call the " hot ' n '  sour-variety-soup" . 
While the " salad-bowl" theory states that carrot , cucumber ,  lettuce , radish and 
tomato can all be in the same bowl without losing their own identities ; the 
"hot ' n '  sour-variety-soup" theory states that various ingredients and spices 
such as lobster,  mussel ,  crab , fish ,  galangal , lemon grass , bergamot leaf and 
bird pepper can still remain distinguishable in the same pot of this delicious 
Thai soup ! In other words ,  this approach to education puts great emphasis on 
ethni c ,  linguistic , cultural and religious identity and integrity of different 
minori ty groups . 

This theory can be put into practice in terms of a policy known as cultural 
pluralism .  sociologists theorise that there are two polar positions of inter
group relations : assimilation versus exclusion . The major patterns of assimi la
tion are integration , amalgamation and cultural pluralism . In contrast , the 
exclusionary patterns are annihilation , expUlsion and segregation . 

Fur our purposes here , only cultural pluralism will be discussed . By 
cultural pluralism is meant a peaceful coexistence between the majority and the 
minority wi thout discrimination against each other - ethnically , linguistical ly 
or religiously . The " hot ' n ' sour-variety-soup" theory is in perfect harmony 
wi th this policy . To my mind , the time is now ripe for its immediate implementa
tion in the region beset by separatist movements as well as by ethnic , linguistic , 
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cultural and religious difference s .  For the sake of national integrity , security , 
solidarity , stability and unity - I therefore make a strong plea for cultural 
pluralism in the southern border provinces of Thailand . 

4 . 2  Educa t i o n  for national  u n i ty 

The use of  education as an instrument for regional unity is evident in our 
adj acent and nearby neighbours , Malaysia and Singapore . Even in Thailand , the 
case of  the Chinese - the largest minority group in the country - is a good 
proof .  Many observers theorise that the readiness of the Chinese minorities to 
assimilate rather quickly into Thai society is because their religion causes no 
problem . I would rather suggest that education in the real sense of the term 
perhaps plays a more important role . For example ,  through education the Chinese 
master the Thai language , adopt a Thai name and become a Thai citizen ( Noss 1967) . 
Moreover ,  research findings show that the higher the level of education and 
prestige , the more rapid the rate of integration . 

A more relevant example for our purposes is perhaps the case of Satun , where 
some 83 per cent of the population are Muslims , but with the use of education 
the lite racy rate in Satun is very high ( 80 . 1  per cent) , and here Thai is spoken 
almost universally ( 91 . 2 1 per cent) . Hence education ( and more specifically the 
fact that the greatest numbers of population in Satun speak Thai) is an effective 
way to bring about national unity (Wong 1973)  . 

However ,  as I have mentioned in passing earlier , Satun is in a rather unique 
position , compared with the other three southern border provinces - Pattani , Yala 
and Narathiwat . In this connection, Smalley ( 1976 : 19) makes a very good point : 
" Certainly education in Thai is most important for Thailand ' s  minority peoples" , 
he asserts , "but what is the best way to bring this education about? "  This i s  a 
relevant question , I should say , more specifically for the Malay Thais in 
Pattani , Yala and Narathiwat. 

Of course language can be a great barrier to assimilation . Without a common 
language , neither an individual nor a group can fully participate in and become 
members of a given community . At this point , the que stion of educational lan
guage policy arises ( c f .  Brudhiprabha 1976) . Let me quote a little further from 
Smalley . He goes on to say that : 

. . .  We would like to see the Thai policy in language 
planning turn firmly to the fostering of bilingualism and 
planned bilingual education . The child learns to read and 
write his own language , preferably using a Thai-based 
script with Thai letters insofar as the sounds of his lan
guage match Thai , making adaptations where they do not . 
He already speaks his own language , so his learning process 
is that of learning to read and write the language he speaks 
( the minority language) , in a manner analogous to that of 
a Thai child who learns to read and write the language he 
already speaks (Thai) . ( Smal ley 1976 : 19)  

However ,  as far as the official language policy of Thailand is concerned , 
it  is stated that Standard Thai must be the medium of instruction at all levels 
of  education . For the sake of  what is claimed (by the authority) " national 
unity and security " , Standard Thai is the only language recognised for Thailand. 
That is to say , Smalley ' s  proposal on what he cal led "planned bilingual educa
tion" may be quite difficult to implement , if not impossible . However ,  Wangsotorn 
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( 1980) - and myself as wel l  are in agreement with Smal ley ;  she observes that it 
is advantageous for the minority language groups to learn to read and write in 
their own languages using the Thai script so that it wil l  set a solid foundation 
for their shift to literacy in Standard Thai . 

Admittedly , from the 1921 Primary Education Act to the 1978 National Scheme 
of Education the policies of Thailand inter alia recognise the role of Thai as 
a common language in the assimilation of  different minority linguistic groups . 
The ultimate goal of the Thai government in trying to unify and assimilate the 
inhabitants of the South into Thai society is best described by Fraser ( 1966 : 105 ) : 
" creation in the south of  ful l  citizen of the Kingdom of Thailand , no longer 
Malay residents in Thailand but Muslim Thais . "  Hence a nationally set curriculum 
and a common-content syllabus and textbooks are required for all . Unfortunately , 
because of their differences in language , culture and religion , the Malay Thais 
have strongly resented such an education ! 

I have discussed this more fully elsewhere (Brudhiprabha 1981 : 14 ) . Perhaps 
what I quoted then from Abdul Kadir about linguistic , cultural and religious 
problems of the Malay-Thai children when they first came to school can provide 
a vivid example . This is how it goes : 

. . .  when they have learned to read , the primers are al ien 
to their culture and environment .  There are pictures of 
monks and monasteries , . . . .  Not only must the children 
endure all thi s ,  . . .  but the parents have to tolerate the 
instilling into their children of the cultural heritage 
of a different religion . 

The question at stake now is : how can we use educat ion to bring about 
national unity in the three southern border provinces? Of course there is no 
easy answer to the question , but I submit that a pol icy of cultural pluralism,  
if resolutely pursued will help us  to  reach a modus vivendi with the Malay Thais 
( or any minority groups for that matter) . 

The first indications of change in line with this policy occurred in 1961 
when the central government began to improve the traditional Islamic pondok 
schools . In 1965 a registered pondok under official control was first accredit
ted as a private religious school for the study of Is lam .  Secular subj ects have 
been included in the curriculum and great e fforts have been made to teach the 
Thai language . 

Considerable success i s  evident among these private religious schools . The 
literacy rates in Pattani , Yala and Narathiwat have increased steadily . The 1980 
census data indicate that children over 10 years old were 65 . 74 ,  7 0 . 9 1  and 63 . 7  
pe r cent literate , respectively.  It is hoped that this type of school ,  and the 
government schools in general , wil l  further serve the ultimate end of cultural 
pluralism which, in turn , will lead to unity in diversity , in the three southern 
border provinces and in Thailand as a whole . 

5 .  CONCLUS I ON 

I have attempted in this paper to identify the language and cultural 
problems of Thailand ' s  Muslim minorities in the three southern border provinces .  
It i s  apparent that the problems o f  Southern Thailand are associated with both 
pluralism and regionalism .  In short , the former can be solved by cultivating a 
peaceful coexistence between the majority and the minority , whi le the latter can 
be tackled by a closer liaison with the central government .  
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Education could help solve both of these problems , because schools are 
indeed the testing ground for cementing social ties and promoting co-operation 
among students of different backgrounds - without regard to race , language or 
creed . 

Although the policy of cultural pluralism is strongly advocated for the 
three southern border provinces of Thailand in this paper , let me not suggest 
that it is a panacea or an end in itself ! Rather ,  I think it is a stage in the 
process of integration . Whether we like it or not , " a  certain amount of cultural 
and linguistic uni formity is a necessary prerequisite for achieving stability in 
the process of building a nation-state" ,  Savil le-Troike ( 1976 : 2 ) maintains , and 
she concludes that "Linguistic and cultural differences are a great obstacle to 
nat ional unity , and to full participation by all groups in the national life . "  
In other words , cultural pluralism entails both promises and problems ; in fact , 
it is quite difficult to maintain ! However ,  since only the Thais and the Malay 
Thais are the principal groups in Southern Thailand I believe that this policy 
would be more or less workable . And to a certain extent it has already been 
evident in my discussion on education for national unity . 

Perhaps a word of caution is in order at this point . It goes without saying 
that cultural pluralism is a sensitive issue , and it will  take time to cultivate . 
The problem may arise from either party . The minority as well  as the majority 
may cause difficulties if  any inequities are being sensed . Hence each group must 
first and foremost learn to accept the other as an equal partner in the game . 
Misconceptions and stereotypes held by each party must be discarded . Language 
is indeed the heart of the matter ,  for communication brings understanding which 
is essential for full participation in the social community and the national life . 

Finally , I submit that while we cannot deny the historical validity of the 
' meltable ethnics ' like the Chinese in Thailand , we must also recognise the 
' unmeltable ethnics ' like the Malays in the south . To this end , we should be 
able to put the "hot ' n '  sour-variety-soup" theory into practice in the case of 
the Malay Thais . 
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TRAD I T I ONAL M I NO R I T I E S AND LAN G UAG E  EDU CAT I ON I N  THA I LAND 

David Bradley 

I NTRODUCT I ON 

This paper discusses the educational problems and needs of traditional min
orities in Thailand , 1 especially related to their ability in Thai , the national 
language . The various groups involved are quite diverse ;  their degree of inte
gration into Thai society also differs , as does the strength of each group ' s  
separate identity . In Thailand , traditional monastery education has virtually 
been replaced by schools teaching the tightly-structured nationwide Ministry of 
Education curriculum . However ,  few of the schools in minority villages are pro
vided by the usual central authority ; rather , a large number of ad hoc arrange
ments have been made . None of the schools in remote minority villages even 
reaches the legal minimum , Pratom 6 ,  so most minority children who want to com
plete primary education must do so outside their vil lage s ,  at considerable expense . 
Of course all secondary and tertiary education is located in or near Thai towns . 

The e ffects of  this situation are unfortunate ,  both for the minorities and 
for Thailand as a, whole . Starting with the handicap of curriculum entirely in 
another language and studying in less than ideal conditions throughout their 
school career (which may be very short) , the level attained by minority students 
is generally low, though there are individual exceptions . Capability in written 
Thai is often very limited , though spoken Thai ability may be somewhat better -
a tribute to the utility of Thai and the learning ability of the students . In 
this situation the minority languages remain the first languages of the minority 
village s ,  and the minorities will remain separate from the mainstream of Thai 
society . 

A great deal of excellent research on minority languages has been done by 
the Tribal Research Center in Chiengmai , the Indigenous Languages of Thailand 
Proj ect , and the Institute of Language and Culture for Rural Development ( form
erly Southeast Asian Language Center ) .  However this research has not yet been 
applied to solving the educational problems of helping minorities .  I am certain 
that it soon wil l  be . 

My own recent fieldwork in Thailand provides data on an excel lent example 
of the educational and linguistic integration of a minority , and could serve as 
an example for programs with other minorities ;  though the transition could be 
made more quickly and less painfully with appropriate cultural and l inguistic 
inputs .  

CH I N ES E , MALAYS , KHMERS AND THA I S  

Firstly , I would like to outline briefly some groups I am not considering.  
As in many countries of this region , Thailand has a large Chinese population 
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from various regional areas , especially Teochiu . This  is  mainly an urban or town 
group , though there are some Yunnanese ( south-western Mandarin) living in vil
lages in north-western Thailand. Their educational needs are met in part by 
private primary and secondary schools ; many such children would be lugcin , 
descendants of a Chinese father and a Thai mother , or second and later generation 
migrants , and thus bilingua l .  

Another very large group is  the Moslems i n  the southern provinces of 
Thailand . Some , the ' Thai Malay ' Mos lem Thai-speakers along the west coast , 
speak Southern Thai . Others in the eastern provinces of the south have Malay , 
an Austronesian language , as their first language , and learn Thai only in school . 
In a sense ,  these Malays are a minority from the Thai point of view . However , 
in their area , they are the vast majority ; they speak the northernmost dialect 
of the national language of Malaysia,  in a dialect continuum with adj acent dia
lects . This  language therefore has prestige and widespread use in the media ,  
albeit in a neighbouring country. 

The Khmers are in a simi lar position in Thailand, as speakers of dialects 
of the national language of Kampuchea,  which is  a Mon-Khmer language . However ,  
they tend not to identify with that country , and are tending to assimilate into 
the general Lao population of the southern parts of north-eastern Thailand . 

The last category of groups not considered here is  the speakers of Thai 
dialects or languages other than ' standard ' Bangkok Thai . In the north-east , 
the north , and the south the main ' Thai ' population speaks rather different 
dialects : Lao , Kham Muang , and Pak Tay respectively . The differences from 
' standard ' Thai are mainly in the area of  phonology and lexicon ; for some details 
see Brown 1965 and Di ller 1981a . Since ' standard ' Thai is taught in schools in 
all regions , educated people in these areas learn it as a second dialect in a 
diglossic situation ; and intermediate varieties , with ' standard ' lexicon but 
regional phonology , or an expansion of the range of possibilities within the 
regional dialect encompassing the ' standard ' , have developed ; see , for example ,  
Dil ler 1981a on diglossia in Southern Thai . 

In addition to these regional varieties of South-western Thai2 languages 
with large numbers of speakers in Thailand , there are various other Thai languages 
with smaller numbers of speakers : Shan and Lue in the north , and Saek , YO , Phuan , 
Tai Dam or Lao Song , and Phutai 3 in the north-east ; and also some in the western 
central region . These languages are somewhat less similar to ' standard ' Thai ; 
especially the various small groups of the north-east , which are Central or 
( Saek) Northern Thai , historically and linguistically quite distinct from South
western Thai including Shan , Lue , Kham Muang, Lao , ' standard ' Bangkok Thai , and 
Pak Tay . However ,  their native ability in a closely-related language is a great 
help in learning the national language at schoo l .  

The difficulties of the speaker o f  another Thai language o r  dialect in 
learning ' standard ' Thai are real and substantial . In practice they are reduced 
by the teacher from the reg�on who uses the regional dialect to introduce his 
studnets to ' s tandard ' Thai ; though strictly speaking ( s ) he is  not supposed to 
do so . The result ,  as noted above , can be a kind of diglossia .  4 However the 
degree of difficulty in learning another dialect to a usable extent is consider
ably less than for the traditional minoritie s ,  who are cultural ly much nlore dis
tinct , and whose languages are unrelated to Thai . 

The problems for the Chinese community , the Malays , and the speakers of 
other Thai dialects or languages than ' standard ' Thai are thus quite different . 
All warrant further discussion and research . However ,  these problems are much 
less extreme than those of the traditional minorities which are the focus of this 
paper .  
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TRAD I T I ONAL M I NORIT I ES 

There are many small groups in Thailand whose languages are either Tibeto
Burman (TB ) , Mon-Khmer ( MK) , Miao-Yao (MY) or Austronesian (AN) . These groups 
tend to be socioeconomical ly less well integrated into Thai society ; in many 
cases they live in mountainous border regions . Table 1 gives a brief summary 
of name s ,  linguistic affiliations , populations and locations ; for more exact 
information , see Bradley 1984b , Gainey and Thongkum 1977 , Tribal Data Proj ect 
1972-1977 , and Bhruksasri and McKinnon 1984 , especially my chapter and the 
demographic chapter by Kunstadter . 

other populat ion Location 
Linguistic Own name Thai n ame names 

subgroup 

Ph10ng* Kariang Pwo } 300 , 000 W Karenic Karen 
NW Karenic 

I 
Sgaw* Yang Sgaw 
Lahu* Musa 3 5 , 000 NW , N  Burmic 
Akha* rkaw 2 2 , 000 N Burmic 

� Lisu* Lisaw 2 0 , 000 NW , N , W Burmic I 
a Mpi Kaw 2 , 000 phrae P .  Burmic E-< 
w mB isu Lua 5 Bisu , Misu 200 Chiengrai P .  Burmic � H Ugong Lawa Kanburi Lawa 300 W Burmic E-< 

J inghpaw* Kachin 1 , 000 NW Kachinic 

Tibeto-Burman Total 3 80 , 500 

Chong 6 , 000 E pe aric 
Mon* 200 , 000 W Monic 
Nyahkur Chaobon 6 N i akuol 10 , 000 w . NE Mon ic 
Kui *  Suay 2 10 , 00 0  s . NE Katuic 
So 30 , 000 e . NE Katuic 

p: Bruu Vank i�u 1 , 000 e . NE Katuic 
� Brao 2 00 e . NE Katuic 
� Lavua Lua 1 5 , 000 NW pa1aungic 
I Pha10 Lua Mae Rim Lawa 100? Chiengmai P .  Palaungic 
� Khamet 7 Lua 100 Chiengrai P .  pa1aungic 

Lua 10O? Lampang P .  Pa1aungic 
Khmu * Lao Thoeng 8 10 , 000+ e . N  Khmu ic 
Ma1/Pray* Thing 2 5 , 000 e . N  Khmuic 
Mrabri phi Tong Luang 1 0  10O? e . N  Khmuic 
Tonga/Mos N gaw l l  30O? S As1ian 

Mon-Khmer Total 5 0 7 , 900 

� (Hmong* Maew Miao , Meo 6 0 , 00 0  N , W  Miao >< 
I lru Mien * Yao Yao 3 5 , 000 e . N  Yao a 

.0: H 
::E: Miao-Yao Total 9 5 , 000 {Mokenl Chao Tha1e 12 Orang Lau t ;  4 , 000 W .  coast Western 
� Mok lenl Sea Gypsies 

Urak Lawoi *  

T a b l e 1 :  Trad i t i on a l  mi nori t i e s  of Tha i l and 
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The total population involved is less than a million , or about 2% of Thailand ' s  
total . A ful l  bibliography of linguistic research would be out of place here ; 
but the work under the aegis of the Tribal Research Center on Lahu , Akha and 
Lisu , of the Indigenous Languages of Thailand Project on Khmer,  Kui , Bruu and 
Mpi ;  and of the former Southeast Asian Language Center on Sgaw Karen and on 
Lavua should be acknowledged . Another valuable source on ten traditional min
ority languages is Smalley 1976 ,  which includes chapters on nine of the above ; 
three TB languages , both MY languages , three MK languages and the one AN min
ority language of Thailand.  

The smallest traditional minorities - such as the TB mBisu and Ugong, the 
MK Phalo ,  Mos and others - are in most cases in the process of assimilating; for 
a case study , see the section below on Ugong.  A few small groups , such as the 
TB Mpi and the MK Bruu and So , have traditions of being brought as war captives 
to their present locations ; some , such as the Brao , are relatively recent refugees 
- though earlier than the massive post-1975 influx from Laos . The populations 
given do not include the population of refugee camps - which house large numbers 
of Meo , Yao and others in the north ; large numbers of Lao , other Thai group s ,  
and some MK groups i n  the north-east ; and very numerous Khmers ( and a few others) 
along the border with Kampuchea . 

Some of the traditional minorities , especially the larger ones , are what I 
call ' transnational minorities ' in Bradley 1984a ; these are indicated by an 
asterisk in Table 1 .  Such groups live in several countries , but have a feeling 
of their separate identity . Until recently , there was considerable movement of 
individuals in such groups from village to vil lage , without much regard for 
national borders which divide their territory . 

E DUCAT I ON POL I CY :  PAST AND PRESENT 

This section is not intended to give a comprehensive survey of Thai educa
tion policies ; rather , it briefly discusses the issues in traditional and modern 
primary and secondary education as they affect the traditional minorities . For 
more references and details see Sternstein 1976 . 

Historically, young males in Buddhist countries entered a monastery as a 
novice for three months or more during their adolescence .  During this time , the 
monks would teach them to read and write , both in the vernacular and in Pali ;  
this education was largely of a rote nature,  relevant mainly to religion . Prior 
to the exi stence of secular schools ,  the monasteries also provided education to 
the local young boys , whether novices or not , over a longer period . Thailand 
was no exception to this rule ; some schools of this type continue to exist , and 
many other ex-monastery schools were taken over by the Ministry of Education . 

The traditional minorities in principle had equal access to the monastery 
schools ; since the monasteries also provide boarding , the obstacles if anything 
used to be less than now . There are still various monasteries which ' specialise ' 
in teaching traditional minority novices and monks ; the largest and best-known 
is in Chiengmai , but others are scattered through the towns near minority areas , 
and there is even one in Bangkok . S ince many traditional minorities are nomin
ally Buddhist , the reduction in the availability of monastery education has had 
a negative effect on their opportunities to learn . 

Since 1852/2 396 , there have also been private schools established by 
Christian miss ionaries in Thailand; some of these are now among the most pres
tigious secondary schools in the country . From 1871/24 14 , when King Chulalongkorn 
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established the Royal Pages ' School , there have also been secular government 
schools ;  and after 1905/2449 , nonreligious private schools . At first all these 
were concentrated in Bangkok and the largest towns , so their availability to 
minorities was virtually nil .  

In 1921/2464 , seven years o f  education became compulsory ; but it was not 
until the reforms of 1935-1936/2478-2479 that primary schools were rapidly ex
panded into the rural areas , under the supervi sion of the Ministry of Education . 
At the former date , the amount of compulsory education was reduced to four years . 
It was almost certainly at this time that the first primary schools in the most 
accessible minority vil lages ,  such as the Ugong village Ban Lawa in Sangkhlaburi 
District , Kanchanaburi Province , were set up . However it still was not possible 
for the bulk of minority children to get any education at all . 

From 1953/2496 to 1979/2522 , the education system consisted of four years 
of lower primary ( Pratom 1-4 , Pratom Ton) and three years of upper secondary 
( Pratom 5-7 , Pratom Plai) ; then five years of secondary (Matthayom Syksa 1-5) , 
divided into lower ( three years) and upper ( two years) in the academic stream; 
or five to six years of vocational secondary . The Primary Education Act of 
1962/2 505 re-extended the minimum education required in principle to seven yeras ,  
though four remained the norm; and reaffirmed the policy of  extending the school 
network at least to every district . The compulsory minimum requirements were 
of course not enforced in rural areas . 

In a major reform carried out in 1979/2522 , the distinction between lower 
and upper primary was abol ished , and the number of years in primary reduced to 
six ( Pratom 1-6) . This has reduced the pressure on large primary schools which 
formerly had seven years to teach ; but increased that on former lower primary 
schools which were typical in minority vil lages ( if any school existed) . The 
new six-year primary has been made the legal minimum education , with greatly 
increased numbers of students in Pratom 5 and Pratom 6 as a re sult .  At the same 
time , secondary education was increased to six years ( Matthayom 1-6) in the more 
popular academic stream, or four years in the vocational stream .  The secondary 
schools have thus been forced to add a year , often with no additional staff to 
teach it . 

The funding of all government schools was the responsibility of the Ministry 
of Education until rural primary schools were transferred to the Department of 
Local Administration of the Ministry of Interior in 1966/2509 ; these funds are 
now controlled by the Provincial Education Officer , a Ministry of Interior 
official . However a very recent reform will return this control to a new National 
Committee for Educational Administration under the Ministry of Education , which 
wil l  operate at the province level through a local educational council . The 
Ministry of Education has always funded and controlled the government secondary 
schools , though at times in the past the policy was to rely on private schools 
for this leve l .  

Curriculum and assessment at all levels , primary and secondary , has remained 
the responsibility of the Ministry of Education . This curriculum is unified and 
nationwide ; it assumes a background of ' standard ' Thai language and culture . 

EDUCAT ION FOR TRAD I T I ONAL MI NORI T I ES 

In some lowland vi llages or villages on main routes ,  the Ministry of 
Education established schools many years ago . These are generally the villages 
which have best assimilated into Thai society - some to the extent that the 
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population no longer identifies itself as anything other than Thai . There is 
one such case which I di scuss below, a formerly Ugong village . In other such 
vil lages , where the influx of Thais is less , or the normal school has not been 
established so long, the vestiges of minority identity may survive somewhat 
longer . There is another Ugong village in this category . 

The norm in the remoter minority villages until quite recently was no 
school at all . It is only in the last 40 years that normal education , even at 
the most basic primary level , has become available in a few such villages . 
Others sti ll have no school provided . 

Beginning in 1960/2 50 3 ,  the Border Patrol Police began to establish schools , 
along with military posts , in a number of highland villages along the northern 
and north-western borders of Thailand . These Akha , Lisu , Lahu , Meo and other 
villages had previous ly had almost no contact with the Thai authorities , but 
they have grown accustomed to frequent STOL or helicopter visits ; which sometimes 
transport the seriously ill to hospitals ,  and bring in medical teams as wel l  as 
the teachers . Most such schools are built with local materials ,  and staffed by 
one or two teachers who would have very large classes of heterogeneous ages if  
all the potential s tudents attended.  

About 15 years ago , the Department of Public We lfare began to set  up nikhoms : 
tribal welfare centres , providing agricultural and health services , and usually 
also bringing normal primary schools with them. Such centres were established 
first near Chiengdao , Mae Chan and Tak ; 1 3  others have been set up more recently 
in other locations , such as Kampaeng Phet and Dan Chang. 1 4 The Department of 
Public Wel fare also operates centres in some towns,  such as Uthai Thani , serving 
a wider area ; and has a network of officials in provinces with traditional min
orities .  The Tribal Research Center in Chiengmai is also under the control of 
this department . However , the main function of the department is welfare , not 
education. 

In response to the gaps in minority education , the Thai Royal Family has 
provided quite a number of support programs to various villages . This role has 
become traditional for them , and is one of the reasons for their enormous popu
larity throughout Thailand. Some schools are funded directly by the Queen 
Mother, who also supports a tribal handicrafts market ;  other schools are provided 
by the King, by the Queen , or by other members of the Royal Fami ly . These pro
jects are sometimes visited by the donor ; and I can personally testify that every
one flocks together from a wide area on such occasions , to see the vis iting 
Royalty . 

Another mechanism for the introduction of schools to mountain villages is 
via religious support . Some Buddhi st missionaries establish a monastery school 
where boys can receive a rudimentary education of the formerly-usual kind . More 
frequently , however ,  it i s  the Christian groups which provide teachers to prac
tising Chri stian villages . This is not too surprising , as the principal groups 
concerned , the Karen and the Lahu , were rather successfully missionised in Burma ; 
and as transnational minorities , they also live in Thailand . In such cases , it 
is  a question of meeting the request from the villagers for a teache r ;  often , 
the vi llagers construct the school and pay a substantial proportion of the 
teacher ' s  salary - so the missionaries are simply acting as middlemen between 
Thai teachers and minority village communities . 

The local authorities , responsible for rural schools since 1966/2509 , should 
also be praised for extending schools into more parts of the country ; but there 
is still  scope for great expansion. In general ,  the establishment of a school 
is considered when the primary-age population of an area is over a hundred ; 
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especially if  the village headman , township headman ( karnnan) , district office r ,  
and provincial education officer are in favour of i t .  I n  many cases , however ,  
the village headman o f  a minority village , who i s  nearly always a member o f  the 
minority , may have re latively little influence with the higher local officials ; 
and in any case he and the vil lagers may not be favourably disposed to losing 
the labour ( and later the respect) of their children. 

The general picture , then , is that many but far from all vil lages have a 
school . Many such schools are run on an ad hoc basis , and it  would probably be 
desirable to regularise them by taking them into the normally funded system. 
This would require continuing logistic support from the agencies that originally 
established them ,  at least initially;  and perhaps a special allowance for remote
ness to attract better teachers . 

The physical environment of such schools is quite different from lowland 
schools . Most are built of local materials , and have limited textbook and other 
supplies , if any . Many have only one teacher, nearly always a Thai , some have 
two , and a very few have more . The students rarely have school uni forms , else
where universal ; they almost never have parents who can help with their studies . 

The attendance of the students is often irregular , as seasonal and family 
requirements dictate . The attendance of the teachers is also often very irregu
lar ;  I have had a headman complain that the teacher in his village gives classes 
only a few days a month , spending most of his time away from the village . Such 
a situation i s ,  sadly , far from unusual ; the supervi sors almost never visit , so 
the teacher is left to his own devices as the only Thai in the village . Of 
course , some teachers are dedicated and hard-working;  and those teachers who are 
paid directly by the community will not be able to shirk their duties . Perhaps 
the village teachers should be paid through , or subj ect to approval by , the 
village headman - who must visit the district office regularly in any case . 

The level reached in such schools is generally very low .  Most teachers 
attribute the high-to-universal fai lures on standardised tests to the stupidity 
and primitiveness of the students ,  rather than to their own absences or failures . 
It i s  also true that students in very large and unruly c lasses with disparate 
age groups , l ittle or no teaching material s ,  and an inappropriate curriculum in 
what amounts to an unknown foreign language can hardly be expected to learn very 
much . This is true even if there is motivation to learn , which for many children 
there is . 

Despite these obstacles , most students learn to speak a certain amount of 
the national language , which they need in all official situations and in most 
other situations outside the village : travelling, marketing, and so on . Their 
ability in Thai is generally much better than that of their parents , though stil l  
recognisably non-native . Very few achieve any usable degree of reading abi lity , 
nor much writing ability other than the alphabet and their name . Speaking ability 
is reinforced by the radio and by contacts with visiting Thai vendors , officials 
and others . In some cases a few Thai people have moved into the village ; when 
this kind of natural opportunity to speak is available , minority ability in 
spoken Thai can be very good indeed , even without much education . 

The small number of highly-motivated students who succeed in village school s  
must necessarily b e  sent t o  board i n  a Thai town if they and their parents want 
them to complete primary and undertake secondary school . It is only the least
remote , most assimilated minority village which has a full six-year primary 
school ; there are a couple of Karen villages in this category . Often,  children 
are sent to board from the beginning of primary schools , usually because there 
is no village school , or because the town schools are ( correctly) seen to be 
bette r .  
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The Christian organisations , Catholic and various Protestant , provide 
hostel s  for such children in some towns.  The various Protestant missions typ
ically provide hostel s  for each group - the Lahu , the Karen , and so on - separ
ately , under the charge of a pastor . The Catholics , whose schools are mainly in 
the town s ,  accommodate Thai children from villages as wel l  as various minority 
children in the same hostel . The costs of accommodation, food , texts and so on 
must  usually be met by the parents - a very significant expense for them ; some 
scholarships are available at higher levels . There are even some minority 
students at tertiary institutions in Bangkok , staying at religious hostels . 

Other minority students l ive in monasteries in towns to pursue their educa
tion , though this is less common . Some stay at nikhoms in order to be educated 
with the children of the Thai officials there . The general rule , though , is  
that children do not pursue their education outside the village . 

Village education could be made more effective using materials appropriate 
for TSL (Thai as a Second Language) aimed at minoritie s .  It might also be 
de sirable to provide more government hostels specifically for minority children 
in Thai towns , to allow the most able to pursue their education . It would be 
useful if there were some remedial help available in such hostels . These hostels 
need not be free ; there should certainly be many more of them - especial ly non
Christian ones , though of course the Christian hostel s  also accommodate some 
non-Christian students . 

A CASE STUDY O F  ASS I MI LAT I ON V I A  EDUCAT I ON :  THE UGONG 

The Ugong , whose language was first described in Kerr 192 7 ,  may have been 
the prototypical Lawa for the central Thai . Early in the current dynasty , two 
traditional minoritie s ,  the Karen and the ' Lawa ' , marched in processions of 
sub j ect s .  At that time , few of the more northerly MK minorities now called Lawa 
were under the effective control of Bangkok ; but the Ugong lived along the main 
invasion route from Burma , which was of strategic importance at the time . I S  The 
Karen al so ( Pwo Karen) lived in this area then , but even the Karen acknowledged 
that the Lawa , i . e . Ugong , had been there before them . 

During a brief survey in 1977 , and for a three-month period during 1980-81 , 
I carried out fieldwork on the Ugong in the four main areas of current settle
men t.  These are Ban Lawa , Sangkhlaburi District , Kanchanaburi Province ; Na Suan , 
Sisawat District of the same province ; Kok Chiang, in Huai Khamin Township , Dan 
Chang Subdistrict , Suphanburi Province ; and Khog Khway , in Ban Ray District of 
Uthai Thani Province . The educational situation is different in each case ; the 
degree of assimilation to Thai society and knowledge of Thai appears to be a 
direct concomitant of  education and other contacts with Thai people . 

The internal differences between the various dialects of Ugong are sur
prisingly large ; however ,  they are no barrier to communication . Having learned 
to use the Kok Chiang dialect , I was very well understood in all other centre s ,  
even though Ugong has not been spoken regularly in some of them for decade s .  
These differences are the subj ect o f  a separate study which I am doing ; prelim
inary results were reported in Bradley 1978 and Bradley 1981 . The main dialect 
di fferences are fairly radical sound change s ;  there are also some lexical dif
ferences . I wil l  give one example : the name of the group . 



Ban Lawa 

Na Suan 

Kok Chiang} 
Khog Khway 
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[? 1 U1  ya-L � ] 
[wol)1 ] 
[ ?u� 901)1 ] 

The first syllable ( in all but Na Suan) is the word for person/man ; the second 
syllable has no independent meaning . 16 Notable differences include the loss of 
final nasals , vowel nasalisation and diphthongisation in Ban Lawa ; replacement 
of 19/ , which is not present in Thai , with Iyl in Ban Lawa (also not in Thai) 
and with Iwl in Na Suan ; replacement of the highly marked preglottalised lateral 
1? 1 1  with I?I in Kok Chiang and Khog Khway ; tone differences ; and many others 
not found in this one example . 

Local tradition suggests that Khog Khway is an offshoot from Ban Lawa , and 
that Kok Chiang is the last in a chain of offshoots from Na Suan . It is perhaps 
not surprising that it is the remotest offshoots which have preserved the lin
gui stic identity be st . In addition to the four villages where I have found 
wi lling speak ers , there is another village near Kok Chiang with a few speakers ; 
and other vi llages in the surrounding area which are said to have been Ugong , 
but are no longer - partly due to total assimilation , partly due to an influx 
of Thai and Lao into the area. 

It can be assumed that many Thai and even some Karen people in the upper 
Khwae Noy and Khwae Yay valleys are the descendants of Ugong ;  in this part of the 
world , assimilation is the rule . Just as the Mons of Dvaravat� and Haripunjaya 
have become Thai ,  many Ugong have done so too . It can be embarrassing and frus
trating finding such people ; individual s  reported to speak the language often 
deny it , but refer back to the source as a speaker instead . 

The area of Na Suan , formerly also known as Hin Hak , has recently been sub
merged by a hydroelectric pro j ect on the Khwae Yay , but when I visited it in 
1977 prior to resettlement there were no people in the village or its immediate 
vicinity who would admit to being ' Lawa ' . After much searching l7 I found two 
speakers in a Khmu village , 1 8  one of whom was too old to be much use as an 
informant , and the other of whom was actually Khmu , but had been married to an 
Ugong recently deceased . The descendants of the former were solidly ' Thai ' ,  and 
of the latter , Khmu . In another small Thai village I found two old ladies who 
remembered a few word s ;  hardly even semi-speakers .  They had had the opportunity 
to speak to each other in Ugong , but hardly ever did so , as everyone else in the 
vi llage was monolingual in Thai . 

The Sisawat area where Na Suan i s  located has been administered by the 
Thais ,  at first through a Karen local authority ,  for several centuries . The 
Ugong villages were in an area suitable for irrigated rice fields , along a navig
able rive r ;  so a large influx of Thais has also been a factor in this accultura
tion. About 50 years ago the Ugong communities , at least two of them, were much 
less assimilated ; but primary schooling became available , and the dec l ine since 
then has been rapid . One Ugong speaker from Ban Lawa was actually born in Na 
Suan 64 years ago , but left to marry in Ban Lawa ; he was surprised to learn of 
the demise of his group ' s  separate identity in the Na Suan area . with the re
settlements necessitated by the dam construction , the demographic situation has 
become even more scrambled ; within a few years , I suspect,  there will be no 
memory of Ugong in this area. 

More recently assimilated is Ban Lawa ; 1 9  the Sangkhlaburi District , despite 
be ing on the main invasion route via the Three Pagodas Pas s ,  was ruled until 
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early this century through a Karen local ' nobleman ' ,  recognised by the Thai 
government . Ban Lawa has considerably less flat land nearby , so there was also 
less incentive for a Thai influx on economic grounds . It is also much further 
up the Khwae Noy than Na Suan was up the Khwae Yay , and above several rapids 
passable only with difficulty in the drier parts of the year . 

The government first established a school with one teacher some 4 5  years 
ago ;  the teacher prohibited the use of Ugong in school . Moreover , Ban Lawa even 
then had become ethnically very mixed as a result of the teak industry , with 
Khmu , Khmer ,  various kinds of Karen , and others moving in via marriage . I am 
assured that the last marriage between two Ugong took place over 50 years ago ; 
no one under 50 speaks the language . It is tempting to attribute the imminent 
death of the Ugong language here to the school and the ethnic mixture ; though 
the latter need not eliminate a separate group identity , as wil l  be seen in Kok 
Chiang.  In Ban Lawa , the two youngest speakers are both blind; the most fluent 
speaker is the previously-mentioned one born at Na Suan , who now speaks Ugong of 
the same dialect as the Ban Lawa locals . He was the last Ugong village and town
ship headman ; the headman i s  now Thai , albeit married to one of the two blind 
Ugong.  

The Thailand-Burma railway passed near Ban Lawa ; but apart from several 
years of contact with the Japanese and their prisoners , 20 this had little perma
nent e ffect on communications as the railway was dismantled by the British shortly 
after the war . The school survived; in fact an Ugong eventually became one of 
the teachers by the 1960 s .  It i s  now a large wooden building with a number o f  
teachers , and reaches Pratom 4 .  The children start school with considerable 
knowledge of Thai , which is generally spoken ( along with Pwo Karen) by most of 
the villagers including all the surviving Ugong speakers . Students wear uniforms , 
have sufficient textbooks , and each Pratom is taught in a separate class by a 
Thai teacher;  the Ugong teacher died some years back . I f  students wish to com
plete their primary and pursue secondary education , it is available about hal f  
an hour ' s  walk away in the district town . 

Also in the district town , especially near the long-established Christian 
hospital and mission , there are a few Ugong individual s ,  mostly older people who 
married non-Ugong ; in this case , mostly Mons from Burma . Some of the Ugong in 
this area speak some Burmese or Mon , in addition to Thai and Karen ; but few out
side Ban Lawa are better than semi-speakers of Ugong . There are probably other 
Ugong individuals in the area who reject this identity , preferring to be thought 
of as Tha i .  

Another hydroelectric pro j ect , under construction by an Australian firm and 
funded by Australian aid , wil l soon be flooding the upper Khwae NOY . When this 
happens ,  Ban Lawa will be resettled ; if they are settled together , the last few 
speakers may still be able to use their language for a few more years . I f  not , 
the language will be lost , as it has been on the other branch of the river . 
Thus , within less than two generations of the opening of a one-teacher school , 
this group will have become Thai or Karen . 

The third area of Ugong settlement that I will discuss is Khog Khway , in 
western Uthai Thani Province . It is now easily reached by a road built a few 
years ago , which connects it more closely with the provincial capital than with 
its township or district towns to its south-west . Until recently it was the 
township ( tambon ) , but it is no longer . The current headman is an energetic 
Thai , Luay , who is very helpful and hospitable . Thai headmen have been the rule 
for the last decade or so ; the last Ugong headman retired many years ago , and 
finally died in 1980/252 3 .  
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The Ugong i n  this village are not a s  numerous a s  the Thai , who have moved 
in and bought land on which they grow various non-irrigated crops . Many Ugong 
now work as day labourers for the Thais ,  and live near the Thais ;  another , more 
self-sufficient group lives at the old village site a couple of kilometres away . 
The total number of Ugong speakers here would be about 100 ;  there are about 6 00 
people within the area of the vil lage , of whom a small number are ?WO Karen and 
the rest are Thai or Lao . The Karen actually l ive somewhat apart ; and the Thais 
l ive along the new road . 

This village does not have its own school ; but the next vil lage has a very 
large and well-equipped school which reaches Pratom 6 ,  until recently to Pratom 
7 ;  and another town sl ightly farther away ( out of walking distance ) also has a 
secondary school . Several small trucks carry the children to and from s chool 
daily , while some children walk.  These schools have been established for more 
than a decade , and have produced a number of Ugong literate in Thai with a Pratom 
7 education . The Thai children in the village have Ugong friends ; in fact , the 
headman ' s  18-year-old eldest son speaks quite a bit o f  Ugong and has an Ugong 
wi fe . 

The Ugong at the old village site do not all send their children to school ; 
the cost of uni forms and supplies would be burdensome for them. Howeve r ,  they 
mostly speak reasonably good Thai nevertheless , because of the extensive contacts 
with the Thai majority in the village . On the other hand they are not about to 
assimilate,  as they continue to marry other Ugong.  In fact ,  they even travel to 
Kok Chiang,  the other viable Ugong community , in search of spouses . This con
tinuing contact may be responsible for the maintenance of mutual intelligibi lity 
between the two rather different dialects . 

On the other hand the Ugong living near the Thai have intermarried somewhat , 
and send their children to school i f  at all possible . The older generation still 
speaks Ugong , but they are shy about it and prefer to speak Thai in the presence 
of outsiders . Their children, with the potential for a full primary education , 
will have the opportunity to assimilate and ' become ' Thai i f  they choose to . 

The fourth and last area , in which Ugong is still most vigorous , is Kok 
Chiang and a few surrounding village s ,  in the north-westernmost corner of 
Suphanburi province . Kok Chiang changed enormously between my first visit in 
1977/2520 and my second in 1980-1981/2523-252 4 . A new road was built in 1979/ 
2522 , connecting it with the district town ; a bus service from the province cap
ital was extended to pass a new nikhom a few kilometres away ; and two Thai fruit
buyers with trucks have moved in, establ ishing a cash-crop economy which has also 
attracted a Thai storekeeper and a Lao rice mi ll , and also providing regular 
transport to and from the village . While I was there recently , a logging company 
came and started to clear much of the forest , employing villagers as day-labour . 

Kok Chiang was an offshoot from Wang Khway , to its west , some 60 years ago . 
Wang Khway in turn was an offshoot from a group o f  village s  to its south-west in 
Nong Pleu District of Kanchanaburi Province ; these latter villages have now 
' become ' completely Thai . According to folk history , the Nong Pleu villages were 
originally derived from the villages such as Hin Hak (Na Suan) in Sisawat District 
further west . Wang Khway , which I have not visited , is  said still to have a few 
Ugong speakers , of the same dialect as in Kok Chiang . 

The village i s  mainly populated by Ugong, with some Lao of the local vari
ety , Lao Dan , having married Ugong girls . Outside the village cluste r ,  but within 
its administrative boundaries ,  there are many more Lao and Thai ; the surrounding 
vil l ages are mostly Lao or Thai . In the last five years , as noted above , quite 
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a few Thai families have moved into the village itsel f .  In the presence of 
these outsiders , the Ugong are reticent and prefer to speak Lao; but among them
selves they all speak Ugong . 

There is not , and never has been , a school in this village . All those with 
any education at all obtained it outside the village . Some non-Ugong had been 
educated before they came ; a very few Ugong had gone to l ive in monasteries to 
learn in the traditional way . For example , the headman ' s  nephew went to Dan 
Chang to a monastery for a year; and another village boy has gone to Chiengrnai 
for the same purpose ; in both cases they went to monasteries which specialise 
in minority education . There is a large school at the nikhom, and another has 
been set up even closer - though not within daily walking distance - for the 
Thais near the new bus terminus .  

I t  seems that the people in Kok Chiang are not too anxious to have a school 
established , despite the fact that the number of people in the village as a whole 
might j ustify a one-teacher schoo l .  At present the extra work done by children 
in picking tomatoes , eggplants , and other cash crops can provide a substantial 
income . Perhaps they are also reluctant for their children to be Thai-ised . 

The history of the vil lage may provide some clues to its resistance to 
assimilation . As noted above , it was an offshoot from another Ugong village . 
Like no other Ugong village , it remained virtually 100% Ugong until ten or so 
years ago . The only exceptions were a Lao man who married the then headman ' s  
daughter over 40 years ago , and now speaks Ugong; hi s children were perhaps the 
first Lao-Ugong bilinguals in the village ; and two other Lao men who ( 20 or so 
years ago) married the daughters of the last Ugong headman , who died five years 
ago . Both these men have also learned Ugong; one of them, Arnkhaa , became the 
first non-Ugong headman j ust five years ago , immediately before I first arrived . 
He is a very intelligent and helpful man , and by far the best non-Ugong speaker 
of the language . My studies of the language were immeasurably assisted by his 
cooperation , hospitality and help . 

More recently this separateness has been breaking down . Even prior to the 
commercial influx of the last two years , quite a few Lao men came to marry Ugong 
girls within the last ten years ; not many of them have bothered to learn the 
language . Moreover ,  people of mixed Lao-Ugong background from Wang Khway have 
moved to Kok Chiang ; while they are mostly bilingual , they still identify them
selves as Ugong.  Thus the number of bilinguals and monolingual Lao or Thai in 
the village has grown . 

An interesting example of the effects of this change on the Ugong is the 
decision o f  one couple , both pure Ugong native speakers of Ugong, not to speak 
Ugong with their children ;  they want the children to grow up speaking Lao . In 
this cas e ,  I doubt whether they will succeed , as the grandmother lives next door 
and speaks mainly Ugong - though her Lao is fairly good too . But at least it is 
indicative of a major change in attitude . 

For the outsider visiting Kok Chiang , it might be difficult to know that he 
is in a minority vil lage . In the presence of Lao or Thai speakers , Ugong prefer 
to speak Lao ; there are no ' militant ' speakers who insist on speaking Ugong re
gardless . Moreover ,  all people in the village have a relatively good control of 
Lao ; there are no monolingual Ugong speakers left . However ,  in the absence of 
a school , this village will probably persist in its minority identity for quite 
some time . 
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The general conclusion is that some flexibil ity in the provision of educa
tion to minorities has already been achieved ; but what is available has severe 
limitations . The main problem is the use of the general curriculum, which assumes 
native ability in Thai and familiarity with majority Thai culture . Conversely , 
another problem is the very variable quality of the education available in min
ority villages , if any is available at all . Thirdly , able minority children 
often lack suitable opportunities to complete primary education , let alone attemp
ting secondary course s . 

For the first problem , the solution could be the divising , testing and 
adopting of suitable TSL (Thai as a Second Language) course s ,  the training and 
mot ivation of teachers to conduct them, and the provision of supplementary mater
ials on Thai culture to integrate the traditional minorities more smoothly into 
Thai society . This is a problem for the Ministry of Education to solve . 

The second problem would be solved by regularising all schools in minority 
vi llages : subsuming them into the normal system while keeping the curriculum 
partially separate at first as suggested above ; and also ensuring adequate stand
ards of teaching through better-coordinated supervision . Such schools should be 
established wherever possible , even if the potential number of students is  
smaller than the normal cut-off point . In vil lages too small to justify a school , 
consideration could be given to employing less than fully-qualified teachers who 
are members of the minority as para-teachers , and to extra opportunities for 
children from these villages to stay in hostels suggested as the solution to the 
third problem .  Some extra financial support to the ministry which operates 
normal schools would be necessary . 

The solution to the third problem could be the provision of subsidised 
hostels for minority students in towns with suitable primary and secondary 
schools . These hostels could be supervised in part by members of the relevant 
minorities . The costs involved would not be that large , as the total minority 
population of all ages is less than a million , so the likely numbers involved 
would be in the tens of thousands ,  concentrated in underdeveloped regions of 
Thailand along the western border and in the north-eas t .  The provision o f  these 
hostel s  could be a Department of Public Wel fare project , as this department 
probably has more experience in dealing with minorities than any other . 

The gains to Thailand from these three measures would be the gratitude and 
increased loyalty of the traditional minoritie s ;  a better-informed and more 
easily administered population in various border regions ; and greater unity in 
the country as a whole . Some minorities ,  such as the Ugong , are showing the 
way ; in effect , they are integrating themselves into the general population , 
having been given the educational and social opportunity to do so . 

NOTES 

1 .  This paper is based on research carried out with the support o f  the 
Australian Academy of Humanities and the Myer Foundation ( 1976 ) ; the 
Australian Research Grants Committee ( 1977) ; and the American Council of 
Learned Societies/Social Science Research Council Joint Southeast Asia 
Committee ,  funded by the Ford Foundation ( 1980-1981) . I am also grateful 
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for the permission and assistance of the National Research Council of 
Thai land, and the assistance of the former Southeast Asian Language Cente r .  
Of course , a l l  the errors herein are my own responsibility . 

2 .  south-western Thai , Central Thai and Northern Thai are three branches of 
the Thai language family ; the fourth , spoken only in China , is Kam-Sui-Mak . 
See Li 1975 for more details . 

3 .  Phutai or Phu Tai i s  a general name for the Central Thai minorities of 
southern Laos . This category include s  some Red Tai , Tai Neua , White Tai , 
and probably also some White Tai , Phuan and Tai Dam or Lao Song . 

4 .  Diglossia:  use o f  two distinct languages or dialects in different situa
tions , the ' high '  in school , official and literary contexts ; the ' low ' in 
the home and informal situations . For a fuller discussion see Ferguson 
1959 . 

5 .  Lua i s  the Kham Muang word for a traditional minority ; it i s  used to re fer 
to various MK groups , including the Mal/Pray ; and also to the TB mBisu. 
Lawa is  the standard Thai word corresponding to Lua ;  it is  used in the same 
way , and may also refer to the TB Ugong.  

6 .  Chaobon means people above i n  Thai ; the term Lawa is  also used t o  refer 
to this group . 

7 .  The Khamet of Thailand speak a dialect o f  Lamet; this language is also 
spoken in north-western Laos . 

8 .  Lao Thoeng means jungle Lao. There are many more Khmu in Thailand who 
have assimilated into the general northern Thai population . 

9 .  The name ' Thin ' ( Htin , T ' in, etc . ) is not used by this group nor by local 
northern Thais in referring to them . There are two main named subgroups , 
Mal and Pray , speaking very similar dialects . 

10 . Phi Tong Luang means spirits of yel low leaves . This is a nomadic group 
with only intermittent contacts with outsiders . 

1 1 .  Ngaw means rambutan , and is a pe jorative name . These people are the 
Negritoes , who until recently were largely hunter-gatherers . 

12 . Chao Thale means sea people , as does Orang Laut in Malay . 

1 3 . Nikhom Chiengdao is in a tea plantation south of Chiengdao district town , 
Chiengmai Province ; Nikhom Mae Chan is in the foothills to the north-west 
of Mae Chan district town , Chiengrai Province ; and Nikhom Tak is about half 
way between Tak and Mae Sod district town , near a highway built with 
Australian foreign aid . 

14 . The resettlement area in the hills of the western edge of Kampaeng phet 
Province was established to lessen popUlation pressures further north , at 
Tak and elsewhere ; and to remove the resettled people from the areas 
allegedly influenced by Meo Communist guerillas . The newer nikhom north
west of Dan Chang subdistrict town , Suphanburi Province , serves a mixed 
population including mainly non- ' standard ' Thai speaking Thai groups : Laos 
of various kinds and so on - as well as an Ugong village and several more 
remote village s .  

15 . The Burmese invasion which destroyed Ayudhya in 1767 was fresh in the minds 
of the founders of Thonburi-Bangkok . 
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16 . Ig�QI could be cognate with the early name for the Burmese , �f� , still 
used in literary Burmese . 

1 7 .  I am very grateful for the assistance o f  two families from the New Tribes 
Mi ssion in finding these speakers : George and Gwen pierce , and Robin and 
Rosemary Griffiths . 

1 8 .  There are various Khmu villages in Kanchanaburi Province ; the Thai teak 
concessionaires brought them from northern Thailand and Laos in the 19th 
century . 

19 . I would l ike th thank Emilee Ballard of the American Baptist Mission at 
Sangkhlaburi , for her hospitality and help in locating speakers of Ugong . 

2 0 .  My main informant at Ban Lawa was still able t o  count in Japanese , 3 5  years 
after their departure . 
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LA N G UAG E P LA N N I N G AND LAN G UAGE P O L I C Y O F  CAMBOD I A  

The l Thon g 

1 .  I NTRODUCT ION  

The people of Cambodia called themselves Khmer and referred t o  their language 
as /ph i i asaakhmaaE/ 1 or simply Khmer . Khmer is one of the most important members 
of the Mon-Khmer group of the Austro-Asiatic family of languages .  The number of 
speakers as of the 1970s was over 7 , 000 , 000 in Cambodia , in the Mekong Delta 
region of South Vietnam, in the Thai provinces bordering Cambodia and in lower 
Laos . 

Khmer i s  a language with a literary tradition dating at least from the 
early 7th century . It was attested in the early Khmer inscriptions at Ak Yom 
in 609 AD , Angkor Borey in 611 AD and Prasat Toch in 620 AD. But the most im
portant one was the inscription of Kdei Ang Chumnik with 12 l ines in archaic 
Khmer dated 629 AD . The historical periods of Khmer may be divided into three 
main parts : Old Khme r ,  Middle Khmer and Modern Khmer.  In this paper ,  the most 
recent part of the development of Modern Khmer is dealt with . It covers the 
period from the French occupation of Cambodia to the present . 

Indian influence is apparent in the vocabulary of Khme r .  Native Khmer 
words are either monosyllabic or disyllabi c .  Words referring to literature , 
administration , royalty , religion and specific subjects in the field of educa
tion are mostly borrowed from Pali and Sanskrit . From the 7th century AD to 
the heyday of Angkor , Khmer and Sanskrit existed side by side . They were the 
languages of stone inscriptions . From the 1 3th century , Pali took the place of 
Sanskrit following the spread of Theravada Buddhism. 

For two centuries from the time of ransacking of the capital city of Angkor 
in the 14th century AD , and the capital city of Longvek in the late 16th century 
AD by the Thai , Khmer was in the darkest period of its history . For a long 
period , the Thais had political supremacy over Cambodia . Cambodian princes and 
Buddhist monks were educated in Thailand . Thai influence on Cambodian language , 
literature,  culture and administration was inevitable . It was a kind of re
borrowing from Thai which included much that the Thai had previously borrowed 
from Cambodia at the time of Angkor . During this period Khmer suffered a serious 
setback as the result of the loss of territorial integrity . The western and 
north-western provinces became part of Thailand. Khmer in Thailand became a 
separate dialect :  the dialect of Surin and of Chantabun . The delta of the Mekong 
river became part of Vietnam where another dialect was spoken , Khmer Krom. From 
the arrival of French in Cambodia to the 1950s , three main languages were used 
in Cambodia : Khmer ,  the native language ; Pali , the language of Buddhism - which 
was also the lingua franca of South-east Asia; and French . Language planning 
in Cambodia thus involves at least these three languages ; but in this paper , 
emphasis i s  given to Khmer .  
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1 . 1  General l i ngu i st i c background of Modern Khmer 

The Khmer alphabet had been borrowed from one of the languages which was 
used in the south of India in the 6th century . Three types are currently used . 
The i talic type and the straight type are used for handwriting and printing . 
The round script type (which is a careful and artistic writing) is used in trans
cribing religious texts of the Pali language . It is also commonly used as 
capital letters for title of books , general notices and commercial advertisement 
boards . The main punctuation is the full stoP �i the symbol � is used 
at the end of a chapter or of a book . The words used in a phrase or a short 
sentence are usually written with no spaces between them . In Khme r ,  capital 
letters are not used to start sentences or to write proper names ; but bold scripts 
can be used for emphasi s .  

The Khmer writing system is syllabo-phonemic . 2 The presence of two inherent 
vowels /aa/ and /��/ is one of the characteristic features of the Khmer alphabet 
which influences the choice of consonants and vowels in consonant c lusters and 
syllables of the forms eev , eevev and evev . There are a number of rules to 
determine the dominant group of consonants which can retain its inherent vowel 
and those that cannot . Khmer words are predominantly of one or two syllables . 
Syllables are o f  the form V ,  ve , ev, eve , eev and eeve . Khmer is like English 
in that i t  has syllable stress and intonation patterns associated with sentence s .  
Some characteristic features of Khmer syllables are a s  follows : 

a consonant cluster is composed of only two consonants ,  occasionally 
with a connecting schwa ; 

- only some consonants may occur in syllable-final position ; 

- consonant c lusters do not occur at the end of a syllable ; 

- a glottal stop can assume the function of an initial consonant , a 
second element of a cluster , or a final consonant ; 

- final consonants are not released . 

The tendency of Khmer toward mono- and disyllabic words with a definite internal 
syllable structure leads to shortening of polysyllabic loanwords , known as a 
Khmerisation process . The process consists of : 

- contracting o f  consonants into consonant groups ; 
- dropping of intermediate vowels ; 
- dropping of syllables or part of a syl lable . 

Although Khmer was considerably enriched by words borrowed from forei gn 
languages , it has lost none of its own characteristics . It has preserved its 
basic word stock and its grammatical features .  Khmer has derivational prefixes 
and infixes which can alter the meaning of the word or change its part of speech . 
Affixation is also used to coin new words from roots or sterns borrowed from Pali 
and Sanskrit . Apart from derived words formed by affixation , the morphological 
aspects of Khmer words do not enable us to determine their parts of speech . 

The sentence structure is basically SVO . Khmer does not express grammatical 
relationship by means of suffixes as in English. It has recourse to auxiliary 
words . The plural of a noun is expressed by adding words which mean many or few 
or simply by repeating the same word twice . Khmer questions are formed by adding 
the question particles /t aaa/ in front of an affirmative sentence , and /tee/ at 
the end of it and pronouncing the sentence with rising intonation . In casual 
speech , only the particle /tee/ is used and it is similar in meaning to the 
English tag-question .  The substance questions o f  the types who, whom, whepe, 
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what and when are formed by placing the particle /tee/ in front of the affirm
ative sentence and placing the question word in the sentence where the corres
ponding noun or phrase would go . 

2 .  MONASTE RY SCHOOL AND LANGUAGE PLANN I NG 3  

Education has been a major concern i n  Cambodia for centuries . Monastery 
schools run by Buddhist monks were in operation in mediaeval times . The French 
took over Cambodia in 1863 , and a western school system was s lowly introduced . 
The monastery school operated in most villages until Cambodia got its indepen
dence from France in 195 3 .  Instruction in these schools was open to boys only . 
Subj ects taught were reading , wri ting, basic arithmetic , woodwork , masonry , 
blacksmithing and basketry . The last year in the monastery school included 
principles of Buddhism, the code of ethics for boys , religious literature and 
poetry . Pali was taught only to novice Buddhist monks in the elementary schools 
for pal i .  

The monastery schools throughout the country were the institutions which 
promoted the Cambodian language and Buddhism. Though Khmer was used as a medium 
of instruction , there were neither formal curriculum nor proper teaching methods . 
They varied from one school to another , even within the same province . Spelling 
and writing s tyle depended mainly on the ability of the Buddhist monk teachers 
who ran the s chools . Each school has its own method, teaching practices and 
choice of texts . One common factor was the school timetable ; classes were held 
in the afternoon . The principal textbooks were poetry , novels  with religious 
themes and codes of ethics . All the texts were written on palm leaves or on 
scrolls . 

In 191 1 ,  a royal decree ordered that Khmer was to be taught throughout the 
kingdom . The first attempt to modernise the teaching of Khmer and to set up a 
uni form curriculum in the monastery schools was undertaken in 1908 by Mr Boudoin 
in Kampong Cham . Unfortunately, it was abandoned a few years late r .  In 192 1 ,  
a second attempt was carried out in Kampot by Mr M�netrier with the full support 
of the French governor and the Buddhist diocese . They agreed on the following 
points : 

- confer the traditional education to Buddhist monks ; 

- open a teaching method workshop centre for Buddhi st monk teachers ; 

- Khmer was to be the medium language of instruction ; 

- basic curriculum was based on Cambodian morals ,  reading , writing 
and basic arithmetic . 

At the end of the workshop , the Buddhist monk teachers returned to their 
monasteries and ran their renovated monastery schools on their own . From 1924 
to 1930 , 58 monastery schools were opened with a school population of more than 
3 , 000 children . A similar system was put into practice in other provinces after 
the example of the province of Kampot . It was well accepted by the local people 
and the Buddhist monks .  It was a great success in upholding Khmer and updating 
the traditional education in Cambodia . And once again Khmer had regained its 
pride among the local people . 

The renovated monastery schools operated side by side with the public 
schools up to 1953 . From 1954 , the monastery schools became public elementary 
schools or primary schools . And those in a large agglomeration of villages 
could expand to accommodate high schools . 
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3 .  MODE RN KHMER I N  REL I G I OUS C I RCLES AND SCHOOLS 

The primary schools and the high schools of Pali and the Buddhist University 
have been the second most important agency in promoting Khmer in religious circles . 
Khmer has at all times been the medium language of instruction in these institu
t ions . In the 1930 s ,  the Buddhist Institute organised a religious tour headed 
by outstanding Buddhist monks who visited important monasteries in South Vietnam 
and preached Buddhist doctrine in Khmer . This tour also used mobile l ibrary 
vans . They visited monasteries and villages in the remote areas in Cambodia . 
Buddhist monks and villagers were able to buy or borrow Cambodian books . It was 
a great success and an e fficient means of promoting Khmer and Buddhism. 

In the 1930 s ,  a group of educated Buddhist monks and well-known Buddhist 
l ay people promoted the translation of basic Buddhist texts such as daily prayers 
into Khmer ,  and started to use Khmer in chanting instead of Pali . This move to 
Khmerise Buddhist texts sparked a serious quarre l between the conservative 
religious leaders and the innovative group . Buddhist monks and Buddhist lay 
people were split in two opposing camps , the conservative school and the renova
tive one . The re ligious confrontation dragged along for two decades .  Finally , 
in 1950 , the renovating group won the battle . This was a big step in revising 
Buddhi st teaching for the common people who did not understand Pali . The reno
vative group completed the translation of the Tripitaka , the book of Buddhist 
doctrine and teaching,  in 1969 which was followed by a nationwide inauguration 
of the holy text in the same year. 

Pali was the second most important language after Khmer before the arrival 
of French in Cambodia.  The schools of Pali were organised by Buddhist monks 
with the support of religious leaders and Buddhist lay people . Pali schools 
were opened in most important monasteries , for Buddhist monks who wanted to gain 
deep insight into Buddhism. Pali was the lingua franca of Buddhism in South
east Asia . The growth of the Pali schools was mainly the work of the Buddhist 
monks .  They organised their own curriculum which was partly for religion and 
partly for modern education . The language of instruction was Khmer from primary 
to tertiary level . The head of the monastery and his two deputies were recruited 
from student monks of the Pali schools .  This made the religious school education 
more attractive . The religious education opened a High School of Pali in Phnom 
Penh in 1914 . In 1925 , a committee for the examination of books published by the 
school of Pali was formed . In the 1960 s ,  the highest religious institution , the 
Buddhist University , was opened in Phnom Penh . The religious institutions and 
the Buddhist monks were the spearhead of Khmerisat ion from the very early 20th 
century in the history of Cambodian education . Khmer progressed gradual ly behind 
the re ligious shield of Buddhism . During this period , a certain degree of stand
ardisat ion o f  Khmer went on in the monastery . 

4 .  FRENCH LANGUAGE I N  CAMBODIA 

The French implemented a French language policy in Cambodia . They intro
duced modern education and gradually e stablished primary schools in most of the 
important provinces .  French was the language of instruction . Most Cambodians 
were not enthusiastic about this new system of education . They stuck to the 
monastery school of their own village . 

The French authorities were desperately in need of Cambodians who could 
speak French to assist them in running the country . The first public primary 
school was opened in Phnom Penh in 1873 . A school for training Cambodian inter
preters was opened in Phnom Penh in 1885 . Upon the completion of six years in 
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this French primary school , the students sat for an examination and the success
ful candidate s would get a certificat e .  Sisowath H igh School was the first 
French high school opened in Phnom Penh in 19 1 1 .  The curriculum was based on 
the French system of education . In 1925 , a centre for the training of Cambodian 
primary teachers was opened . French was used as official language in the admin
istration of the Indochinese colony . Khmer was not part of the school curriculum 
unti l  the early 1930s when reading and writing in Khmer was introduced.  It was 
not well covered at all and only for the first two grades in primary school . In 
short there were three types of schools with their own language policies : the 
re ligious schools for Pali , the monastery schools for Khmer , and the public 
schools for French . 

5 .  THE DEVE LOPMENT OF MODERN KHMER4 

Khmer spelling had no uniformity up to the early years of the 20th century . 
French scholars were the first to be interested in this matter . They compiled 
Khmer-French dictionaries and wrote articles and books on Cambodian grammar long 
be fore the Cambodians . It took nearly hal f a century before the first movement 
of Cambodians into this area of scholarship . From 1915 a movement for a standard 
form of Khmer spe lling was started among the educated Buddhist monks and the 
staff of the Royal Library . By Royal Decree of 4 September 1915 , a National 
Commission was formed to compile a Cambodian Dictionary . The Ministry of 
Education was to be responsible . His Excel lency pich Pon , the Minister of 
Education and Defence , was appointed as president of the commission . The com
mission started its work in October of the same year ; the manuscript was finished 
and ready to be published by 19 2 4 .  Unfortunately , there was a split among the 
members caused by a row over the proposal by a group of conservative members on 
the way of using diacritic marks to denote short and long vowels in the script . 
The matter could not be settled by the Ministry of Education ; and it was brought 
to the King who issued another decree on 19 July 19 26 , to nominate a new commis
sion . 

In 19 32 , an ad hoc committee was formed to assist the commission . Its task 
was to collect words from Cambodian novels and poetry in the Modern Khmer period . 
The scope and range o f  the collection of Cambodian words were limited . The words 
collected were submitted to the commission and they decided whether to include 
or exclude them from the dictionary . 

The first volume of the Cambodian dictionary was published in 1939 and the 
second followed in 194 3 .  The two volumes were accepted a s  the official and 
correct spelling of Khmer which was widely used in schools and in offices . The 
maj ority of the members of the commission were well versed in Pal i and Sanskrit . 
They preferred the etymological spell ing of Pali and Sanskrit words loaned to 
Khmer . They left out the Khmerised pronunciation of the borrowed words and 
restored the non-Khmerised spe lling of Pali and Sanksrit words . There were many 
cases of confusion of the origin of the borrowed words and the origins of many 
were wrongly attributed . As a result , there was a wide gap between the popular 
spe lling and the pronunciation of we ll-assimilated Pali or Sanksrit words even 
if they were included.  Conversely , the tendency towards Khmerisation of borrowed 
words was strongly felt among French scholars and French-educated Cambodians .  
The Cambodians were not outspoken . The last part of the dictionary in the early 
196 0 s  s aw some adjustment , which was given as an appendix . 
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In 193 2 , a textbook committee was appointed by the Ministry of Education . 
Its task was to examine Cambodian textbooks submitted by individuals or educa
tional institutions and to make suggestions to the Ministry for approval . 
Approved texts were used in primary schools and monastery schools . It was the 
frist time that Khmer textbooks were published and made available to schools . 
Learning to read and write Khmer before the Second World War was very hard work . 
Cambodian children had to spend at least three years in the monastery schools 
before they could write their native language . Children were encouraged to 
attend public schools where facilities were provided free . The committee re
mained in operation up to early 1975 with constant changes of committee members 
and the expansion of their task to include also the approval of textbooks from 
other subj ects . 

To catch up with the progress of science and technology and to meet the 
needs o f  modern education and administration in general , a cultural committee 
was formed among the group of French-educated Cambodians in 1934 . Their task 
was to compile French words used in general administration , jurisprudence , 
science and modern technology and then to coin corresponding Khmer words either 
from Khmer roots or from Pali and Sanksrit . The list of new words or rehabil
itated Khmer words was published in a bilingual dictionary , Khmer-French and 
French-Khmer .  These new words were used in Khmer newspapers , textbooks and legal 
documents and were always followed by their corresponding French words in paren
these s . This common practice was carried on unt il the late 1960s . 

In the second half of the 1930s an underground movement opposing French 
occupation of Cambodia was formed among the elite of the Buddhist Institute and 
the Cambodians who worked in the French administration . s They published the 
first Cambodian newspaper in 1936 . The group was concerned about the wide gap 
of communication created by the French authority between a large segment of the 
populat ion who rece ived only the traditional education and a handful of French
educated Cambodians . The newspaper , Kaset Nokor Vat was widely read by the 
maj ority of Cambodians . The French authorities felt the danger of the growing 
number of supporters and sympathi sers of this movement . The newspaper was closed 
in 1942 and the group disbanded . It was the first time that Khmer was used as 
a means to arouse the public opinion and gear it to challenge French colonialism .  

From the early 1940s , the Ministry of Education encouraged Cambodian writers 
to produce didactic books and to write novels for schools and the public in gen
eral . A committee was appointed by the Ministry of Education to j udge Cambodian 
novels which were submitted for prize-winning awards . From the 1960s to 1974 , 
it was sponsored by the Association o f  Khmer Writers . Some of the bes t  novels 
were introduced to schoo l s .  

I n  the field of grammar and linguistic s ,  a well-known Khmer , I v  Koeus , pub
lished a book entitled La langue cambodgienne (essai et �tude raisonnee) in 194 7 . 
It was the first Cambodian descriptive grammar ever written in Khmer by a Khmer 
scholar and politician . H i s  insight into the Cambodian language drew to the 
attention o f  the Cambodians that Cambodian grammar was completely different from 
Pal i and Sanskrit grammar . The work revealed many important principles of Khmer 
that had been forgotten for centuries . His ideas played an important part in 
Khmerisation . It took two decades before they could be expounded and promoted 
among students of the Arts Faculty of Phnom Penh University . Dr Keng Vansak was 
another leading and ardent promoter of Khmerisation . The political situation 
had disrupted his work a long time . His book entitled Principes de crea tion des 
mots nouveaux , published in 1964 , has been an inspiration for secondary teachers 
and lingui sts as well . His ideas added a new dimension in the principles of 
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Khmerisation . The insight brought into the field of Cambodian language by these 
two scholars has been invaluable to all Khmers who love and care for their lan
guage . But unfortunately , it has never been fully developed or implemented 
because the authors were victimised in the 1960s by the dominant ruling class 
and the opposition pol itical party . 

6 .  THE ROMAN ISAT I ON O F  KHMER 

In 1943 , the Royal Government o f  Cambodia and the French Governor of 
Cambodia embarked on the romanisation of Khmer .  The system was devised by Georges 
Coedes and the Ministry of Education was in charge of implementing it .  In an 
interview with the Kambuja newspaper the Minister of Education stated as follows : 

- Romanisation would bring progress in the domain of Cambodian liter
ature and arts in general . 

- The need for the progress of Cambodia required it .  

- Romanisation facilitated reading , writing and learning . It saved 
twice the time required with the old and traditional script . It 
gave correct spe lling and pronunciation and it can get rid of 
irregularity in the grammar.  It  brought a lot of help in coining 
or borrowing new terms into Khmer .  

- Printing and making Cambodian typewriters were the most beneficial 
in the romanisation of Khme r .  6 

The Cambodian romanised alphabet was composed of 2 6  letters and a group of 
diacritic symbol s  for short and long vowe ls , with some punctuation marks borrowed 
from French . I will not discuss the linguistic side of Khmer romanisation . It  
is outside the scope of this pape r .  The writing system can be summarised by a 
few points : 

- Proper nouns were written as they were in French. 

Words borrowed from Pali and Sanksrit were Khmerised in script as 
well as in pronunciation . They were transcribed according to the 
popular speech , and there was no account of any etymology . 

- Any irregularity in spelling and pronunciation was to be corrected 
and standardised . 

- Consonants in a syllable-final position which were not pronounced 
were dropped .  

- Exceptions were made to distinguish homonyms . 

The Kambuja newspaper was the medium of this writing system. From September 
1943 to early 194 5 ,  this newspaper covered one tenth of its pages with news from 
ove rseas , local advertisements and government notice s  in romanised Khmer . 

The Ministry of Education had established a textbook committee , as noted 
above . Textbooks in romanised Khmer were published and used in monastery schools 
in place of the old textbooks .  The Royal Government issued a decree in 1943 to 
legalise the use of romanised Khmer in the local administration . The birth 
certificate was one example of its use . Under the auspices of the French governor ,  
a committee was set up to compile a romani sed Khmer dictionary . 7 It was published 
in 1944 and used as reference in the local administration and in schools . It was 
a romani sed Khmer version of the latest edition of the Cambodian dictionary pub
lished at that time . 
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According to the opinion of the Minister of Education , it seemed that the 
romanisation of Khmer was a great success and very well accepted by Cambodians 
of every walk of life.  But in fact only about two-fi fths of Cambodians ever 
used it . A large proportion of the people was not enthusiastic or strongly 
oppos ed it but they were also not vocal . They were religious leaders and members 
of the nationalist group which were against the French occupation of Cambodia . 
Romanisation had not been introduced to public schools .  

Romanisation and the use of the Gregorian calendars were the two most hurt
ful re forms that affected the maj ority of Cambodians . The aspiration for inde
pendence and the wish to rally the local people to support its cause led the pro
Japanese government of Cambodia to abrogate these two reforms in July 1945 . 

The failure of the Cambodian romanisation was due to the lack of interest 
or hosti lity o f  the French-educated Cambodian s ,  the religious group and the people 
in the countryside . The disputes in 1924 between the conservatives and the reno
vators in the adoption of a Cambodian writing system for the Cambodian Dictionary , 
and in the early 1930s about the translation of the daily religious prayers from 
Pali into Khmer and its use in the monastery highlighted how conservative they 
were and how strong was their opposition . The Cambodian script was considered 
sacred . It was widely used to transcribe the holy texts of Buddhism and in 
making amulets not only in Cambodia but also in the neighbouring countries . The 
maj ority of Cambodians did not understand that romanisation of Khmer was only a 
re form o f  the script . They saw it as an attempt to eradicate the Khmer language 
and destroy the culture and heritage of their ancestors . From 1941 to the end 
of the Second World War , Cambodia was politically insecure . Social and economic 
conditions of the country were in disarray . In short , the time was not favour
able , and the campaign was limited in scope and publicity . It would have been 
surprising for the romanisation of Khmer to be successful at that time . 

A less wel l-known reform o f  the Cambodian writing was proposed by venerable 
Ouk Chea. He called it Aksar Chneah Lok , victory script of the world . This 
system of writing was to simplify the traditional way of writing consonant clus
ters and vowel symbols . Consonant clusters , consonant underscripts and vowels 
were arranged on the same line as the English system of writing . Its aim was 
also to reduce the number of keys in the manufacturing of a Cambodian typewriter . 

7 .  MOD E RN KHMER UNDER THE JAPANESE OCCUPAT I ON 

The presence of the Japanese forces in Cambodia from 1941 to 1944 did not 
affect the language policy o f  the Cambodian government because France was still 
in control o f  Cambodia.  But the seven month government backed by the Japanese 
in 1945 restored the use of Khmer script in its traditional form . The aim of 
the government was to use Khmer as language of instruction and to make some 
reforms in the public system of education . But it was not possible because there 
was a shortage of materials and qualified staff to carry out the work . French 
was still the language of instruction in public schools . A Japanese language 
course was offered in the evening to the public and to Cambodians who joined the 
Japanese forces . 

The romanisation of Khmer was not revived by the French government when 
they took control over Cambodia again . The Indochina peninsula was insecure and 
tension between French rulers and the local people was high . Cambodia got se lf
rule in 194 6 and became a member o f  the ' Union Fran�aise ' .  This brought new 
interest in primary and secondary education , and a concern for developing literacy 
in Khmer .  
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8 .  MODE RN KHMER UNDER THE  HOME RULE GOVERNMENT 1 946- 1952  

A commission in  charge of translating the Cambodian Constitution from French 
into Khmer which was headed by Prince Sisowath Yutevong faced many problems in 
finding suitable words . Some of the members were well versed in Pali as well as 
in Thai . They had recourse to the corresponding Pali terms which had been borrowed 
into Thai . The most striking one was the term Ra t ha t hamanun , l iterally law of 
the state , which had been borrowed to mean constitution. The translation had 
also brought new terms into Khmer . It made some degree of reinforcement of the 
native language . 

To meet the growing demand for new terms in the administration as well as 
in other fields , a National Cultural commis sion was formed in 1 94 7 .  I t  was an 
enlargement of the Cultural Committee established in 1934 . Its task was to coin 
new words . Suggestions and requests were put to the commiss ion from private or 
governmental institutions . They published a bilingual dictionary , the Lexique 
Franco-Khmer .  

Cambodian grammar textbooks were prescriptive in their content . Two trends 
of development were found in them , the Pali and the French . French scholars put 
a lot of e ffort into this field . The grammar of the Khmer language by Henri 
Maspero has been an outstanding one . Within two decades after the Second World 
War ,  there were at least 15 Cambodian grammar books and most of them were influ
enced by Pali prescriptive grammar . The three Cambodian scholars , Iv Koeus , 
Keng Vansak and Khuon Sokhamphu , were pioneers in this field and their works 
gave new insights to the problems of Cambodian grammar . 

In the late 1960 s ,  a Committee for Cambodian Grammar which was part of the 
Department of Khmerisation had been engaged in preparing a Cambodian grammar 
book for the secondary schools . Three tenths of this work was finished and ready 
to be published in 1975 . As of today , Cambodian schools do not have any suitable 
grammar book . 

9 .  LANGUAGE POL I CY O F  THE ROYAL GOVERNMENT OF CAMBODIA - 1953- 1969 9 

Up to 1955 , French was still the language of instruction in schools , the 
language of written legis lation , decrees and proclamations , the means of intra
government and intergovernment written communication , and the tongue of commer
cial documents , advertising and banking . Khmer was , however ,  used extensive ly 
in spoken form in government offices and in commerce along with Chinese . Some 
of the Cambodian elite believed French was superior to Khmer . After 1 7  years of 
national independence , the progress made in public education was well beyond the 
primary and secondary levels . It was in the early s tage of tertiary education . 
The politics of prestige and window dres sing in tertiary education led to the 
opening of more universities than were really needed . 

For an estimated population o f  7 , 000 , 000 in 1968 , Cambodia had a total of 
1 , 067 , 385 school children and students . On 9 October 1964 , the government 
launched a massive literacy campaign for adults . The program was carried out 
by the Ministry o f  Education with the assistance of other ministries such as 
defence , interior and rel igion . By that time there were about 1 , 000 , 000 illiter
ates . Teachers , Buddhist monks , civil servants in the administration , soldiers 
and community leaders worked voluntarily for the benefit of the nation . Schools 
were improvised in every village , monasteries , and in public institutions . There 
were no problems of communication between the teachers and adult ill iterates 
because all of them spoke the same language . The government did not spend much 
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money on this program , except the cost of printing the literacy certi ficates .  
The course consisted o f  Khmer literacy and basic arithmeti c .  After four to six 
months , students sat for a test on writing skill , reading skill and short arith
metic prob lems . Successful candidates received the certificates of literacy as 
testimony of their knowledge of Khmer .  B y  the end of 1966 , 26 1 , 509 Cambodians 
had received their literacy certi ficates . In 196 7 , there were 900 , 000 Cambodians 
who enrolled in the course . To reinforce the program , a bill was passed by 
parliament on 3 1  May 196 5 ,  obliging all Cambodians between 10 and 50 years old 
to learn to read and write Khmer as well as basic arithmetic skills . 

In 1 96 1 ,  the Khmer Writers ' Association organised a program of public 
audience with Samdech Chuon Nath on Cambodian language , literature and culture . 
It was broadcast on the radio every Friday night . The program was carried on 
for more than eight years from 1961 to September 1969 . 

France left Cambodia with a rigid pro-French language pol icy which it con
tinued to watch with great intere s t .  The government and the French-educated 
Cambodians had been reluctant to abandon it.  The development of Khmer at this 
stage did not supply the necessary terminology for new ideas and concepts on 
technological and scientific innovation for secondary and tertiary education . 
New terms had to be coined or borrowed into Khmer to fill the gap . In order to 
catch up with the progress of the world and to give a new turn to public educa
tion , the Ministry of Education set up a Department of Khmerisation in the second 
hal f  of the 1960s . Its task was to prepare textbooks for various disciplines in 
secondary s chools . The department was composed of : 

1 .  Committee for Agriculture 
2 .  Committee for Geography 
3 .  Committee for Grammar 
4 .  Committee fur History 
5 .  Committee for Mathematics 
6 .  Committee for Natural Science 
7 .  Committee for Physics and Chemistry 
8 .  Committee for Woodwork and Handcraft . 

The task of these committee s was to enrich the Cambodian lexicon with new 
terminology . The committee members were primary teachers , high school teachers 
and lecturers with the exception of the Committee for Grammar which had some 
prominent Buddhist scholars as members . The inter- and intra-committee coopera
tion was very good . The department published its magazine every three months ; 
each committee had a part of its work in the magazine . Their work was also 
broadcast on the radio every Tuesday and Thursday evening . The department also 
published i ts first dictionary of the terms used or coined by the committees . 
Overall ,  Khmerisation was warmly accepted from the beginning of its existence . 

Khmer was dragged along behind French in public schools for a decade . This 
was due to the absence of incentives for mastering Khmer ,  since economic and 
social advancement carne most readily through mastery of French . The teaching of 
French assumed less importance from the early 1960 s ,  after which French was 
taught only from the fourth grade in primary school as a second language . In 
196 7 ,  Khmer was introduced to secondary schools as language of instruction . The 
Arts Faculty and the Faculty of Education of the university of Phnom Penh started 
using Khmer as the language of instruction from the early time of their estab
lishment . 

E thnic Chinese had their own schools open in most important centres . Their 
curriculum included Khmer as a second language . Vietnamese schools were opened 
for a short time in the early 1950s . French Catholic schools were operating 
unti l  April 197 5 . 
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In  1968 , a Committee for Examining the Work on Cambodian History was formed . 
Its task was to check all works on Cambodian history prior to their publication 
in order to eradicate errors of dates and events and also to conform to the 
policy set by the Ministry of Education . 

10 . MODE RN KHME R UNDER THE KHMER REPUB L I C ,  1970- 1975 

The language pol icy of the new government in Khmerisation was to carry on 
and improve the planning left by the previous government . The government of the 
Khmer republic joined the SEAMEO movement in 1970 . Exchange of students and 
teaching experts in the region followed . The policy of the government was more 
open to the West than that of the previous one . Young Cambodians were more 
enthusiastic to learn Engl ish than French . 

A Mon-Khmer Institute was created under the initiative of the Prime Minister 
in 1970 . One of its objectives was to undertake research on Old and Middle Khmer 
to bring new insights to further the development of Modern Khmer . At the tertiary 
level , within the Arts Faculty , a Centre for the Research and Documentation in 
Arts was established . Besides its research , the centre collected and published 
old books and articles related to Cambodian literature , normative grammar and 
linguistics in Cambodian , English and French . At the national level , a National 
Council for Education and Culture was appointed by the president of the republic 
in 1974 . Its task was to examine and counsel various public education institu
tions and to follow up the implementation of the policy formulated by the Ministry 
of Education and the Ministry of Culture . 

The progress made by the government in the domain of education and Khmer
isation was remarkable . Khmerisat ion of public  education was planned to reach 
the tertiary level in the late 1970 s .  Unfortunately , i t  was disrupted by the 
Pol Pot regime in Apri l  197 5 .  School children , students and teaching staff were 
displaced and killed . schools and educational infrastructure were abandoned or 
demolished . 

After five years of complete abandon by the Khmer Rouge government , the 
spirit of Khmerisation became active again under the government of Heng Samrin . 
A few members o f  the Khmerisation Department and teachers who survived the hard
ship have j oined the government to revive -the policy of the Khmerisation . 

1 1 .  TH E LANGUAGE POL I CY OF THE KHMER ROUGE , 1975- 197810  

The Cambodian education system and its infrastructure were completely dis
rupted . Teachers and students were the victims of this regime . April 1975 was 
the last day o f  the century-long established formal education of Cambodia . Khmer 
Rouge policy on education and the Cambodian language was known only through 
interviews with refugees ,  radio broadcasts from Phnom Penh and the scarce reports 
of Wes te rn  magazines which were mostly second-hand. The strange thing in the 
Khmer Rouge policy was that there was no mention of public education in the 
national constitution . It was frequently stressed by Khmer Rouge cadres that a 
renovation o f  the Cambodian language for revolutionary purposes had been going 
on for several years . The language of the old regime did not offer a direct 
route for the development of this new and classless society . To the eyes of the 
Khmer Rouge , Cambodia was still living in an atmosphere of feudalistically deter
mined re lationships between the opporessed and the oppressors , exploited and 
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exploiters . As a result , Khmer had been developed to match the hierarchical 
structure o f  the society . The confusing multiplicity of pronouns and special 
terms for addressors and addressees manifested the traditional status relation
ships between Cambodians . Revolutionising the language was of primordial import
ance for the Khmer Rouge government because it was an e ffective means of brain
washing . 

Obsolete words came to the foreground while others retreated to the back
ground . The principal agents of the Khmer Rouge policy on language were their 
poli tical cadre s .  They spread the news by word of mouth . They gave the dis
placed Cambodians a new form of Cambodian language which allowed them to rethink 
the conditions of their new live s .  Language was not a cultural heritage but an 
e f fective brain-washing device . Their language reform was mainly in verbal 
communication . Cambodian kingship and monkhood terms were the first to be elim
inated . For example , the Khmer Rouge cadres used the word /puu/ uncle , instead 
of the widely used term Samdech to address Prince Sihanouk . 

Firstly , they reactivated words or expressions which were used by simple 
peasants in the countryside . Here are some examples . There had been at least 
12 Cambodian words corresponding to the English verb eat , but only one word , 
/hop/ , was allowed . The French borrowed word /pa : /  contracted form of papa for 
dad , and the Cambodian word /mak/ mummy were not allowed . The first was the 
remnant of the French colonialism and the second was a symbol of the exploiters ' 
class . The Cambodian words for Sir , Madam , Miste r ,  Mrs ,  Mis s ,  gentleman , High
ness , Venerable and Excellency were replaced by /m i t/ friend. 

Secondly , they avoided using the terms which were used by the old regime . 
The Khmer Rouge adopted the word /panacun/ intellectual ,  instead of /panavoan/ , 
which was used by the previous government . Both were compound nouns borrowed 
from Pal i .  Literally , the former means people endowed with intelligence . The 
latter was originally an adjective which means wise and intelligent. 

Thirdly , they used the same words but with different meanings . The loanword 
/pu l i kam/ sacrifice , was used in the sense of labour. The word /som/ ask for or 
beg was replaced by /snaaa/ , which formerly meant request. 

Fourthly , they added new words 
They thought these were incorrect . 
or pil l  for headache was changed to 
meant medicine cures headache. 

to the well-established Cambodian phrases .  
The phrase like /thnam chyy kbaa l /  tablet 
/thnam bambat  chyy kbaa l /  which literally 

People had to learn and use all new words and terms because nobody dared to 
reveal their social status . The Khmer Rouge policy on education was to proceed 
in close connection with practical work , production , national defence and edifi
cation . In the industrial centres , the children studied for two or three hours 
a day and spent the remaining hours in the factories . In the agricultural co
operative farms , they participated in all kinds of works outside their classroom 
timetable . The highest level of education in the countryside was at the third 
grade . In the big cities , they could continue to the fifth grade and then enrol 
to do apprenticeship . Post-primary education was mainly reserved for the children 
of the cadres . Adult literacy training was also carried out at the workplace , 
in the improvised shelters or in the open air. The results were not satisfactory 
because of hardship and too much time spent on ideological education . 

The language planning and language policy of the Khmer Rouge were by no 
means effective . They did not employ qualified teachers and there was no proper 
education system, organisation or supportive infrastructure . Their language 
policy was politically oriented and it went against the inspiration of the users 
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and the norms of the development of the language itself . Their preoccupation 
was to establish and achieve a utopian ideology of a classless society and 
especially to maintain their so-cal led dictatorship of the proletarian class . 

1 2 .  LANGUAGE POL I CY O F  THE HENG SAMRI N  GOVERNMENT , 1979- 1982 1 1  

The five years of war caused a lot o f  disruption i n  schooling and the four 
years without formal education under the Pol Pot regime increased the number of 
Cambodian illiterates . The Ministry of Education of the new government faced a 
very serious crisis in the field of education . A large maj ority of school-aged 
chi ldren and Cambodian adults were illiterate . The Ministry of Education re
established the educational system from scratch . The first move was to change 
the number of the schooling years . The previous six year primary and seven year 
secondary system of education was reduced to ten years . Besides literacy and 
numeracy , the school curriculum for primary and secondary stresses basic voca
tional skill either in agriculture or in industry . It is work combined with 
study . In the countryside , primary and secondary school boys and girls have to 
work in the rice fields two or three times a month depending on villagers ' re
quests , as part of the national edification of the country and practical work in 
agriculture . 

The government also launched a three year literacy campaign for adults . 
Classes have been organised in many villages all over the country. At the vil
lage level , literacy classes were conducted for three or four evenings per week . 
Shortage of teachers and facilities for this sort of special education was the 
main concern of the government .  In the cities , adult l iteracy classes have been 
conducted in factorie s .  The workers were given two hours off to attend the class . 
The government provided teachers and basic educational supplies . 

The Second Annual Congres s of the Ministry of Education for 1980- 1981 was 
held in September 1981 . In this address the Minister of Education had released 
the following figures : 

- 2 1 1  kindergartens with a population of 15 , 077 . 
- 4 , 334  primary schools with 1 , 32 8 , 033 school children .  
- 6 3  high school s  with 17 , 886 students . 
- 1 4  tertiary institutions with 555  students . 
- 624 students have been sent to further their studies abroad . 
- 1 , 4 18 , 767  adult illiterates with only 411 , 25 3  enrolled for literacy 

training . 12 

A committee composed of ex-teachers was formed in early 1979 to prepare 
textbooks for primary and secondary schools . The pol icy of the committee is to 
revive and put in practice again what had been done by the Department of Khmer
isation in the 1 960s . Their two main sources of reference for vocabulary are 
the Cambodian Dictionary publi shed by the Department of Khmerisation and the 
Cambodian Dictionary published by the Buddhist Institute . In late 1982 , the 
Ministry of Education had published 120 di fferent school textbooks . In general ,  
the Cambodian language and the cultural background used in readers for lower and 
upper primary schools are the same as the previous readers published from 1950 
to 1975 with the exception o f  a few poli tically oriented terms . The Cambodian 
language for every walk of life has been restored . There is no more strain on 
the language , no more obligation or restriction of used and prescribed terms . 
Overall , modern Khmer i s  back again on the trail of development .  It is in the 
state of recovering from the lack of manpower and expertise . 
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Language planning and language policy in Cambodia has been very much inter
mingled with the political development of the country itse l f .  War and insecurity , 
political upheaval and the many drastic changes of government seriously affected 
language policy and language planning .  National institutions , committees ,  com
miss ions and private organisations have in the course of time shifted or remoul
ded their emphasis from one function to another . They have abandoned functions 
or adopted new ones to meet new needs , new demands or policies of the regime in 
power . This forward and backward swing made language planning in Cambodia very 
wide-ranging . It covered language puri fication , revival , reform , standardisation , 
rehabilitation and modernisation . 

NOTES 

1 .  The transcription used here is based on that of Jenner and Pou 1981 . 

2 .  Gorgoniev 1966 : 14-17 . 

3 .  See Direction generale de l ' instruction publique 193 1 .  

4 .  See Coedes 1938 for more details .  

5 .  See Reddi 1970 : 66-70 . 

6 .  Kambuja , 28 September 194 3 .  

7 .  Kambuja , 1 4  April 1944 . 

8 .  Reddi 1970 : 74-75 . 

9 .  Chau Seng 1968 : 52-53 . 

10 . This section is based on interviews with Cambodian refugees ,  ex-teachers 
and Cambodian children who were enrolled in the Khmer Rouge schools in 
Phnom Penh from 1975 to 197 8 .  

1 1 . In writing this part of the paper , I have benefited greatly from discussions 
with Chanthou Boua , who has been in Cambodia twice and travelled to most 
important parts of Kampuchea since 1979 . 

12 . Kampuchea 103 , September 1981 . 
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TERM I N O LOGY WO R K  I N  V I ET NAM 

Nguyen D i nh -Hoa 

As one aspect of language planning and language treatment , terminological 
work in Vietnaml has been going on for at least five decades , initially through 
efforts of individual science teachers and j ournalis ts - even when the medium 
of instruction was still the French language - then later through concerted 
efforts of educational leaders working around col leges and universities and 
institutionalised bodies . Even prior to 194 5 ,  many political , historical and 
economic terms used by the press in vietnam had become current "even among non
specialists " . With the development and evolution of political life and the 
increase in li teracy among the masses since that date , new words had to be 
invented to express new ideas and concepts in textbooks , pamphlets and news
papers and magazines . Teachers at all levels called upon to use their mother 
tongue as the medium of instruction contributed to the elaboration of an increas
ingly wealthy j argon for each branch of the social and natural sciences . This 
paper will focus on the innovative processes by which Vietnamese intellectuals 
regardles s of their political leanings have collectively evolved a scientific 
and technical terminology . 

At the beginning scientists and science teachers advocated different methods 
in coining new terms in the 1940s . Some wanted to use French word s ,  particularly 
in chemistry ; others suggested the transliteration of those French terms into 
Vietnamese ; still others preferred the use of Sino-Vietnamese loanwords ( e . g .  
l uu nhuge dudng thap for anhydride sul fureux) . A number o f  writers advocated 
the use of vernacular terms used in everyday parlance . There were even those 
who recommended the reading aloud of international symbols ( em-en-o-ha i for Mn02 , 
S-ha i - uy - K  for s2 U K) , or the coining of a term based on the formula ( h i�m s i em 
at khd ha i for H2 ( SOq ) 2 ' or even the use of some pig-Latin-like device ( ba i  for 
" h�eh b ( en )  ( t ) a i " a ganglion next to the eat' , de for " d am) ( g i ) ae" a tt'iangle) , 
sugge stive o f  the Chinese method of fan-eh i e  or Vietnamese n6 i l a i . 

The history of terminological work undertaken by Vietnamese educators and 
scientists goes back to 194 2 , when Professor Ho�ng Xuan-H�n , mathematician , 
historian and phi lologist , published his Danh-tJ khoa-hqc , a " col lection of terms 
denoting scientific ideas and based on French" ( Hoang 1948 : vii ) . This pioneer 
work has since been reprinted many times ( Saigon 194 8 ,  Paris 195 1 ,  Saigon 1970 ) . 
In the 194 8 reprint edition , made necessary because the 1946 reprint had been 
destroyed by fire during the Franco-Vietnamese hostilities in the capital city 
of Hanoi , Professor Ho�g reproduced a statement he had made in the first issue 
of the review Khoa-h�c ' Science ' in 1941 : 

The language of every country can become a scienti fic language , 
and only necessity is the mother of invention . This review 
Khoa-h�c will prove that there is no difficult question that 
cannot be explained in Vietnamese . Whether the explanation 
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is clear or not depends on the person doing the explaining . 
Whether it is understood clearly or not depends on the 
hearer.  This is  true of any country and any language . 

( as cited in Ho�g 1948 : viii)  

Earlier in a paper entitled Vocabulaire scientifique en langue annarni te 
read before �he Indochina Council on Scientific Research on 29 October 194 1 ,  
Profe ssor Hoang explained his obj ective and methodology a s  follows : 

. . .  mon but est de chercher un mot simple ou compose 
correspondant a chaque mot scientifique franqais .  Je 
me suis impose la regIe suivante : utiliser Ie plus 
possible les mots de la langue ordinaire ; eviter les 
periphrases pour designer les idees simples et autant 
que possib le pour les idees composee s ;  garder les mots 
formes anterieurement et d ' un usage courant bien 
qu ' illogique . Quand la formation annami te perd de la 
concision et de la clarte , j ' ai utilise les racines 
chinoises . ( 1948 :v)  

In the Paris reprint edition of 195 1  of this eminently innovative and 
ingenious glossary of terms in mathematics , physics , chemi stry , mechanics and 
astronomy , the Introduction (xi-xlix) listed eight requirements for the coining 
of new terms (xi-xviii) , then examined the three methods used ( xix-xxiii) ,  pre
vious experiences ( xxiv-xxvii) , and the principles followed by the author 
( xxviii-xxxiv) , and finally provided the chemical nomenclature ( xxxv-xliv) . 

Of Professor Hoang ' s  e ight requirements , which have been repeatedly cited 
by other terminology workers , the first five pertain to the content and the last 
three to the form of each newly-coined term .  

On the first requirement - that " each idea has t o  have a term" - he said 
that it is necessary to use not just monosyllabic word s ,  but also 2-syllable and 
3-syllable words to take care of future concepts . The second requirement stated 
that each term "must refer only to one particular idea" , and the third require
ment specified that " one idea cannot be expressed by several terms " . Indeed the 
author cautioned teachers ag�inst using homon¥IDs or synonyms : he thus proposed 
two different terms nguyen- t� and da i - nguyen- t u  as corresponding to the two senses 
o f  French atorne , but only a single

· 
term cd- l o- rua for both French terms chlorure 

and chl orhydrate . 

Since according to the fourth requirement , a term "must help us remembef 
its idea easily" , the coinage hi nh-hgc was chosen, for geometry ( instead of ky- ha
h9c )  because it would make one think of shapes ( h i n h ) . The word in everyday 
language for to converge is t� , but since in science this verb involves the idea 
of an accumulation , the compound qu i - t �  was offered . 

J The so lution of an equation should not be translated as re root , but ngh i �m
so since it is  "a number which , when substituted for the unknown number of an 
equation , would prove the latter right" (xiii) . 

Fifthly , " terms in different fie lds mus t  form a unifonp and interrelated 
whole" . Thus for the equivalent of reflection , the term phan-x� was chosen for 
use in �hysi�� as we ll as in acoustics and mechanics , leaving the

.
bette� known 

word phan -ch l eu for only the former field . Whereas laymen use kh l nh-kh i , a 
Chinese loanword meaning the light gas , the scienti fic term �roposed was hyt- ro ,  
which would correlate with hyt - rua , hyt - ra t , hyt- roc-xyt , hyt- r i c ,  etc . denoting 
' hydrure , hydrate, hydroxyde , hydrique ' ,  respectively.  This last consideration 
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constituted the most difficult condition in the elaboration of a scientific 
terminology , according to Professor Ho�ng ( xiv) . 

The s ixth requirement is also the first criterion regarding form. The 
compound t hu - sa i , which means aberration , to be distinguished from sa i error , 
w�uld exist side by side with such compounds as ca�-sa i spherioal aberration , 
sac- sa i ohromatio aberration , etc . , in which the stem s a i , c lipped from thu-sa i , 
is combined with other Chinese-borrowed modifiers , in the determiner-determined 
orde r .  Precedents for this process of shortening were c;ch- t r (  leqon de choses , 
from c;ch-v�t  t r (- t r i  to investigate things an� to deepen knowledge , danh- g i ;  
prestige , from danh- t i eng fame, renown i and g i a- t r �  value, worth. 

The next criterion pertains to the phonology of a new term , which must sound 
all right to Vietnamese ears . Thus co-n i c oonio (al)  would be more acceptable than 
x i - p i - ra - l d  spiral , which sounds un-Vietnamese . Here Professor Ho�ng mentioned 
a common phenomenon whereby a Sino-Vietnamese syllable is combined with a native 
le�eme that has the same mean�ng : cd-h9 i opportunjty ,_  t�y t heo aooording to , 
t hd-ph�ng to worship , danh- t i eng  fame, renown , t h i  g i d  time , etc . , resulting in 
better cadence . 

Finally , a scienti fic term must be invented " in consonance with the history 
of other ordinary terms in the language" .  Here Professor Ho�ng discussed forei gn 
loanwords in Vietnamese . Those from French have been shortened or adapted to 
Vietnamese phonotactics : bo from beurre , pho-mat from fromage , o-to  from auto , 
bu- l oong  from boulon , etc . As for the Chinese loanwords - usually referred to 
as Han-V i � t Sino-Vietnamese - such as d ! a -cau earth, globe , t h i en-van astronomy , 
d9ng-v�t  animal ,  t h i en- t�o natural , etc . , they exist side by side with a host 
of borrowed e lements which have been thorou�ly assimilated and integrated in 
the vietn�ese voc�ulary : s�� i�on from !l� , t h i et i xua anoient from In 
Sd i  xem xe t to ex�ne from � �  c h i em- sat , etc . 

The author of Danh-t� khoa-hqc then proceeded to analyse the advantages and 
disadvantage s of each of the three methods used in word coinage . First of all , 
ordinary words in the everyday language cannot be very efficient as scientific 
terms , even though they may have been thoroughly assimilated , because what is 
needed is a s cientific term, and not a descriptive and explanatory phrase .  The 
word ch�y , which means to flow, to me lt , and also to leak , would not be adequate 
as the equivalent of fusion . Combinations of free native lexemes , moreover ,  
would result in lengthy phrases .  They fulfil only the fourth , seventh and 
eighth requirements , but not the others .  

The second method , transliteration, fails to meet criteria ( 4 ) , ( 6 ) , ( 7 ) 
and ( 8) , but will be satisfactory only i f  not abused ( Hoang 194 8 : xxiii )  • 

Of the three methods , the last one , using Sino-Vietnamese forms , would ful
fil all e ight requirements , as shown in the table on page xxiii of Danh-td khoa
hqc . 

Professor Ho�g mentioned the experience of the Japanese , who use numerous 
transliterations from English and German and also Sino-Japanese terms , and of 
the Chinese , who by the mid 1930s had already worked out their appropriate 
scientific terminology ( xxvi-xxvii) . Vietnam ' s legal and political terminology 
had been elaborated in various administrative , penal and criminal codes issued 
under the French Government-General of Indochina , so it would afford a useful 
precedent for later workers in other disciplines . 
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Transliterating requires the addition of new letters to represent phonemes 
or syllables , such as p- (Vietnamese words not beginning with this voice less 
bilabial stop) , z - ( this initial fricative being represented by a non-barred d 
in the qu�c-ngJ orthography) , ce , c i , ce , as well as - 0 1  and - a I , to be distin
guished from -on and - a n ,  respectively ( xxxii i) . 

Pro fessor Ho�ng insi sted on the use of hyphens in compounds or transliter
ated te rms . As for the practice of running syllables together , although he did 
not use it in the earlier edition , calling it " a  very useful but very daring 
device " ,  he later resorted to it in the Paris edition of 1951 .  

Another highly useful glossary is  D�o Van Ti�n ' s  ( 194 5 ,  reprinted in 1950) , 
which contains terms from the natural sciences - biology , physiology , zoology , 
botany , geology , etc . 

Throughout the anti-French resistance war and during the partition of the 
country , 1954-1975 ( into the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in the north , and 
the Republic of Vietnam south of the 17th paralle l ) , scientists and scholars in 
both zones continued their terminology work to satisfy the needs of teaching and 
research . 

Seven French-Vietnamese glossaries containing about 40 , 000 terms in five 
di fferent disciplines appeared : B�i Huy �ap 1948 for agronomy ; Trinh-Dinh Cung 
1951 , Le Khtc Thi�n and pham Khtc Qu1ng 1951 for medicine ; �ao V� Ti�n 1950 for 
botany ; �O Xuan Hdp 19 51 f;r surgery ,  ��o Trong Hoi 1954 for economics and finance ; 
and Ph� Xuan Thai 1954 for philosophy . Most of the terms in those glossaries , 
however ,  were still Chinese loanwords . After the Geneva Agreements of 1954 put 
an end to French rule , but provided for the partition of the land , some scientists 
promoted the use of terms that had been internationali sed while others said that 
those should be used only when necessary , and Sino-Vietnamese terms were still 
wide ly used ( ho�-xa for railroad, train , g i ao-d9ng-d� for oscil logram, etc . ) . 

The exciting terminological work contrasted sharply with the s ituation under 
the French coloniali sts ' educational system, in which the medium of instruction 
was French and the exams followed the patterns in metropolitan France . It should 
be remembered that,  prior to 1 945 , in senior high school classes taught in French, 
Vietnamese was relegated to the status of a second foreign language after English , 
German or Spanish (Nguyen Van Huyen 1969 : 46 ) . 

Professor N�y Nhu Kontum , then Rector of the University of Hanoi , in the 
article "Vietnamese as a medium to teach basic sciences"  ( 1969) provided a com
parison between French-trained university teachers like himself and their young 
students during the early 1940s in terms of preparedness . The former , according 
to Profes sor Ngl;ly Nhu Kontum ' s  reminiscence s ,  "often felt at a loss , when using 
our native tongue to express delicate feelings , and even common ideas , not to 
speak of complex and abstract notions , having learned French since childhood" 
( 1969 : 80 ) . By contrast , the latter - their students , particularly in the Lycee 
du Protectorat , nicknamed Trudng Bu�i ' Pomelo School ' - in small groups named 
" Dragon Group" , Thunder Group" , promoted the use of Vietnamese in daily conver
sation and in serious discuss ions of scientific topics and the avoidance of 
' macaronic ' language (Ng�y Nhu Kontum 1 969 : 80 ;  Nguyen Binh-Ho� 1975 : 44-45) . 

Pro fessor Tr� HJu Tudc ,  one time Vice-President of the Vietnam Medical 
Association in Hanoi , also related his experience of giving lectures in Vietnamese , 
upon his return from France : 

Living abroad for fifteen years , I had to learn and teach 
medicine in French . In 1946,  when I came home and rece ived 
a chair in otorhinolaryngology in the Hanoi Faculty of 
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Medicine and Pharmacy , I made up my mind to deliver my 
first lecture in Vietnamese . Though mine was not a fluent 
Vietnamese , I could at least teach in my mother tongue , 
and this was an honour for me , a citizen of independent 
and free Vietnam . (Tr�n HJu Tudc 1969 : 96 )  

In South Vietnam , too , university teachers - with a few exceptions - believed 
just as their colleagues in the north did that "when teachers and students are 
Vietnamese , the goal of study is to serve Vietnam for whose population - some 
dozen million - the common language is  Vietnamese , it is natural th�t the�r means 
of expression cannot be any other language than Vietnamese" ( Ph�m �ong �i�n 1969 : 
103 ) . In the field of linguistics , to take an example from the social sciences 
taught primarily in the Faculties of Letters of the universities of Saigon , HU�, 
Dalat and c�n-thd , the teaching staff of varied backgrounds speedily worked out 
all the technical terms needed . It is thus not entirely true that , in the south , 
Vietnamese did not enjoy the status of  a vehicular language at the college level . 
Whatever hesitation there was was primarily due to a regrettable competition 
between the French-trained and the U . S . -trained scientists and physicians .  

After the July 1960 conference convened by Professor Le Van Thdi ,  then Dean 
of the Saigon Faculty of Sciences , terminological work entered its systematic and 
productive stage in South Vietnam . A Committee on Terminology , composed of eight 
subcommittees , was charged with the task of standardising new , convenient terms 
in mathematics , physics , chemistry , geology , zoology , botany , technology and 
atomic energy . The Committee agreed to give common words ( t i �ng t hong- thudng )  
priority over Sino-Vietnamese ( t i �ng goc n ho)  or transliterations ( ph i en am) ( Le 
Van Thch 1961) . 

Some new problems were identified as ( 1 )  the systematisation of terms 
borrowed from Chinese ; ( 2 )  the vietnamisation of foreign terms ; and ( 3 )  the 
setting-up of general principles of transliteration " to respect international 
terminology and at the same time to be in agreement with modern science" ( Le Van 
Thdi 196 1 ) . 

Not all of  the eight planned glossaries got published , but the difficulties 
encountered in botany , for ins�ance , w:re typica� . Professor Ph�m Ho�ng H9, in 
the Introduction to his Danh-tu thuc-vat Phap-Viet ( 1964 : x i ) , mentioned two 
earlier works , Danh-tu thuc-vat  by · (Le ·Van) Can �nd (Nguyen HJu) Qu;n ,  which he 
said " few peorle unfortun�tely were able to consult" , and Danh-td khoa-hqc (v'!n
vat-hoc) by �ao Van Ti�n ( 1945 , 1950) . These two glossarie s ,  particularly the 
l�tte; , "provided us with a fairly serious and usable terminological foundation 
and should have greatly helped in the transitional period in secondary education" .  
But , he continued , 

. . .  it is  a pity that many of our textbook writers did not 
know about that book and have hurriedly coined new terms 
without method or system , thus making technical terms at 
the high school level chaotic and causing confusion among 
students at exam time and upon their entrance into the 
university system . ( Ph� Ho�ng H9 1964 : xi )  

, Wh�le discussing the principles he had followed (xi-xvi ) , botanist Ph� 
Hoang He: pointed out that in order to have " open-minded" terms to enable us " to 
have a scientific culture" (xiii) , one should rely heavily on " laboratories -
the source of science - as the most authoritative creators of terms used in a 
particular discipline" ( xiv) . 
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, J 
He adopted -Dao van Tien ' s  taxonomic classification : 

g i� i kingdom 9 i di ph't subkingdom , nganh division nganh phu subdivision 
l dp class l dp ph't . subclass 
m'tc/b9 order b9 ph't suborder 
ho fami ly he;> ph't or tong subfamily : J l o? i  species g l ong genus 

(f)�O 
J t hJ variety Van Tien 1945 : In troduct ion) 

although not in every detail . 

Common names of plants were suggested as good substitutes for " complicated 
Latin names , at least at the secondary level" (Ph�m Ho�ng H9 1964 : xv) . 

Efforts  in centralising and systematising scientific terminology are re-
flected in South Vietnam in the establishment of two bodies :  

a National Committee on Terminology (Uy-ban Qu�c-gia So�n-th�o Danh-td 
Chuyen-mon) ,  set up by Order No . llOl-GD-PC-ND of 18 May 1967 and 
modified by Order No . 1985-GD-PC-ND of 30 August 1967 ; and 

- a Committee on Language Codification (U�-ban f)i�n-ch� Van-t�) , set up 
with the task of "defining the principles of translation and transliter
ation of  foreign terms , reviewing existing glossaries ,  editing the 
technical jargon for teaching purposes , examining usage , receiving 
suggestions from teachers , and formalizing new or current terms while 
dropping old-fashioned terms" (Noi-san Danh-t'u ChuYEm-mon 1969 : vii-xi ) . 

Of the 12 subject areas , several had their own jargon sanctioned by the 
Education Ministry : 743 terms for physics , 370 terms for fine art s ,  and 1 , 253  
terms for pharmacy published in  1970 ; then 1 , 547  terms for chemistry , 776 terms 
for botany , and 946 and 405 terms for atomic energy , letters A and B respectively , 
in 197 1 .  

Parallel endeavours in North Vietnam, since 1969 coordinated by the 
Institute of Linguistics (Vien Ngon-ngJ-hoc) , resulted in a set of " Principles • •  J 
of Transliteration of Indo-European Scientific Terms into Vietnamese" (Qui-tac 
phien thu�t-ngJ khoa-he;>c nudc ngo�i ra ti�ng Vi�t) issued by the Social Sciences 
Commission in 1968 and again in 197 7 .  According to these rules , which i n  1965 
were recommended for interim use by a committee set uP ? in 1964�and comp�sed of � 
upivefsity pr�fes:ors avd li�gui�ts J( such as T� Quang Buu , Ng�yen

_
Th�c Cat , Ng�yen 

Tai Can , Nguyen Van Chien , Le Kha Ke , Ng�y Nhu Kontum , LUu Van Lang, Trudng Cong 
Quy�n , etc . ) the forms , generally speaking , follow their pronunciations in the 
donor language and at the same time make adjustments to the conventional ortho
graphy ( q uoc-ngd) , most of the time based on the dialect of Hanoi , the capital 
city . Thus , graphemic substitutions include z- for d- , d - for d- , j - for g i - ,  
f- for ph- ,  etc . , i for y ;  - p  for - b ,  - v  and - f ,  - t  for - d  and - 5 ,  - c  for -g  and 
- r ,  - n  for - 1 . Examples : andoza , ando l aza ; j un ,  j u ra ;  foton , f l o ;  ox i ; am i p ,  
pecmanganat , s un fua . The digraph g h  is dropped for plain g ,  the grapheme x is 
used for /5/ , as in ax i t ,  axetat , and the grapheme 5 is used for /5/, as in 
sen l ac .  Initial p- is used as well  as the three symbols c ,  k and q for /k/ . 
Consonant clusters in initial position are introduced as b rom , c l o ,  f l o , while 
a final or intervocalic consonant may be dropped :  reanga realgar , d i a ba diabase , 
m i l i me t  mi llimeter (uy-ban Khoa-he;>c xa-h9i Vi�t-nam 1968 : 12-15 ) . 

Le KhX K�, the linguist in charge of the Department of Scientific Terminology 
in the Social Sciences Commission in 1 969 , discussed at length the role of free 
and bound morphemes in a system of scientific jargon . The former are used to 
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denote concrete concepts such as the following in biology , medicine and agri
culture : 

, J . mang 0 1  
t h  i eu mau 
v�ng da  
1 0  kh ( 
�ng dan dai J '. ong da l 
m�ng nhay 
chiln 9 i � 
d9ng-v�t  tay cuon 

instead of d Lldng-m6 
ban-huyet , ? hoa,ng-�an 
kh i -khong 
n i eu-dao • • ? n i �u-quan 
n i em-mac  

. � � .  g l a - t u c  
d9ng-v�t  � , uyen- t uc 

amnion 
anaemia 
jaundice 
stoma 
urethra 
ureter 
mucosa 
pseudopod 
brachiopod ( 1969 : 1 2 0 )  

The latter - bound or restricted morphemes - are used to express abstract 
concepts ,  mainly in new combinations .  Thus , the stern thJc would yield ddn - t h Jc 
monomial ,  n h j - t h Jc binomial ,  iam- thJc trinomial� and da- t hJc po lynomiai in math
ematics , j us t  as the prefix dang- would yield dang-nh i �t isothermal , dang-hLldng 
isotropic , etc . in physics ( 1 2 1 ) . 

Also , a very productive device consists in using normally bound morphemes 
of  Chinese origin as free lexemes in a specialised contex� of physics and math
ematics : �an root , h�m tunction , h� system , l �c force , pho spectrum , the poten
tial , t r�dng, field , t uyen line , etc . ( 1 2 2 ) . In addition to nang energy , nh i � t 
hea� , Nhu Thanh also mentioned some terms of traditional (Chinese) medicine : 
t huy water , ho� fire , and phong wind (NhJ Th�nh 197 7 : 19 ) . 

Of course , lexical elements that �ave always b1en free can each be given a 
very specialised meaning : f?ng form , tam centre , the body , or as in linguistics , 
each case , ngo i person , t hd i  tense ,  etc . 

Chinese-borrowed morphemes have the great advantage of serving as extremely 
productive affixes : da- poly- or mu lti- recurs in da-d i �n po lygedron , da- g i ac 
polygon , da-hLldng polytropic , da- v�ctd polyvector , etc . (Le Kha Ke 1969 : 1 2 3 ) . 

Terminology workers often face the dilemma of using bound morphemes in the 
Vietnamese order or in the original Chinese order :  ax i t  hoa ( Chinese order) is 
found better than hoa ax i t  for acidify , mo i hoa better than hoa m6i for labial
ise (d) , hqp-phap-hoa better than hoa hqp- phap for legalise (d) . However ,  Viet
namese word order is preferred whenever possible , as in : v i em hong , found better 
than the previous coinage hong v i em laryngitis , v i em mom ( inste�d of mom v i em) 
for stomatitis , v i em mu i ( i�stead of mu i v i em) for rhinitis ( Le Kh� Ke 1969 : 1 2 4 ) . 

Extensive use is made of such nominalisers as s �  action , each method , ph�p 
method , the status , etc . prefixed to verbs , or t (nh ,quality , <19 degree , etc . 
prefixed to adjectives , and such verbalisers as - hoa -iser -fy ,  etc . suffixed to 
nouns or adjectives : thus , from ax i t  are derived ax i t  hoa acidify , then s �  ax i t  
hoa acidification ( 1 2 5 ) . 

To ensure the precision and the systematic character of terminology , each 
term is created in relation to other terms expressing related noti09s :  it is 
importa�t for inst�nce to distinguish and contrast t r?ng aspect , k i eu type , d?ng 
form , mau mode l , h i n h morpho- , l o? i  -oid , etc . , as well  as several medical terms 
sharing the core meaning of contraction or geological terms having in common the 
idea of corrosion ( 12 5 - 1 2 6 ) . 

Maximum use is  made of Viegnarnese synonymity : given the words ha i ,  do i ,  
d i �p ,  nh j , t rung , song  for the idea of two� twin� or bi- the following linguistic 
terms have been created : nguyen-am do i diphthong , ph�p d i �p redoubling , ph�-am 
d i �p geminate , t� song- th ut doublet ( 12 7 ) . 
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scientists and scholars agree that one should not create technical terms 
at random or sacrifice a native and popular term j ust because it is not system
atic .  A case in point is words denoting disciplines or science s .  All the com
pounds follow Chinese morphology , with the suffix - hoc equated with -ics� - logy : 
toan-h�c mathematics , s�h9c history , l u� t -h�c juridical sciences , d l a- ch�t - h9c 
geo logy , etc . When the time came to choose a term for ophthalmology , however ,  
the specialists voted for khoa m�t , considered better than nhan-hoc or m�t hoc 
( 128) , their colleagues in South Vietnam having long been used to · nhan - khoa . · 

A linguist in South Vietnam offered some rather ingenious way of using 
' national ' ,  that is to say , native elements in strict Vietnamese order t� call 
those disciplines : h9�- ng� linguistics , h9c-h9 i - song socio logy , h9c-am- l �i 
phonetics , etc . (Nguyen B�t-T�y 1959) , but this type of innovation has been 
regarded as "extremist" , "too bold" , and " unnecessary" (LU'U Van Lang 1977 : 8) . 

In general , both creativity and flexibility have manifested themselves as 
the experts try to strike a medium between systematicity and national character 
in the production of a real plethora of scientific glossaries and dictionaries 
in both zone s :  for example , glossaries of physics 1962 , chemistry 1962 , botany 
1964 , economics 1974 , law and economics 1970 , public administration 1971 , etc . 
in South Vietnam , and biology 1960 , mathematics 196 3 ,  chemistry 1961 , technology 
1962 , geography 196 3 ,  music 1969 , linguistics 1969 , law 1971 ,  etc . in North 
Vietnam . Duplication was inevitable , and subsequent to the de facto ( in 1975)  , 
then de jure ( in 1976) , reunification of the country , cultural and scientific 
activities have been better coordinated . Terminological work being no exception , 
on 7 May 1976 , a meeting was held at the Institute of Social Sciences of South 
Vietnam between terminology cadres of the Vietnam Social Sciences Commission and 
a number of university teachers , cultural workers and newspapermen in the south 
(Saigon Gi�i-ph;ng 9 May 1976) . 

Criteria for a sound and workable uniform terminology in each field have 
been tested , and joint efforts on the theoretical level from Hoang Xuan Han ' s 
list down have been increasingly utilised and systematised. Indeed three con
ferences held on 2 7-2� Jul� 1978 in Hanoi , on 28-30 August 1978 in HU�, and on 
8-9 October 1978 in Ho-Chi-Minh City , were followed by a "Conference on Standard
isation of Orthography and Scientific Terminology" , sponsored by the Institute 
of Linguistics and the Textbook Centre of the Ministry of Education , and convened 
in Hanoi , 5-7 June 1979 . Reports presented at the latter were published in a 
special issue ( 41  and 42 )  of Ngon-ng� (September-December 1979 ) . 

The five essential virtues of an effective , modern terminology , as listed 
by LU'U Van Lang, Rapporteur of the 1964 conference , have been repeatedly empha
sised : the scientific terminology must be precise , systematic , Vietnamese , com
pact and easy to understand , to remember ,  to pronounce , to write and to read 
(LU'U Van Lang 1977 : 39-6 8 ;  Le Kh� K� 1979 : 32-36 ) . Conditions certainly are ideally 
ripe now for the formalisation of different technical glossaries and dictionaries .  
This aspect - lexical modernisation and elaboration - o f  Vietnam ' s language 
policy will provide further and better tools in the dissemination of science and 
culture . 

NOTE 

1 .  This i s  an updated version o f  a paper read at the annual meeting o f  ACTUAL 
(American Council of Teachers of Uncommonly-taught Asian Languages)  in San 
Francisco on 26 November 197 7 .  
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Thu%t-ng� ngon-ng�h9c nga-vi�t . Hanoi : Khoa H9c Xa H9i .  

Thu%t-ng� am-nh�c Nga-Ph;p-H;n Vi�t-Vi�t .  Hanoi : Khoa H9c Xa H9i . 

Thu�t-ng� van-hqc mY-hqc Nga-Ph;p-Vi�t .  Hanoi : Khoa H9c Xa H9i . 

Thu%t-ng� my-thu%� Ph;p-Vi�t Vi�t-Ph;p ( c; ch� them ti�ng Nga) . 
Hanoi : Khoa H9c Xa H9i . 

" - � " "  � 2 " , , "  
Thuat-ng� s�hoc, dan-toc-hoc, khao-co-hoc Nga-viet  ( co chu them 
ti��g Ph;p) . Hanoi : Kh;a H9C Xa H9i . · • 

T� di�n thuat-ng� tri�t-hoc chinh-tri Nga-vie." t ( c� ch� them ti�ng 
• 

,

. 

.to 

• Phap) . Hanoi : Khoa H9c Xa H9i .  
, .  2 ... - � " , 

T� dien thu�t-ngu bao-tang-hgc Nga-Phap-vi�t .  Hanoi : Khoa H9c Xa 
H9i . 

VIETNAMESE ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

1977 

VU Van Mati 

1970 

, 2 -
Technical dictionary , English-French-vietnamese . T� dien ky-thu�t 
Anh-Ph;p-viet . Richmond , Virginia : Vietnamese Engineering society . 

" a , ... " ,, -
T� dien Phap-Viet phap-chinh-kinh-tai xa-hoi . Dictionnaire 
franqais-vietn�ien des sciences juridique� , poli tiques , economiques , 
financieres et sociologiques . Saigon : Universite Bouddhique V�n-H�h . 
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LA N G U A G E  PO L I CY AND LAN GUAG E P LA N N I NG I N  B U RMA 

An na J .  A l l o t t  

1 .  THE EVOLUT I ON OF  BURMESE  AS THE NAT I ONAL LANGUAGE 

A glance at an ethno-linguistic map of Burma shows that the country is 
populated not only by Burmans but also , to the extent of about half its surface 
area , by several other major ethnic groups - namely Shans , Karens , Chins and 
Kachins - as well as numerous other minor ones . It is Burmese however ,  the 
mother-tongue of the majority ethnic group , which is the national language , the 
common language of communication , of administration , and of most stages of edu
cation for all citizens of the present-day Socialist Republic of the Union of 
Burma . 

Recent estimates of the population of Burma put it at 36 . 68 million , 1 but 
it is difficult to state with any certainty the numbers of speakers of the vari
ous languages . The last census which provided detailed information on racial 
groups and languages was taken in 1931 . Further censuses have been taken by the 
Government of the Union of Burma (henceforth referred to as GUB) in March 1973  
and April 1983 but numerical information about ethnic groups and languages has 
not been made available from these ; it is not even known ( at time of writing) 
what questions relevant to these matters were included in the census form . In 
the annual supplement to the Burmese Encyclopedi a ( 1982 ) , the population figures 
for each of the seven divisions and seven states are given , as also the number 
of inhabitants of some of the major towns : thus Sagaing Division has 3 , 114 , 172  
inhabitants , and is  said to have people from the following ethnic groups living 
in it - Burman , Kachin , Chin , Naga , Shan , Kadu and Kanan , but no indication is 
given of their relative numbers . Similarly the Chin State has a population of 
349 , 5 71 and includes the following ethnic groups - Chin , Arakanese , Naga and 
Burmese , listed in that order . This decision to refrain from giving detailed 
numbers of language speakers , which would only draw attention to the size of the 
different ethnic groups within the country , would seem to have been the natural 
result of the present government ' s  policy of de-emphasising the separate inter
ests of the various ethnic minorities in order to encourage national unity . The 
1931  census gives the proportion of the population speaking each language as a 
mother tongue as follows : 

Burmese 67% ( including Arakanese , Intha and Tavoyan) 
Karen 9% 
Shan 7%  
Kachin 3% 
Chin 2%  
Mon 2% 
Palaung 1% 

All other languages score less than 1% each . In 1931 speakers of Indic lan
guages ( Indian migrants who had come in to work in Burma) also amounted to 7% 
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of the population . In Rangoon more than half the population spoke an Indian 
language , while only about one third spoke Burmese . The 1931 census report gives 
detailed figures of numbers of speakers for all parts of the country , for example 
paragraph 102 states " In other districts of the Delta , except Thaton , the pro
portion speaking Burmese varies from 65% in Maubin to 91% in Tharrawaddy . In 
Thaton 50% speak Karen languages , 31% Burmese and 11% Mon . "  (Bennison 1933) . 

There is no possibility of quoting precise figures of this kind for today . 
Writing in the Encyclopedia Bri tannica in 197 4 ,  Dr Htin Aung gives the following 
estimates : 

Burmese 
Karen 
Shan 
Chin 
Kachin 
Kayah 
Chinese 
Indian 

22 million ( including dialects)  
3 million 
l� million 
1 million 
1 million 
100 , 000 
400 , 000 
120 , 000 , and a total population of 30 , 310 , 000 . 

This means that the proportion of Burmese speakers now stands at about 73% of 
the population , of Karens speakers about 10% , whilst the number if  Indian lan
guage speakers has fallen drastically . It is interesting to note that the pro
portion of Burmese mother tongue speakers appears to have remained almost un
changed since the time of the 192 1 census . In that year people were asked to 
say what language they ordinarily used in the home , and the number who returned 
Burmese amounted to 70 . 1% of the population . In the following census in 1931 
people were asked to state their mother tongue , and not the language ordinarily 
used in the home . The result was a drop to the figure of 67% mentioned above . 
The point to be remembered is that , then as now , Burmese was the language most 
widely known and spoken throughout the country , and many persons whose mother 
tongue belonged to another language group would have moved into , or married into , 
Burmese-speaking communities . Certainly this process can be observed taking 
place in Rangoon all the time today . Almost all the numerous marriages between 
Burmans and Karens or Shans or other minority races lead to Burmese-speaking 
families whose chi ldren think of themselves as Burmans . And there are many 
Chinese couples in their 70s who speak both Chinese and Burmese , whose children , 
now aged 50 , have Burmese spouses and whose grandchildren know no Chinese and 
do not think of themselves as Chinese any longer.  The present government has 
also followed a very strict immigration policy since 1962 which has made it 
almost impossible for foreigners , whether from India , China or the West , to enter 
the country to settle permanently . 

1 . 1  H i stori cal background 

Burmese is the most important member of the Burmese-Lolo subgroup of the 
large Tibeto-Burman family which comprises many hundreds of languages . The 
Tibeto-Burman family is part of a larger linguistic stock , Sino-Tibetan , which 
also includes Sinitic or Chinese .  Typically Sino-Tibetan languages are tonal . 
These languages are also largely monosyllabic ,  but words may consist of one , two , 
three or more syllables . Phonologically the syllables are characterised by a 
restricted number of initial consonant clusters , and the disappearance in pro
nunciation of most syllable-final consonant contrasts although in Burmese final 
k ,  s ,  t ,  p and final ng , ny , n and m are retained in the spelling . 
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The earliest dated examples of written Burmese are from the early 12th 
century , one of them being the famous Raj akumar or Myazedi inscription of AD 111 3 ,  
from Central Burma . This  inscription is  in four languages , Pali , Mon , Pyu and 
Burmese , indicating that from an early date Burmese was coming under the influ
ence of languages from different linguistic families . Mon , from the Mon-Khmer 
family of language s ,  is found on inscriptions in Burma from as early as the 7th 
century . Pali , an Indo-European language , was the language of the Buddhist 
scriptures ;  when the Burmese King Anawrahta ( 1044-1077)  sacked the Mon capital 
in AD 1057 and carried these scriptures back up to Central Burma he also took 
back with him Mon scholars who not only promoted Pali scholarship among the 
Burmese but also helped to adapt their own Mon script for the purpose of writing 
the Burmese language . 

The Mon , and hence the Burmese , script derives ultimately from the ancient 
Brahmi script of Eastern India , probably through a common South-East Asian script 
in use in the Menam-Mekong area roundabout the 1st century AD ; as a consequence 
the Burmese alphabet now includes a considerable number of redundant symbols 
devised originally to render Indic vowel and consonant distinctions which do not 
occur in the Burmese phonological system . For example , Burmese has no aspirated 
voiced plosives and no retroflex consonants . In the earliest written Burmese 
the tones are marked only inconsistently because Indic languages had not needed 
to devise a system for indicating different syllable tones ; regular tone marking 
only becomes fully established by the 18th century . 

With the adoption of Theravada Buddhism by King Anawrahta , Pali became the 
language of high prestige , the language of scholarship , to be used in royal and 
religious contexts . For example , all reigning monarchs were given elaborate Pali 
titles , and monks and pagodas were given Pali names . But at the same time as 
Pali scholarship flourished in the monasteries we find that from the time of the 
Myazedi inscription onwards Burmese was increasingly used for inscriptions on 
stone to record the details of economic and social history such as the dedication 
of lands or the building of a pagoda . 

As would be expected Burmese has borrowed heavily from Pali , and loanwords 
are found even in the earliest inscriptions particularly in the fields of religion , 
philosophy and ethics ( e . g .  merit3 nirvana3 karma) but also everyday words such 
as vehicle yana , whee l cakka ; in the 20th century scholars and administrators 
have turned to Pali as a source of elements with which to create new vocabulary 
required by institutional change and technological advance : words for universitY3 
BA degree3 professor3 lecturer; rather in the way that English uses Latin and 
Greek . For example , Pali bhum i +veda earth + knowledge gives Burmese bu-m r be i - da 
geology .  In addition to the major part Pali has played in the development of 
Burmese vocabulary , it could be argued that Pali has also to a limited extent 
influenced Burmese syntax , particularly the syntax of the formal , literary style 
of the language ( see 1 . 3  below) . This is the result of generations of Buddhist 
monks making literal translations ( called n i s saya in Burmese) from Pali into 
Burmese , with the aim not only of conveying the meaning but also of teaching the 
grammar of the original Pali to the Burmese learner. Syntactic patterns foreign 
to Burmese were introduced into this n i s saya-style Burmese in order to parallel 
certain Pali constructions , after which they came to be used more generally in 
literary style works . 2 

Loanwords from Mon also date from the earliest period but unlike Pali loans 
are less often identified by native speakers as being borrowed . This is partly 
because they have adapted more closely to the phonological patterns of Burmese 
and partly because they are mostly words of everyday life , including names of 
foods , flora and fauna , textiles , boats , crafts , architecture and music . There 
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is also a small number of early loans from Sanskrit ,  from Chinese and from 
Indic languages .  

Much later ,  in the 19th century and overwhelmingly i n  the 20th century , came 
the influence of English , both as a source o f  new vocabulary and also as a com
peting language of government and administration during the period of  colonial 
rule . Loanwords from English are found predominantly in the technical and 
scientific fields , also in clothing and fabrics , and above all in the vocabulary 
of politics and international affairs , as for example in the words for council, 
committee, corporation, party, unit, cadre, socialist, communist, democracy and 
so on . 

Most of the early examples of written Burmese , dating from the 12th century , 
are from the old capital at Pagan ; the majority of them are inscriptions on stone , 
but there are also fragments written in ink on plastered walls of temples . This 
phase of the language is known as Old Burmese .  Though there are some striking 
differences between Old Burmese and contemporary Burmese it is remarkable how 
little the literary form of the language has changed,  in structure and basic 
vocabulary ,  over the centuries . Some writers refer to a Middle Burmese , covering 
the period from perhaps 1500 to 1700 , and a modern Burmese from about 1700 on . 
These terms are however more relevant to the orthography of the language , which 
has undergone considerable changes between Old Burmese and Modern Burmese , and 
which has only finally been officially standardised in the 1970s . 

1 . 2  Di a l ects of  B u rmese 

In much of the area that it is spoken ,  Burmese is remarkably uniform , unlike 
the languages of some ethnic minorities such as the Karen . There are few major 
differences between the speech of Upper and Lower Burma ; in major towns such as 
Rangoon , Mandalay , Prome , Toungoo , Moulmein and Bassein essentially the same 
dialect is  spoken. There are some minor lexical differences , especially between 
Upper Burma as exemplified by Mandalay and Lower Burma as spoken in Rangoon . 
Writers who use local words or expressions tend to note this fact ; in general 
Rangoon usage is preferred in writing . However some purists regard the Mandalay 
form o f  Burmese as more conservative . 

There are some regional varieties of Burmese , such as Arakanese , Tavoyan , 
Intha and so on , which are somewhat different from standard Burmese . In most  
cases they are phonologically more conservative ; for example Arakanese maintains 
an I r/-/yl distinction which is still reflected in Burmese writing , but not in 
pronunciation , and Tavoyan further distinguishes medial I I I  in initial consonant 
clusters from Irl and Iy/ . The Tavoyan medial I I I was distinguished in Old 
Burmese inscriptions , but is no longer seen in Middle or Modern Burmese . In 
general , these dialects are spoken in the more remote parts of Burma : Arakanese 
in the west , Tavoyan in the south , and Intha in the east .  There is a general 
tendency for dialect speakers to assimilate features of standard Burmese more 
and more , since Burmese is the national language and the language of education ; 
thus there is considerable stylistic variation , with a more standard pronuncia
tion in more formal situations or in formal vocabulary . Many younger speakers 
in dialect-speaking regions are more comfortable now in standard Burmese , but 
the dialects persist in rural areas . 
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1 . 3  L i terary and col l oq u i a l  styl e Burmese 

Although Burmese has few regional dialect variations , it does have an 
important stylistic variation which is more immediately striking particularly 
to the foreigner . There is considerable difference between the literary or 
formal language on the one hand and the language which is used in colloquial 
conversation on the other .  This difference was much greater at the beginning 
of the 20th century when J . E .  Bridges was preparing a manual to enable British 
administrators to learn Burmese , as we can see from his introduction . He wrote : 

There is considerable difficulty in finding a suitable 
text for beginners , as all Burmese books are written in 
the literary tongue , which is full  of long involved periods , 
obsolete expressions , and superfluous words . This literary 
Burmese has remained stereotyped for centuries and may be 
almost looked upon as a dead language ; it is as different 
from the spoken tongue as the English of Chaucer from that 
of the present day , but it is taught in schools and read 
and spoken in books and plays so that all people understand 
its meaning . ( see Bridges 1913)  

The comparison with Chaucer is an exaggeration , but it is true to say that formal 
literary Burmese changed very little from the 15th to the early 20th century , 
and seemed , to the foreigner , with his limited command of the language , very 
different from what was being spoken around him . The native speaker , especially 
if  he is educated , is far less aware of  the difference , as Bridges makes clear . 
With the development of newspapers , magazines and popular fiction from around 
1910 to 1930 the vocabulary and idiom of the literary language changed radically , 
bringing i t  much closer to the colloquial language though it still remained a 
different style . Today the distinction lies largely in which set of grammatical 
words or particles is being used ; the lexical items of both styles can be virtu
ally identical , though there are certain words , certain syntactic constructions 
and numerous doublets which usually occur only in the literary style . 

It seems clear that the distinction has arisen out of the difference between 
the spoken language and the written , but it can lead to confusion , especially 
with Burmese speakers , if  one uses the terms ' spoken style ' and ' written style ' 
in debating the matter . 

To understand the problem it is necessary to know in some detail which 
style is normally used in which context . Colloquial style is used whenever one 
person is speaking to another ,  that is in ordinary conversation face to face , or 
on the telephone , or by teacher to pupils in class , or by a lecturer or politician 
to an audience . In the last two cases the Burmese speaker is faced with making 
a decision ; whether to speak just from notes , or whether to write out his text 
and read it.  As soon as he begins to write out a text he will automatically tend 
to slip into the formal literary style which he has from childhood , from his 
first encounter with a reading book in primary school , associated with serious 
written material . However the literary style is only appropriate for written 
material which is to remain on the written page and is not suitable for speaking 
to an audience .  To be suitable for speaking one must use the colloquial particles 
and constructions which signal that one is talking to a listener . Hence poli
ticians ' speeches are delivered in colloquial Burmese and printed as such in the 
newspapers , while editorials and news reports are written in literary style . 

Radio and television have established similar conventions . All radio news 
bulletins are composed and read out in literary style , as also weather forecasts ; 
this style sounds more authoritative to the Burmese listener . News talks 
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emanating from a named individual however are written and read out in colloquial 
style . Television news broadcasts on the other hand are written and read in 
colloquial style , probably because the individual making the news broadcast is 
personally visible and would feel uncomfortable speaking to the (unseen) audience 
in literary Burmese .  Of course certain lexical items and syntactic patterns of 
the literary style will be used by speakers in formal situations , such as teach
ing or lecturing , but the majority of the grammatical particles of the literary 
style are never spoken , they are only read out . 

Conversely , all school readers from the first standard , all school text 
books , all descriptive and narrative prose is written in literary style ; dialogue 
in novels however is today written in colloquial . All letters to and from offi
cial s , official reports , and instructions are in literary style , which is also 
required for examinations and theses . Even in children ' s  comics the lines at 
the bottom narrating the story are in literary while the balloons containing the 
characters ' words are in colloquial style . Personal letters show the greatest 
mixture of style ; most correspondence between equals and intimates is in collo
quial , while literary style is used as a sign of respect between strangers as 
well  as in official letters . 

It was not until  the advent of the Revolutionary Council in 1962 , followed 
by the adoption of the Burmese Way to socialism as the program of the new govern
ment , that suggestions for change began to be heard . These came not from any 
official government body but from a group of writers based in Mandalay , called 
the Upper Burma Writers ' Association . They suggested that it  would be advan
tageous for the nation as a whole and in particular for the uneducated peasant 
and worker if the literary style could be abandoned and replaced by the colloquial 
style of Burmese in all contexts . They supported their proposals by publishing 
books and articles written in the colloquial style , and even some M. A .  theses 
were accepted by the History Department at Mandalay University in this form. 
This movement for ' modernisation ' 3 which has enjoyed considerable support among 
younger writers (especially those outside Rangoon) has been firmly opposed not 
only by the government ,  who seemed to see in it a political movement led by 
people whose sympathies lay with Communist China , but also by most of the Rangoon
based literary establishment , who maintain that serious matter written in col
loquial style lacks dignity and authority . There for the moment the matter rests . 
Today it is  no longer the complexity of the thought nor the gravity of the subject 
matter which determines which style is used , as seminar papers , presidential 
speeches and books on cultural history have been published in colloquial style . 
Conversely , elementary school readers , government health publicity for newly 
literate hill peoples , and popular fiction is all written in literary style . It  
seems to  be  partly a matter of  convention . With the spread of television , intro
duced only in 1980 , and a continually increasing number of colloquial particles 
finding their way into literary style prose ,  it is probable that in the not too 
distant future the colloquial will  become generally acceptable . It would be 
relatively easy for the government to implement a policy of change by deciding 
to publish all newspapers and government controlled periodicals in colloquial 
style , if it wished to do so . 

The degree of  difference between literary and spoken Burmese is illustrated 
by the following example (Minn Latt Yekhaun 1966 : 68 )  . 

l u - t h i t hu - r , , ne i - t haw ywa-hna i k  a l un pyaw- ne i - t h i  Literary Y l -za  
d i  1 u t h u  , , ne i - t e  ywa-hma t he i k  pyaw- ne i - te Spoken y I - za 
this man his sweet- live- vi llage-at very happy-being-

heart ATTRIB . VB . SENT . 

This man is very happy in the village where his sweetheart lives . 
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The main difference between the two styles is in the postverbal , postnominal ,  
and clause-final particles ,  which occur very frequently in any sentence . The 
following tables give some examples . 

LITERARY SPOKEN 

MAIN CLAUSE 

real is V- th i V- te 
irrealis V-my i V-me 
negative ma-V ma-V-hpu 
SUBORDINATE CLAUSE 

nominal V- th i - hma V- ta 
nominal V- th i - h n fn V- ta-ne 
nominal V- thake- tho V- tha l o  
relative realis { V- th  f } V- te relative real is V ...... t haw 
relative irrealis V-my f V-me 
conditional if V- h l y i n  V-y i n  
purpose because V-ywe i V- I o  
purpose for V-yan V- pho 
concessive though V- thaw- l i  V -pe i -me 
temporal before ma-V-hm i  ma-V- hk i n  

Tab l e  1 :  L i terary and spoken part i cl es :  verbal 

subject 
location 

from place 
towards 
object 
possession 
like 
as much as 
plural 
because 
approximately 

LITERARY 

N- t h i  
N - tw i n 
N-hna i k  
N-hma 
N - tho 
N - a  
N - f Noun 
N - ke- tho 
N -hmya 
N-mya 
N - caJn 
N - hk,b 

SPOKEN 

N-zero 
N-hma 
N - hma 
N-ka  
N - ko 
N - ko 
N-ye Noun 
N- I o  
N - I auk 
N - twe i /te i 
N-mo 
N- I auk 

Tabl e 2 :  L i terary and s poken parti cl es : nom i n a l  
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also 
just� only 
indeed 
but 
quote 

LITERARY 

- 1 1  
- p i n  
- d  
- ka 
N hQ  

SPOKEN 

- I e  
- pe/hpe 
- pe/hpe 
- taw 
N 1 6  

Tab l e  3 :  L i terary and s poken part i cl es :  c l ause-fi nal  

2 .  ENGL I SH AND BURMESE 

After the annexation of Lower Burma by the British in 1852 , English natur
ally became important as the language spoken by those who governed the country . 
By the time the government had evolved an educational policy for the new colony 
in the 1860s , its decision that education should be modern in content ,  and so 
far as possible in the Burmese language , already appeared to be in conflict with 
the desire of the Burmese for schooling in English . It had fast become evident 
to Burmese parents that an English education brought great social and economic 
advantages .  A government resolution on Public Instruction is recorded in the 
Bri tish Burma Gazette in 1879 to the effect that they were compelled much against 
their will to give a far larger place to English than they thought right ,  because 
of the ' disinclination of the parents and pupils to be guided ' by the official 
intention that English should only be learnt optionally as a ' classic ' - we should 
today probably say ' second language ' - and that all other subjects should be 
taught through the language of the country . 4 

In support of i ts policy of education in Burmese , the government set up a 
Vernacular Education Committee in 1872 , reconstituted as the Text Book Committee 
in 1879 , in order to prepare suitable Burmese text books for use in primary and 
middle schools . But at the same time because of the heavy demand from parents 
to include all the English instruction possible in the school system , the govern
ment certainly did nothing to prevent the establishment of missionary schools 
and Anglo-Vernacular high schools in which English became more and more import
ant . The government policy of giving the greatest importance to Burmese studies 
and to the development of the language to enable it to cope with the modern 
world became steadily less realisable . 

As far as the Burmese were concerned the reason for paying 
for their children to attend school - all traditional 
monastery schools were free - was to make money , and 
English was the key to the world in which money was to be 
made . It was j ust an office skill .  It is often said 
that the purpose of developing western-style education 
in the British Empire was to ensure a supply of English
speaking clerks for government offices . This is not so ; 
government offices did not at first require English
speaking clerks to any great extent . It was their avail
ability which increased their use in government offices . 
The pressure for English came the other way , from outside 
government , from the commercial world, European , Chinese 
and Indian , and from Burmese parents . 

(Bagshawe 1976 : 99 )  
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It was a constant struggle especially in Lower Burma to prevent Burmese from 
being swamped .  

The first step towards higher , that is university , education was taken in 
Burma in 1874 with the foundation of Rangoon High School , a government run , 
elitist high school on which funds were lavished , staffed mostly by non-Burmese 
speaking teachers . In 1879 a ' College Department ' was set up and affiliated to 
Calcutta University with four students working for the First Year Arts exam. 
In 1883 the College Department became Rangoon College , a constituent college of 
Calcutta University . A full range of subjects was taught at the College in 
English , including Pali and Pali literature , but Burmese and Burmese literature 
were not even considered as possible subj ects of undergraduate study . This 
reflected a temporary decline in the prestige of Burmese language and literature 
around the turn of the century . 

Perhaps one of the most important moves taken to halt this decline was the 
inauguration in March 1910 of the Burma Research Society , its purpose being the 
" investigation of the Art s ,  Science and Literature in relation to Burma and 
neighbouring countries"  - as well  as the fostering of good relations between the 
British and Burmese communities . The Society , founded by a civil servant , J . S .  
Furnivall ,  saw itself as dedicated to the study o f  all aspects of Burma ' s  cul
ture , its history and religion , and in particular its language and literature . 
It required continuous efforts to establish the Society , and in particular its 
journal , but Furnivall persevered . After six years , in 1916 , he gave the members 
a ' pep-talk ' in an article ('Furni vall 1916 : 7 )  in which he refused to countenance 
the idea that the society might have to give up . He suggested recruiting young 
Burmans who had been to study in England , and older Burmans working in the old 
tradition of literary scholarship who would both be able to contribute articles 
in Burmese . His appeal was successful . The society flourished . 

2 . 1  Rangoon Uni vers i ty and the rev i val  of Burmese i n  the 1 930 s 

In 1918 a committee was set up to prepare for the establishment of an 
independent University of Rangoon ; it included one Burmese member , U Pe Maung 
Tin , who was to play a significant part in the revival of the Burmese language . 
The committee ' s  task was to establish proper standards for the new university ; 
one proposal was to introduce more exacting standards , especially in English , 
for the high school final examination , thus ensuring even more the dominant role 
of English in higher education . Student opposition to the proposed entry require
ments combined with popular discontent over the new constitution being offered 
to Burma led to the university strike of December 1920 , and to the launching of  
a movement to  set  up national schools in  which teaching was to  be  conducted 
entirely in Burmese . Most of these hastily set up national schools had ceased 
to function by about 1922 but the political effects of the university strike and 
the national schools movement were far reaching; in particular they fuelled the 
movement to raise Burmese to the position of the national medium of education . 

The first tangible advance made was the establishment of  a course leading 
to an honours degree in Burmese at the university , thanks to many years of prep
aratory work done by U Pe Maung Tin , Professor of Pali and editor of the Journal 
of the Burma Research Society . Included in the degree was the study of Burmese 
inscriptions from the 11th-12th centuries , modelled on the teaching of Anglo
Saxon at Oxford . By 1927 the first student had graduated with Honours - U Sein 
Tin ,  a talented writer whose clear , straightforward prose style and new approach 
to literary genres was to have a major influence on Burmese language and literature . 
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Realising that it was the standard of Burmese teaching in schools that 
would determine the future supply of honours students ,  U Pe Maung Tin helped 
to write new school readers for the five j unior standards , and selected suit
able texts - Burmese prose versions of the ten major jataka stories - for 
the senior classes . (These readers- were first revised in the 1950s . )  There 
were those among the English staff of the university who spoke scornfully of 
Burmese as a language only suited for writing poetry and love-letters but com
pletely lacking modern scientific and technical vocabulary . . It was true that 
Burmese prose tended to be verbose and long-winded , but it was changing , and 
new terms could be coined . U Pe Maung Tin urged all Burmans to use and write 
in Burmese , and himself headed a committee ( in 1928)  which was to coin Burmese 
equivalents for the bodies and procedures connected with the new university . 

Thus by the beginning of the 1930s the study of Burmese was fully estab
lished at the University of Rangoon and its affiliated intermediate college at 
Mandalay . Graduates were emerging many of whom were involved in Buddhist organ
isations or in the nationalist movement and who were eager to restore Burmese 
to what they felt was its rightful position as the official language of the 
country , and to enhance the standing of Burmese literature . One of the leaders 
of the All Burma Youth League ( 1931 ) , Maung Ba ThaUng , later known as Thahkin 
Ba Thaung,  composed a rallying cry for the 06bama Asl-ayon (We Burmans Organisa
tion) founded in 1935 , which challenged all patriotic Burmans to unite in support 
of  their language : 

The land of Burma is our land , 
Burmese writing is our writing , 
Burmese language is  our language -
Love our land , 
Promote our writing , 
Respect our language . 

Numerous articles in Burmese newspapers and magazines from 1931 onwards 
began to urge that Burmese be made the medium of instruction in all Burmese 
schools .  At that time the Burmese-based schooling available in monastery schools 
and government sponsored vernacular schools did not lead to any form of higher 
education . This could only be obtained , as has been mentioned above , by atten
ding Anglo-vernacular high schools (or private missionary schools)  which alone 
prepared students for the tenth standard examination in English and for univer
sity entrance . For example ,  the Sun newspaper for 19 January 1933 , under the 
headline ' Burmese the medium of instruction ' ,  wrote ( in Burmese) : 

It  is important to base teaching in schools  upon Burmese . 
It  is better to know 1000 words of one language than 500 
words of two languages . The time has corne to base teaching 
upon a single language (Burmese) so that future pupils are 
spared the expense of time and money of learning two 
languages .  

The paper goes on to applaud the decision taken at a recent annual education 
conference that from 1935 all subj ects except English at the Anglo-vernacular 
High School final examination should be examined in Burmese , and suggests to the 
Education Department that in all schools all native speakers of Burmese should 
be taught primarily in Burmese . 

Irresistibly the tide was turning against the English language as the 
demand for self-government and independence from English rule grew stronger .  
The dominant position which English had attained in the system was felt to be 
the result of a definite policy formulated by the government rather than the 
natural end product of the colonial situation . Popular feeling demanded and 
obtained a change in the situation . 
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2 . 2  After i ndependence : the pos i t i on of Eng l i sh from 1 948 to the present 

When Burma became independent in 1948 , one of the provisions of the new 
constitution was that " the official language of the Union shall be Burmese , pro
vided that the use of the English language shall be permitted" . It was only to 
be expected that having regained their independence , the Burmese should wish to 
restore their national language to its rightful status ; at the same time this 
formulation showed a realistic awareness of the fact that changes involving lan
guage only take place slowly and that Burmese could not replace English overnight . 

One area in which English was very firmly established was higher education . 
When the University of Rangoon was set up English was the most important depart
ment with the largest number of staff and students ; English was a compulsory 
subject for all students , and English Honours graduates were considered an elite . 
For a short time after the war the department expanded , and a strong department 
developed in Mandalay when it became a separate university . However from 1952 
onwards English studies began to decline in importance for two main reasons : 
strong nationalist and anti-colonial feeling resulted in a prejudice against 
English studies ,  and the existence of a developed native language with a long 
literary tradition , formerly overshadowed by English , began to attract more 
students . This situation can be contrasted with that of countries in Africa and 
South-east Asia where English studies have become very important . In Thailand 
and Indonesia ,  which had not been under British rule , there was no prejudice 
against English ; in the countries of Africa there was mostly no written national 
literature .  

At the same time as the decline in interest there was also a decline i n  the 
standard of English teaching in schools after the war . All state schools -
vernacular and Anglo-vernacular - were merged into one type . English was to be 
taught in all of them but only from the 5th standard . However the number of 
qualified English teachers remained much the same as before the war while the 
population expanded rapidly , with the result that a large number of poorly qual
ified English teachers were brought into the schools .  The results of this 
decline in teaching began to be felt in the universities from 1951 onwards when 
the standard of  teaching had to be aimed at the weak majority , and examination 
standards grew lower and lower . 

The syllabus for the BA Honours in English language and literature remained 
much the same from 1920 to 1960 . Then the special honours degree was abolished 
and a general honours degree was introduced , with a much reduced syllabus . In 
March 1964 , with the adoption of the New University Education System , the 
Revolutionary Government made it clear that its policy was to teach all subjects 
at the university in Burmese as soon as possible , and to reduce the status of 
English from a maj or subject to that of  a foreign language to be taught as a 
tool . In 1966 the Chair of English at Rangoon University was abolished , the 
department became a minor one and no further students were allowed to major in 
English stUdies . These revolutionary changes in the aims and methods of teaching 
English were the result of a joint proposal put forward by the heads of the 
English departments at Rangoon and Mandalay at a seminar held by the government 
in 1964 (U  Myo Min and Moonie 1964 ) . From then on English became a minor sub
ject to be taught as a foreign language , aiming at comprehension : ' comprehension 
of material written in English pertinent to the content subject under study and 
at a level to which the student has attained in his class work . ' Arts students 
were to be taught for two years and science students for one year . No literature 
was to be taught , nor was too great an emphasis to be laid on correct pronunci
ation . All serious study of English was transferred to the Institute of Education 
where a new Chair had been established and where all students wishing to proceed 
to advanced English studies were to go . 
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As part of the new system introduced in 1964 higher education had been 
divided up between the vocational institutes ,  of medicine , engineering , educa
tion , agriculture and technology on the one hand , and the re-named Arts and 
Science Universities on the other . s The new approach to English teaching was 
fairly successful in the institutes as the students were generally of high 
calibre , mostly used textbooks in English and were wholly or partially still 
taught in English ; they at least achieved a comprehension of a specific type of 
Eng lish . 

In the Arts and Science Universities however students were of less high 
calibre and of very varying grades of intellectual ability ; their classes were 
too large and their comprehension of English was only of a very general kind . 
In addition 10th standard students in the 1970s were coming into the university 
with a knowledge of English inferior to that of the 4th standard of colonial 
times , with the result that after two years of English many of them soon forgot 
what English they had learnt and their standard on leaving university was far 
below the level aimed at by the 1964 changes . 

By the late 1970s the decline in the standard of English in schools and 
institutions of higher education began to cause the government concern ; post
graduates and trainees sent abroad for further training in scientific and tech
nological subjects were being hampered by their inadequate command of English . 
At a Seminar on Education sponsored by the Council of State in October 1979 , 
President Ne Win set his seal on approval of a new attitude towards the learning 
of English when he declared that it was necessary for a person to have not only 
mastery of the Burmese language but also fluency in English . 

Perhaps the most  important result of the presidential concern over English 
was the series of high-level seminars which it encouraged. The first of these , 
held in October 1978 under the aegis of the Ministry of Education , had discussed 
' English Language Teaching in Burma with focus on the specific needs of  students 
in higher education ' .  English language teaching had been reviewed , direct-method 
audiolingual language teaching which had been introduced at the end of the 1960s 
was pronounced a failure , and a return to more traditional methods based on 
grammatical explanation ( in Burmese) and written exercises was advocated (U  Ohn 
Pe 1979 ) . From October 1979 onwards the government-subsidised weekly paper for 
children , Shwei Thwei began to appear in a parallel English version . The second 
seminar , in March 1980 , was entitled ' English language teaching in Burma with 
focus on the training of teachers ' .  This gathered together in Rangoon the heads 
of all the major English teaching departments and all the state and regional 
inspectors ; their wide-ranging discussions were led by a visiting expert from 
Scotland , D .  McKeating . The seminar concluded , inter alia , that there was "much 
room for improvement in Burmese English language teacher-training programs in all 
secondary schools" ; also that "no one particular approach or method should be 
adopted to the exclusion of others in any ELT work" . Perhaps most  importantly 
for all teachers at the seminar, they had a chance to learn about developments 
that had taken place in ELT during the previous decade . Two further seminars 
were held in October 1981 and 1982 on ' English for Academic Purposes ' ,  after 
which the government announced that it would be desirable by 1984 for all univer
sity departments , except Burmese and History , to carry out all work at the post
graduate leve l ,  that is all Honours classes and MA teaching , in English . The 
change which has had the greatest nationwide effect however has been the intro
duction , from June 1981 , of English teaching from the first standard in all 
primary schools .  
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For the present , the learning and teaching of English is booming in Burma . 
Teachers are being retrained ,  civil servants are attending short courses , uni
versity staff have been sent to the UK and Australia for further study for the 
first time after an interval of some ten to 15 years . In January 1984 the 
British Council was invited to send an expert to help set up a diploma course 
for teachers of English at the Institute of Foreign Languages ; and private 
' tuition ' schools are flourishing as a result of the nationwide desire to learn 
English .  

3 .  TH E DEVE LOPMENT OF BURMESE AS TH E NAT I ONAL LANGUAGE : I N DEPENDENCE TO 1962 

Having announced in the new constitution that Burmese was to become the 
official language of the Union of Burma , it was necessary for the government to 
take steps to develop the language to the point where it could replace English 
in all fields . After 1948 this work was largely entrusted to the Burma Trans
lation Society and to the Department of Translation and Publication within the 
University .  

The idea for a national organisation that would undertake the translation 
of important foreign works into Burmese had been conceived before the Second 
World War , as a natural result of the demand for education in the mother-tongue . 
In fact the first steps had been already taken by J . S .  Furnivall personally when 
he retired from the Indian Civil Service in 1924 in order to set up the Burma 
Book Shop and found the Burma Book Club with the aim of encouraging young Burmese 
to read widely in English . Instead of a book catalogue he decided to publish a 
monthly magazine called World of Books . Not satisfied with this , in 1928 he 
founded the Burma Education Extension Association with the challenging aim of 
' promoting the intellectual advancement of the country , . 6  It was to encourage 
translations into Burmese , establish public libraries ,  form reading circles and 
study classes throughout Burma , and publish a monthly periodical World of Books 
with articles on literature , social problems , political economy and so on . By 
August 1928 the monthly had been enlarged to include a Burmese section , and in 
1930 it began to appear under the equivalent Burmese title Gand� Law-k� . Shortly 
before the war the British government had set up a State Translation Bureau but 
it was overtaken by events , though a small translation and library department 
continued preparing material , none of which could be printed . 

In August 1947 the Burma Translation Society was established - ' to pierce 
the darkness of ignorance with the light of knowledge ' - with the aim of trans
lating important and useful books from western languages into Burmese as quickly 
as possible . U NU , the Prime Minister of the soon-to-be-independent Union of 
Burma , was the first chairman of the Society , which had an independent management 
committee but was subsidised by the government . It must have been gratifying for 
Furnivall to see that the declared aims of the BTS were the same as those of the 
association which he had founded .  In addition to translations , the BTS undertook 
the preparation of a Burmese Encyclopedia ,  the first in the language . The first 
volume was ready in 195 3 ;  the 1 5th and final one appeared in 1976 , and is being 
followed by annual supplements . Lastly , the important task of drawing up lists 
of new scientific and technical terms , coining new words and rejecting ones felt 
to be unsuitable was entrusted to the BTS . One of the first persons in charge 
of this work was U Pe Maung Tin. 

The BTS was working at a national leve l ;  in order to prepare for the use 
of Burmese at university level a Department of Translation and Publication was 
set up in the University of Rangoon in 1948 . Work proceeded on the translation 
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and editing of textbooks ,  and on a large Uni versi ty Burmese Dictionary with the 
general aim of  making possible university instruction in Burmese . However at 
that time opinion was divided over the desirability of such a change , no firm 
policy was adopted and no deadlines were set , though by June 1957 an Education 
Enquiry Commission recommended that Burmese be used for all subjects at the 
university starting with Intermediate , Part A, in June 1960 . 7 

4 .  THE LANGUAGE POL I CY OF THE REVOLUT I ONARY GOVE RNMENT S I NCE 1962 

One of  the most important actions of the Revolutionary Government ( GUB) has 
been the adoption of a firm policy for the development of Burmese as the official 
language of  the Union . New textbooks and new technical terms were not the only 
things needed if Burmese was to assume the role of a national language ; there 
was as yet no standard monolingual dictionary to serve as a guide to correct 
usage and to establish the preferred orthography . The large-scale Uni versity 
Burmese Di ctionary , begun during the war , which was being prefared in the Depart
ment of Translation and Publication (under the editorship of U Wun) had made 
only s low progress and when finished would have been too large for general school 
and office use. 

In August 196 3 ,  the Revolutionary Government set up a Literary and Trans-
lation Commission charged with the 

. . .  urgent publication of an official standard Burmese 
dictionary , a Burmese spelling book , a manual of Burmese 
composition , and with the compilation of Burmese term
inology , with the compilation , translation and publication 
of needed textbooks , reference books , periodicals ,  etc . , 
to enable science , engineering , medicine and other subjects 
to be taught in schools and universities in Burmese . 

( Forward 2/3 : 4 ,  1963)  

In translation work the Commission was to deal with books prescribed by the 
universities and the Education Department which were written in foreign languages :  
it was to publish and distribute these works , and also compile adaptations if 
needed by teachers . Some 30 scholars were appointed to the Commission ; U Wun 
was asked to set aside the large dictionary to lead the work on a concise dic
tionary and a spelling book . 

From the beginning , Ne Win took a keen personal interest in the work of  
the Commission .  The first draft of the spelling book , which appeared in 1968 , 
included suggestions for changes which though favoured by the scholars were not 
generally acceptable to the man in the street , including Ne Win himself , and the 
Commission was obliged to revise the work fundamentally . It was finally pub
lished in 1978 .  

Work on the dictionary was divided between three subeditors , each with a 
team of compilers working under him ;  as is the way with dictionaries ,  the work 
took longer than originally expected . One reason for this was that it  was 
decided , with the enthusiasm characteristic of so many projects undertaken by 
the GUB , to seek the assistance of the entire Burmese-speaking population in 
gathering material for the dictionary . In June 1972 language committees were 
set up in all townships , charged with collecting ' local usages that might not 
be known to the compilers ' and to ' study , discuss and make suggestions about 
the draft copies of the Burmese Dictionary to be sent to them by the Commission , . 8 
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The dictionary was published in five parts , the first of which went on sale at 
the end of 1978 and the last in 1980 . The Concise Burmese dictionary [ Myanma 
abeik-dan akyln-gyok ] marks a very important stage in the development of the 
Burmese language ; it has established the officially correct orthography of all 
items included in the work and it also gives pronunciations . This is of par
ticular help to non-native speakers , including foreigners , who wish to learn the 
language . The work is clearly laid out , well printed , helpfully illustrated 
with line-drawings and colour plates ,  and above all contains simple , well thought 
out definitions of a broad range of vocabulary . 

As for the grammar , or manual of composition , various drafts have been pre
pared but none has yet been found acceptable to a majority of members of the 
Commission .  Traditionally the approach to normative grammar has been largely 
determined by monks trained in Pali or Sanskrit ; this approach is now felt , 
especially by Burmans with a modern linguistic training , to be inappropriate , 
but there is as yet no general agreement on an alternative one . The lack of 
consistency in the description of the stative verbs of Burmese in this dictionary 
illustrates one of the points on which there is no agreement ; some of the stative 
verbs are classed both as adjectives and verbs , some as verbs only , some as 
adjectives only . 

Since the publication of the Concise dictionary , the Burmese Language 
Commission , Myanma sa ahpwe , as it is now called , has also prepared a Pocket 
dictionary which was ready to be printed and only waiting for supplies of paper 
in January 1983 . The intention was to print 20 , 000 copies . In November 1981 a 
new lexicographical project was begun at the suggestion of President Ne Win , as 
part of  the drive to improve the standard of English in Burma - namely a Burmese
English dictionary . The purpose of the work is to assist with the learning of 
English , and in particular to help Burmese to write English . It is to be modest 
in scope , containing about 15 , 000 entries , and the target date for completion , 
in January 1983 , was December 1984 . Most of the members of the advisory com
mittee guiding the project are not in fact members of the Burmese Language 
Commission , but have been chosen from among English language experts .  The 
Burmese entries are being chosen by a member of the BLC , based upon the Concise 
dictionary . 

4 . 1 Government-s pon sored publ i s hi ng  s i nce 1962 

In addition to its policy of standardising the Burmese language , the Rev
olutionary Council also wished to promote educative writing and high quality 
creative literature . The Burma Translation Society seemed a suitable organisa
tion . In 1963 it  was reconstituted as a government organisation under the 
Ministry of Information , and put under the direction of a ten-member ' Sarpay 
Beikman Management Board ' . The headquarters of the BTS on Prome Road was known 
as the Sa-pei Beik-man , the Palace of Literature . 

The tasks of  the new body were spelt out as follows : 

. . .  to improve and enrich the general knowledge of all the 
nationals of the Union . To this end the Management Board 
will undertake projects to compile selective material from 
outstanding foreign literary works and other branches of 
knowledge for translation into Burmese or any other indig
enous language ; to print and publish such translations as 
well as approved textbooks which are in line with the 
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Government ' s  socialist policy ; and to make such publi
cations available to the people at the lowest price . 

( Forward 2/3 : 3 ,  1963 ) 

In effect , the new body took as its keynote the word ' enrich ' ; in addition 
to the tasks listed above it has ( 1 ) encouraged reserach in Burmese literature 
and fine arts , as well as the writing of good fiction , by awarding prizes ; 
( 2 )  produced and distributed all kinds of reading material , especially that 
sui table for children ; ( 3 ) sponsored yearly seminars on various aspects of writing 
and book production ; ( 4 ) mounted training courses in journalism , librarianship , 
and printing ;  ( 5 )  started up a Sarpay Beikman book club ; ( 6 )  opened a public 
lending l ibrary and reading-room , and a bookshop in Rangoon . within the guide
lines set out above , the policy of the Sarpay Beikman is to accept for publica
tion , or i tself commission , informative and educational books of all kinds suit
able for a wide readership , sometimes with a specialist or minority appeal (e . g .  
Burmese art , traditional customs , popular science , health and welfare , texts for 
the newly literate) . It restricts the amount of fiction it accepts ,  tending to 
support fiction for children (which is unprofitable for ordinary private pub
lishers) . 9  

After the adoption of the New University Education System in March 1964 , 
the Revolutionary Council made it  clear that it  was now government policy to 
teach all subjects at the university in the mother-tongue as soon as possible . 
The Department of Translation and Publication , under the overall supervision of 
the Burmese Language Commission , was given the responsibility for translating 
and compiling suitable textbooks in Burmese ; work went ahead with a new sense of 
urgency . University staff members were asked to help in choosing and translating 
material ; the department edited the books to ensure consistency of terminology 
and style . It was also given the task of assisting the Main Terminology Committee 
( set up at the beginning of 1965 under the chairmanship of U Thein Han) to com
plete the drawing up of lists of scientific and technical terms , waw-ha- ra ,  to 
be used in translation work . Nearly 100 , 000 terms were collected by the 40 or 
so terminology subcommittees and sent in to the Department where they were 
checked . Those selected and approved by the main committee were then sent to 
the Burmese Language Commission for final approval . These lists of over 7 2 , 500 
items were published in seven parts between 1971 and 1976 , under the title pyin
nya-yat Waw-ha-ra-mya , Scienti fic and Technical Terms . 

To help maintain the standard and scope of university teaching after the 
change to Burmese as the medium of instruction had taken place in many subj ects , 
especially at undergraduate level , the Department of Translation and Publication 
began , in March 1966 , to publish a quarterly journal , Tet-gatho Pyin-nya Padei 
tha Sa-zaung , University Resources Journal . Some of the articles present the 
results of  new research work done in Burma , some survey work done in the west , 
some are the first statement in Burmese of a subject previously accessible only 
in English . In the first article of the first number of the journal , Dr Nyi Nyi , 
former Secretary for Education and chief architect of the New University Education 
System , explained why it was essential for the GUB to implement quickly and 
decisively the decision made in 1957 to adopt Burmese as the medium of instruction 
in higher education . As has already been stated above , this decision has been 
reversed in part since about 1983 . The pace of scientific and technological 
change in the west has quickened so much that the translated textbooks rapidly 
become outdated , and it has become clear that if Burmese students are to keep up 
they must be able to read the latest books in English . 
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5 .  EDUCAT ION FOR THE  M I NORITY PEOPLES O F  BURMA ; BURMESE AS A S ECOND LANGUAGE 

One of the main tasks facing the Revolutionary Government when it came to 
power in 1962 was to ensure that the Union of Burma held together in face of the 
separatist challenges of the Karens ,  Shans , Chins and Kachins , all of whom had 
substantial guerilla movements fighting the Burma Army and maintaining a pre
carious hold over about 40% of Union territory . Ne Win used a mixture of mili
tary force , negotiation and conciliation to deal with the situation . One of the 
first gestures of conciliation towards the minorities was the setting up , in 
1964 , of a special school , named the Academy for Development of National Groups , 
Pyei-daung-zu talng-yln-tha l u-rnyo-rnya hpun-hpyo-yei theik-pan , at Sagaing in 
Upper Burma . After four years the school moved into new buildings at nearby 
Ywa-thit-kyl . It offered , at first , a four year training at state expense ,  to 
selected 15-18 year olds from all the minority peoples of Burma and to Burmans 
as well ; the training amounted to a basic education in a range of general sub
jects including Burmese , English , general science , history , geography , politics , 
domestic science and child-care ( for the women) , technology ( for men) , together 
with a minimal amount of educational psychology in order to fit the trainees to 
return to their native regions as primary school teachers . All students , who 
were chosen for their qualities of  leadership as well as for their intellectual 
ability ,  had to undertake to teach in primary schools in the minority areas for 
at least five years , and to contribute , to the best of their ability , towards 
the development of their native region . 

As of 1981 , the Academy trains 175 people a year , 75% men and 25%  women . 
Students admitted are given a monthly stipend of 75 kyats plus travelling costs 
to and from Ywa-thit-kyl , free travel on research and regional outings , and free 
tuition , board and lodging and medical attention . While at the Academy students 
are encouraged to wear their own regional dress , present their own songs and 
dances , and in general maintain their own cultural diversity . At the same time 
they will receive a thorough grounding in the Burmese Way to Socialism and will 
be expected to support the ideal of a country united under central Burmese 
leadership . Apart from its political obj ectives the school is intended to train 
a corps of citizens who will have a greater understanding of minority problems , 
and who will provide educated leaders for the various national groups . 

About 260 students graduated at the end of  the first four year period; since 
then an average of 150 trainees has passed through each year . An official guide 
published in 1969 lists the different nationalities included in the first batches 
of students :  thus in the first batch there were 15 nationalities , l u -myo , listed , 
with the Burmans in the majority followed by Shans , Karens , Chins , Kachins and 
Kayahs ( all more than 20 students) , and two or three each of the other races . 
In the second batch of 149 as many of 33  different groups are listed , with a 
Burmese group of 3 4 . 10 Again , in the third batch of 146 , 42 are Burmans . 

Clearly an important part of the training to be given to all the minority 
students at Ywa-thit-kyl is a thorough grounding in the Burmese language , as 
they will be expected to teach , and if possible to teach in , Burmese when they 
go back to their native region . The presence of  a largish number of mother
tongue Burmese speakers in the student body must help to ensure that all students 
both hear and speak Burmese throughout their time at the Academy . It is inter
esting to note that the 1969 guide shows that when the Academy opened in 1964 
there were two teachers of English and one of Burmese on the staff . By 1969 
however there were three teachers of Burmese and none of English . This seems to 
show that the amount of time devoted to Burmese language instruction was in
creasing . 
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The language learning is not all one way . The Burmese students are also 
expected to do a certain amount of language study of at least one of the main 
languages of the Union ; in 1969 the teaching staff included mother-tongue speakers 
of Kachin , Chin , Shan and Sgaw and Pwo Karen . For a student of Sino-Tibetan 
there could hardly be a better place to do research . There is a possibility 
that the rich linguistic material available in this community of students may be 
used in a project that was under way in early 1983 to prepare a set of phrase 
books , for use by Burmans travelling in minority areas of Burma . The project , 
under the chairmanship of Daw Si Si Win ,  head of the Burmese Department of 
Rangoon University , is to select about 1 , 000 basic Burmese items and phrases , 
and then to enlist the help of the staff and pupils at Ywa-thit-kyi to provide 
a set of equivalents in Chin , Kachin , Shan , Mon , and Sgaw and Pwo Karen . 

At the present time all schools throughout Burma use Burmese as the medium 
of instruction ; hence all speakers of minority languages obtain their school 
education through what is their second language . In addition they are now , since 
1981 , being taught English as a foreign language . The writer was told in January 
1983 that school readers in some of the minority languages were in preparation . 

It is worth bearing in mind that in spite of the hunger for education which 
is evident to anyone who visits Burma , the drop-out rate from school is still 
very high . Of 100 children who enter primary school , 27 will  reach the fourth 
standard ; of these only eight will do so without repeating , while 37 of those 
who drop out will have repeated at least one standard . There are many reasons 
for this , such as the high pupil-teacher ratio - 55 to, 1 - and overcrowded class
rooms , and the lack of adequate teaching aids . More often it is simply the need 
to s tay at home and help with the family work or look after younger siblings which 
is the deciding factor ; more than 35% of the labour force are working mothers and 
there are almost no state child care services . To help improve the learning en
vironment at school the GUB has agreed to embark on a primary school improvement 
program (PSIP) , with the help of UNICEF , in over 800 schools throughout the 
country . In addition to this , UNICEF also supports a characteristically Burmese 
voluntary educational activity - a Primary Night School Program under which vol
unteers teach those children who cannot attend school in the daytime . UNICEF 
pays for the cost of textbooks for the children and stationery for the volunteer 
teachers (UN Information Centre 1983) . 

6 .  TH E L ITERACY CAMPAI GN - A NAT I ONW I DE OCCUPAT ION 

The existence of a Buddhist monastery in nearly every villag'e where all 
young boys could learn to read and write meant that in traditional Burmese society 
literacy was high in comparison to other countries of the region , particularly 
male literacy . Many Burmese sources claim today that one of the legacies of 
colonial rule was an increase in illiteracy ; the figures quoted by Donnison for 
1940 might seem to bear this out : of the population as a whole 36 . 8% were liter
ate , though taking men and women separately , 56% of men were literate but only 
16 . 5% of women (Donnison 1970 : 206) . The usual figure quoted in Burmese accounts 
of recent years is nine million illiterates or 30% of the population at the start 
of the literacy campaign (Ei  So 1980 : 88) . The fullest recent set of figures is 
that for 1973 which includes literacy rates by State or Division and by sex , and 
shows a remarkable improvement over the 1940 position . The national rate is 
calculated at about 67% , with male literacy in 1973 79 . 35% and female literacy 
59 . 66% . These overall figures conceal very large differences between the mainly 
Burmese speaking central divisions and the states . Male literacy in central 
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Burma averages 83% , but for the minority states as a whole it is only about 54% . 
And in the Karen , Shan and Kachin states less than hal f of the population is 
literate . In central Burma 61% of the women are shown as literate , but in the 
states only 35% . 1 1  There is one major problem with most of these figures and 
that is that they do not state what criterion has been used to establish liter
acy ; only Donnison says that in 1940 the criterion used was the ability to write 
a letter and read a reply . However it seems likely that the recent figures refer 
to an abi lity to read the Burmese alphabet and syllabary and little more ; at 
least this would seem to be the implication of frequent calls for suitable read
ing materials and follow-up classes for ' neo-literates ' to prevent them lapsing 
into illiteracy again . For example in a detailed and informative account of the 
progress of the current literacy campaign in Burma , the author tells us that 
people are considered to have attained literacy if they can read and copy out 
material up to the standard of that found in the 26 lessons of the graded cam
paign texts (El So 1980 : 172 ) . However , he continues ,  even though a person who 
has learn to read the full set of lessons for adults , the t -kYI hpa t - sa , will be 
pronounced literate , his reading is not yet very assured and if he ceases prac
tising he will rapidly lapse into illiteracy again .  

Discussion about figures and their implications however should not be  allowed 
to obscure the true significance of the nationwide literacy campaign , with its 
drive to eradicate illiteracy by the 1990s , which was started by the Revolutionary 
Government in 1964 . The aims of the government go far beyond mere reading and 
writing ; literacy is seen as an essential first step in the building of social
ism . It will aid the introduction of new ideas to stimulate increased production 
and raise living standards ; it will lead to better health and sanitation pro
cedures , and to the establishment of ' correct ' attitudes towards the policies 
and ideology of  the government ;  in short the government is using the literacy 
movement as a powerful weapon in its struggle to unite the different racial and 
ethnic groups of Burma into a harmonious socialist state . 

The literacy campaign began experimentally in April 1964 in a village in 
Meik-hti-la township with a few volunteer teacher-trainees and a group of 200 
illiterates . The following April over 2 , 000 volunteers from the Institute of 
Education and the Teacher Training Colleges went out for a month into selected 
rural areas and ,  together with local volunteers and school teachers , conducted 
lessons . In order to establish the campaign on a firmer base , the Burma Central 
Literacy Committee was set up in 1966 . By 1969 sufficient mistakes had been made 
and experience gained to lead to a replanning of the whole campaign strategy . 
The aim now was to make it a mass popular movement involving the whole country , 
but to concentrate efforts on a small area at a time and to proceed region by 
region . The earlier efforts had been spread too thinly and over too wide an 
area.  There was also a change in timing - from being merely a summer effort to 
a year-round campaign , as it was found that progress and enthusiasm generated 
during the visits of the student volunteers quickly fell away if not followed up . 

The organisational basis was broadened to include all educational , admin
istrative and party officials when setting up the local township literacy com
mittees . Newspapers , radio , films and colourful ceremonies were used to publi
cise the start of the campaign in a new area . Student volunteers were given 
better guidance in how to use the prepared instruction material , and were en
couraged to set up teaching points near the villagers ' place of work , so as to 
make the most of their free time . Much greater provision of follow-up reading 
materials was organised , much of it donated by the student volunteers themselves ,  
the rest prepared by the Sarpay Beikman and the BCLC , and now to some extent 
being funded by UNDP . 
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By 1970 it  was decided to extend the work to Sagaing and Kyauk-hse districts . 
These areas were chosen because they adjoined the original focus of the campaign 
- Meik-hti-la - and had good communications ; because the majority of the illiter
ate peasants in them were in government employment , and because the campaign had 
the general support of the local population . This factor became particularly 
important when extending the campaign into the hill regions . In 1971 activities 
were extended to Mon-ywa , Shwei-bo , Myin-gyan and Magwei ,  and in 1972 to Mandalay , 
Yame-thin , Hpya-pon and Prome . By now an immense amount of preparatory work was 
going into each stage of the campaign . In 1971 Burma was awarded the Mohammed 
Reza Pahlavi Prize by UNESCO for its literacy activities . 

The extent to which the movement relied on the student volunteers can be 
seen from the fact that during the years 1974-1976 , when the universities were 
frequently disrupted by student unrest,  literacy campaign work was not completed 
as planned .  From the list of place names given by Ei So ( 1980 : 145) , it is evident 
that the movement was initially conducted in predominantly Burmese-speaking areas , 
and was indeed a campaign to teach mother-tongue speakers to read their own lan
guage . However by 1980 activity had been extended to Tiddim (Chin State) , Mo
hnyin (Kachin State) , to Sandoway (Arakan State) , to In-daw (Sagaing Division) , 
to Hparu-hso (Kayah State) , to Tavoy ( in Tenasserim) and Nyaung-shwei (Shan 
State) among other places . Many student volunteers were now faced with the much 
more di fficult task of teaching mixed groups , some of whom used Burmese as a 
second language , some of whom spoke no Burmese at all .  A recent account ( Forward 
20/12 1982) of the opening of a literacy drive in Machambaw township illustrates 
thi s ,  as well as giving the typical flavour of the government publicity : 

The people of the Kachin State were mostly illiterate during 
colonial rule . . . .  Only after the advent of the Revolutionary 
Council were the people of this locality given the chance 
of getting an education . By then most of the people past 
school age were illiterate 

( from the speech made at the opening ceremony) 

The account continues :  

. . .  we dropped in at teaching point no . 2 ,  where we found 
May May 00 of Henzada College ( in Lower Burma) together 
with local volunteers ( 3  Kachin girls) - one of whom , Ma 
Khawn Din ,  was a 3rd year student from the Academy for the 
Development of National Groups ( see above) . The locals 
assisted May May 00 by translating the explanations into 
the local language for the pupils to understand them. 

The literacy campaign has come a long way since its inception in 1964 , and is 
now clearly part of a long-term plan to spread the knowledge and use of Burmese 
as a national language throughout the Union . 

The question might arise as to whether there is any feeling of resentment 
on the part of the minorities to the priority given to Burmese . Nothing is known 
to the writer on this point . However there is ample evidence to show that the 
manner in which the campaign is organised and conducted promotes friendship and 
understanding between different races and different classes throughout the 
country . Every April eager students vie with each other for inclusion in the 
teams to be sent out to the districts to teach , even though they and their 
fami lies have to bear the cost of the fare and pocket money for the month . The 
receiving township feeds and lodges the volunteers , and indeed usually accords 
them a rapturous welcome and a tearful farewell .  According to published reports 
the numbers involved in a local area at one time can be quite substantial ;  in 
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Maw-lamyaing-gyun in April  1981 , 713  outside volunteers joined with 3 , 1 14 local 
people to help a total of 12 , 499 illiterates . 

A final point worth making about the literacy campaign is that many more 
women than men participate in it ; the figure of 12 , 499 illiterates given above 
is broken down into 1 , 615 men and 10 , 884 women . Often the reports tel l  of the 
school children helping their mothers and even grandmothers with their reading 
homework (Maw-lamyaing-gyun met-gazln , April 1982 : 155 )  . 

7 .  CON CLUS ION 

Since independence in 1948, Burma has made substantial progress on all fronts 
in the development of Burmese , the national language . The necessary terminology 
has been devised , approved and disseminated ; an encyclopedia , a standard spe lling , 
and various standard dictionaries have appeared. Education in and about Burmese 
has been widely disseminated , through universities , institutes , a special acad
emy for training teachers of minority groups , and a nationwide literacy campaign . 
Pub lication in Burmese , both of translated textbooks and of original literary 
material ,  has been fostered by various official bodies . The existence of two 
varieties of  Burmese , one literary and the other spoken , creates some additional 
difficulty for students ,  minorities and others ; but the distinction between them 
is becoming less absolute . Another problem area is the provision of education 
for the non-Burman minorities ; and a third relates to the standard of English 
language training.  However , the Burmese authorities are facing up to these ques
tions and trying to solve them . Even though there are various official bodies 
involved , they are wel l  coordinated ; so the language policies of Burma are quite 
advanced and effective . 

NOTES 

1 .  This is the estimate for 1982/83 given in the Report to the Pyi-thu H1 uttaw 
1983/4 , Burma: Ministry of Planning and Finance . 

2 .  See Okell  1965 for a more detailed discussion o f  n i s saya Burmese . 

3 .  For a very detailed examination o f  the literary vs spoken issue , see Mlnn 
Latt Yekhaun 1966 , especially p . 286 .  By choosing to label the literary 
style ' classical ' Burmese and the colloquial style ' modern ' Burmese he 
brings the language reform in China to mind . He also makes clear his be
lief that a change to using ' modern ' Burmese will  assist the process of 
social revolution in Burma . 

4 .  Bri tish Burma Gazette , 1879 , supplement p . 24 8 ,  quoted in Bagshawe 1976 : 4 .  

5 .  In Burmese both institute and university are tet-gatho ;  Rangoon University 
became known as RASU,  and Mandalay University as MASU .  

6 .  World o f  Books 19/112 : 150 , 1934 ;  the first issue of this publication 
appeared in February 1925 . 

7 .  For a discussion o f  the recommendations o f  this commission , see Hnln Mya 
Kyi 196 3 .  
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8 .  Guardian , 21 June 1972 . 

9 .  For further details of the government ' s  publishing policy , see A110tt 1981 : 
8-9 . 

10 . Government Information Department , January 1969 , in Burmese . The greater 
diversity results from more attention to ethnic subgroups : three kinds of 
Shan , three kinds of Naga , four Karen groups , and five Chin subgroups are 
represented . 

11 . Information for this section is based on Steinberg 1981 : 94 .  See also 
Burma : Ministry of Health 1978.  
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C LA S S I F I E R S  AND STANDARD I S AT I O N :  

SOME S O U T H  AND S O U T H - EAST AS I A N COMPA R I S O N S  

R . K . Barz a n d  A . V . N .  D i l le r  

I NTRODUCT I ON 

Areal and typological treatments of Asian classifier systems have led to 
proposals about syntactic development of  classifier constructions within specific 
languages and about how they may spread among languages or language families . 
proposals to date have mainly focused on syntactic issue s ,  such as word order 
relative to head nouns . We suggest that for a more detailed understanding of 
classifier evolution and spread , sociolinguistic and stylistic issues need to be 
considered . Among classifier systems across southern Asia stylistic norms and 
attitudinal factors exert pressures both for and against classifier use on given 
speech levels . There is a general areal pattern : toward the west classifiers 
are normatively devalued , traditionally occur only in vernacular speech and even 
there are little proliferated ; toward the east they are normatively valued, occur 
in standard languages as well as in spoken vernaculars and are typically prolif
erated . 1 

Among Asian language s ,  areal patterning of numeral classifier systems has 
been recognised for some time . Emeneau ( 1956) placed importance on classifier 
distribution in his initial treatment of India as a ' linguistic area ' and later 
( 1965) he went on to document classifier constructions in a host of Asian lan
guages to the east . Heston ( 1980) has recently extended them westward into 
Iranian languages . Jones ( 1970) has described South-East Asian classifiers in 
particular detail , tracing not only their constructions with numerals but their 
interactions with deictics and other modifiers . 

Classifier constructions have been linked to other linguistic features ,  
particularly to obligatory singular-plural marking . Sanchez ( 1973 ) , Greenberg 
( 1972 , 1975)  and others have established this ( inverse) relationship and noticed 
the similarity between classifiers and units of measure as used with mass nouns 
in languages which otherwise have obligatory plural marking . Similarities between 
classifiers and generic nouns can also be drawn along syntactic lines (Krupa 1978) . 

Although syntactic approaches to understanding areal classifier phenomena 
are warranted , we suggest below that semantic and sociolinguistic analysis may 
contribute more explanatory detail as well , particularly when we turn to inves
tigate diachronic issues and how they relate to language standardisation . 

Below we document the use of classifiers in languages of the Hindi group in 
some detail .  We find that Standard Hindi makes no use of classifiers at all 
(excluding measuring terms) , however as one moves eastwards classifier use not 
only increases , but social attitudes toward classifiers shift as wel l .  In 
Standard Bengali several classifiers are now normatively acceptable , but in an 
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archaic Sanskritised style of Bengali they do not occur . Assamese uses upwards 
of a dozen c lassifiers with no stylistic devaluation . This general areal shift 
in social attitude continues into south-East Asia where , e . g . in Thai and Lao , 
stylistic norms actually favour classifiers and their proliferation , the opposite 
of the situation within the Hindi group . We propose then that a gradient areal 
shift occurs across southern Asia with respect to normative attitudes taken to
wards classifiers , and that such attitudes are significant in tracing syntactic 
change . 

CLASS I FI E R  USE  I N  H I ND I  VARI ETI ES 

Rather than falling into a single cluster of closely-knit forms of speech , 
as do for example Bengali and Gujarati dialect s ,  the so-called Hindi dialects 
constitute a linguistic continuum or language group consisting of five definite 
subgroups . Although the genetic interrelationship of these subgroups , which are 
known under the geographical designations of Rajasthan i ,  Western Hindi , Eastern 
Hindi , Bihari , and Pahari , cannot be denied,  the lack of a single clear-cut line 
of linguistic descent has led to a state of fluidity that makes the drawing of 
language and dialect borders difficult . It is this situation which has caused 
a blurring along the western edge of the Hindi group where its Rajasthani sub
group merges with Guj arati and on the eastern side where some of its Bihari lan
guages and their dialects tend to slip toward the Bengali linguistic orbit . Such 
conditions have meant that culture and politics have played as great a role as 
have purely linguistic factors in determining the limits of the Hindi group of 
languages .  

The most important o f  these non-linguistic influences has been the political 
and cultural hegemony over the entire Hindi-speaking area for the past 800 years 
at least of the western section of uttar Pradesh in general and of Delhi in 
particular . It was around the city of Mathura just to the south of Delhi from 
which Brajbha�a spread all over northern India as the premier vehicle for written 
vernacular poetry on Hindu religious themes from the 15th century or earlier to 
the end of the 19th . The same period saw a parallel diffusion of Urdu , which is 
based on the dialect of Delhi itself ,  as the dominant language of Islamic and 
secular literature and polite urban culture and interregional commerce . These 
trends have culminated in the present century with the rise of Urdu and its 
sister Standard Hindi to the status of world languages . Since Brajbhasa ,  Urdu , 
and Standard Hindi are all three Western Hindi languages and share the same or 
very similar grammatical features , the prestige of that subgroup has become so 
great that linguistic forms which are characteristic of it have come to be the 
criteria for polished , sophisticated speech against which all other members of 
the Hindi language group are measured . By the same token , those grammatical 
traits which are not present in Western Hindi but are found in one or more of 
the other subgroups of the Hindi family tend to seem inelegant and rustic - even 
to those who use them in their mother tongue . 

One such grammatical element is the numeral classifier , which occurs in the 
Eastern Hindi , Bihari , and Pahari subgroups , but not in Western Hindi or 
Rajasthani . Of all the Hindi family subgroups it is in the Bihari that the 
numeral classifier reaches the height of its vigour and shows its greatest 
variety of forms . As we see below ,  this confirms the basic areal pattern of 
eastward classifier acceptance , with neighbouring Bengali admitting classifiers 
in both its literary and colloquial forms . Three languages , MaithilI , MagahI , 
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and Bhojpur� , have long been accepted as independent members of the Bihari sub
group . In addition to these , on the basis of linguistic ,  cultural and even 
political grounds , Nagpur� ( also called Sadan� and Sadr�) has recently begun to 
be seen as an independent language rather than as a variety of Bhojpur� (Tivar� 
19 70 : 88-118) . The following brief survey of the present condition of these lan
guages will begin with Maithil� in the north-eastern quarter of Bihar and move 
through the other three on a course to the south and then to the west .  Popula
tion figures for members of the Hindi group are notoriously difficult to estimate 
(Sinha 197 3 : 123-124) . Statistics below , based on 1971 population of the districts 
in the heartland of each language area (unless otherwise noted , M. I . B .  1978 : 409 , 
421 ,  438-439) , should be taken as approximate .  

Ma i thi l T  

Maithil� a s  the only member of  the Bihari subgroup t o  have developed a 
literary tradition enjoys considerable prestige both in its own region and among 
scholars of  Indian literature . Its position is considerably enhanced by the fact 
that the famous 15th century poet vidyapati chose it for the composition of some 
of his poetry (Mishra 1976 : 93-95 ) . Like some of the other members of the Hindi 
group it has been revived as a vehicle for minor literary use in the present 
century . Nevertheless ,  it  has no political status and remains primarily a village 
language . Maithil� is spoken mainly in the districts of Muzaffarpur , Sitamarhi , 
Vaishali , Darbhanga , Madhubani ,  Samastipur , and Saharsa in the Indian state of 
Bihar and in the neighbouring areas of southern Nepal . The number of Maithil� 
speakers at the present day could be reasonably put at about 20 million . On the 
north Maithil� is bordered by Nepali , on the east and south by Bengali , and on 
the south and west by Magah� and Bhojpur� . While as many as 12  different numeral 
classifiers have been listed for Maithil� (Jha 1958 : 353-354) , the most common in 
written use today seems to be go� which is suffixed to numerical adjectives as 
with ek  (one) in the following sentence ( Deshmukh 1976 : 16)  : 

Namdev ekgo� samas i k  shabd , j aka r a r th  bhe l namh i dey ach i . 
Namdev one-eLF compound word� which-of meaning is name-INTENSIVE god is 
Namdev is a compound word the meaning of which is ' the name itse lf is god ' .  
Contrary to modern usage , old texts like the poems of Vidyapati do not con-

tain the classifier and , even as late as the last decades of the 19th century , 
many learned Maithil� writers preferred to suppress its use . For example , between 
1883 and 1887 George Grierson produced a set of grammatical sketches of Maithil� ,  
Magah� - which he termed ' Magadh� 1 - and Bhojpur�. In order to obtain illustra
tive and comparative material he asked an educated speaker of one or more dialects 
of each language to translate the same set of fables into his particular form of 
speech . The results are informative . Not a single classifier is employed by the 
translators of the northern Maithil� ( Grierson 1883 : 30-38) , mixed southern 
Maithil�-Bengali ( Grierson 1887 : 82-89 ) , and mixed southern Maithil�-Magadh� 
( Grierson 1886 : 88-94)  versions while classifiers are used normally in the mixed 
Maithil�-Bengali ( Grierson 1887 : 80-86) , southern Maithil� ( Grierson 1885 : 94-101 ) , 
and mixed Maithil�-Bhojpur� ( Grierson 1884 : 92-98) translations . Since it is 
unlikely that classifiers were not used at that time in speech uniformly all 
over the Maithil� area , the explanation seems to be that some translators were 
writing in a traditional literary style in which classifiers were omitted . 
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MagahT 

Despite its being the speech of the area at the political centre of the 
state of Bihar - the districts of Patna , Gaya, Nalanda , Aurangabad , Nawadah , 
Monghyr , Hazaribagh , Girdih , and Dhandad - and the home language of some 16 mil
lion people , MagahT is the least developed of the four Bihari languages . It  has 
a fine tradition of folklore , but possesses neither an old nor a modern written 
literature . 

As in BhojpurT , with which it shares a long linguistic border on the west ,  
the usual numeral c lassifiers in  MagahT seem to  be t ho and go  placed between the 
numerical adjective and the noun it modifies . Again as in BhojpurT a composite 
form, ego , results when go is used with e k .  The following examples are taken 
from folk tales (AryanT 1965 , pt . l : 2 , 1 3 ) : 

ek t ho raja h a l a .  
one CLF king Was 
There was a king. 
ego j anga 1 me ego bagh raha 
one-CLF wilderness in one-CLF tiger used 
A tiger used to live in a wi lderness .  

ha  1 a i  . 
to live 

Since MagahT has never been a literary language it is not strange that 
Grierson ' s  texts show no evidence of a suppression of the classifier , as for 
example ( Grierson 1883 : 84) : 

ego cTl h apana thor  me ek ghogha l e l e  ha l a i .  
one-CLF kite his-own mouth in one cockle had taken 
A kite had taken a cockle in his mouth. 

Nagpurl 

To the south of  MagahT and BhojpurT, to the east of the ChattTsgarhT lan
guage of the Eastern Hindi subgroup , and to the north of the Oriya-speaking area , 
lies the region of the third Bihari language , NagpurT . Unlike most other members 
of the Hindi group NagpurT does not have a large population of native speakers .  
This is due to the fact that NagpurT functions as a lingua franca or bazaar lan
guage for intercommunication among speakers of the various non-Indo-Aryan lan
guages of southern Bihar , among which Mundari and Kurukh (Oraon) are the most 
important , and between those people and immigrants from other parts of Bihar . 
Thus , though NagpurT is spoken as a second language by a great many people over 
the districts of Palamau ( Palamu) , Ranchi ,  and Singhbhum, in the 1961 census 
only 459 , 14 3  people listed Nagpurl as their mother tongue (Jordan-Horstmann 1969 : 

8- 1 1 ) . While NagpurI until the present century was never thought worthy of lit
erary development ,  in the past couple of decades a small but dedicated group of 
writers has begun to use it for short stories , plays , poetry , and - especially 
among Christians - religious literature . Nagpurlhas several numeral classifiers . 
Go , got , go r and t ho are all used freely while mu r is restricted to use in coun
ting cattle and kha r for pieces of cloth (Nowrangi 1956 : 32 - 3 3 ) . This sentence 
illustrates the use of the numeral classifier in NagpurT (NavrangT 1965 : 5 1 )  : 

mo r d u i go be taman aha i . 
my two CLF sons are 
I have two sons. 
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It is of interest to note that the Kurukh language , a member of the 
Dravidian family , which is the first language of a large portion of NagpurT 
speakers employs numeral classifiers borrowed at some time in the past from 
NagpurT or some other Indo-Aryan form of  speech . The most commonly used of these 
borrowed classifiers are j hana , for people , and go!ang , for things . The second 
of these is illustrated by the following example ( Grignard 1931 : 30-31 ) : 

en n i ngage pacegotang  paddan c i ' i dan . 
I to thee five-cLF vi llages give 
I give thee five vi llages.  

Similar borrowed classifiers are found in Malto , also a Dravidian tongue but 
spoken a considerable distance from Kurukh to the north-east ( Das 1973 : 54 ) . 

Bhoj purl 

The fourth Bihari language , BhojpurT, probably has a larger number of  
speakers , estimated at  around 32 million by 1971 figures , and certainly has a 
much larger geographical extent than any other member of the Hindi family except 
Standard Hindi and Urdu . Nevertheless , until modern times it was almost com
pletely ignored as a literary vehicle . Today there is literary activity in 
BhojpurT but it is confined to a local audience with output divided between in
expensive collections of songs meant mostly for rural people and novels , plays , 
poetry , and stories meant for more serious literary consideration (Upadhyay 
1972 : 200-376) . Since Standard Hindi , in addition to being the official language 
of India , is the state language of both Uttar Pradesh and Bihar , it does not seem 
very likely that there will  be much variation in the status and use of BhojpurT 
in the future . It will  no doubt , however ,  continue to be the home language of 
most people living in the districts of Basti , Gorakhpur , Azamgarh , Deoriya 
(Devariya) , Balia , Gazipur , Varanas i ,  Mirzapur , and Jaunpur in Uttar Pradesh and 
in Bhojpur , Gohtas , Siwan , Saran , Champaran , and Gopalganj in Bihar . BhojpurT 
is also spoken in the strip of southern Nepal continguous with the Indian 
BhojpurT-speaking districts ( Lee n . d . ) . 

During the last century and into the first two decades of the 20th century 
hundreds of thousands of Indian labourers settled under indenture schemes in 
countries outside of India. Since the largest single group of these worker s ,  
particularly i n  the mid 19th century when recruitment began , came from the 
BhojpurT area, it is natural that a lingua franca based on BhojpurT came to be 
the speech of the Indian communities in four overseas lands : Mauritius , Trinidad , 
Guyana , and Surinam . At the present time the form of BhojpurT spoken in Trinidad 
is moribund and the situation of BhojpurT in Guyana is not promising but the 
Bhojpurl of Mauritius and that of Surinam are not only still  healthy as spoken 
languages but have even seen the first stirrings of literary development , in 
spite of the disdain which many of their own speakers feel for them . 

The following sentence from a formal speech serves as an excellent 
of the use of the numeral classifier in modern educated Indian BhojpurT 
( Upadhyay 1978 : 12 ) : 

example 
usage 

Aj se kuch sal pah i l Mar i sa s  ava ru B r i t i s h Ga i na i duT go 
before Mauritius and British Guyana these two CLF today from some years 

desan ke p radhan man t r l  ke mahan pad ke Bhoj pu rT bhaT l og 
countries of prime minister of great office of Bhojpuri brother people 
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s usobh i t  k a ra t  rahe . 
were adorning. 
Several years ago the high position of prime minister Was fi lled by 
(our) fe llow Bhojpur� people in both Mauritius and British Guyana. 
Grierson ' s  19th century examples of BhojpurI show the classifier as would 

be expected ( Grierson 1884 : 100-108) but it does not appear in any of the 
BhojpurI folksongs which he quotes ( 1884 : 109ff) . 

The numeral classifier is used in colloquial Mauritian BhojpurI as in the 
quotation given below from a recipe . The orthography is an informal one that 
is based on French which is used when Mauritian BhojpurI is written in Roman 
script . The quotation also gives an idea of the degree to which Mauritian 
BhojpurI has borrowed vocabulary from the Creole of Mauritius (Usha Devi 1974) . 

doogo ba rEf ba rEf chou chou I EfkEf ooba l ya bou i l I e ka r d i haj a .  
tWO-CLF big big chouchou having- boil 01' boil do 

taken (BhojpurI (Creole 
word) word) 

Take two good-sized chouchou2 and bring them to a boil .  
The BhojpurI of Surinam, which is printed in a writing system based on Dutch 
spelling , also has the numeral classifier ( Dihal 1976 : 2 ) : 

ha t t i e  howehe d j a i se ekgo gha r ke dewa l . 
e lephant is like one-CLF house of wall 
An e lephant is like the wall  of a house. 

Chattlsga rhT 

BhojpurI and SadanI are the two westernmost Bihari languages .  Beyond them 
lies the territory of the Eastern Hindi subgroup . Since there is a gradual 
transition rather than an abrupt break between BhojpurI and the two Eastern Hindi 
languages that adjoin it , AvadhI and BaghelI, and between NagpurI and ChattIsgarhI, 
the Eastern Hindi language to the west ,  many grammatical features besides the 
classifier are found in all five of these forms of speech . The farthest south 
of the Eastern Hindi dialects , ChattIsgarhI, is spoken by some 11  million people 
in the districts of Raipur , Bilaspur , Raigarh , Rajnandgaon , Durg , and Surguj a in 
Madhya Pradesh . It is  bordered on the north by BaghelI and on the west and 
south by Marathi and on the east , in addition to NagpurI , by Oriya . ChattIsgarhI 
has never been used for literary composition . As in the Bihari languages the 
ChattIsgarhI numeral classifier comes between a number and the word it modifies 
(She!? 1973 : 266) : 

ek  t ho goba r ra k i  rva rah i s .  
one eLF dung bug was 
There was a dung beetle .  

Ha l bT 

In the Bastar and Raipur districts of Madhya Pradesh immediately to the 
south of the ChattIsgarhI area is  found the interesting HalbI dialect which , 
though it contains some elements strongly reminiscent of Oriya and others of 
ChattIsgarhI , is usually considered to be a form of Marathi (Mukherji  1965 : 550-
553 ) . The HalbI use of the numeral classifier could be the result of influences 
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from both ChattlsgarhI and Oriya . This example is from Bastar district 
( Grierson 1968 , vol . 7 : 351 ) : 

kohlco d u i - t han beta ra l a .  
someone-of two-CLF sons were 
A man had two sons. 

The HalbI usage may be particularly informative in that faint evidence for 
a classifier construction involving the use of j an, person , when human beings are 
enumerated has been noted for Marathi (Emeneau 1956 : 11 ) . Thus it seems from 
examples like the following sentence from Raipur district that HalbI provides 
traces of a link between the classifier construction in the Indo-Aryan languages 
of eastern uttar Pradesh , Bihar , and eastern India and its otherwise isolated 
appearance in Marathi ( Grierson 1968 , 7 : 374 ) : 

kaco man uske du- j han pu tar rah l i o .  
some man-of two-CLF sons were 
A certain man had two sons . 
In addition to the above examples of orthodox usage of the numeral classifier 

HalbI has a form for the number one which seems to consist of the classifier go� 
prefixed to a distortion of ek (Wood 1980 : 150) : 

got ok bhorun raja co des bhorun des  ase  man e .  
one Bhorun king o f  country Bhorun country i s  NARRATIVE-PARTICLE 
A king Bhorun 's country is in the land of Bhorun. 

Baghe l T  

To the north of ChattlsgarhI is BaghelI, spoken i n  Madhya Pradesh in the 
districts of Balaghat , Rewa , Jabalpur , Damoh , Mandla, Panna , Satna , and Shahdol 
by some seven million people . BaghelI is so closely allied with AvadhI that it 
cannot be said to have any literary tradition distinct from that of literary 
AvadhI. The following example of the classifier is taken from a BaghelI folk 
tale (Varma 1957 : 45 )  : 

o ka r tin thun mit raha i . 
him of three CLF friends were 
He had three friends . 

AvadhT 

The last of the three Eastern Hindi languages to be dealt with here is 
AvadhI, the written form of which was the vehicle for one of the foremost literary 
streams of medieval northern India. Of the many works composed in AvadhI from 
the 16th to 19th centuries without doubt the greatest,  in terms of prestige , 
cultural influence , and poetic perfection , are the Ramcaritmanas of Tulsldas and 
the Padmavat of Malik Muhammad Jaysl. In spite of this wonderful literary past 
modern AvadhI is poor in written literature and serves as the medium of expres
sion for only a small number of plays and poems . It is at present spoken by 
around 22  million people in Uttar Pradesh . Like its sister dialect BaghelI ,  
AvadhI provides a linguistic bridge between the Western Hindi subgroup on  its 
western flank and the Bihari on the east . Consequently, many of the grammatical 
forms similar to those of the Bihari languages which are still present in the 
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AvadhT spoken
.
in the districts of Gonda , Faizabad , Sultanpur , Pratapgarh , and 

Allahabad beg�n to be replaced in the central districts of Lucknow , Bara Banki 
Rae Bareli and Bahraich and have vanished entirely in the westerly districts o� 

Kheri , Sitapur , Unnao , and Fatehpur . Furthermore , it is probably because of the 
prestige o f  Standard Hindi , Urdu and other varieties of Western Hindi , that both 
modern and pre-modern literary AvadhT and the AvadhT spoken in cities like 
Lucknow tend to resemble the Western Hindi languages more than those of Bihari . 
Although examples of the numeral classifier can be cited neither from medieval 
works like the Ramcari tmanas nor from contemporary AvadhT verse (TrivedT 196 7 ,  
1977 ) , instances o f  its use are found in a modern drama (TrivedT 1976 : 16 ,  72 ) 
and are plentiful in spoken AvadhT. According to Saksena ( 1937 : 155 )  the AvadhT 
numeral classifiers are �haT , � hau r ,  and t h i . To these may be added � ho as used 
in this example from Lucknow district : 

car i t ho munTm rakkh i n  rah e .  
four CLF accountants placed are 
(We)  employ four accountants. 

Fi j i  H i nd i  

Indian indentured labourers began migrating to Fij i  in the last quarter 
of the 19th century . According to immigration records the majority of these 
workers came from the eastern and central districts of Uttar Pradesh . While 
these same districts had already been supplying labourers to the sugar planta
tions of Mauritius and the West Indies for two or three decades ,  the Indian 
immigrants to those two areas in those earlier years were mainly from Bihar (Lal 
1980 : 55-57 ) . As a result of this shift in geographical region of origin the 
Indians settling in Fi j i  developed a variety of Hindi as their common language 
that is  based on that form of speech characteristic of many eastern districts 
of Uttar Pradesh which ,  though it is in many ways transitional between AvadhT 
and BhojpurT (Singh 1972 : 259-279 ) , is generally considered to fall within the 
AvadhT sphere . In accordance with its AvadhT roots Fiji Hindi , which is purely 
a spoken language , had the numeral classifier as illustrated by the following 
question and its reply remembered by a speaker of Fi j i  Hindi from a conversation 
of some years ago : 

k i t na 
hCII.J many 
How many 
c a r  t hu.  
four CLF 

ganna katai ya rakha ha i ?  
cane cutters placed are 
cane-cutters do you employ ?  

( I  employ) four. 
During this century Fij i Hindi has come increasingly under the influence 

of Standard Hindi . Perhaps for this reason the numeral classifier , as evidenced 
by R. Moag ' s  ( 1977 : 207-285)  excellent description of Fi j i  Hindi , has vanished 
from the modern usage of that language . 

Nepal i 

It still remains to look briefly at the pahari subgroup , the third member 
of the Hindi continuum in which the numeral classifier is found . Many linguists 
and grammarians have commented on the presence of classifiers in Nepali ( Southworth 
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196 7 : 3-4)  and there is no doubt that they have an essential place in both written 
and spoken forms of that language . Among the several numeral classifiers used 
in Nepali are va!a and j ana (Turner 1931 : 58 ) . These two classifiers are used as 
in the following passages taken from two different Nepali versions of the New 
Testament : 

t i  satva!a ro!T ra macchaharu  l i yo . . .  (BSIC 1962a : 3 7 )  
he seven-CLF bread and fishes took 
he took seven loaves of bread and the fish 

ekj ana man i ska du i choraharu t h i e . (BSIC 196 1 : 49) 
one-CLF man-of two sons were 
A man had two sons. 
On the other hand , the numeral classifier does not seem to be used in such 

western pahari languages as the GarhvalT of northern Uttar Pradesh . For example , 
numeral classifiers are lacking in the passages of the GarhvalT translation of 
the New Testament (BSIC 1962b : 5 1 , 70)  that correspond to those just quoted for 
Nepali .  

At the present time i t  is  not possible to say whether or not the presence 
of the classifier in Nepali and its absence in GarhvalT is in any way due to the 
use of the numeral classifier in Tibeto-Burman languages like Newari (Hale and 
Shresthacharya 1974)  that have long been in intimate contact with Nepali but not 
wi th Garhval T.  

Othe r membe rs of the H i nd i  g roup 

To the best of our knowledge the languages which have just been discussed 
are the only members of  the Hindi group which make use of the numeral classifier . 
That this list is not final and that a still wider geographical extent for the 
use of the classifier in Hindi may be revealed by future research is indicated 
by two tantalising bits of further evidence . First is the use , as seen in the 
following sentence , of the classifier ! ho in a Hindi form of speech surviving in 
the Khulna district of Bangladesh (Mitra 1965 : 374 ) : 

ek- t ho pTtha aggu-k bh i t tT pa � i  gaya. 
one�cLF cake fire-of inside fel l  
A cake fe ll  into the fire. 

Of course , it is not very peculiar to find the numeral classifier in an isolated 
form of Hindi surrounded by Bengali speakers for several generations , but this 
usage would prove to be much more intriguing if ,  as seems to be the case , this 
language stems from a source in the western Hindi subgroup (Mitra 1965 : 3 72-373 )  
which possesses the ! ho classifier found in AvadhT and BhojpurT. 

The second bit of information comes from the Andaman Islands . There an 
elderly Great Andamanese resident of Strait Island used the same numeral clas
sifier in the following Hindi sentence : 

ghar  me bahot mu rgT , koT koT sabjT naT a i  ek  ! ho ek  ! ho ka! !a  a i . 
house in many hens any any vegetable not is one CLF one CLF cut 
There are lots of chickens in the house. If there are no vegetables� 
then (we) kill  (them) one by one. 
The Strai t Island people now use Standard Hindi in daily life in place of 

their native languages .  The appearance of the classifier in the Hindi which 
they speak may be an influence from the speech of a Bihari man from Ranchi who 
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has lived among the two 
munity for many years . 
witness to the vitality 

dozen or so Strait Islanders as a member of their com-
In any event , its presence in the Andaman Islands bears 
of this grammatical feature in some spoken forms of Hindi . 

The ori g i n  and u s e  of the c l ass i fi er i n  Bhoj purT 

Although there is as yet no single guide for the use of the classifier in 
those Hindi languages , as a group, in which it  occurs , it is possible to indicate 
some general characteristics of the place of the classifier in one of them , 
BhojpurI. In etymology the MaithilI numeral classifier got is probably cognate 
with the classifier gota in Oriya , Assamese , and Bengali and related , as R . L .  
Turner ( 196 3 ,  fasc . 3 : 229 )  holds , to the Standard Hindi noun got a chess (op 
gaming) piece , the Marathi noun gota a poundish stone , and the · Oriya adjective 
gota whole, undivided. The root meaning has to do with roundnes s .  It seems 
reasonable to connect the BhojpurI go with got , though this derivation has been 
denied by U . N .  Tiwari ( 1960 : 120) . Tho present� a greater problem and no accept
able origin has been suggested , though it is attractive to look for some connec
tion with the common Bengali classifier tao It is even possible that a search 
through the ancestry of ta might lead ba;k toward got and gota. All such in
quiries are limited by the fact that numeral classifiers do not exist in Sanskrit 
or the Prakrits and cannot be traced further back in Indo-Aryan speech than the 
earliest written remains of Bengali and its sister languages . Moreover,  while 
in Bengali and Assamese and to a lesser extent in MaithilI and NagpurT (GosvamI 
1976 : 57 )  specific classifiers may be assigned to objects of a particular form or 
nature , in BhojpurI go or t ho can be used with a person or an object of any size 
or shape . Whatever refere�ce to roundness may once have been implied has been 
lost . In meaning there is no difference between go and t ho and the two classif
iers are used by some speakers interchangeably . Other speakers , however , feel 
that one or the other of the two is favoured in particular localities and go 
definitely predominates in the BhojpurI of Trinidad (Mohan 1978 : 70) , Surinam 
(Huiskamp 1978 : 191 ) , and Mauritius ( Domingue 1971 : 60 , 62 ) . 

A comprehensive attempt to set out guidelines governing the use of the 
BhojpurI classifier has been made by P . R. Mohan (Mohan 1978 : 70-75 )  whose findings , 
which while intended for the BhojpurI of Trinidad are equally applicable to all 
forms of  BhojpurI ,  can be summarised with examples of usage from India as well 
as Mauritius and Trinidad as follows : 

( 1 ) Attributive numerical adjectives are usually , but not always , followed by 
the c lassifier. 

( 2 )  The classifier occurs with a numerical adjective if the noun modified is 
understood but not expressed , as in this sentence given by a speaker from Saran 
district , Bihar : 

chau tho ke apana sathe 
six-eLF OBJECT MARKER onese lf with 
Take six (of them) away with you. 

l ete  ja .  
take go 

( 3 )  A number acting as an attributive within numeral compounds like tin sau  and 
ek ha jar , thpee hundPed and one thousand respectively, does not take the clas
sifier (Mohan 1978 : 71 ) . To this rule can be added the corollary that the clas
sifier is not used after the numbers above 100 , perhaps because they are all 
compounds . The other numbers up to and including 100 - as long as 100 is expres
sed by the single word sa i and not the compound ek sa i - may take the classifier 
as in these examples from Saran district : 
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raja sa i go hat hT pos l e  baran . 
king 1 00 CLF e lephants has care for 
The king keeps 100 e lephants . 
raja cau rasT go bahman ke kh i ava l a n .  
king 84 CLF brahmans OBJECT MARKER fed 
The king fed 84 brahmans. 

( 4 ) The classifier is not employed with a number used as mathematical symbol 
(Mohan 1978 : 71 )  : 

das  a p�c 
ten and five 
Ten and five 

ha i panara ,  na? 
are 1 5  no 
make 1 5 ,  don 't they ? 

( 5 )  Numbers modi fying days , weeks , hours , and other measurements of time do not 
take the classifier, as is illustrated by this sentence from a Mauritian story 
in which the classi fier is used after the number modifying an ordinary noun but 
not after the number modifying a time expression (Naubatsingh 1979 : 18 ) : 

uhT 
that- INTENSIVE SUFFIX 
One day a pundit came 

g�vva me ek d i n  ego pan� i t  a i l .  
vi llage in one day one-CLF pundi t came 
into that village . 

( 6 )  A number designating a quantity of money does not take the classifier unless 
the intention is  to refer to the individual coins or notes (Mohan 1978 : 7 2 )  : 

bu rhwa ke das kapa deh l T .  
old man OBJECT MARKER ten cents gave 
(I) gave the old man ten cents . 
bu rhwa ke das  go kapa deh l T .  
o ld man OBJECT MARKER ten CLF cent-coins gave 
(I) gave the old man ten one-cent coins . 

( 7 ) As with money , numbers used with units of weight and measurement do not take 
the classifier ,  unless of course those units are being treated as entities in 
themselves (Yadav 1973 : 1 ) : 

ehT ek mTl cau rat a das  mT l l ambat me Jagdev� ke 
that-INTENSIVE SUFFIX one mi le width and ten mi le length in Jagdeva of 
j amTn pare  l e .  
land fe U 
In that space one mile wide by ten miles long, lay Jagdeva 's field. 

( 8) In order to give a distributive sense BhojpurI, like all forms of Hindi , 
reduplicates numbers . Such reduplicated numbers do not take classifiers (Yadav 
19 73 : 62 )  : 

mahanth  
chief priest 
Every single 
ears. 

j T  ke ek-ek bat unka kan 
HONORIFIC of one-one word their ears 
one of the words of the chief priest 

me hamesa gTIj at  rahe . 
in always resound kept on 
kept on ringing in their 

The sentence quoted above from the Andarnans , ek t ho ek t ho kat ta  a i  (we kill  
them one by one) , is not an exception to this ruie but rather the proof of it  
since the use  of the classifier gives the meaning that the chickens will be 
killed one by one , separately . The absence of the classifier would have given 
the sense that every single chicken would be killed. 
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( 9 )  Mohan ' s  
do not take 
Her example 

rule that
.
t�o n�ers used together to indicate an indefinite quantity the class1f1er 1S generally but not always true in Indian BhojpurI .  

shows the usage without the classifier (Mohan 1978 : 62 )  : 
a�h das l a k rT kaphT hOT. 
eight ten sticks enough may be 
Eight or ten sticks of wood shoutd be enough. 

On the other hand , an Indian BhojpurI novel shows this usage with a classifier 
(Yadav 1973 : 64 )  : 

chav sat go noka r dau ra l ake 
six seven CLF servants ran having 
six or seven servants ran up and took 

sab saman hath se I e  l i ha l e . 
come att  tuggage hand by took 
up the tuggage in their hands. 

( 10 )  The numeral classifier is not used with fraction forms other than derh  
one and a hatf, and �haf two and a hatf. 

( 11 )  The numeral classifier, as is shown by the following two Indian BhojpurI 
sentences ,  is not used with ordinal and aggregative numbers : 

pah i l a  bat ta T ba j e  eh Mahabhara t me Kr�QajT . . . 
first matter wet t  this is that this Mahabharat in Krsna-HONORIFIC 
we tt, in the first ptace in this Mahabharat Krishna : : :  

(Yadav 1973 : 66 )  

hot b i han dos a ra d i ne caro bhaT apan-apan j a rurT 
being morning second day-on at l-four brothers one 's own one 's own necessary 
saman I e  ke gha r  se  ca l a l e  l age . 
tuggage having taken house from went began 
Just at morning on the second day alt  four brothers gathered up the 
things they needed and set out. (Vimal n . d . : 64) 

( 12 )  Finally , when an attributive number occurs before other adj ectives modifying 
the same noun , the number followed by the classifier comes first in the series 
( Ojha 1971 : 35 )  : 

ego a u r  
one-CLF other 
Take away one 

cTj I e  ca l i  ja.  
thing take move go 
other thing. 

To Mohan ' s  rules as listed above may be added a number of other observations 
that can be made about the use of the classifier in BhojpurI. As will have been 
noted from the various examples already given the classifier may occur with a 
number modifying any noun , regardless of whether that noun is masculine or fem
inine or represents a person or a thing. The classifier is also used in phrases 
with abstract nouns , but not with numbers in fixed compounds like ek sath to
gether ( Dhurandhar 1979 : 4 ) : 

dugo dukh ek sat h .  
twO-CLF sorrows one together 
TWo sorrows (came) together. 
Due to the constraints of metre , rhyme , and rhythm, the numeral classifier 

seems to occur less often in BhojpurI verse than in prose and speech . In some 
instances , as in the following line taken from a BhojpurI wedding song from 
Surinam, it is difficult to find any explanation except poetic licence for the 
absence of the expected classifier after the numbers (Arya 1968 : 24-25)  : 
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paca pana nau na r i va ra l  j a i  
five bete l- leaves nine coconuts who 
Five bete l leaves and nine coconuts, 
ancestors . . .  

sa rage batyau deuta 
heaven-in are gods 
you who are in heaven, 

p i t t a ra 
fathers 
gods and 

Inverted word order may be responsible for the lack of classifiers in this 
line of a satirical poem (Bhakt n . d . : 8) : 

H i nd me g u l  naya ek kh i l a l , part! ca r ek 
India in flower new one blossomed party four one 
In India a new flower has blossomed, four parties 

me m i l a l . 
in met 
have me lded into one. 

Even so , the classifier often appears in poetry exactly as it does in normal 
prose usage (Bhakt n . d . : 37 ) : 

na i ha r  me das go bha i yv� bar e .  
mother 's-house in ten eLF brothers are 
There are ten brothers in my mother 's  house. 
When asked about the function of the classifier most BhojpurI speakers 

respond that it gives a feeling of definiteness or emphasis to the number with 
which it  is used , a view which harmonises especially well with the two rules 
given by Mohan which we have labelled ( 6 )  and ( 7 ) above . Further corroboration 
for this interpretation might be seen in the :NagpurI practice of placing the 
particle go , go� , go r ,  or ! ho ( the same particles that are used as classifiers)  
after a noun to give a nuance of definiteness , emphasis , or disrespect , e . g . 
chauva � ho the child (in question) , and j an! go the Woman (disrespectful)  
(Nowrangi 1956 : 32 ) . Nevertheless , examples can be given in which the presence 
or absence of a numeral classifier appears to have little to do with definiteness 
and the function of the classifier cannot be so simply explained . 

CLASS I F I ER USE  I N  EASTERN MODE RN I N DO-ARYAN 

In the easternmost Indo-Aryan languages stylistic constraints on classifiers 
differ considerably from the Hindi situation discussed above . In both written 
and spoken forms of Modern Bengali , Oriya and Assamese classifiers are not only 
acceptable but virtually obligatory . Furthermore , their use is not confined to 
numerical expression s .  Discourse and contextual features such a s  definiteness 
and indefiniteness are typically indicated by classifier expressions , and related 
interactions with deictic forms are also common . 

Benga l i 

In modern standard Bengali indefinite reference is regularly indicated 
through the formula aek (one ) + classifier + noun ; definite reference , by noun + 
classifier : 

aek-khana bo i 
bo i -khana 

a book 
the book 

where khana classifies bo i book (hyphens are used to suggest the unstressed post
clitic character of classifiers in these constructions ) . 

The assignment of  specific classi fiers to nouns in these languages is quite 
flexible and is best seen as a communicative resource available to speakers to 
convey certain stylistic nuances ,  thus : 
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bo i -khana 
boi  -t  i 
bo i - ta  

the book ( thinking of the slab-like physical object) 
the book ( the nice little one) 
the book ( the big boring volume I must read) 

Simi larly , j on , t i , or ta  may classify people , depending somewhat on attitude , 
although the first is normatively preferred for the written language . 

The Bengali classifiers t i  and t a  seem to reflect wider Indo-Aryan phenomena 
where what were previously morphological endings to show a grammatical masculine
feminine distinction have become reanalysed as a rather vague semantic opposition 
between small-nice-likeable and large-coarse-devalued ( cf .  Oriya ghad i - t i  the 
watch ; ghad i - t a the clock ; Tripathi 1959) . 

. 

The classifier khana raises special questions . Many speakers of Calcutta 
Bengali accept it for portable , hand-sized items , such as books , bottles , plates , 
pictures , lamps , etc . but may feel it ' dialecta l '  for other larger items . The 
taxa acceptable for this classifier appear to increase through Bangladesh Bengali 
varieties and in Assamese the classifier (now pronounced kh�n ) is normal not only 
for small items but also for boats and for local expanses such as shops and 
markets . More problematic is  the fact that in Calcutta Bengali a ' double clas
sifier ' construction is occasionally heard : 

b o i -khana- t i  the book ( the actual volume referred to) 

The order is specified as above , and this leads one to speculate that a realign
ment of  the classifier form class �ay be occurring . 

The evolution of these forms from nominals in earlier Bengali has been 
discussed by Chatterj i ( 1926 ) , and it is an interesting confirmation of the 
Sanchez-Greenberg observation that the use of classifiers appears to have been 
stronger as obligatory plural-marking became weaker . 

In archaic Smskr�ised varieties of Bengali classifiers are not used even 
though they may well have been common in ordinary speech . Vivid confirmation of 
this occurs in Kf��adas GosvamI ' s  Cai tanya Cari tamfta , a 16th century work at 
the apogee of the Sanskritised style of Bengali .  A careful perusal of the verses 
of this biography of the Hindu saint Caitanya has failed to turn up even one 
classifier either in the poet ' s  descriptive verses or in the conversations of 
Caitanya with his followers . On the other hand , classifiers appear in the quoted 
speech of people expected to use a non-Sanskritic , purely colloquial type of 
language . For example , a Muslim Pathan soldier says to Caitanya (Bhaktivedanta 
1975 , vol . 7 : 220-221) : 

" e i  thak  car i - j ana" 
these rogues four-CLF 

"(Here are) these four rogues.  " 
Caitanya ' s  reply has no classifier : 

" e i  ca r l  daya ka r i  ka rena pa J ana"  
these four mercy having done do maintenance 

"These four (men) by their mercy maintain (me) . "  
Kf��adas GosvamI ' s  attitude toward the classifier harmonises  very well with the 
inclination to suppress the classifier already noted for literary forms of 
MaithilI,  up to and including the 19th century , and AvadhI, at all periods . In 
any event , in modern literary Bengali , as well as in colloquial forms , the clas
sifiers t i  and ta ( or khana , jon , gachha , go� a ,  t han , etc . )  are not only accept
able but syntactically obligatory , and certainly to be considered part of the 
modern standard language . 
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Although orlglns are not always clear for these forms , they appear to be 
derived from Indo-Aryan nominals . The forms � i  and �a , for example , perhaps come 
from gu� i smaZZ round object ( Chatterj i  1926 : 7 79 ) . 

Assamese 

In Assamese , Kakati ( 1941 )  and Goswami ( 1968) suggest that classifiers occur 
to a limited extent in the first 14th century Assamese documents , and both in
crease in syntactic functions and proliferate lexically over a period of some 
six centuries .  The following examples suggest the scope of classifiers in 
present-day Assamese : 

( a) t · n i  ba t i pan i 
(b)  t n i g;:>s i huta  

g;:>s z;:>r i 
da  I ros i 
d a l  pen s i l 
kh;:>n kapo r  
kh;:>n nao 
kh;:>n b;:>zar  

( c ) t n i  
(d)  t n i 
( e )  t n i 
( f )  t n i  
( g) t n i 
(h )  t n i 
( i )  t n i  kh;:>n i gamo sa 

t n i  zopa am ( j )  
( k) 
( 1 ) 
(m) 
(n )  
(0 ) 
(p) 
(q) 
( r) 
( s ) 
( t) 
(u )  

t n i t i am 
t i n i  t i  l o ra 
t i n i  ta l o ra 
t i n  i t i b l ;:> h  
t i n ·  t a  k;:> l ;:> h  
t i n  
t i n  
t i n  
t i n  
t i n  
t i n 

ta  goru 
t a  bh i kha r i  
z;:>n i sowa I i 
z;:>n x;:>kh i 
g;:>rak i m;:>h i l a  
z;:>na r;:>za 

three cups of water 
three pieces of thread 
three pieces of string 
three pieces of rope 
three penci Zs 
three pieces of cZoth 
three boats 
three markets 
three towe Zs 
three mango trees 
three mangoes 
three (nice) boys 
three (not-so-nice) boys 
three (smaZZ) jars 
three ( Zarger) jars 
three cows 
three beggars 
three girls 
three (respected) friends 
three (respected) women 
three (very respected) kings 

Example (a )  shows the parallel between measures and proper classifiers (b-u) . 
An interesting feature of  Assamese classifiers , particularly in more literary 
varieties , is  the assignment of the quasi-feminine ending - i  as a dimunitive 
formative ( cp .  (b , c ) ; ( h , i ) ; ( r , s » . The set z;:>n , z;:>n i , z;:>na is somewhat skewed : 
the first term refers respectfully to human males of normal rank ; the second , 
to female animals or disrespectfully to human females ; the third , deferentially 
to high-status humans of either sex . Another classifier g;:>rak i can be applied 
with respect to humans of either sex . Finally , either t i  or ta  may occur with 
non-respected humans , with t i  indicating a measure of endearment , e . g . of a 
small child;  c f .  Bengali above . 

In some cases numbers themselves behave syntactically as classifiers . Thus 
in Assamese : 

du z;:>n manuh 
two CLF person 

but : du x;:> manuh 
two hundred person 

two men 

two hundred men 

One presumes this is similar to expressions like ' two pairs ' or ' three score ' .  
(Note also that in Burmese certain changes in normal order are required when this 
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collective use of numerals occurs (Haas 195 1 : 195) . It may be noted here also 
that Thai and Chinese have a special classifier for one of items usually corning 
in pairs . )  Assamese is similar to Bengali in that for the modern language , both 
in i ts standardised literary form and in its colloquial varieties , classifiers 
are not only tolerated but are in many cases syntactically obligatory . The lan
guages also agree in having somewhat tenuous systems of plural marking , in many 
situations optional .  Thus classifiers , in addition to their use in enumerative 
expressions , have the function of marking specific singulars , as we see below. 

The presence of classifiers in considerable numbers in Assamese and in more 
modest or marginal terms in Indo-Aryan languages to the west raises the possibil
ity that somehow classi fiers have entered Indo-Aryan from the east ,  and their use 
is spreading westwards . Emeneau ( 1956 , 1965) cites versions of this argument 
suggested by Sir George Grierson , and the 1934 speculation of Bloch which went 
so far as to implicate ' substratum influence ' from Tai (Emeneau ( 1956 : 11 ) . 
Bloch ' s  sugge stion is couched in rather vague terms , but it deserves careful 
attention in view of the social history of Assam.  

According to local historical accounts , the Ahom and Assamese bu ranj i s  
(Barua 1930) , the Tais entered the Brahmaputra valley in the mid 13th century 
and gradually established control over some of what is now Assam . In spite of 
lack of critical scholarship , the main lines of Tai-Ahom history in the bu ranj i s  
appear to be in general accord with what is known about Tai migrations and social 
organisation elsewhere . From the earliest recorded evidence and from comparative 
reconstruction , Tais have arranged themselves in a social hierarchy with a king/ 
chief overseeing a local aristocracy with titles like khun and t han . The 
bu ranj i s  indicate another common situation , that of Tai overlords with people 
of other ethnic groups , in various subservient feudal relationships . In the 16th 
century the Tai-Ahoms came into conflict with Muslim Bengalis and at the same 
time began to assimilate with Hindu Assamese , who had had a kingdom in Kamarupa 
in Western Assam. Gradually the dominant Tai-Ahoms took over Assamese for daily
life purpose s ,  leaving the Tai-Ahom language for ceremonial and literary purposes . 
This situation continued until the British annexed the Tai-Ahom kingdom in 1826 
( Phukan 1964) . 

Earlier stages of Assamese and Tai-Ahom perhaps exerted influences on each 
other through partially bilingual populations .  A socially dominant group 'mis
pronouncing ' or otherwise modifying another language can set norms for a favoured 
speech style , which is then imitated by lower-strata native speakers , spreading 
the innovations throughout the speech community . In the case of modern Assamese 
phonology , such a model could account for the merger of dental and retroflex 
consonants in a compelling way , since this is exactly the type of merger one 
would predict for Tais attempting to speak early Assamese . 

One would be tempted , on the basis of observations like those above , to 
follow Bloch in attributing Assamese classifiers to a borrowing process . The 
problem is that on careful examination three difficulties arise from the lin
guistic facts . 

( 1 )  Of the common contemporary Assamese classifiers ( z�n , z�n i , z�na , to , t a , 
t i , kh�n , kh�n i , so l a ,  so l i ,  da l , da l i ,  zopa , zup i , g�s , g�s i , g�rak i ,  pat , kh i l a ,  
s i ta ,  and s�ta )  none has a direct Tai cognate ; rather several have Indo-Aryan 
cognates . On the other hand , there are a good number of Tai-Ahom loans into 
Assamese (Barua and Phukan 1964 : 203-205 ) , and one would expect that if numeral 
classifier constructions were being borrowed , at least a few actual forms would 
be borrowed as wel l .  For example , the Dravidian languages Malto and Kurukh as 
mentioned above have borrowed nearly all of their classifier forms from 
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neighbouring Indo-Aryan nouns (Emeneau 1956 : 13 ) . Note also widespread borrowing 
of forms in South-East Asia (below) . 

( 2 )  The Assamese word order normal for counting is the reverse of Tai-Ahom order 
( Phukan 1971 ) . 

( 3 ) A cognate of the Assamese classifier for humans ( z �n ,  etc . ) occurs in Nepali 
as a classifier and was also borrowed from Nagpurl into Kurukh as we have seen 
above ; there is a similar use in Marathi .  Also , above we have shown that cog
nates of t i , t a , to occur far to the west of the Magadhan area.  An Assamese 
origin for these forms cannot be entirely ruled out , but in view of the wide 
areal spread and the comparatively short period of time involved , it seems 
improbable . 

Another indirect but perhaps more conclusive objection involves general 
morphological complexity in Assamese . Although like other modern Indo-Aryan 
languages it has greatly simplified earlier inflexional patterns , it has retained 
a half dozen case endings (the actual forms are not necessarily conservations ) 
and a fairly extensive verbal morphology . A language contact situation conducive 
to wholesale importation of classifiers would be expected to lead to morphological 
simplification in the same way . If Tai-Ahom speakers were doing a poor job of 
keeping their  Assamese free of Tai-Ahom influences ,  one would perhaps look to 
morphological simplification even before such ' peripheral ' changes as initiating 
the use of classi fiers for counting .  

A better approach might lie in seeing how language contact conditions could 
amplify and elaborate structural tendencies already present before contact . Above 
we have reverted to discussing classifiers in terms of their counting function 
only . At this point we recall that in Assamese they also serve to indicate dis
tinctions such as definiteness/indefiniteness .  (Some examples below are suggested 
by G. Goswami ( 1968) where further illustrations may be found . )  

( a) manuh ah i se (person/come) A person has come . 
(b) m� i k i tap pa r i so (I/book/read) I am reading a book. 
( c ) manuh- z�n ah i se (person/cLF/come) The man has come . 
(d )  m� i k i tap-kh�n pa r i so (I/book/CLF/read) I am reading the book. 
( e )  bha l -z�n  (goOd/CLF) The good one (of a man) . 
( f) t i n i  kh�n k i t ap  p�rh i l 0  I have read three books . 
( g) k i ta p  t i n i  kh�n p�rh i l 0  I have read the three books (mentioned) . 
A 14th century A . D .  text in an Indo-Aryan variety close to the Magadhi 

Apabhramsa taken to be the ancestor of Assamese ,  Bengali and Oriya has been des
cribed by U. Goswami ( 1966) . Among the features illustrated are ancestors of 
the modern Assamese forms kh�n and apparently t i  used as postposed particles to 
indicate definiteness (p . 204) . A resource of this sort was perhaps felt necessary 
since Assamese was undergoing a good deal of readjustment in nominal morphology . 
Old cases merged,  the original means of marking singular and plural fell out of 
use , and new post-positions began to take on the functions of the distinctions 
being lost .  In particular , the ending -e was problematic .  Former instrumental , 
locative and nominative singulars , and also nominative-accusative plurals all 
underwent phonological leveling and fell together in -e (Chatterji  1926 : 739-751 ) . 
In Bengali the plural function as an obligatory category was lost , however the 
-e , now becoming obsolete , retained a generic-indefinite flavour . A different 
situation occurred in Assamese , where a strong tendency toward ergativity 
( associated with instrumental-case actor with past participles ,  later extended) 
took the -e in a different semantic direction . It is quite tempting to speculate 
that it was this ergative development of the -e ending that required a compensatory 
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means of definite/indefinite marking . It is perhaps this use of ' classifiers ' 
that we first see in the old texts , although more research in this area is 
needed . If  this was indeed the case , then Assamese was ' prone ' for internal 
reasons to develop classifiers for definite-marking , and in fact several were 
in use before contact with Tai-Ahom . It happens that the definite-marking 
structure had the same constituent order as T i-Ahom class'ifiers used for the 
same purpose . It was therefore rather natura l for Tais learning to speak 
Assamese to proliferate somewhat the items typically occurring in classifier 
position . Later the present system of optional plural markings , all innovations , 
was added, and perhaps as a back-formation an old Indo-Aryan masculine/feminine 
distinction in -a/-i (or consonant/-i) was applied to the classifiers to cross
categorise taxa along a ' large-small ' dimension as well as whatever semantic 
core originally characterised the particular classifier. Perhaps the human 
classi fier z�n ( z�na) , z�n i , which can be traced back to Prakrit or Sanskrit 
j an ,  j an i , served as the impetus . Finally , in the definite postpositional 
construction the classifiers have become more and more ' grammaticalised ' and now 
phonologically they are essentially post-clitics . In fact certain case endings 
now can occur suffixed to the noun + classifier unit.  

Although details of classifier development in Assamese and the evolution 
of classifiers in Eastern Indo-Aryan in general remain problematic , in terms of 
synchronic conditions these languages clearly occupy a pivotal position . As one 
moves to the west , classifiers decrease in number and in normative acceptability , 
until one reaches standard Hindi and its associated western dialects where they 
do not occur at all ( apart from in measuring expressions , which are undoubtedly 
universal) .  In the following sections we move to the east , where classifiers 
increase in number ,  in syntactic function and in normative and stylistic evalu
ation . 

South-East As i a  

All o f  the standardised national languages o f  mainland South-East Asia admit 
classifiers into normatively sanctioned regis�ers , including literary styles . 
In addition , most of  the other indigenous but non-standard languages spoken in 
the area are described as having classifiers , but rarely more than a dozen . 
Classifier usage is probably most developed and most sensitive to language norms 
in modern standard (Bangkok) Thai , followed close ly by Vietnamese . Standard 
forms of Lao and Burmese would follow along, and finally standard Malay and Khmer,  
in  which classifiers in  common use  are rather limited in number , where classifier 
use is optional and is not apparently of very great significance in normative 
issues . 

Chinese and other East Asian languages will be mentioned below along with 
South-East Asian ones for relevant comparisons . 

For Thai , questions of normative classifier usage have been dealt with 
elsewhere ( see Diller , this volume) . Thai by Haas ' s  count ( 1942)  has some 80 or 
90 classi fiers which are ' proper ' ( i . e .  not general measures) ,  and in most  cases 
the standard normative language specifies a maximal system (as opposed to a 
simplified one in colloquial speech) . 

It is convenient to differentiate lexico-semantic and syntactic issues  in 
classifier usage . Below we look at each of these with some attention to dia
chronic development ,  since this helps to make clear the scope of normative 
importance . 
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For a given ' classifier language ' ,  it  is valid to  pose the following three 
questions : how cohesive and well-defined are the semantic fields associated with 
classi fiers ; to what extent do these semantic fields arrange themselves into 
some higher-order configuration , hierarchical or otherwise ; how firm is the 
assignment of any particular noun to a single classifier category? Some con
sideration of the types and degrees of pliability in classifier systems is 
necessary if diachronic or comparative questions are to be dealt with effectively . 

Most South-East Asian classifiers appear to have a semantic core which to 
a greater or lesser extent controls the field of application . Thus Chinese , 
vietnamese , Thai and Burmese all have classifiers centring on long , strip-like 
items , rigid stick- or bar- like items , and flat sheet-like items , although in 
some cases these fields are further subdivided (Hla Pe 1965 ; Nguyen 1957 ) . In 
general , the more an object conforms to the focal criteria of the classifier , 
the more probable is its assignment to the class . Similarly , in the case of 
Assamese , Burmese , Thai and vietnamese human classification , people are sorted 
into categories on the basis of respe ct , supernatural power or similar attributes 
firmly grounded in speci fic cultural attitude s ;  the more an individual is a ' good 
example ' of the focal core of a given classifier , the more likely that classifier 
wi ll be used in categorisation . For Buddhist monks and simi lar cases there may 
be rather de finite formal criteria which delimit a class strictly ; but in other 
cases , such as Assamese human classifier decisions based on respect due , there 
may be more of a continuum involved with the possibility of selectional quandary 
and conflict (Becker 1975 ; Haas 195 1) . The issue to be emphasised is that vari
ation occurs in the ' strength ' of focal criteria , both among classifiers within 
a given language , and among classifiers (perhaps with similar criteria) as they 
become involved in cross-language comparisons . 

Also , there is frequent break-down in semantic cohesion , at least as such 
appears perhaps naively from the outside . Two of the most frequently-used clas
sifiers in Vietnamese are ca i , for inanimate obj ects , and con , for non-human 
animals .  However Nguyen ( 1957 : 12 7 , 144)  points out that for purposes of classifier 
choice ants , bees , lice and most small insects are ' inanimate ' ,  whereas more-or
less useful human constructions like roads , dams , boats and knives are ' animals ' ,  
as are certain types of humans such as gamblers . The Thai ' animal ' classifier 
tua takes in inanimate objects with arm-like , leg-like or tail-like appendages ,  
but also optionally cigarettes , nails , playing cards , numerals and alphabetic 
letters ( it must be noted that the latter in Thai have heads and occasionally 
tails ) . The Thai classifier bay , also a noun meaning leaf, categorises leaf-like 
name cards and tickets but also round items like fruits , hats and pillows , and 
vi rtually all portable containers such as bottles , j ars , wallets , purses ,  suit
cases and even moveable storage cabinets and wardrobes . The taxa of the Thai 
classifier l em are even more varied : knives , combs , books , candles and oxcarts , 
yet l em is  by no means a ' general classifier ' .  

A ' general classifier ' is used in some languages when a specific one is 
deemed inapplicable . Chinese ge is used for a great collection of items from 
human to inanimate objects , and the situation is similar in upland south-East 
Asian languages . Malay buah is nearly as broad , but excludes humans . Burmese 
kh8 applies to inanimate objects not otherwise classified as well  as to abstract 
entitle s .  Thai ' an refers to otherwise uncategorised physical inanimates ,  
usually small .  Other marginal examples o f  classifier languages ,  such as Khmer , 
lack a general classifier and instead simply count residue nouns directly with 
no classifier at all . 
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It is not impossible to locate conflict in classifier assignment . In Malay , 
house7 appear to vary in classifier from buah , the more general term to tangga 
and p l n t u . Coconuts also show variation . In Burmese , knives can either go with 
pens and spoons as long-handled implements ( chaun ) or they can go into a less 
well-defined class with weapons ,  musical instruments and actors and actresses 
( I e ' ; note that the latter are also exceptional in Thai) . In Classical Chinese 
conflicts are reported for peaches and snakes , with the former being classified 
now as a fruit , now as a round object , and the latter now as an animal , now as 
a string-like object (Schafer 1948 : 4 10) . Function may intrude into selection . 
In Zhuang , the Tai language of Guangxi , the noun stone ( r i n  ) i s  classified with 1 konz ' dak 3 or kay s depending on whether it is potentially useful ( e . g .  for making 
a wall ) , useless or neutral.  The classifier for wood ( maay ) would vary in Thai 
in a similar way . 

Thus it is misguided to represent south-East Asian classifier assignment as 
an automatic syntactic process similar to gender agreement rules in European 
languages . The tendency to reduce classifier selection to a neat one-classifier
per-noun mapping makes the systems appear too ' grammatical ' and ignores important 
semantic and sociolinguistic determinants . Lehman ( 1979 : 165) has criticised 
Burling ' s  ( 1965) overly rigid taxonomy for Burmese classifiers , and similar argu
ments could be brought against Hiranburana ' s  ( 1979)  scheme for Thai classifiers , 
which forces data into tree diagrams on the basis of  problematic distinctive 
features . T ' sou ( 1976 ) and Lehman ( 1979)  have gone far in e lucidating the more 
comprehensive quantificational background from which classifiers , narrowly defined , 
stand out as one semantic strategy among other related ones . But even taking 
proper classifiers as a limited subset apart , it is hardly likely that classifi
cation based on rigid separation of categories could succeed for South-East Asian 
languages .  A better approach lies in the ' well-defined centre and vague bound
ary ' analysis of Japanese classifiers by Denny ( 1979) , which can explain why 
certain nouns do in fact have nearly invariant classifiers while others do not . 
Dixon ' s  ( 1982 : 2 26ff)  survey of classifier semantics is especially revealing in 
this regard . See also Conklin 1981 . 

It  is  important to emphasise semantic pliability and a degree of flux in 
classifier assignment in Thai , Vietnamese , Burmese , etc . since this is one point 
at which speech-level and other sociolinguistic issues impinging on standard
isation and norm become important . Thus in Thai while there is a single common 
noun egg ( khay ) , there are three classifiers ( l u uk , bay , foong )  available to 
distinguish speech-level .  Both speech-level and accorded deference enter into 
human classifier assignment in Burmese , Thai and Khmer ( see below) . For Burmese , 
Becker ( 1975 )  has gone on to propose that a wide range of socio-cultural factors 
and values  are mirrored in classifier assignment . Clearly changing social con
ditions are responsible for shifts in classifier lexico-semantics , particularly 
where speech-level factors are introduced . 

For Chinese , Khmer , Burmese and Thai it  is  safe to say that in terms of 
actual forms used and semantic dimensionality of particular items the changes 
over a thousand year period or so have been sweeping . 

Chinese , which during the Tang period had a rather proliferated system , 
drastically compressed many former separate categories into a single general 
term ge . Few of the Tang forms survive as modern classifiers , although most 
survive as nouns . Thus ren was formerly a classifier for humans ( e . g .  nu e r  
s lave/two/CLF� two slaves ) but ren in the modern language i s  a noun in turn 
requiring the general classifier to count in ( yT ge ren one/CLF/person� one 
person) . The Tang classifier me i ,  originally a noun meaning stalk or trunk , 

has 

, ren 
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used to classify rings , beads , fruits , containers , mats , statues , rats , crabs 
and elephants . Although me i is still available as a classifier in modern 
Chinese , it has surrendered most of its taxa to ge ( Schafer 1948 : 409-410) . 

The Tang proliferation stands in contrast both to an earlier system where 
classifiers were rarely used at all , and to the modern normative language , where 
usage is widespread but confined to fewer more generalised items . Probably the 
richer Tang system is partly an artefact of the texts used to represent it .  
Poets may have seized on classifier variation as a resource to create imagery 
or even to cope with the intricate constraints of Tang regulated metrics . The 
everyday language of common people may have made do with a simpler system . 

A similar situation can be seen in Burmese . David Bradley (personal com
munication) has observed that early inscriptions used a semantically simple 
classifier system , with khu , a general classi fier , occurring for a wide variety 
of taxa . RIa Pe ( 1965)  has suggested that under the influence of Buddhist trans
lations from Pali into Burmese , new classifiers were introduced and the system 
proliferated . This is somewhat odd , since Pali does not have classifiers per se , 
and RIa Pe does not suggest the exact classifier-creating mechanism . ( perhaps 
it involved the need to render into Burmese the ubiquitous Pali definite pro
nominal eso ,  esa , etam he� this� the , etc . ) If RIa Pe is correct , then Burmese 
classifier proliferation was mainly a literary activity of monastery and court , 
and we can suppose that common uneducated people continued to use the basic 
simpler system in their daily speech . 

Bradley also notes that there is a tendency in the more colloquial language 
to use a single classifier for all humans ( j au ' ) , one for all animals ( kaun ) , 
and , as in the early inscriptions , to use a general inanimate classifier ( khu )  
for a wide variety of taxa , which might be separately classified in  normatively 
' correct ' or literary styles .  Thus we see clearly for Burmese that impetus for 
lexico-semantic growth in classifiers comes from ' above ' as a literary super
imposition . The problem for modern normative standardisation is how much influ
ence to accord to this literary vehicle and how much to follow popular usage and 
colloquial speech . 

A clearer case of borrowed classifiers associated with e levated language 
levels involves Thai and Khmer , although it is not always completely certain who 
borrowed from whom and when . Official contacts , court documents and general 
patterns of cultural borrowing indicate Khmer-to-Thai loans from about the 13th 
or 14th centuries ,  and the reverse afterwards , but comprehensive research has 
yet to be done . The following classifiers are shared by the languages ,  with 
close to the same semantic taxa . 

khuu 
phanaek 
chabap 
chaak 
ch ut  
daam 
t a l ap 
phaen 
phap 
wong 
saay 
fuung 

pairs 
divisions of an organisation 
letters , documents 
dramas 
sets of dishes ,  board games , etc . 
long implements 
small jars ( as a measure) 
sheets 
bolts of cloth 
rings 
ropes , roads , rivers 
flocks 

( Forms are cited in Thai ; Khmer ones are similar , without tone , and occasionally 
with predictable diphthongisation . ) 
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Items relating to official policy such as phanaek and chabap clearly show 
Khmer infixal morphology and also occur in Old Khmer inscriptions predating the 
Tai invasions .  They have clearly been loaned into early Thai , along with the 
cultural concepts they refer to , in the post-Angkorian era of maj or Khmer-to-Thai 
cultural borrowing . In other cases , the occurrence of particular tones in Thai , 
together with the presence of cognates in Tai languages in China or Assam which 
did not undergo Khmer cultural borrowing ,  indicates items of Thai provenance , 
e . g . kh uu , daam.  These were loaned into Khmer when the cultural tables were 
turned later on , and there was much Thai-into-Khmer influence . During this 
period many documents were translated rather literally out of Thai into Khmer ,  
and the ' translational Khmer '  appears to have become somewhat o f  a literary norm . 
This  explains the incorporation of classifiers into formal Khmer and may even 
account for the minor syntactic shift from pre-Angkorian noun + classi fier + 
number to the Thai pattern noun + number + classifier. 

Social history can play an important role in semantic shift . Haas ( 1942 ) , 
writing just ten years after the end of absolute monarchy in Thailand , explained 
classifiers for humans in Thai as follows (p . 201 ; transcription slightly altered) : 

There are five classifiers commonly used with nouns referring 
to human beings ; the choice of classifier to be used depends 
largely on the rank or station in life of the individual or 
individuals referred to . The highest of these is ' ong , used 
for the king and queen , for princes and princesse s ,  and for 
dukes and duchesses . The term ruup is generally used in 
referring to talapoins , but some people employ ' ong in place 
of ruup . The term t ha n  is employed for nobles below the 
rank of duke and sometimes also for high-ranking officials 
in the army and navy . The term next in order is naay , which 
may be used in referring to individuals slightly above the 
common people in rank or position in life . The term most 
generally used in  referring to human beings is khon . . .  

Although Haas did not mention it , the classifier system as she presented it 
was mirrored by a similar hierarchy in pronouns ,  and both linguistic sets were 
extensions of the Thai sadk i na system, a special feudalistic means of social 
organisation in which all of the Thai king ' s subjects were assigned numerical 
ranks from 5 to 100 , 000 . The classifiers as Haas described them would relate 
to segments of the scale , with monks needing slightly special treatment . Although 
the sakd i na system had been formally discontinued when Haas was studying Thai 
classifiers , it was apparently being preserved linguistically . In the years 
since 1942 three of the five classifiers have gradually drifted into another 
semantic area : instead of classifying humans on a social scale , they now indi
cate degrees of formality in the speech act , although ' ong and ruup retain the 
earlier function . Thus khon is the usual colloquial form, naay a rather bureau
cratic  form , and t h an used in rather polite formal situations ; the taxa could be 
the same . 

SYNTACT I C  I SSUES 

The syntactic patterns in which classifiers typically occur may also code 
sociolinguistic features relating to style and norm . This is particularly clear 
in classifier counting expressions . 
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Vietnamese and Bahasa Malaysia Indonesia show a stylistic variation in 
basic classifier order .  Normal colloquial speech follows the pattern number + 
classifier + noun , while in literary or emphatic constructions the order noun + 
number + classifier is acceptable (Nguyen 195 7 : 126) . If we consider larger lan
guage families such variation also becomes apparent : 

family 

Sino-Tibetan 
Austronesian 
Austro-Asiatic 
Tai 

number + classifier + noun 

Chinese 
Malay , Cham 
Brou , Katu , Sedang 
Zhuang , Nung , Black and 
White Tai 

( Data partially adapted from Jones 1970 . )  

noun + number + classifier 

Burmese , Lolo , Lahu , Lisu 
Javanese 
Mon , Khmer,  Khmu ' 
Standard Thai , Lao , Shan , 

Tai-Ahom 

The variation in Vietnamese together with the split family patterns above 
suggests that classifier syntax may be rather susceptible to diachronic shifting 
and/or to diffusion across strictly genetic boundaries . Note that with the 
exception of Bahasa Malaysia Indonesia there is a general areal tendency , with 
languages to the east preferring the number + classifier to precede the noun ; 
those to the west , to follow it ( Indo-Aryan is mixed) . 

Basic shifts in word order can be documented for Chinese and Khmer .  Archaic 
Chinese appeared to make little use of classifiers , although this may be partly 
a function of the type of text transmitted . The clear pattern in Ancient Chinese 
( L e .  of the Tang Dynasty) is either no classifier , generally the ca3e with 
small ,  monosyllabic numbers , or the order noun + number + classifier , the reverse 
of the present-day structure mentioned above . In Khmer during the pre-Angkorian 
period the order was noun + classifier + number or , for time expresslons like 
' days ' , ' years ' ,  s imply number + noun . Later the order shifted to noun + number 

+ classifier (Schafer 1948 : Jacob 1965) . 

Languages in the area under review differ both in the syntactic devices 
and in the overall importance of classifiers as they interact in the grammatical 
properties mentioned above . For Malay , especially in its Indonesian variety , 
classifiers are scarcely involved in non-numerical concerns ,  and even in counting 
they often seem to be optional . In Burmese ( and also in Japanese ) postposed 
number plus classifier may be involved in indicating indefiniteness , but are not 
normally used for anaphoric definite reference . Nor in Burmese are classifiers 
directly involved in deictic expressions , as they are in Chinese , Vietnamese and 
Thai . Khmer classifiers are more frequent in careful , literary speech than in 
colloquial varieties .  Even in the former they are infrequently used with deictic 
demonstratives . The Khmer classifier for humans ,  nea ' , may interact somewhat 
more widely than others in deictic and anaphoric expressions . 

Classifiers are also deeply involved in nominal compounding in several 
languages . In Vietnamese the order number + classifier + noun merges syntactic
ally wi th number + ( nominal compounding head) + (qualifier) , and many of the 
' classifiers ' for humans listed by Nguyen ( 195 7 : 13 3-142 ) appear to be more in 
the latter category . In Thai and Burmese , where the syntactic order precludes 
this type of merger ,  ' echo ' constructions occur instead . In the following 
Burmese examples , nouns are serving as their own classifiers as they enter into 
indefinite expressions : 

e i n  d;  e i n  a house ( lit .  house/one/house) 
myo di  myo a city 
e i ' dI  e i  I a bag 
khoun ta  khoun a stool 
bu t a  b u  a bott le 
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However Jones ( 19 70 : 66 )  observed , for Thai complex adjectival-deictic-enumerative 
classifier expressions , repetition of classifiers while syntactically allowed is 
characteristic of " the most precise and formal speech-style" .  One expects this 
observation would apply widely through various languages and constructions where 
classifier repetition is permitted . Once again , we see the converse of the 
western Indo-Aryan situation in terms of stylistic evaluazion : for South-East 
Asian languages , classifier ' density ' may elevate rather than depress stylistic 
level . 

Syntactic and lexico-semantic processes may interact in configurations of 
diachronic change which are sensitive to speech level and norm . Thai provides 
a particularly clear example ( for specific detail ,  see Diller , this volume) . 

The earliest Thai inscriptions show only a handful of classifiers of rather 
broad scope : khon , for humans ; tua , for animals ; and ' an ,  for inanimate objects ,  
and a few other shape-related forms . Comparative Tai evidence bears out postula
ting a reduced set for earlier stages of Tai . During the Ayudhya and Early 
Bangkok Eras ( c . 1450-1850) several hundred classifiers came into use , at least 
in literate court and urban circles . This was paralleled by increases in pro
nominal forms and perhaps also in pre-verbal auxiliary elements . In a sense , 
the process is continuing today , with journalistic Thai admitting so many common 
nouns into what were formerly classifier positions that , at least for counting 
expressions , the existence of classifiers as a syntactic class is being severely 
eroded .  On the other hand , for anaphoric purposes ,  for making definite/indefinite 
distinctions , etc . a small set including the original items cited above is in 
common use and not under threat of extinction . If these changes were to carry 
through , they would mean for Thai a syntactic shift in counting expressions , 
somewhat like what happened in Chinese , and the evolution of a new class of 
' pronominal classifiers ' of importance in anaphora , deixis and to indicate def
initeness .  It should be noted that these latter functions are found to some 
extent on the inscriptions as well as numeral classifier constructions . 

In terms of normative and evaluative attitudes toward Thai classifiers , 
by the mid 19th century a proliferated system associated with court speech was 
overtly taught in pedagogical manuals . ( Classifiers as a grammatical class were 
specified as kham phuut  p l aay baat  sangkhayaa words spoken at the end of a number 
phrase . )  King Rama IV took enough interest in classifiers to issue royal edicts 
on their proper usage . Given such a historical background , it is scarcely sur
prising that in today ' s  standard language ' correct ' (but sometimes ' unnatural ' )  
classifier usage is taught by parents and teachers to young Thai speakers . 

It  would be interesting and revealing to survey how primary school teachers 
in an areal continuum from , say , New Delhi to Hanoi might deal with their 
students '  ' mistakes '  with regard to classifier usage in normative standard 
varieties . One can imagine a Hindi class in the eastern Hindi area where the 
teacher ' s  red marks were directed at offending classifiers which had slipped 
into the written medium from the oral colloquial familiar to students .  Contrast 
this with the Thai teacher , whose corrective markings might be encouraging 
students to proliferate their ' natural ' oral systems with special learned forms 
for elephants , flutes and royal personages , etc . , not to mention correcting any 
substandard journalistic tendencies to count nouns directly , dispensing with 
special classifiers altogether . It  would be all the more interesting to conduct 
this putative survey again at future intervals . 
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NOTES 

1 .  A .  Diller ' s  field research reported here was made possible by grants from 
the Ford Foundation for work in Thailand while both authors received assis
tance from the Australian Research Grants Committee for work in India.  
Individuals who have helped with linguistic data are : M. Chintamunnee ,  Fr 
K .  McNamara SJ and his students at St Joseph ' s  High School in Mahuadanr 
(Bihar) , S .  Pe Aung,  H . S .  Prasad , B . B .  Singh , S .  Sircar , P .  Stein , B .  Theam , 
R .  Tomar , and Y . K .  Yadav . An early form of this article was presented in 
August 1980 at the Third National Conference of the Asian Studies Associ
ation of Australia , Griffith University , Brisbane . 

2 .  We are indebted to Philip Baker who is compiling a dictionary of Mauritian 
Creole for the identification of the chouchou as the fruit of the Sechi um 
edulis . 
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G R EAT A NDAMAN E S E : A P R E L I M I NARY S T UDY 

Yogendra Y adav 

1 .  I NTRODUCT ION l  

1 . 1  The  Great Andamanese of Andaman I s l and 

The Andarnan and Nicobar Islands are situated in the Bay of Bengal and are a 
part of  India administered by the Central Government as a Union Territory . Port 
Blai r ,  the capital of these islands , is 1235  km from Calcutta and 1191 km from 
Madras . The islands are connected to the mainland by two-monthly shipping 
services from Calcutta and Madras . There is also a bi-weekly Indian Airl ines 
flight from Calcutta . The Andarnan and Nicobar Islands consist of 225 islands 
of varying sizes - scattered from north to south . Their total population is 
151 , 13 3 ,  according to the 1971 census . The Andarnan group of  204 islands cover 
an area of 6682 sq . km and the 2 1  islands of Nicobar occupy 1645 sq. km .  7462 
sq . km of the total is a restricted area and reserved for forests . These islands 
have tropical climates and average temperatures vary from 23°C  to 31°C throughout 
the year . Average annual rainfall is 123" . June is the most rainy month and 
humidity throughout the year remains as high as 90% . Here I will be discussing 
the Andarnan group of islands only . 

The history of the Andaman Islands goes back to the late 9th century des
criptions of Arab travellers . 2 Marco Polo ( 1254-1324)  records his impressions 
of these islanders : 

Andaman is a very large island , not governed by a king . 
The inhabitants are idolaters ,  and are a most brutish 
and savage race , having heads , eyes , and teeth resembling 
those of the canine species . Their dispositions are 
cruel and every person , not being of their own nation , 
whom they can lay their hands upon , they kill and eat . . . 3 

A new phase in the history of the Andarnan I slands begins in 1788 when Lt 
Blair was sent there to start a free colony . Subsequently the new settlers had 
several clashes with the natives of the islands . 4 In 1858 the British e stablished 
a penal colony after the Indian mutiny of 185 7 .  From then onwards convicts were 
brought from India and Burma . After India gained independence in 1947 new set
tlers carne from different parts of India. The population of the Andarnan Islands 
now consists o f :  

1 .  original inhabitants 
2 .  descendants of convicts 
3 .  early free settlers and their descendants 
4 .  new settlers who carne after independence 

The original inhabitants of the Andarnan Islands are classified as negrito , 
while those of the Nicobar are considered to be mongoloid in origin . 5 The 
Andarnan Islands can be divided into six parts as inhabited by different tribal 
groups : 
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North Andaman 
Middle Andaman} 
South Andaman 
Rutland Island 
Sentinel Island 

Li ttle Andaman 

inhabi ted by 

Great Andamanese 
Jarawa on the east coast ; 
Great Andamanese on the west coast 
Jarawa 
Sentinelese (only on North Sentinel Island ; South 
Sentinel Island is uninhabited) 
Onge 

1 . 1 . 1  Sent i ne l ese , Jarawa and Onge 

The Sentinelese are reputed to be very hostile by nature . In the documen
tary "Man in Search of Man" , prepared by the Andaman administration , Sentinelese 
can be seen from a distance letting off showers of arrows . They are as yet 
basically untouched by modern civilisation . Very little is known about either 
their language or culture . 

The Jarawa are also considered hostile , but a successful attempt to contact 
them was made by Indian Government officials in 1976 . Since then the administra
tion has been developing friendly relations with a group of about 60 Jarawa at 
Chotalig Bang on the western coast of Middle Andaman Island . 

Contact with the Onge of Little Andaman Island can be traced from the time 
of M .V .  Portman , who established friendly relations with them in 1886 . This 
set a pattern which has continued . 

Sentinalese , Jarawa and Onge were in the past considered to belong to one 
group and to have some similarities in their language and customs . However ,  
this is questionable , since n o  contact has been made with either the Sentinalese 
or the majority of the population of Jarawa ; both are nomadic and still are 
reported to attack outsiders . It is obviously essential to establish communica
tion if any serious linguistic work is to be done with the nomadic Jarawa group 
and with the Sentinelese . In January-February 1977 two Jarawa were brought to 
Port Blair by the Andaman authorities ,  and some Great Andamanese and Onge people 
attempted to converse with them but they were unable to communicate . While it 
is likely that Onge , Jarawa and Sentinelese may have some linguistic similarities , 
this is still to be explored , a task which assumed great importance and urgency 
as the number of speakers of these languages is dwindling rapidly . 6 

1 . 1 . 2  Grea t Andamanese 

The tribes who live on the North Andaman Island and on the west coast of 
Middle and South Andaman Island have been given the name Great Andamanese . 
Previously the Great Andamanese were divided into ten groups : :����} of North Andaman Akabo 

Akajeru 

Akakede } 
Akakol . 
Okojuwoi of M1ddle Andaman 

Apucikwar 



Akarbale} 
Akabea of South Andaman 
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The G . A .  ( Great Andamanese) have been friendly since the penal settlement was 
established in these islands . Late 19th and early 20th century anthropological 
work and published research that has been done under the titles ' Andaman Island ' 
and ' Andaman Islanders ' concern the G . A .  

Man ' s and Portman ' s  linguistic works on the G . A. deal with the southern group 
of Andamanese languages . 7 Their phonological inventories show a similar patternS 
of labial , alveolar , velar , nasal and semivowel sounds ; their alphabets also give 
a whole range of vowels . They had difficulty in identifying retroflex9 and voiced 
sounds , while they do not provide any evidence of /g/ , /h/ and the sibilant lsi . 
My wordlist10 differs from the vocabulary given by Man and Portman since the 
southern group of Andamanese was the first to become extinct . My recording of  
the language of  the present G .A .  is similar to  the examples of the Aka-jeru 
group of North Andamanese given by Radcliffe-Brown . Radcliffe-Brown ' s  linguistic 
notes give valuable information , however he also gave a regular pattern of sounds 1 1 
like Man and Portman , and was unable to make a distinction between retroflex and 
dental sounds . 

Culturally and linguistically the ten G . A. groups were thought to be close 
to each other .  The population has declined dramatically for the whole of G . A .  
Population figures of the Andaman negritos for 1900-1979 are a s  follows : 12 

tri be 1901 1931  1951  196 1 1971  1979 13 

Great Andamanese 625 90 23 19 24 24 
Jarawa 468 70 50 500 300 250 
Sentinalese 117  50  50 100 50 
Onge 672 250 150 129 112 94  

There are various reasons for the rapid population loss of the Andaman 
negritos : they learnt vices from the new se ttlers , namely addiction to opium, 
tobacco and alcohol . An epidemic of venereal disease spread among the natives 
which has resulted in reduced fertility and a significant decline in the birth
rate . Contagious diseases brought by the outsiders , like measles , smallpox , 
mumps and influenza ,  also killed many of the original inhabitants as they had 
no immunity . At the time of colonisation of these islands , the natives resented 
the occupation by the new settlers . A large number of natives , mainly men , were 
killed in the ensuing clashes .  In the Second World War , bombardment by the 
Japanese resulted in many casualties among the natives , the Jarawa area being 
affected the most . 14 Settlement of outsiders and the construction of roads 
destroyed large parts of the forests , which has affected indigenous hunter
gatherer activities . 

In the 1960s , the increasing significance of the Indian Ocean resulted in 
the Government of India focussing greater attention on its islands situated there . 
Simultaneously , the Scheduled castes and Tribes Welfare Scheme under the Union 
Ministry of Home Affairs began to be implemented . The first committee was set 
up in 1968 to examine the functions and progress of the welfare of the scheduled 
caste and scheduled tribes . 1 5 At that time there were 23  survivors of the G . A .  
race who lived in Port Blair i n  an abandoned Japanese bunker i n  appalling con
ditions . Most of them , including the women , were opium addicts .  In order to 
get supplies of opium and tobacco , the latter travelled to the town and engaged 
in prostitution . Many had V . D .  and tuberculosis . In 1969 , persuaded by Indian 
officials , they were settled on the uninhabited Strait Island . In the initial 
stages of their settlement there the G . A .  still came to Port Blair in search of 
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opium and tobacco . Later this activity was checked and a feeling of belonging 
to Strait Island grew among them . 

In January 1980 I had an opportunity to visit Strait Island to work on 
their language . Strait Island is about 30 km north of Port Blai r ,  with an area 
of approximately 5 sq . km.  It is a four-hour journey by boat from Port Blair .  
The ' Milale , 16 makes frequent visits to  different settlements of natives in  turn 
and supplies them with rations , gifts and a financial allowance of 50 to 250 
Rupees per month to each individual . A social worker is stationed on the island 
in order to help them to adapt to various aspects of community life and to assist 
them in their education . There is also an autonomous body funded by the Govern
ment , the Andaman Adim Janajati Vikas Samati , Port Blair,  established in 1976 
with the aim of safeguarding health and promoting social and economic development . 

My stay on Strait Island was limited to three hours and , since I was not 
allowed to work there , I persuaded five G . A .  to corne to Port Blai r ,  where there 
is a ' transit house for the natives '  called Adibasera (Shelter of Natives) . The 
characteristics and lifestyle of the G . A .  described in the available literature 
seems to have disappeared in general .  What remains of their traditional culture 
may be as little as turtle-hunting and vague recollections of their god , named 
Bilikhu . Now there are pictures of Hindu gods in their houses . They dress in 
the tradition of modern mainland Indians , except for some old men who still 
prefer to wear only shorts .  The younger generation o f  G . A. are very reluctant 
to talk about their customs and show no interest in traditional life . In their 
physical appearance they show a significant change from the previous generation . 
The four infants in the community lack the characteristic features of the negrito . 
As a typical example of  the current mixing of races in the Strait Island settle
ment , I want to mention a man called RanchIvala (a man from Ranchi , Bihar) - he 
is married to a G . A .  woman who he first met when these people were living in 
Port Blair . Later RanchIvala got a job on Strait Island looking after the piggery 
unit . At present the Government is spending substantial amounts of money on the 
G . A. 

Hindi plays the role of lingua franca in the Andaman Islands . The G . A .  
with whom I spoke were well versed in Hindi and talked to their children i n  Hindi 
most  o f  the time . Those of the younger generation with whom I talked were in
hibited when it came to saying anything in their own language and were generally 
uninterested . For my recording of the language I had to rely on the elderly 
people ; one young couple tried their best to cooperate , but their knowledge was 
very limited.  There are only 24 survivors of the ten different G . A .  groups and 
they now form one community . They have difficulty in conversing with each other 
because of linguistic differences between the ten different groups . Among my 
informants , one belonged to the Kora and another , named Biye , to the Jeru group , 
and the young couple had no idea of their origin.  I decided to record primarily 
one language and to rely on one person , Pi*ar , who belongs to the Kora group of 
the G . A .  

When I went back i n  December 1980 I was not allowed to go to Strait Island 
or Little Andaman but I was given permission to work at the Adibasera in Port 
Blair with the G . A . , who were there at the time . I found out that only six 
young people in their twenties were living there , desperately looking for a way 
to stay in Port Blair .  Eventually they will succeed and will settle down in 
Port Blair . The G . A .  may survive , 17 which is the absolute concern of the 
Government of India ,  but it is evident that with the passing away of the older 
generation , the remaining G . A .  will  simply be Indians of the Andaman Islands 
and their language will become extinct . 
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I have already discussed the linguistic work of Man , Portman and Radcliffe
Brown on page 187 of this paper . D . N .  Basu ' s  paper ( 1952 )  was published when 
he had worked with the one remaining small group . The latest fieldwork on G . A .  
was carried out by S .  Manoharan around 1977 . In an interview with Mr Manoharan 
in 1980 I learnt that he had submitted a Ph . D .  thesis on G . A .  at Calcutta 

It seems obvious from Basu ' s  inventory that he has adapted the phonemes of 
G . A .  to the framework of his own language , Bengali .  Manoharan , as can be seen 
from the chart above , makes a more serious attempt to analyse the G . A .  sound 
system in its own right . There are , however ,  several aspects of his analysis 
which are controversial . His phoneme inventory differs from mine , particularly 
in regard to /�/ , /s/ and /x/ which are my /ph/ , /�h/ and /kh/ .  He has also 
inserted /p/ in his phonemic chart (perhaps to make it  look symmetrical) . He 
does not give any example of medial /p/ . There are a few examples of final /p/ 
which I hear as a voiced sound , and regard as an unreleased allophone of fbi . 
Throughout Manoharan ' s  published and unpublished work I have found only one 
example of  initial /p/ , i . e .  po ruwe ( toad) which I have recorded as ph u ruwe . 
This is in agreement with Radcliffe-Brown : he too heard that /p/ had a ' differ
ent ' sound which he renders as /p/ ( see note 11 ) . 

2 .  PHONOLOGY 

2 . 1 Phonemes 

G . A .  has 20 consonants and eight vowels . The phoneme system is interesting 
on account of the lack of symmetry ; particularly noteworthy is the absence of 
/p/ . There are no examples in my materials , nor in Manoharan ' s ,  of a contrast 
between /b/ and /p/ . 
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2 . 2  Consonants 

Bilabial Dental Retroflex Palatal 

Plosive t t � 
b d ci � 
ph th  I<,.,h 

Nasal m n i'i 

Lateral T 
Flap r 
Semivowel w Y 

BILABIALS : b ph 
Examples of occurrence : 

Initial Medial 

bowa ground i boya cooked food 
bat  night a rabey i �  dog 's tail 
bor wind ! i b i rbat  evening 
phu T i  mu fly i phe! high tide 
phon cave ke rpho sneeze 
photmo paddle �ephe food 

Contrast ph b 
ephowa old woman bowa ground 

Velar 

k Unvoiced 
Voiced 

kh Aspirated 

I) Voiced 

Voiced 

Voiced 

(w) Voiced 

Final 

ke reb 
t unkenab 
feb 

bitter 
finger 
smoke 

unvoiced 

fbi is a voiced bilabial stop . It is a similar sound to English b as in 
brother. fbi is always unreleased in final position and therefore at times it 
may be confused with the /p/ sound , and also when it is followed by palatal /T/ 
it is heard as /p/ , i . e .  !on tobTo (alone ) . /ph/ is an aspirated p as in English 
word pat. In all other published work on G . A .  I have seen /p/ as a phoneme 
while I couldn ' t  find any evidence of it , but I noticed some variation in the 
pronunciation of /ph/ . Since the G . A .  are well versed in Hindi they pronounce 
Hindi /p/ as fricative /�/ and people of the younger generation tend to confuse 
all these sounds using either /ph/ or /p/ or /�/ indiscriminately in the same 
word . Although the name of my informant , Pikar , starts with /p/ , in my opinion 
this name was originally either ' Bi*ar ' or ' Phikar ' .  When Pikar was working 
in the Police Department ,  his Indian co-workers

'
heard the initial sound as /p/ 

and his name thus became Pikar . , 

DENTAL : t d th  
Examples of occurrence : 

Initial Medial 

teye blood !otarbey i �  
t a rph i c;lo band !atab  
tede flow t i ta r i no 
d i �ono here tunkhud i mu 
d i  this akad i khe 
du that kh i de r  

cloud 
tongue 
wet place 
thumb 
to swell  
palm tree 

Final 

bat  night 
m i r i t pigeon 
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Initial 

thowo co ld 
t howu T  dew 

Medial 

kot ho 
uge tha T 
� a ra thomo 

cough 
shy 
buttock 

These sounds are truly dental , and are made by touching the back of the upper 
teeth with the tip of the tongue . /th/ is the aspirate corresponding to /t/.  

RETROFLEX : t d 
Examples of  occurrence : 

Initial 

� i meT bee 
toto woman 's covering 

for buttocks 
towo sky 
d i yu 
duTa 
�ob 

sun/day 
moon 
raw 

Contrast � t 
noto way 
noto swim 
tokho wood 
tekho story 

d d 
bat  
a t  
t�wo 
towo 
t howo 

Medial 

akata  
kat�ne 

e qene 
tel11 udu 
ku rud� 
i t ta ��uke 

night 
fire 
crocodi le 
sky 
cold 

girl 
star 

to kiss 

'liver 
thunder 
to break 

Final 

a �  fire 
e ra �  feather 

i phe�  high tide 

duTa moon 
du  that 
ku ru�e thunder 
tede to flow 
� i yu sun/day 
d i  this 

The retroflex sounds are similar to those used in Hindi . These sounds are pro
duced by pressing the hard palate with the tip of the tongue and releasing the 
tongue swiftly forward . When it is used as a possessive suffix /�/ is aspirated . 

PALATALS : � $I 111 
Examples of  occurrence : 

Initial Medial Final 

kawo dog e rko head otbey i k  dog 's hair , a ra�a tey i k  ' ke thorn nest leaf 
�okb i turtle e�amo to hide Tek ' arrow , 
$leI) mud taSiew bird/fish 
� i �e r rain i �oke to eat 
�o song u�e thaT  shy 
khub i snake �e�hu9u  stomach 
�ha re sea ebukhe to hit 
k)1ub  basket �ek,h'owo wound 

These sounds are formed by touching the back of  the hard palate . Aspirated /�h/ 
may be confused with the sibilant lsi. That it is distinct from the fricative 
can be determined by the fact that the G . A . , when speaking Hindi , either employs 
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this sound in place of the sibilant lsi or else makes a sound midway between 
I�hl and lsi with considerable effort . 

VELARS : k kh 
Examples of occurrence : 

Initial Medial 

ke reb bitter �ake r  throat 
keropho sharp tunkara nail, 
kuTeT there a rakon lap 
khu ro come quick terkh um shoulder 
khoro sand aka�ekhe lie/secret 
kh i rme sweat �okho wood 

Contrast k k kAh kh A 
oko fruit ke bow 
okobuTu foolish oko net A koroye sloping ebukhu lady 
koropho sharp ebokhe to hit3 beat 
a rakoQ lap aka�Aekhe lie 
ken nut aka�ekAhe to hate A 

Final 

tekorok 
tot tok 
te rkok • A 

knee 
to wash onese lf 
forehead 

voiceless velar stop sounds are truly velar and they are produced by the back 
part of the soft palate with the back part of the tongue . 

NASALS : m n n Q 
Examples of occurrence : 

Initial Medial 

m i  T i  the  fog emuTu 
mo�o chicken am i m i  
meno stone emph i Tu 
n a rakhamo people i no 
nonkenko two/many beno A e rnokho 
nebuko thigh ka�ane 
nakh�b i who is that/name tene 
noto to swim meno 

tenet 
ta� raT i ve 
�u�koro 

Contrast m n n Q 
i no water tenet  navel 
no house ne t hiccup 
ben e  sleepy e rnokho cheek 
menD stone �mo�o  foot 

noto way 

egg 
mother 
dead 
water 
sleepy 
cheek 

star 
mosquito 
stone 
navel 
to finish 
palm 

Final 

d i r i m  
i yom 
�orom 

�:Q 
�olJ 
�aphoQ 

dark 
sweet 
salt 

mud 
nut 
mouth 

The four nasals are bilabial , dental , palatal and velar respectively .  
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LATERAL : T 
The only lateral in G . A .  is palatal ITI and it  is produced by blocking the air 
with the tongue touching the hard palate and then gradually releasing the air 
through both sides of the tongue . There is no sign of any dental or alveolar 1 
whatsoever . 
Examples of  occurrence : 

Initial Medial Final 

Tawo ghost �e ruTu eve e rnoT good/we ��  
Teb smoke aTe lightning $l u ruT  to shiver 
Te� arrow 

FLAP : r 

u t T i  Te dumb akakeT cunning 

There is only one r sound which is alveolar flap Ir/. It  is  pronounced by 
tapping the tongue behind the alveolum . 

Examples of occurrence : 

Initial Medial 

ra pig e r Tarn soft 
rep�e food ta raka rab waist 
rowe boat �e ro to hurry up 

Contrast T r 
kera pond noTo to cry rn i  r i  t 
keTa dog-fiies i yo ro fiower rn i  T i  the 

i yoTe to see 

SEMIVOWELS : w y 
Examples of occurrence : 

Initial 

(we )  
(worn) 

yan i 
y i beTel)o 
yewuTu 

to save 
to bite 
seed 

Medial 

ewune 
kowo 
�ewaTa 
teye 
i y6rn 
e taphava 

juice 
skin 
co ��arbone 
b�ood 
sweet 
dry 

Final 

$l i �e r  rain 
�o� a r  chest 
te�e r �ame 

pigeon 
fog 

Final 

ta�ew 

$I i  roy 
elq,owoy 
i t ta r �oy 

fish/bird 

dance/circ�e 
to sme ll  
to throw 

The semivowel Iwl does not occur in word-initial position , but it  is found at 
the beginning of the bound morpheme we , worn , the present-tense marker . I have 
found only one example where i t  is in word-final position . 
Iyl sounds like the English sound y as in the word yard . 
Iyl is  used as a weak glide between I i i  and lui. A weak 
after any vowel provided it is  followed by lei . In such 
sometimes may combine with the preceding vowel to form a 

d i yu 
�Tuy i 
arnaye 
teye 

sun 
to whistle 
father 
b �ood 

i ye 
eboye 
e� �oye 

pain 
married 
bone 

At times the semivowel 
glide -y- can also occur 
cases the glide -y
diphthong : 
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Contrast w b 
bowa ground �eba baby-aarrier 

2 . 3  Vowe l s 

Front Central 
Close 
Half close e 
Half open e 
Open 

lal 

Back 
u 
0 
0 

a 

lal is  an unrounded back vowel , further forward than Hindi long a ,  but lower 
and further back than Hindi short a .  It approximates the central position of 
Hindi short a ,  when it is followed by / r/ or when used as the possessive prefix 
/a/ , as in  the word am i m i  (mother) and other nouns denoting close kinship . 

Examples of occurrence : 

Initial 

a�  fire 
at  ra bright 

le i 

Medial 

� a tab tongue 
i ra�al) root 

Final 

ra pig 
bowa ground 

lei is a front half-close vowel and it is simil ar in sound to e of the Hindi 
word ek ( one) . 
Examples of occurrence : 

Initial 

eka�ol') 
ebu ral') 

lei 

trunk (of a tree) 
red 

Medial 

� i �e r 
kera 

rain 
pond 

Final 

m i  T i  t he 
ke A 

fog 
thorn/bush 

This is a front half open vowel and it has the same sound as e in the word egg. 

Examples o f  occurrence : 

Initial Medial Final 

ephowa old woman teye blood i �oke to eat 
e r�o head eTewo small  i voTe to see 

Contrast -e -e 

ke ra pond ke thorn/bush on reb baakbone 
kera dog-flies i �oke to eat Teb smoke 
�ewo lizard �:I) mud 
�ewo arab/knife bel) swamp 
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I i i  
I i i  is a high close front unrounded vowel and has the same sound as short i in 
the word ink. Cardinal long ITI occurs occasionally as a variant pronunciation 
in the word- final position . 

Examples of occurrence : 

Initial 

i no water 
i ye pain 

101 

Medial 

� i yu 
b i te 

sun/day 
ash 

Final 

k,.h ub i 
ey i 

snake 
to vomit 

101 is an unrounded half close back vowel , it has the same sound as 0 in the 
Hindi word o l a  ( hai l) . 

Examples of occurrence : 

Initial 

o�o 
on the we 

101 

net 
to jump 

Medial 

bowa 
t aphol) 

ground 
mouth 

Final 

tewo 
Tawo 

crocodile 
ghost 

This is a half open back vowel and it sounds like the 0 on ox. 
Examples of occurrence : 

Initial 

oko • A • on tobu� 
fruit 
alive 

Contrast -0 -0 
,?�o 
oko 
e��o 

net 
fruit 
head 

Medial 

e rnoT 
t e rtol) 

good 
arm 

towo 
�owo 
t howo 

sky 
blind 
clod 

Final 

nota way 
t a rko t ho nose 

The younger G . A .  people frequently mix up 101 with 101 and lei with lei when 
these are actually four different phonemes in the speech of the older people . 

lui 
This is a rounded close back vowel and it  is pronounced like the u in Y'UY'al. 
lui is shortened in word-initial position . 

Examples of occurrence : 

Initial 

u ro point of a spear 
umoke to give/answer 

Medial 

to come quickly 
snake 

Final 

ebu tu  
yewuTu 

thin 
seed 
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2 . 4  Phon eti c notes on conson an ts and vowe l s  

Phoneme 
b 

ph 

t 

kh A 

kh 

r 

a 

u 

Allophone 
[ p ]  

[ �  ] 

[ � h ]  

[ 5 ]  

[ x ]  

[ v ]  

2 . 5  Accent 

Before the cluster /bT/ , /b/ becomes unvoiced /p/ . 
en tobTo (en topTo) = one. 
/ph/ is pronounced as a bilabial fricative when it 
precedes the vowel /0/ . ephowa ( e00wa) = old man. 
When it is used as a possessive prefix /�/ is always 
aspirated whether or not it is combined with any of 
the other prefixes which are used to distinguish noun 
classes , i . e .  It , te r ,  ta r ,  ta ra/ tmoto ( t hmoto) 
foot , �aker  ( �h �ke � )  = throat . . . . . 

/kh/ is pronounced as sibilant /�/ when it  is followed 
by the vowels /a/ and /u/ , i . e .  �ha re ( �a re )  = sea , 
tekhudu ( te5udu )  = liver . • 1\ .  • • 

/kh/ is pronounced as a velar fricative /x/ when it is 
followed by the vowel /0/ , i . e .  tokho ( toxo) tree� 
�� . . 

Strongly trilled /e/ occurs in the cluster r + consonant 
only when that cluster is followed by a vowel , i . e .  
i t t a r toy ( i t tar toy) = to throw , i t t a rduke ( i t t arduke) = 
to break. 

. . . . .  

/a/ is pronounced as a short vowel /a/ if it is followed 
by /r/ or when it occurs as the possessive prefix /a/ .  
This  prefix i s  used with nouns designating close kin . 
�a rkotho = nose , ami m i  = mother. 
/u/ is shortened and lowered to /v/ in word-initial 
position , i . e . u ro (v ro) = point of a spear. 

The accent is very weak and does not appear to be phonemic .  Whatever weak 
accent there is , usually falls on the first syllable . There is , however ,  an 
exception : a strong accent marks the final syllable of vocatives and exclamations . 
Examples : 

te te  
Tawo 
e�aye 

hungry 
ghost 
bad 

2 . 6  Phonotacti c s  

�e ' �e ' 
Ta ' wo 
e�a l ye 

hey ! listen! 
naughty ! 
wrong! 

( a) Phonemes occur initially and finally . Except for vel ar /n/ all phonemes 
occur in word-initial position . Phonemes /ph d th c) � �h kh � i'i/ do not appear 
in word-final position . In the text there is one sentence where /ph/ occurs as 
a word final : d i  � i �o i mu t a roph = this is my flower. All vowels  can occur in 
the word-initial or word-final position . 

(b)  Consonant clusters . These are the possible intra-morphemic clusters . For 
examples see vocabulary and sentences .  



b ph t t h  � d . 

b 

ph 

t t b  t ph t t  

� Wh � t  

m mb mph 

n n t  n t h  n t n9  

fi fiph fit 

I') nb  I)ph  I) t nd . .  

k �ph A 

k kb  

r rb rph rt r t h  r t rd  

r Tph Tt Tt  

y y t  
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� �h k kh m n fi r T w 

bT 

phT 

tkh tm tfi t r  tT  tw  

t k tm � r  � T  

mn mT mw 

n�  nk  nm  n r  nT  

fi�  fir  fiT  

nk  f)ls,h nk  • A nkh nm n r  

k r  kw 

rk  rk  rkh rm A rn  r fi  rT rw 

Tm Tn Tw 

yT  

( c) Restrictions appear to  operate as to  permissible consonant-vowel-consonant 
sequences .  The following sequences do not occur in any of the recorded materials : 

Preceding consonants Vowels Following consonants 

d d � a 
k i d 

e 

d d � kh w e d 

d 0 t h  d d � fi 

d � f) 0 d � 

f) u 
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(d )  A syllab le can consist of the sequence eevee and ev or ve ; the most common 
sequences are evee or eeve and eve . Examples : 

eevee ev/ve 
entobTo 
tunkenko 
i t t � r9uke 

2 . 7  Note 

one 
we 
to break 

ra pig 
ko bow 
at  fire 
i n  to spit 

My main objective in this basic work was to establish a firm basis for 
further research on grammar . We now have the recordings of a language which is 
on the verge of  extinction . I hope this paper wil l  give some help in compara
tive l inguistic studies in this relatively l ittle known part of the Indo-Pacific 
area.  

3 .  RE CORDED DATA 

3 . 1  Vocabul a ry 

The use of class-markers is obligatory , nouns and nominals in this vocabu
lary include the relevant class-marker. 

NOUNS 

PEOPLE 

mother 
father 
man 
old man 
old woman 
lady 
married man 
younger sister 
younger brother 
( 'one born later ' )  
e ldest/e lder brother 
baby 
bOY3 chi ld3 son 
baby girl 
daughter 
people 
PARTS OF BODY 

body 
head 
hair 
forehead 
eye 
nose 
tooth 

ami m i  
amaye 
e t ha ro 
��akhamo 
ephowa 
ebukhu 
e boye 
a rabeTokha 
o � � a ra�uw i t huwe 

ekokho 
a �abeTo 
a tota  
akata  
ey i kokha h na rakhamo 

} ul)�homo 
e rko • h • totbey i k  
te rkok h 

h te ruTu 
ta rkotho 
�e rb i Te 

PARTS OF BODY 

tongue 
jaw3 chin 
throat 
mouth 
shoulder 
arm 
ear 
elbow 
palm 
finger 
nai l 
chest 3 breast 
nipple 
stomach 
be lly 
navel 
back3 waist 
buttocks 
thigh 
cheek 
foot 
knee 
lip 
moustache 
skin 

ta tab 
te rtab 
take r 
t aphon/nphon 
te rkh�m . 
te rton 
t e rbu�o 
tewoTa ta raduTe 
tunko ro . 
� u�kenab 
t unka ra 
toka r - . "  . . meteY I 
teko t ra 
�ph i T u ta rkhu ro 
tenet  
t a rakarab 
ta ra thomo 
�kothomo/nebuk 
e�nokho h 

tmoto  
te rkorok 
te rbowa 
terbowabey i k  
kOwo 

h 



PARTS OF BODY 

blood/fever 
fat 
liver 
intestine 
kidney 
heart 
swel ling 
sore 
pus 
wound 
pain 
sweat 
bone/awake 
backbone 
collarbone 
ankle 
nape of neck 
thwnb 
muscle 
wrinkle 
lap 
eyebrow 
armpit 
testicles 
penis 
anus 
vagina 
tear 
rrrind 

teye 
teTone 
�ekAhu9u  
i meka A eme i ya 
totwot udeTo : . .  . 
onenoye 
�epha r 
e rm i ne 
tekh6wo • A i ye 
kh i rme 
e t toye 
o� reb 
tewaTa 
n rono 
ottoye 
t ��khud i mu 
� rbun 
te rk� rek we 
� rakon 
t e ruT�tot bey i k  • • I 1\ okokuwo 
9omo 
TuT 
tet  
tebu 
�e r i no 
term i ne 

LANDSCAPE/ENVIRONMENT/MISCELLANEOUS 

sun/day 
moon 
star 
sky 
cloud 
fog, mist 
rain 
night 
morning 
evening 
afternoon 
dew 
water 
creek 
pond 
ground, earth 
stone 
sand 
mountain 
bush 
garden 
wind, air 

� i yu 
duTa 
ka tane 
towo 
�ota rbey i �  
m i T i the  
� i �e r  
bat  
u t to 
t i b i rbat  
tob u ran  
�ub i T/ t howuT 
i no 
buTu  
kera  
bowa 
meno 
kot/kho ro 
b u ru i n  
�a�/��bo� 
tokho tay i Tawo 
bor  
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LANDSCAPE/ENVIRONMENT/MISCELLANEOUS 

fire a�  
smoke Teb 
way/path noto 
tree, wood !okho 
trunk eka!o� 
branch ot ton 
stump of a tree i k6 r6wo 
root i rakan 
bark of a tree i t h iy�  
fruit o�o 
stick tokhota 
small stick �Tewota 
big stick e rkhu rota 
ghost/naughty Tawo 
lightning aTe 
thunder ku rude 
rainbow b i Tu '  
God b i T i kh u  
mud 
light 
darkness/black 
is land 
val ley 
forest 
plain 
wet place 
thorn/fish bones 
bay 
shore 
bank 
swamp 
high tide 
low tide 
rainy season 
dry season 

�e� 
a ra�oT 
d i  r i m  
�Tu re 
�oTolJ 
t i m i kh u  
� i !otbeTe 
! i t a r i no 
�e 
bu�oton 
tot phoTo 
t a rph i 9° 
ben 
i phet 
. , l $lewom 

( , there is no 
coal 
ash 

� i ke rw i  u ke rom 
. � i �e r phow� 

rat.n ' ) 
at ph i n /a t t a r b i t  
b i te ' 

leaf 
banana 
bete lnut 
basket 
flower, bud 
seed 
potato 
sweet potato 
salt/salty water 
sea 
we ll 
greenery 
food 
palm tree 
bamboo 

tey i �  
kopho 
�o� 
k)1ub  
i yo ro 
yewuTu 
toTe 
� i no/eyom 
�orom 
kha re 
keT 
tota rwe 
rephe 
kh i de r  
to 
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LANDSCAPE/ENVI RONMEt-'T /MISCELLANEOUS 

coconut 
grass 
nest 
house 
roof 
bow 
arrow 
rope 
woman 's {front 
covering back 
inside of the 

house 
on top of stone 
paddle 
net 
boat 
wave 
baby carrier 
juice 
conversation 
argument 
story� talk 
tongs 

point spear {shaft 
ANIMALS 

dog 
pig 
dog 's tail 
dogs 
dog-flies 
bird � fish � food 
feather 
egg 
ant 
moth 
fly 
snake 
bee 
mosquito 
rat 
bat 
lizard 
crocodile 
frog 
pigeon 
kite 
chicken 
parrot/woman 's 

hand ornament 
crow 
turtle 

ekawuTu 
i m i koTu 
a raka/ thomu 
no/ t i ko . � t a ra tan 
ko . 
Tek 
boT 
ii i ro 
toto 
t i �om i kh u  

iiotota ra 
photmo 
oko � rowo 
phorot 
keba . 
� ewune 
e rema r 
enoTeTe to 
tekho 
�oye 
u ro 
a ratokho 

�awo 
ra 
a rawuT i b i 
o tbey i k  
keTa � 
ta�ew 
era�  
emuTu 
koy i mu 
dum 
phuT i mu 
k�h ub i 
t i meT 
� i pho 
towude 
b i reye 
kewo 
tewo 
phu ruwe , koruw 
m i  r i  t 
khoTo 
moko 
�o�oro 

pha t ka 
�okb i 

ANIMALS 

seabird 
tai l of fish 
crab 

Ta�a 
a rabey i �  
kewo � 

PRONOUNS/INTERROGATIVES 

I 
you 
you two 
he 
you aU 
they aU 
we 
we aU 
aU� much 
you aU 
there 
here 
this 
that 
that thing (far) 
we ( incl . )  
we ( du . excl . )  
we (pl . excl . ) 
one 
more than one 
( see you aU) 

� i yo 
n i yo 
ii i  T i yo/iierphoT 
khud i /d i  
non�enko 
dun roma 
t unkenko 
t a r� khamo/ �ey i �owe 
arakhamo we 
na rakhamo we 
kuTeT/khud i $!ono 
d i $!ono 
d i /kh i t i yo 
du/khud i ay i iio 
khuta�ono 
R i yo � i yo 
duy i yo t i yo 
du  t i yo '  
eri tbbTo 
non�enko 

what kayewe 
where khude r 
when dekho 
how much �ekophe 

���

r

�:

h

:::? }k

:::;Ub i ?  
what is your name ? 
ADJECTIVES/ADVERBS 

smaU 
big/full� heavy 
good 
bad� w.T'ong 
long 
hungry� vocative 
red 
white 
green�blue 
hot 
cold 
blind/one-eyed 
dumb 
new� strange 
rotten 
broken 
right (hand) 

eTewo 
e rkhu ro 
e rnoT 
e�aye 
e r toyeTwum 
te te 
l b l ran 
e toTotmo 
ekaTawo 
kh i m i T  
t howo 
�owo 
u tT i Te 
ekoTot 
i b u roto  
enduk� 
e�bkho 



ADJECTIVES/ADVERBS 

left (hand) 
thick 
thin 
narrow (path) 
straight 
ripe 
cooked (food) 
wet 
dry 
dry wood 
other 
far 
sharp 
blunt 
alive 
dead 
short 
fat 
thirsty 
tired 
lame 
sad 
happy 
empty� house is 

empty 
hurry 
slow 
strong� tight 
weak 
angry 
quiet 
sleepy 
young 
pregnant 
having a fu I I  

stomach 
hard 
soft 
sweet 
bitter/sour 
wise� busy 
foo lish� dumb 
alone 
selfish 
dear 
active 
poor� worthless 
foreign (person) 

not one 's own 
shy 
handicapped 
cunning 
wide (path) 

eko ro 
enab 
ebutu/ i d i naTo 
not6Tew� 
etoTo 
i phumu 
i boya 
i teno 
e t phaya 
e rob 
ot tok 
ka rakpho 
ko ropho 
ekokheTa 
on tobu� 
emph i Tu 
oka t t a  
b i l)oye 
phaye 
t uk i ne 
teter  
totbo�aye 
tot bonoT 
t i towo 

�e ro 
e ren tek,he 
e tTam 
i Teya tet/d i naTo 
o twota ra�� 0 
enoT to�o 
ubeno 
e rokhuy i 
a radeTo 
a raphet  

o t t a r i we 
e �tam 
i yom 
ke reb 
otboTweb i nu 
okobuTu 
ton tobTOIte rTa 
to twokaye�e 
, 0 A ek rol<xhe 
ewu retotTam 
e rTeya 
not tokwe 

u�ethaT 
e teter  
akakeT 
e rkhu ro 0 0 0  noto 
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ADJECTIVES/ADVERBS 

high 
low 
sloping 
loose 
bright 
raw 
tame 
barren (woman) 
infertile 
famous 
different 
same� alike 
easy 
lie/secret 
true 
slippery 
rough� uneven� 
dangerous 

closed� shut 
scattered 
enough/no more 
VERBS 

eat 
drink 
stand/get up 
sit 
speak 
walk 
call  out 
I eat 
run 
take 
take ! 
I ' l l  take 
give 
give him 
break 
drop 
fa ll 
hit� beat 
save 
sleep 
lie (I am lying 

on the ground) 
cry 
cook (that food) 
blow fire 
jump 
be afraid 
laugh 
scratch 
throw 

i t To90mu 
i raka t ta 
�oroye 
e� i ropho 
a t ra 
dob 
I T O  e t a ta  I I) 
u t h i repho 
etol) towo 
aka!iJe�epho 
e t tok 
e t tonko 
t i yo�oT 
aka�ekhe 
aka�ekhephol) 
ukhoToy i no 
eko ropho 

e rema rbeno 
epheTe t ra 
dekho 

i �oke 
i khuwe 
roy t% yto  
ana 
koTe 
° k o T o  e A o e 
khu ro 
t uy i �okom 
toboTe 
i na 
kuwe 
t uwokom 
ke 
�moke 
i t t a rduke 
oy tab�to . b ' I ta ote  
ebol<xhe 
yan i 
be no 
t a rambeno 

noTa 
i ral<xheke 
e rabo rake 
on thewe 
i nTa temam 
khoT�we 
t uy i nawom 
i t t a r toy 
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VERBS VERBS 

swim nota 
wash (oneself) /  tot tok 

enter into water 
look for t uwent i kwoTom 
sme ll  e�howoy 
bow t unbu ran 
make a bow tok6we kotoy i kom 
go to�anewom 
come t u T i wom 
come quickly khu ro 
climb eka rakom 
climb down toTewom , . hide e�amo 
catch woko/uwoko 
turn ( intr . )  tamphorowom 
put (in hand) i te�he 
put (on shoulder) u t un 
push t u�e ' te rekom . , 
pul l  t uweteno 
bite y i bere�o 
vomit ey i 
cough kotho 
sneeze 
spit 
break wood 
cut wood 
stop !  wait ! 
remember 
forget 
enter 
go outside 
bury 
make a hole in 

the ground 
insult 
swallow 
pour out 
charge/attack 
replace 
be unable 
tie 
draw water 
lift 
dig ground 
burn 
die 
bring 
carry 

�e rpho 
i n  
toyet ta rdukom . . . . ,  to�herewom 
i takhe 
totwob i Tepho 
totwob i Teko 
tota raTota 
t u te r thu ' 
, . emeto 
tot i b i rpho 

etmo�o 
i khuwe 
tuy i �o 
otmoke 
etaterkoToy i ne 
u rephopho eTeya 
toy i �owom 
toyetenom 
oke 
phon 
i kh�b i ke 
eph i T  
uwe 
i tmo�one 

grab 
hear 
see 
want, need 
like 
sing 
steal 
ask 
tickle 
send 
scold 
search 
cover 
uncover 
dance, circle 
finish 
wave 
dive 
miss, lose 
shoot (an arrow) 
kil l  (with an 

arrow) 
kick 
pinch 
dodge, cheat 
spear 
hiccup 
whistle 
grow 
bend 
shiver 
feed 
make a new thing 
embrace 
kiss 
rake 
float 
meet 
tremble 
swe l l  
flow 
spi ll, overflow 
hate 
(wind) blows 
(sun) rises 
(sun) sets 
(moon) rises 
(moon) sets 

i t ta ra tewoTe 
mud ewe 
i y�Te 
t a t uToke 
� i ye 
QO 
e towe 
okowoye 
t u�ethe wom 
i ta roTe 
i t uduTe 
i no�e 
utn i roke 
utekhe 
� i roy 
i ta n raT i ye 
phar 
ne 
e raT i yo 
towetoTom 
!uwebuwa qoT 

towe t rel¢om 
i renam 
a t aY i khe 
phonmo 
ne t 
uTuy i 
a ta t hu 
u�hoT i to 
� u r uT 
okokhuwo 
enoTey i me ebane 
eHe rko rme 
e r tene 
t uweQ i rakham 
utebeno 
ke rphon 
�Q i reTam 
akad i khe 
tede 
eka n te�okho 
a�a�ekpe 
bo rta r�e 
( d i yu )  w i ka rakom 
( d i yu )  a raTekho 
( duTa )  w i ka rakom 
( � uTa)  w i raTekom 
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3 . 2  Phrases and sentences 

my/our father 
your mother 
his younger brother 
our younger brother 
their younger sister 
our younger sister 
your baby 
our baby 
their baby 
my head 
your ear/ears 
dog 's two ears 
pig 's two ears 
dog 's two eyes 
man 's two eyes 
woman ' s  two legs do ( Hindi) two 
bird ' s  nest/nests 
dog 's  home/homes 
one white dog 
white dogs 
snu. ll girl 
two small  girls 
I am hot 
I am cold 
he/she is tired 
he/she is sick 
my hand is alright 
I am alright 
my everything is alright 
this j10wer is red 
that cloth is not red 
these flowers are white 
those clothes are not white 
both those flowers are red 
both these flowers are white 
both those flowers are not white 
give me a red flower 
don 't give me a red flower 
give him/her a white dog 
give that girl a white dog 
give that boy a white dog 
see her 
see him 
give us a red j10wer 
don 't give us a white j10wer 
give them a fish 
don 't give them two fish 
my house is nice 
your eye is not bad 
her bow is not big 
small eye 
my eye is not small 

� amaye 
nam i m i  
a rabeTo k,11 i kuwe 
ta rabeT6 kuwe 
� rabeTo �h i kuwe 
ta rabeTo kh i kuwe 
�uth i re h 
tu th i re 
ut h i re 
te rko 
�e rbuwo 
akawor ( do) buwo 
r�ta r (do) b uwo 
akawo ( do) e ruTu 
( do) neruTu or ( do) mene ruTu 
(do) menmoto . 
t aQew t u t bota ra�a 
kawo t u tno 
�n tobTo ekawo ( one dog) 
etoTotmo �kawo 
i Tewo khay�b i khu 
( do)  neb i khu 
t u t kh i rme wo 
tothowowom 
du we maTaye 
du we i t ebeno 
t unko ronoTwe 
te rm i ne noTwe 
tenoTwe 
d i � uke i tb i ra':l 
du i t b i ranpho 
d i  � uke i t toTo�mo 
d u  Q uke i t toTo�mopho 
du Q uke i t toTo�mo 
d i  eteTotmo 
du  i kakhoba etTa tmopho 
t i b i ran kaytekhe · 
t i b i ra� kay te�h i m  
d U  i yakawo toTobu tekhe 
du we l bukhuke i � i t6Tobute�he 
du  we i tha ro kay i � i �oTobute �he 
du weTe or du weyoTe 
du weyoTe atota  
d i i tb  i ran kay retek,.he 
mu l � i t  tato �mo kayte�he wo 
n i  t aQew te�he or n i  e n tobTo te�he 
n i  i raT i kom 
totno y i �oTwe 
te ruTu kaye phowe 
i �hoko tu tkhu �u� pho we 
e ruTuTewo 
te ruTuTewo phowe 
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their houses are big 
my house is not big 
this house of mine is good 
this house of yours is not bad 
this eye of mine Was good 
this eye of his/hers Was not good 
this dog of yours was not good 
that food is not bad 
that food Was not bad 
this wood is not good 
that wood was not good 
this wood was not good 
that wood is not good 
this/these are my flowers 
this is not your house 
that is not your flower 
these are her clothes 
this is his/her knife 
those are not my houses 
don ' t  give me my father 's stick 
who wi l l  come with me ? 
I (she) wi ll  go with you 
put the fish on the fire 
do you have some nice thing? 
I did not dig anything 
go and cook your food 
has food been cooked? 
bring some coconut for me 
a boy is climbing on a tree to pick 

a coconut 
chop some wood for me 
light a fire 
is the fire burning we ll?  
i s  that wood heavy? 
(no ) �  it is very light 
who is cutting the bush? 
ask him to bring more wood 
I am going to light a fire 
can we get food here ? 
what kind of food is in your vi llage ? 
do you like this food? 
come on� we wi ll find something e lse 
a woman has/women have brought some 

good food 
this is not black man ' s  food 
I can 't eat that 
what kind of tree is that? 
that is a coconut tree 
frui t does not come on this tree 
how are you? 
I am sick 
he is sick 
this man is sick 
my hand is sore 
he fe ll  down and got hurt 

otno te rkhud u 
tot no Tewow� 
d i  totnonoTwe 
d i  otno�aye phowe 
d i  te ruTu noTweTo 
du � ruTu noTpho 
n i kho akawo enoTphoTo 
du �eph; e�aye phoTo 
du rephe ekayepho 
d i  tokho ekaye phuTo 
du tOkho e�oT phuTo 
d i  tokho enoT phuTo 
du tokho enoT phuTo 
d i  t i ko i muta roph • A d i  otno phowe 
du n i �he muta ropho we 
d i i I).he mutaTota 
d i  i �he �ewo • 
du  tutnopho we 
du � t i ko noye�hu  tokhowutel).h i m  
na I).h i �ute  ukonewom? 
• 

• I " ot ukonewom 
t ��;w atTa  tel).he 
nako kayenoTwe? A A 

• tukay we phun phuTo 
kh�T i w i reph� w i  ra�uwe 
dekho i boya?  
tunkh i de r  we  kawoy 
�tota  kh i de r  �embephom 

t un tokho wetphuye 
a t · d i k ub i ke 
a tT�ru  noTwe? 
bat u tkhu dund i ?  
d i  yobTe • . • 
a�h i mu b i ra buko �herewom? 
e� i rakewo boy kawo 
t uway b i khu b i n kekom 
boTmu t i rephe wi te�om? 
notno kay w i rephe? 
�awo d i mu� i mum? 
khawo toy nen i 
ebukhe · enoT kha rephe w i kawo A 

d i yo d i r i m  tel).he g i yopho 
ba t u  i � i pho 
du kawo tond i ?  
d u  kh i de; tonwe 
d i  ton nok6phu 
• • • •  

1\ enoTwe? 
e tebenowe 
�ey i ye 
d i  utebeno 
tekon we 
i b� toT emboTo 



no, I am not we ll  today 
his foot is swo llen 
I fe ll  from the tree 
what is he eating? 
he has a stomach ache 
he broke his arm 
he has a sore leg 
flick the fly out of his eye 
flies are bothering me 
ki l l  those mosquitoes 
he is scared because he is sick 
he went into the forest because he 
was sick 

his eye is sore/red 
my foot is sore 
is this a good path? 
where does this path go? 
rain spoi led it 
where is the water? 
show me the path 
fo llow me 
you should go today 
I will  give you your ration 
you can go ahead 
our eyes are the same 
our hair is different 
he spoke for a long time 
he laughed for a long time 
I waited for him a long time 
I waited for a whi le for him 
I hit him hard 
have you finished your work? 
is that true? 
my friend came and he said 
what are you going to do? 
can you speak ? 
tell them 
is your mother alive? 
how many children do you have? 
this man wants to marry 
here is flour, fish, bird 
wait for me here 
you can go ahead 
where can we s leep ? 
pul l  the boat on to the bank of the 

river 
push it again 
I want to go to the river 
why do you want to go? 
there are crocodi les in the river 
the current is very fast 
the river is full  
I am going for a walk 
I am going outside 
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�o�b� �o�ay we 
unenoya 
� ubo �owo 
u�ay �a�o? 
eko t ra y i ye 
en toyoko duko 
d i  " tepha r " Tewopho 
phuT i mu we okoTe 
phuT i  mu etepho 
eTne etbate  
a ramTa tom " ey i ye khude 
etebeno khude � i m i khe  i yoTo 

ne ruTu t u tb i ran 
te toye we kemo " 
d i " nota en6T 
�a tnoto kh i d i  �ono7 
Sl i ke r  we ebewo 
kaT i no we? 
t i  nota we e roTaye 
take baye 
t akha nokone we 
� un i Te ��y w i  rephe 
ne ren t a raTo we 
te ruTu en tobTo 
�otbey i �  ta r y i �hu  phuwe 
temu � i ye oyek � i rako 
en toto khoTephoTo 
to "otkho toko 
te i khanoto t a raT i yo 
twa ta teTe m i koT 
dekho fion t a r�T i yo? 
e teko? " 
�em�koye ph i ra�u Toko 
fiukay we �atom? 
nukay w i T i temom? 
du Awe � i rake 
am i m i  kuphuk we? 
nuth i re kon� rok Tepho? 
� i we emboye �ekom 
d i taSjew we 
t i t i b i tfioTe 
fiot reta  we 
kh i TeT totubeno wom? 
buT i wu ukowa� momuT i  we 

i t ta r thude 
buT i wu t�y i fio we 
no�ay w i nkekom? 
buT i wutew� we 
ta ta ra  kor we 
buT i wu t e rkhu ro we 
to nota wom 
koT �ey i fio we 
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I saw him wandering 
this place is not good 
we should go ahead 
they are seated 
they wil l  not come back today 
I can see smoke 
where wil l  we get the water? 
the o ld man hasn ' t  come yet 
why hasn 't  he come ? 
perhaps he is sick 
make a ho le here 
who made this hole? 
I cannot bring it 
bPing that stone 
cut the tree 
be careful� it is falling 
sort out that wood 
let i t  dry in the sun 
te ll them to come in 
what did you te ll  them/him? 
send them a message 
what sha l l  we do ? 
say that again 
we wi l l  hunt pigs tomorrow 
today we wi ll hunt wild dogs 
have you seen a pig ? 
I have not seen (it) 
I see a snake on the stone 
I ki lled it 
try to ki ll it from behind 
we have covered it 
now we shall  take it out 
keep a lookout for turtles 
is this a boat? 
where are the paddles ? 
the paddle is in the boat 
the boat is out of order 
who came in that boat ? 
my mother came in that boat 
this boat is better than that 

these people are not good 
what has happened? 
I want to see a dance 
what dance is that? 
now men are dancing 
now singing has stopped 
women are not allowed to see this 
no� but I wi ll ask this girl 
alright� she is a smart girl 
the children are swimming 
give me this 
father gave me this 
he did not give this to you 
father will  give you something e lse 

! a ra� �h i � i re t ayonTa 
t i  �aye we 
t u  t unku i Tuwom 
duwak�wonom 
bowakan i Tepho 
t uTe d i rtedom 
kaT t i no w i t unkowom? 
0- .  1\ .  ephowa kha awoph uTo 
kay khude awophuTo?  
tey i yekophaTo 
TeT t i w i r d i t i  
a�h i �yur  d i to? 
twe kawopho " 
d U  menD we koy 
ton b i ra�herewe 
fionoT we i bo!om 
i ko kat take 
akhe d i wuTe phaye 
ne � i �ake norome 
nun i kay roTo? 
ne ko�ak tekho te roTe 
nu �ay we �a !om? 
boye Sl i rake 
bo!o te rko�oT �h i 9  wom �awone 
i t  tetekhamo boto � i d  wom �awone 
nu �ay w i rayTa ? " " 
toyoTe phuTo 
��m i no to�o �hub i r  w i r te9um 
to  e tphowo 
i t  botatphowe 
dekho to i t phur6 
to i phokom 
�okb i b i r tege 
d i  kay rowo 
�arA photmO we ? 
photmo woko � i wo 
rowo b i n�aya 
du rowo Ta�h u  awo? 
tam i m i  d u  rowo Tawo 
d i  rowo duno rowa ( �he) enoT 
se (Hindi)  = from� than 
d i  ye enoTpho 
�ay �a!o? 
tUlj i roy w i r ted um 
d i  kh i tam � i  roy we? 
tha ;onu � i roy wom 
�o b i ra T i Te kom 
i bukho nor  tedepho 
akhe khud i !oko boye 
ed i ye enoT 
kh i re noto wom 
d i ! i i te�he 
amaye d i  t i  i t e�ha 
d i yo ni  i te�e phuTo 
amaye bu t i  i te�hom 
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I am sitting here 
what is that ? 
give me some rope 
I have brough t some rope 
go to him 
te ll  me 
go outside 
what are you looking for? 
give me 
who is that? 
where are you going? 
come to me 
come inside 
I need that 
call  him 
te ll him 
I am going, you stay here 
he and I are going 
they and I are going 
he or they and I are going, you stay 

here 
you and I ' l l  go 
I don 't know 
wind b lows 

3 . 3  Text 

A boy went to the forest for hunting. 
a�o�a  u�h i gek t i rn i khe�eT or t i rn i khe�oko 
There were lots of trees in the forest .  
t i rn i khu t a rakarnu beTo 
There were birds in some trees . 

TeT � awo no worn 
du�ay we ? 
� i �ay boTwe te�he 
t uboT we  kawo 
khut i i �owa pho�one 
�e� i ra V;e 
o�one worn 
n i  kay b i rtedurn? 
� i t��he 

. 
d u  wa �hub i ?  
�� nu �onOm? or �a phu�one worn? 
te�o akawo we 
khut ra ko kawo 
du  t u  moke 
khud i un teTe 
eSl i rake 
to�one worn toke re worn 
khud i 0tewo�onarn 
khud i uteka otenokone worn 
khud i oten kon� wo� n i yoweka ke re . , 

khud i oteno�one worn 
ebopho , . ternphe 
bor we e ren�e korn 

�okho tot �o� to� kataT ta�ew tot be�aye b i rane 
He did not find a pig anywhere . 
�aTo ra�o� phoTo 
Then he went to catch fish in the river. 
ukun to boToT ubuT i wek ta�ew to�ore e rbuT i �  b i n �eT/totbey i �  non�ekurn 
Even after a long time he could not find fish. 
� i bu ra T i Te rneTo� u��aye phoT 
Then he thought of catching a turtle. 
boT �okb i rnotornboye geTo�ha ra 
He caught a turtle . 
boT kokb i noneTowe k reko , 

This turtle Was very heavy, therefore he tied the turtle to a tree and p laced 
�okb i w i �e e�o rekhornoye kokornet he rnawophe khawo ek reko �khurneTo 
a heavy stone on top of the turtle. 
tokho Teb i rat taye r  �oboyeTo TetTeyarn i �  �okb i tota raTo phu r urnu rn i yota  etekheT 
Now it Was night. 
i rt i  bateT 
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Then he climbed up a tree and s lept 
i � � i  kumbuTumeTo �okha ka rephoT �okho �o�wakweka �o� i T  b i nuT 
Next day when he woke up he found that the turtle was not there. 
boT aka� i kh i rekoy i T  �okb i b i khe i teboToyo� 
The boy was very sad. 
a�o�a ka rkhaye a !o�atumwo b i �aye rat i T  
He said that now he would not go hunting by himse lf· u t u�o t a � i �u � rame !e remna �e remTe amebo �e rem Takp i tphuw i  koyeT twaye �h i kawo� 
Then he went towards his home . 
ka rkha wo �oy i no akun i 
On his way he met his father. 
u� �aTa kamayo �o� i T  
Then both together went hunting. 
but amayeT na rkhanu �h i �  
Then both of them together hunted down a pig. 
ba�amayeTu �h i 9 i To�ora ranona wuy i �h i ! 
And they returned home happy. 
tenu t umbonoTeTu ( un tubonoTeku)  n i yowak 
All  the people together ate the catch. 
n t u� t a r n i  ra e� i ye 
One man had a stomach-ache . 
untob Toko t ra i yeT 
A girl got a stomach-ache . 
aka�a ntobTo we kot ra i yeT 
Then the girl went to a doctor. 
uka �a  yeTab ta ren�e� 
The doctor gave her medicine . 
9ak !a re davaye te�ha  
9ak�a ra (English )  = doctor , dava ( Hindi) = medicine 

And the doctor said: "Come again tomorrow". 
ebuT bowa 9akta reT na�h i rbuwa wow i T  
Next day the girl didn 't  go. 
aka �a bowa kamb i kh i ro �onephowe te� i T  
Then the doctor went to the girl 's house. 
9ak �are akata tnok aku�on i T  wawokote�h i T  
But the girl was not even at home. 
ko�aka � a  noT i phoweTo 
He just could not find the girl anywhere . 
aka�a  �e aTo�o� phuTo 
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NOTES 

1 .  I would like to thank my main informant , Mr Pi�ar , and the Andaman 
Administration , especial ly Mr Bakhtawar Singh . I am indebted to the 
A . R. G . S .  for the financial assistance enabling me to undertake this 
research . I would also like to thank Mrs Kari Barz for her valuable sug
gestions when reading the introduction , and Miss Betty Kat for all her 
assistance in the preparation of this paper , and , finally , my special 
thanks are due to Dr L . A. Hercus who inspired me to commence this research 
and who gave tremendous assistance in the preparation of this paper . 

2 .  For details see Radcliffe-Brown 1964 : 7 .  

3 .  I n  Masefield 1 9 54 : 34 7 .  

4 .  See Sri Probhat Kumar Sen 1 96 2 : 5 .  

5 .  See Man 1 9 3 2 : 2 .  

6 .  Refer to the text of Bradley 1983 . 

7 .  Man states " It is to be understood that , unless otherwise stated , the 
descriptions given here refer to the boj ig-nagr j i  (more especially the 
�a-Bea , i . e .  the South Andaman tribe ) of Great Andaman in whose territory 
the Indian Penal Colony is situated . "  

8 .  Portman says : " In the following system o f  transliteration for the language 
of the Andamanese I have followed the alphabet used by Mr Man in writing 
the aka-be a language • . . .  " ( 189 8 : 2 3 ) . 

9 .  Although Man mentions two different t 
tea:t' (Man 1 9 3 2 : 1 74)  . 

10 . Man Portman 
South Aku-Bea South 

English Andamanese Andamanese 

head che · ta  6 t -cheta-da  
mouth bang bang-da 
mother dab cha · no l a chana-da  
body Ch�lU chao-da  
chUd ab l T · ga ab- l fga-da 

consonants , t as in 

Radcl iffe-
Brown 

ot - co 

t ' a-m i m i  

ot - t i re 

ten and 

mine 

e r�o 
!apho,) 
am i m i  
tunkhomo • • A a tOta  

t as in 

1 1 .  "The sound written p i n  some o f  the North Andaman languages i s  really p "  
( Radcl iffe-Brown 1 9 14 : 3 7 ) . 

1 2 .  Quoted from the Introduction in Dutta 1978 . ' The Great Andamanese and 
Onges ' could only be counted from 1961 onwards . Other groups are only 
rough estimates . 

1 3 .  Twenty-four G . A .  and 9 4  Onge are enumerated , and figures for Jarawa and 
Sentinelese are estimates . These figures have been obtained from a pam
phlet published by the Andaman and Nicobar Administration , 1979 . 

14 . The Japanese occupied the Andaman Islands from March 1942 to October 1945 . 

15 . See p . 1 2 7  of India Year Book 1 9 79 . 

16 . Belon ging to the Andaman Administration the boat is called Mi1a1e , a 
Jarawa word meaning friend. 
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1 7 .  From the Indian Express , September 1 ,  1982 : "With the new birth the total 
number of members in the tribe now stands at 28 . "  
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The Great Andaman ese women i n  front of the i r  hou se on Strai t I s l a nd 

The Great Andamanese on Stra i t I s l and wi th au thor 
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